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by 

May0 Moran 

Although the reasonable person has been the centrai figure in the law of negligence at least 

since Vaughan v. Menlove, he continues to provoke as many questions as he answers - questions 

that have becorne increasingly pressing givm recent challenges to the rrasonable person as 

inherently male, pnvileged and otherwise oppressive as a behaviourai standard. This work 

addresses the defensibility of the standard in light of such challenges. The thesis begins by 

andysing the operation and justification of the standard in the treatment of the mentaily disabled 

and of children, an analysis which reveals that the standard of reasonableness is deeply indebted to 

conceptions of what is nomial or ordinary. The thesis gœs on to examine the role of conceptions of 

the 'normal', not only for the mentaiiy disabled but ais0 for women and those disadvantaged on 

other grounds including race and class. It tums out that because of the discriminatory implications 

of reliance on the honnal', the treatment of various gmups un&r the objective standard raises 

profound concems about equality and ultimately about the nile of law. The thesis then asks 

whether, given these difnculties, the objective standard is worth saving. Although plagued by its 

own contradictions, the feminist debate is invaluable hm: it explicates the strengths and 

weaknesses of the standard and highlights constitutive tensions between equaïty, custom and the 

rule of law. And feminst analyses lead us to conclude that under certain conditions the objective 

standard is actualîy invaluable for equality-seekers. This debate a h  af5ords the most concrete 

illustration of how one might go about reformulating the standard to ensurr that it lives up to its 

promise of equality. The thesis concludes that a refollflulatcd objective standard - more attentive to 

normative failings, widely sharcd a not - is not only ddaisible but in fact crucial to any 

meaningfhl conception of equality. 
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Chapter One 
Living on the Faiilt Line: 

The Objective Standard and the Mentaiiy Disabled 

Law students may quickly becorne comfortabIe with and perhaps even fond of the 

reasonable man. But there is an initiai moment in which most of us h d  him troubling, and not 

just because he is that 'excellent but odious' character that A.P. Herbat deplores.' Unease with 

the nasonable person typicaiiy fin& its genesis in discussions of the defendant's claim in 

Vaughan v.  enl love* where the defendant was found fiable after his hay rick caught on fin and 

destroyed several cottages klonging to his neighbour. On appeai, he challengeci the charge to 

the jury arguing that if he had acteâ to the best of his judgment, then he ought not to be 

responsible for the misfortune of not possessing the highest order of intelligence. The facts of 

the case may rnake it easy to dismiss our rnisgivings? But nonetheless there rernains a lingering 

sense that there is after ail something in the argument made by the wily defendant even if it was 

not persuasive in his own case. 

And we would do well not to ignore these early misgivings. The stature of the reasonable 

man may have convinced us of his unassailability but despite this he remains something of a 

mystery. It is through hirn that the law of negligence ailocates liabiiity and this allocation is 

' A.P. Herbert, Unconunon Imv (London: Metheun, 1935) at 4. 

' (1837) 3 Bing. N.C. 468,132 E.R. 490(C.P.)@1ercinaftcr Vuughan cited to Bing.]. 

nie court upbolds the trial judge's charge to the jury mat the &fendant was "bound to proceed with such 
reasonabIe caution as a prudent man would have exemsed uader such circumstances" and thw rejccts the 
defendant's claim that he ought not to be blamd for not posscssmg the highcst order of intclligcnct. Tht case, 
however, is more complicated than it appcars at f b t  glana. F'irst, it seerns bat nothing actuaiiy turned on the niling 
that the defendant was to be held to an objective standard, since that standard actualiy mirrond the &fendant's 
subjective inteliechial abilities. So the court was really faced with a Chdliility problem, not a moral dilemma. 
Repcatedly the defendant was advised to dîsmantit the pcrilous rick because of the danger of fire. Howcver, perhaps 
in part because his own stock was insurcd, hc rrspondcd that "he would chance it". So the defendant's Msisttnœ 
that he should not be b l d  "for not posscssing the highcst order of intelligence" seems likc straightforward bad 
fnim. ULlsutprisingIy, two of rhc rbicc judgments =fa m th- acdiility pmblems and suma that the charge to 
the jury was, if anytbing, too favourabIt to the defmdant who was probably gdty of gross mgiigcnœ: ibid. at 476- 
77, Park & Vaughan JJ. Signincantîy, all t k  judgmcnts rekr to, and two nly on, the non-fault based duty. 
apparcntiy sounding in nuisana, that "everyone takcs upon himseif the duty of so dealing with his own propcrty as 
not to mjurc the property of othersw: i6id. at 437, Vaughan J. 



notionally fault-based.4 But the defendant's claim in Vaughan calls into question just what this 

orthodoxy really means. How can a person who genuinely possesses limitai intelligence be held 

liable for that misfortune in a system that allocates liability based on fault? 

Beginning an analysis of the nasonable person in this hard case uncovers deep tensions 

and ambiguities in the law of negligence. An o v e ~ e w  of the achial configurations of the 

objective standard illustrates that in fact the law does forgive certain failures to attain the 

standard of the reasonable person. But it is not simüarly generous to those who lack 

intelligence? Tort theorists almost Wilformiy defend this apparent auomaly. And their accounts 

are worth examining closely although all of them are ultirnately unsuccessful. For in the process 

of defending the imposition of the objective standard on the mentally disabled, they illuminate 

the constituitive tension between liberty and security in a case where the law of negligence is 

pressed to a choice between them. And from their accounts it is possible to take both something 

to work from and something to wony about. Thus, the defences of imposing the objective 

standard on the mentaily disabled suggest some possibilities for reconstructing a more adequate 

account of the basis of liability in negligence but they also point to where we should be 

particularly wary of the reasonable person. Whiie these accounts may not succeed in defending 

the current configurations of the standard, they do provide some insight into why the standard has 

persisted in the face of inadquate justification. And it is in this gap between how the standard 

actually operates and what cm k justified that one can begin to trace how the idea of the normal 

animates negligence law's reasonable person. 

. - 

' Jamu Barr Ams. "Law and Morais" (1908) 22 Hm. L. Rcv. 97. describes the transition h m  mi* to fdt-bued 
liability. Similarly. in Thc Common L w  O b r  WcndeU Holmcs provides an wrgctic defc~lst of tort law as a 
@es of liability foundcd on f d t  or blame- MD. Howc, cd. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 
1963) at 82-107. 

1 udi use the tcnn maitaily disabled to =fer to these mdividuais. 



I. THE OPERATION OF THE OBJECTIVE STANDARD 

The objective standard in negligence determines whether or not the individual in question 

has met the standard of care by measuring his or her behaviour against what the "reasonable man 

of ordinary prudence would do in the circumstance.'' Commentators agree on the wisdom of 

holding individual actors, more or less regardless of their competence~ responsible for the harm 

they cause by virtue of their failure to behave as a 'reasonable man* would have. In theory at 

least, the objective standard "eliminates the personal equation and is independent of the 

idiosyncrasies of the particular person whose conduct is in cpestion.'' However, the actual 

workings of the objective standard are more complex than this general statement would suggest. 

A uniform norm of reasonableness (or standard of care) is not applied to every individual 

regardless of his or her abilities. Instead, the actual workings of the objective standard contain 

many pockets of subjectivity. 

To begin with, liability in negligence requires a minimum capacity for rational agency. 

Consequently, children of "tender years" (approximately five years or below) are typically totally 

immune from liability in negligence? Beyond the category of children of tender years, courts 

and commentators are divided over what kind of mental state will negate the presumption of 

M. Brazier, ed, Sheet on Torts, 8' ed (London: Butterworths, 1988) at 203 [hercinafrcr Street]; J.F. Clerk, Clerk 
and Lidsell on Tom, 17' ed. by R.W.M. Dias (London: Sweet and Maxwell. 1995) at 491-93 mereinaftcr Ckrk]; 
J.G. Fleming, Z k  Lmu of Tom 8h ed. (Agincoure The Law Book Company, 1992) at 105; G.H.L. Fridman, Thc 
Law of Torts in Canada, vol. 1 (Toronto: Carswell, 1989) at 287,297; H o h s ,  supra note 4 at 108; W.P. Kceton, 
gen. ed., Prosser and Keeton on the Luw of Tom, 5' ed. (St. Pad: West Publishing Co. 1984) at 173-75 
[hereinafter Roasa]; A Linden & L. K k ,  C d h  Tort Lmv: Cases, Notes and Materia&, 4' cd. (Toronto: 
Butterworths. 1994) at 119 @meinrAcr Lhdcn]; W.V.H. Rogers, Winfeu d Jobwifz on Tort, 13' ed (London: 
Swat  and Maxwell, 1989) at 1 1 1- 12 [4cttiaafter WinjekJ1. 

' Competcncc is distinct h m  capacity. While capacity is in general a precondition for legal liability, competence is 
not: T. Honor& "Responsl%ility and Luck" (1988) 104 L.Q. Rev. 530 at 533. However, Edward Green has 
suggested that in fact the objective standard has a limited impact on the actual outcome of particular cases: T h e  
Reasonable Man - Legal Fiction or Psychological Reality?" (1968) 2 Law & Soc. Rev. 241 at 256. See also Leon 
Green, "The Negligence Issue," (1927-28) 37 Yale L. J. 1029, also discussed infia notc 108. Note however, both 
writers arc discussing American tort law whcrc the role of juries is far mom extensive. 

Glasgow Cop.  v. Muir, [I9431 A.C. 448 at 457, Lord MacMillan, in Fleming, supra notc 6 at 98. 

TiUMdrr v. Gosselin, [1%7J 1 O.R. 203 (H.C.). a&L (1967) 61 D L R  (2d) 19211 (Ont. C.A.); Wahsley v. 
Humeni* [I9541 2 D.L.R. 232 (B.C.S.C.). See also Linden, mpra note 6 at 126, Rosser, supra note 6 at 180; 
R.F.V. Heuston and RA Buckky, suhond and Heuston on the L4W of Torts, 20th d, (London: Sweet and 
Maxwell, 1992) at 462 @ereinafter S h n d ] ;  Winfield, supra note 6 at 671; Fridman, supra note 6 at 299; Street, 
supra note 6 at 202. 



rational agency and thus preclude liability in negligence. In general, it seems that the 'homal" 

defendant who suffers sudden collapse or other involuntary conduct, including the sudden onset 

of incapacitating physical and even mental àisabilities, will be excused fiom liability in 

negligence.10 However, at least in the case of driving, it appears that nothhg less than a 

complete loss of conscioumess WU negative liability." And for the defendant whose mental 

disability is c h i c  rather than sudden and temporary, the situation is even more complicated. 

The liability of individuals who are "in~ii~le~' remains c~ntroversial.'~ Some courts and 

commentators have suggested that, since negligena presupposes a capacity for rational choice, 

there should be no îiability in negligence for defendants whose insanity is so extreme as to 

preclude them nom appreciating that they had a duty to take care.13 However, this position does 

'O Reming. supra uotc 6 at 1 13, sec infa notes 6 1-63. Sec also Fridman, ibid.. noting in rcference to incapacitating 
illnesscs of which the defendant has no warning, "[t]he fact that the defendant behavcd as he did by rcason of an 
attack which made him incapable of observing the appropriate standard of care will natan that he was not negligent". 
In support of this position he cites cases involving epilepsy [Gootson v. R., [1948] 4 DL& 33 (S.C.C.)], sudden 
illness [Slrrttery v. Ha&, [1923] 3 DL& 156, 52 0L.R. 95 (C.A.)], dizzy spcUs [Dessaint v. Cawiere, [1958] 
O.W.N. 481 (C.A.)], blackouts [Hagg v. Bohnet (1962). 33 DL&. (24 378 (B.C.C.A.)]. Fridman docs not mention 
Roberts v. Rcunsbortom, [1980] 1 AU E.R. 7 (Q.B.D.). Winfield, ibid, at 679, notes that the negligence standard is 
said to eliminate the individual characteristics of the defendant, "but this docs not mean, for example, that a driver 
who suffers a sudden, unexpcctcd and disabhg illness is liable for the damage he does: evtn the reasonable man can 
bave a heart attack" [fooû~otes omittcd]. Salmond, ibid. at 430 states that "[mJischief done by an epileptic in one of 
his paroxysms, or by a fever patient in his delirium, or by a s o h u l i s t  in bis sleep is prcmmably not actionable" 
[citing Morriss v. Marsden, [1952] 1 Al1 E.R. 925 at 9273. Prasser, ibid, at 178, notes that "[sJimilar to the cases 
involving sudden illness or uncomciousness, there is somt sentiment for ttcating a sudden delirium or loss of mcntal 
faculties as a "circumstance" dcpriving the actor of conml over his conduct, thus shiclding him h m  liability, 
providcd that the lapse was unforcseeable" [fooinotcs omitted, but citing Breunig v. Amencan F a d y  Inmrmce Co. 
(1970). 173 N.W. 2d 619 (U.S. Wis.), Buckley v. Smith Transport [1946] 4 D.L.R. 721 (Ont. C.A.), and comparing 
Restatement (Second) of Torts ss.283C, Comment B (1965) [hcrcinafter Restatement] and Kuhn v. Zabotsky, 224 
NE. 2d 137 (S.C. Ohio 1967) 1. Linden, &id. at 132 [citing test in BucUey]. 

" Saimond cites Roberts to nippon the proposition that autamaîism is no dcfcaa to negligent dnving unlcss it 
renders the &fendant's acts "completely involmtary": ibid, The= the defadant who had had a strolce was held 
liable for an accident he caused &spite the fact that the court acapted that the strok rcndcrcd him "unable ta 
apprcciate that he should have stoppcdw. NeiU JO held that "[o]ne cannot acccpt as exculpation anything l e s  than 
total loss of consciousness". For a discussion of more recent dcvclopments, sec injia note 15. 

l2 Fleming, supra note 6 at 114. The lrind of confusion to which Fleming nfsrs is apparent throughout the 
discussions of the application of the objective standatd to the mtntaily disabled defendant. For instance, CIerk, 
supra note 6 at 136, first states that the iiability in negligtnce of a person of unsouud mind is basicaiiy on the same 
footing as that of a yoimg child For both "it is a question of fact whethcr be was sufficientiy self-posscssed to be 
capable [ofJ taking carcw. However, this is immcdiately followcd by, "[t]his should not, however, be taken too far in 
w'iew of tht objective standard n o d y  applicable in cases of ncgligena": ibid. It is noteworthy that the cases uscd 
to support the latter proposition deal solely with automobile clrivers and thus perhaps arc rationalilui on ciiffercnt 
grounds: see in@ note 19. 

l3 Fleming. ibid. at 113-14 mfen to but docs not support this position and cites as relevant cases Siuttery aud 
Buckiey, supra note IO. In general, the English authontics appcar less willing to subject the insane to liability in tort. 
So, for instance, Strtet notes that sincc one can never be liable m tort for mvoluntary conduct, a defendant who is 
insane to the point that bis conduct is involmtary wil l  bc able to rely on a dtfense of insanity. Furthermore, a 



not have widespread support. hstead, the predominant view seems to be exemplifieci in the 

United States where. rather than relaxing the standard for the mentaiiy disabled, the law has held 

"the mentally deranged or insane defendant accountable for his negligence as if the person were a 

normal, prudent per~on. '~ Support for this view also appears to be increasing among both 

Canadian courts and commentators. l5 

defendant will not be liable if insanity prevents him or her h m  forming the state of mind rquired by the tort 
However, S e t  argues that mtrtly d e r i n g  fiom a delusion will not negate liabiiity as long as the &fendant had the 
statc of mind the tort rquircs: supra note 6 at 521-22 rationaking Buckley on the ground that the delusion 
preventcd the defendant h m  understanding the dut- which resteci upon him to take c m .  Street a b  describes cases 
such as Werner v. Ward (1616). 80 E.R. 284, as  irrelevant, given that they rcst on a now-abandoncd understanding 
of trcspass as a tort of strict liability. W i e l d  supports roughly the samc understanding of the law as Street, noting 
tbat the question in each case is whether the defendant possessed the quisite state of mind for liability in the 
particular tort with which he was charged and thus the disease of the mind is so sevcrc that bis act was not voluntq: 
mpra note 6 at 679. Salmond, supra note 9 at 431, adopts a simüar position. F r i a  characterizes the Iegal 
position of the insane in the same way, noting that the question is 'Ivhtther the mental state of the defendant rcndered 
him incapable of apptcciatiug that he had a duty to takc c m ,  or, if he was awarc that he was under such a duty, marit 
him incapable of discharging it": supra note 6 at 299. Sec also E. W e h i ,  The Idea of Private Law (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1995) (bcrcinaftcr Weinrib The I&a of Privote h v ]  at 188 n22 rationalizing Slattery, 
Buckley, and Btuenig, supra note 10, on s d a r  grounds. 

" Fleming. ibid. at 114 n4, and Rosser, supra note 6 at 177, both dis t ingd cases involving "mcntally dcranged" 
defendants h m  cases involving "a sudden dtlirium or loss of mental faculties". They suggest that in these latter 
cases there is reason to tteat the disability "as a 'circumstance' depriving the actor of control over his conduct, thus 
sbielding him h m  liability, providcd that the lapse was doreseeable": ibid. at 178. They provide no rtason for the 
difference in trcatment, but simply point to the similarity ktwten suddcn disability cases and the sudden illness or 
unconsciousness cases. 

'' Linden, supra note 6 at 132-33 statcs that the k s t  solution miy be to mat the "insane in ch samc way as everyone 
else". He cites faimess to the victims as the rnain rationale for this. However, in his ensuing discussion (at 133). he 
cites only cases involving automobiles so it is unclear how far beyond this he wishes his 'solution' to extend. 
Picher's 1975 comparative analysis of the tort liability of the insane notes that in Canada, an insane person will be 
held liable for unintcntional tom such as negligcnce only if he apprcciaîcs the duty upon him to act in a particular 
way and is able to discharge that duty P. Picher, "The Tortious Liability of the Insane in Canada..With a 
Comparative Look at the United States and Civii Law Jurisdictions and a Suggestion for an Aiternative" (1975) 13 
Osgoodc Hall LJ. 193 at 214-16, rclying on S b e r y  and BucAlcy, supra note 10. 

However, therc are reccnt indiatiom that at lcast as fat as automobile drivers arc conccmcd, this statemcnt 
may q u i r e  some qualification. For example, the Alberta Corn of Queen's Bench tcccntiy found Iiable a driver 
who had injurtd a woman while he was dering h m  an insane delusion: Weden v. TriAlia (1991), 8 C.C.L.T.(2d) 
138 (Alta. C.A.). In that case, Murray J. explicitly rcjects the application of the M'Naughten d e s  to civil actions 
and on this ground rcjccts the holdings in Buckley, ibid and in Cam& (Attorney-General) v. Connolly (1990). 41 
B.C.L.R.(2d) 162-64 D.L.R.(4th) 84 (E.C.S.C.). Murray J. statts that a person whose mentai state is such that he 
docs not apprcciate thaî he owes a duty of carc to othen while opcrating a motor vchiclc should be subject to the 
objective standard of a muonable driver: Wedn ,  ibid. at 174-75. In support of this position he cites G.B. 
Robertson, Mentai Disabiüty and the Law in Cana& (Toronto: Carswtll, 1987) at 202; Lindcn, ibid., at 38-40 and 
132-33, as wcll as the majonty position in the Unitcd States as set out in Torts - Insanity as Defense," 49 
AL.R.(3d) at 193. Murray J. also distinguishcs the case of the mcntally ilï defendant b m  the exception available 
for "the person who suddcnly and without w d g  d c r s  an a c t i o n  which results in physical incapacity": 
Wenden, ibid. at 176 citing and discussing on this point cases includiug Slrutery, ibid.; Gootson v. R., [1947] 4 
D U .  568 (Ex. Ct.); Boomer v. Penn (1965). 52 D.L.R. (2d) 673 (Ont W.C.); Robms, supra note 10; and Waugh 
W. Allan, [1%4] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 1. In the rcsult, Murray J. found Trikha liable sincc he could not discharge the onus 
of proving that his acts wcrc not "conscious acts donc of bis own volition such that he was wholly incapacitated h m  
operating his automobilen: *id. at 178. 



But the ambiguities of the objective standard are not co&ed to the situation of the 

insane. Its workings are also complicated even where the relevant individuals obviously possess 

the minimum capacity for rational agency. So, for certain lcinds of individuals the objective 

standard has been subjectivized in order to avoid the perceived Uflfairness of imposing an 

unattahable standard. The law has been the most generous in subjectivizing the standard in the 

case of children. The result is that even children beyond tender years are not held to the standard 

of the monable person. Instead, they need exercise only that degree of care to be expected 

"from a child of Like age, intelligence and e~~erience." '~ This holds true for child defendants as 

well as child plaintiff~." This relaxation of the standard is subject, however, an "adult activities" 

exception which holds childrcn who are engaged in 'adult' activities, such as driving, to the 

ordinary standard of c m .  la 

l6 McEIIistnun v. Etches, [1956] S.C& 787: Her<lcr v. Moke, [1972] 2 O.R. 446 at 448,25 DLR. (3d) 670 (H.C.); 
Restatcmtnt, supra note 10, at ss.283A. Sec also Linden, ibid. at 126; Fridman, supra note 6 at 299; Prosser, supra 
note 6 at 179 (child must exercise the degrcc of care which it would be "reasonable to expcct h m  a ' a d  of likc 
age, intelligence and expcrience" [footnotrs omiücd]). 

Slight variations on this test are found in the leading case of McHale v. Watson (1966), 115 CLA. 199 
(Aust. H.C.)(chîid to be cornparcd to normal chilàrcn of similar age and expcricnce). See Winfield, supra note 6 at 
671 (child's behaviour must be measonable for a child of his agc); Salmond, supra, note 9 at 426 (child must 
exercise the amount of carc reasonably to bc expcctcd fiom a child of that agc); Clerk, supra note 6 at 491 (standard 
of carc to be expcctcd of a boy of that age); F1eming, supra note 6 at 113 (child is expcctcd to confom to the 
standard appropriate for normal childrcn of M a r  age and expcricnce). 

l7 McHale v. Watson, ibià.: Vailhcuurî v. Jacques, [1975] 1 S.C.R. 724: Christie v. Sievi11sky (1981). 12 M.V.R. 
67 (Alta Q.B.). Amcrican courts have also expiicitly rejectcd a double standard for childrcn plaintiffs and child 
defendants with the rcsult that defendants also rcceive the bcnefit of a relaxeci standard of care so long as they arc not 
engaged in "adult" acîivities: Purtie v. Shelton, 474 S.W.2d 123 (S.C. Ark. 1971); Hamel v. Crosietier, 256 A2d 
143 (S.C.N.H. 1x9); Daniels v. Evans, 224 A2d 63 (S.C.N.H. 1966); Charbonneau v. MacRury, 153 A. 457 
(S.C.N.H. 1931). See also S h n â ,  ibid. at 425-26; Stfeet, supra note 6 at 202; Fleming, supra note 6 at 113; 
Winfield, ibid. at 1 12,67 1; and Pmsser, supra note 6 at 18 1. 

l8 RyM v. Hichcon (1974). 7 O.R. (24 352 (ûnr BC.); Deüwo v. Pearson. 107 N.W.Zd 859 at 863 (S.C. Mina 
1961); Danie& v. E v m ,  ibid. As thest cases suggest, the rationale for this "exception" may have less to do with 
'adult activities' than with the heightcncd liability imposcd on drivcrs. This sctms consistent with the stnctcr form 
of liability imposcd on drivers gcncrally Roberts, supra note 10; W e d n  v. T n k ,  mpra note 15. Commentators 
have alsa notcd that courts tend to bc particularly saringent when tht harm rcsults from the use of a vchicle: Sahond, 
ibaü. at 228, 2384, Fleming, &id. at 112-14; Lindcn, supra note 6 at 130.31, 133; Clerk, mpra note 6 at 512; 
Street, ibid. at 203. Thus, a driver - particularly a defendant driver - who t e ~ u t s t s  a somewhat subjectivizcd 
suindard of carc may have lcss succtss than othcr litigants. This rcluctanct to bc lcnicnt to &fendant drivas may be 
due at lcast in part to the prcscnce of mandatory insuranct: Fleming, ibid at 112-14; W i e l d ,  ibià. at 112; Linden, 
ibid. at 130; Clerk, ibid at 5 12 

This con- apptars to be bchind the "adult activities" exception for chiidrcn, although t h e  bas betn 
some debate ovcr the position of l e m  drivers: Winficld, ibid. at 112, rcferring to Nettkship v. Watson, [1971] 2 
Q.B. 691 and the Awtralian High Court's criticism of it in Cook v. Cmk (1986). 68 A.L.R. 353. A s i m k  
explanation also secms to k at work in cases involving drivers who art physically or ~i~tntally infinn or eldcrly 
Fleming, &id. at 1 14; Linden, ibid. at 132-33; Prosser, ibid. at 176; Street, ibid at 20243, Howevcr, despite cascs 



The objective standard has also been somewhat relaxed in the case of the physical 

attributes. So, physically, the reasonable person may be said to be identical with the actor. The 

result is that the person who is blind, deaf, lame or otherwise physically disablcd is entitled to 

"live in the world and have others make dowances for his disability."19 The rationale for this is 

that "the person cannot be required to do the impossible by conforming to physical standards 

which he cannot  nee et."^ Consequently, the person who has a physical disability is required to 

act reasonably in light of his or her knowledge of the disability, which is treated as merely one of 

the circumstances under which the person acts2* 

The workhgs of the objective standard an most perplexing in the case of individuals 

with mental disabilities. While, as noted above, some commentators have suggested that 

individuals whose insanity paludes the capacity for rational choice should be relieved of 

liability in negligence, the weight of authonty hm supported the opposite conclusion, that is that 

an individual who is insane should nonetheless be held to the objective standard? And, in the 

case of individuals whose mental disabilities fall short of complete insanity, the law appears even 

more determined to enforce the objective standard. As Fieming describes it, the weight of 

authority rejects any ailowance king made for the "defendant's mental abnormality" on the 

ground that it would be unfairly prejuàicial to accident v i c t i m ~ . ~  Similarly, Linden argues that 

while individuals suffering fiom a mental disability need not comply with the reasonable person 

- - - - - - -- - - -- - 

lk Roberts, supra note 10, even here the situation is unclear, for courts often refuse to impose liability on the driver 
who is subjcct to a mdden incapacitating attack: BucRlcy, supra note 10; Connolly, supra note 15; Fieming, i b i .  at 
112. 

le Rosser, Bid at 175. Sce also Clerk, ibid. at 495-96; Fieming, ibid.; Linden, ibîd. at 123-24; Satct, &id. at 203; 
Winfield, ibid. at 112. Howcver, a closcr examination of the cases cited m support of this fairly broad proposition 
leaves it unclear just how far the exception would apply to defcndants, rather than plaintiffs. 

Rosser, ibid. at 175-76. 

" Ibid.; Cicrk, supra note at 495%; Fleming, supra note 6 at 1 12-13; Linden, supra note 6 at 123-24; Street, supra 
note 6 at 20243. 

SCC supra notcs 12-15 and accompanyhg tcxt. 

a Flcming, supra note 6 at 114, citing Adomson v. Momr Vehicle I~LPUTOI~C~ Trust (1957), 58 W.A.L.R. 56; W e h n  
v. Trikhrr, supra note 15; Restatcmcnt, supra note 10, ss.283B. Despite his aclmow1edgcmtnt that this position is 
inconsistent with how %ormai" defmdants arc tnatcd whcn thcy lose consciousness, Fieming cekbratcs it as a 
wclcom recognition rhat moral considerations arc out of placc m accident law, parcicularly whetc thetc is insurance: 
ibid. 



standard on the basis that it is unfair to hold someone liable for accidents he is incapable of 

avoiding, the law makes no allowance for "those who am merely inteiiectuaily d e f i ~ i e n t . ~ ~  And 

Rosser confimis that, with regard to any "mental deficiency of a minor nature" the objective 

standard applies.= So, it appears that an individual who suffers from a mental disability will be 

liable even where the disabiîity makes cornpliance with the standard impossible. For the child 

and the individual who is physically disabled, the worlcings of the objective standard require only 

that they do their best. Thus they will not be liaMe for h m  which it was not in their power to 

avoid. But for mentally disabled individuals, doing one's best is not suff i~ient .~~ 

II. DEFENDING THE 'FAULT L M '  

Because of the somewhat paradoxical nature of the 'fault iine' that thus emerges under 

the objective standard, it has been the subject of discussion by prominent writers in the theory of 

negligence. But while the works are various the arguments are not. Instead, a few arguments 

seem to dominate attempts to justify the imposition of the objective standard on the mentally 

disabled. Most cornmon of these is the 'unmanageability' argument which suggests that 

evidentiary and administrative consbraints justiS, the treatment of the mentally disabled. The 

treatment of the mentaUy disabled is also frequentiy justified on the ground that it furthers the 

general welfare by deterring dangerous behaviour and by compensating innocent victims. 

Theonsts have also argued that the standard does impose a form of strict iiabiiity, but that strict 

liability itself CM k justified. Finally, the objective standard has b e n  defended on equality 

grounds. 

Linden, supra note 6 nt 13 1. Lmdtn gocs on to advocate that îhe insane k trcafed the ssmc way as everyonc else. 
He reasons, "[allthough this might be somcwhat hard on them, it is still hardcr on k i r  victims to excuse them": ibid. 
at 132. He places particular emphasis on automobile accidents. 

Rosser, supra noie 6 ai 177, cihg Vaughan, supra note 2 at 471. For similar statemtnts sec Street, supra note 6 
at 203 and Clerk, supra note 6 at 168. 

'6 Roser,  ibid Homver. as disnurcd klow, jurispmdentid support for this position is not as strong as one would 
expcct h m  the confîdcnt conclusions of the commentators and even the îhednsts. 



A. The Unmanageability Argument 

The objective standard is fkequently justifieci on the groud that a more nuanced standard 

of care would be unmanageable. Thus, the current treatment of the mentally disabled is defended 

on the bais that taking account of lack of competence would hopelessly burden the courts. 

There are two closely related arguments at work here. The evidentiary argument suggests that 

claims of lack of competence are inherently difficult to prove. And the administrative argument 

suggests that because of this evidentiary difficulty it would be impossibly burdensorne on courts 

to permit claims of lack of competence. So, according to the unmanageability rationale, ensuring 

the continued functioaing of the judicial process justifies holding the mentally disabled to the 

standard of the reasonable person. 

In a classic formulation of this argument, Holmes states that because legal standards are 

of generd application they do not take account of the "infinite varieties of tempement, iniellect, 

and education which make the intemal character of a given act so dinmnt in different medn 

According to Holmes the evidentiary difficulty of making fmely-tuned assessments of fault on 

the basis of an individual's powers and limitations is one of the prirnary reasons why the law 

does not attempt to assess the internaiZB character of the act in question. This conam dong with 

T h  Common Law. supm note 4 at 108. Similarly, Fleming states, "[b]ecause of administrative limitations. the law 
can only work within the sphcrc of extemal maniftstatiom of conduct": supra note 6 at 98. 

H o h s  apparcntly relies hcavily on a stmng distinction ktwcen "intemai" and "extermi" aspects of an act He 
insists that "[h]owcver much [the law] may t a h  moral considcrations into account, it does so ody for the purpose of 
drawing a line bctwtcn such bodily motions and rats as it permits, and such as it docs not": ibid. But Holms' 
discussion of the txceptions to the rule suggests that moral considcrations am actually the tool uscd to draw the line 
to which he rcfcn. Thus, in m s t  instances hc suggests that tût ability to avoid the harm in question should be a 
pncondition to liability in negligena (m the case of children or the insane) or contributory negligcnce (the blind). 

Honoré aiso relies on an intemaî-cxtcmal distinction in "Responsiity and Luck," supra, note 7 at 548. 
However, like Holnies, Honoré secms to prevaricate on the si@canct of this distinction. So, for exampIe, whlfe he 
notes that the wod "circumstanct" invites a distinction bctwecn extemal and intemal factors, it is ultimatcly uncltar 
whether cxtcmai factors ("circumstanas") are defincd as elenmts for which the agent is not rtsponsi'blt or whether 
they are defineci as those clements which are not part of the agent's king. What Honoré seems to say is that people 
are rtsponsible for intemai factors (which will thertfort not comt as 'circumstanas' which subjectivize the standard 
of are) but that certain intemal factars such as physical dhbilities can be exte- and countcd as 
circumstanœs for which the agent will not bc rcsp0mIble. The major rcason for uiis 'extemaüzation' of 'internai' 
factors seems to be that it would bc unfair to eeat a short individuai as if, for example, "ht could sec over a wall 
unaidcd". fiid. at 549. Howtver, Honoté wams that this proccss of extcninlinng m o t  be taken so far that it 
obliteratcs "the person dong with the respom'bility". Ibid. It is in order to fhd a workable way of dcnning this 
bomdary that Honoré intro&ces the requircment that in order to be subject to kgal liability the individuai concemcd 
must have the "gtnerai capacity to perform the sort of actioa that would m the butaut case have led to a different 



the related fcar that claims of mental disability would be abusai remains one of the major 

justifications for imposing the objective standard on the mentally ~iisabled?~ The 

unmanageability argument also plays an important role in justifjmg the exceptions to the 

objective standard which are pennitted by courts. Once again, the influentid Holmesian 

argument is illustrative of a widely-citcd justification. Thus, Holmts's insistence that the 

objective standard will only be displaced where there is "a clear and manifest incapacity" or "a 

distinct defect ... that di can recognize it as making certain precautions impossible'J0 is echoed by 

many other commentators who also justify exceptions for 'obvious' incapacities such as 

blindness, physical disabilities and y0uth.3 ' 

But, on closer inspection the unmanageability argument is unpersuasive as a justification 

for the objective standard. To begin with, Holmes' argument that laws of general application 

cannot take account of individual variations seems unsustainable. The mens rea requirement of 

criminal law rnay be the most glaring counter-example, but even Holmes's own discussion 

illustrates that the law of negligence is attentive to certain individual 'variations' such as physical 

disabilities and youth. Nonetheless, the response may be that the mentally 'abnormal' actor 

creates al1 sorts of evidentiary and therefore administrative difficulties that are not presented by 

the 'normal' actor, difficulties that would virtuaiiy debiiitate courts. 

outcomt" Ibid. at 550. But thcn Honoré's argumnt hem, tike Hoimcs', ultimately setms to rest on somcthing 0 t h  
than the htcrnal-extemai distinction. 

Weinrii alsa appears to rcly on a version of thc intemai-extemai distinction when he argues tbat "[plhysical 
characteristics arc viewed as part of thc context withiia which, under the conditions of human existence, agency 
occurs, rather than as elemnts of the act itself? supra note 13 at 183, n22(3). Howevtr, W e h i  dots not explain 
why lack of intelligence is an tlemnt of an individual's act rather than part of the context witbin which he or she 
maices choices about how to act. Sec discussion, below, Section E. 

" Linden, supra note 6 at 131-32; Rosser. supra note 6 at 177; G. Alexander and T. S. Szasz, ''Mental Iilness as an 
Excuse for Civil Wrongs" (1967) 43 Notre Dam Lawyer 24 at 36-38. In this sense, it seems symbolic that the 
leading case on the ntgligcncc liability of the mntaily disabled should be Vaughan v. Mmlove, mpra note 2, sincc 
the= the daim of 'stupidity' seems a very saategic choice by an actor who intelligently planncd for bis own 
protection and seemed obtuse only whw it came to the protection of his neighbour. 

30 Supra note 4 at 109- 10. 

" R Parsons. "Ncgligcnœ and Contniutory Negligencew (1957) 1 Melba U. La Rcv. 163 at 180: Fleming, supm note 
6 at 102; Charles V. Bamtt m, "Negiigcnce and the Elderly: A Roposal for a Rclaxed Standard of Caren (1984) 17 
John Marsh. L. Rev. 873 at 882; W.F. Schwartz, "Objective md Subjective Standards of Negiigcnce: Definmg the 
Rcasonable Person to Inducc Optimal CM and ûptimai Popdations of Injurcrs and Victimsn (1989) 78 Georgetown 
LJ. 241 at 269,273. 



However, it is far h m  obvious that mentaliy disabled litigants pnsent evidentiary and 

administrative difficulties significantly diffennt fkom those courts already contend with. 

Medical malpractice and environmental torts presmt issues of daunting complexity yet courts 

deal with the attendant dificulties, presumably because they are essential to a fair resolution of 

the issues. However, the continual references to possible abuses point to an underlying belief 

that allowing consideration of mental disabilities would pose serious d b i l i t y  problems. But 

even if this werc true (and there is no indication that it is3'), there seems no persuasive -on 

why credibility isn't treated as it typically is - a case by case assessrnent by the trier of fact. And 

research developments that have greatly increaseù our understanding bot '  of mental illness and 

of mental disabilities further undermine the fear that such incapacities would be subject to 

uncontrollable a b u d 3  

The difficulties with the rationale becorne yet more apparent when one 

considers the cases where the 'objective' standard is subjectivized. The underlying assumption 

of the unmanageability argument seems to k that, unlilre mental disabilities, childhood is an 

obvious comprehensible condition which therefore does not present courts w ith evidentiary or 

administrative difficulties. But the superficial appeal of this argument disappeam on closer 

inspection. Even generously granting the assumption that the court has a fimi understanding of 

what a reasonable seven year old, for example, would do, it will moût certainly have to receive 

evidence about the particular child's maturity, experience and intelligence34 and then factor that 

in to come up with the appropriate standard of care. Indced, in the case of children courts seem 

32 Severai commentators have chaiimgcd the assumption that a defénsc of mmul disability wodd k scriously 
ab& For instance, James Ellis notes m response to the concem about feigned mental disabiîity that recent strides 
in understanding mental ilhcss have coosi&rably undermincd this rationale although impcisediagnoses wiil still 
be a problem: 'Tort Rcsponsibility of Mentally Disabled Pemns" 119811 Am. B. Found. Rcs. J. 1079. Ellis also 
questions wbetâer the= would in fact bc a flood of falsc daims, noting tht ncgligena is more likc contract and l e s  
Wrc aiminnl because imprisonmtnt is not an issue. See a h ,  F. Bohlm. "Liability in Torts of infants and Insane 
Pcrsons" (1924-25) 23 Mich L. Rcv. 9. 

33 Sœ, for example, Ellis, ibid. 

Y à m s t  jurisdictiom, courts considering the ncgljgcnot of childrcn must factor in not d y  age but .Ise the chiid's 
cxpuiena, maarrity and evcn mtcïiigcnœ: Lindm, supra note 6 at 128, ciring McEllistrum v. Etches, ~ p m  note 16; 
Fleming, acpm note 6 at 103; Restatement, supra note 10, r283A; Rosser, supm note 6 at 179-80; Sücet, supra 
note 6 at 202. 



able to deal with very serious complications, including questions of mental disabi~ities:~ without 

bringing the machinery of justice to a hait. But if the ta& of determining the appropriate 

standard for children is actuaiiy far more complicated than the 'common sense' rhetoric irnplies, 

then it is not possible to jus* this exception on the grounds that, unliLe othu incapacities, it 

poses no evidentiary or administrative difficulties? 

The unmanageability argument also seems incapable of accounting for the other 

exceptions to the objective standard. Patallel to the assumption that, unlil<e mental disabilities, 

childhood is a comprehensible obvious incapacity is the assumption that physical disabilities are 

obvious in a way that mental ones are not However, it is not at al i  clear that the distinction 

between mental and physical disabilities is even a sufficiently stable one to support this kind of 

generalization?7 For instance, Buckley v. Smith ~ r a n s p o r t ~ ~  which involved delusions arising 

fkom the sudden onset of syphilis of the brain, is discussed by commentators both as a case 

involving i n ~ a n i t y ~ ~  and as a case involving physical conditions." But if the Linc between 

physical and mental disabilities is not itself cl=, this undermines according the two categories 

" Whni courts an faccd with the problem of a mntaily handicappcd chiiQ thcy do not secm to have any difficulty 
factoring ihat handicap into the appropriate standard of care by which to judge the child's actions: Lavioktte v. 
C a d m  National Railway (1986), 36 C.C.L.T. 203 (N.B.Q.B.) (mntally handicapped twelve year old boy held 
not contriiutody neglîgent); Garrison v. St. Louis, ïM. & S. Ry. Co., 123 S.W. 657 (S.C. Ark. 1909) (sixteen year 
old boy "of infcdor intelligencew hcld not contniutoriiy negligent); Zlrjczkowski v. State, 71 N.YS.2d 261 (Claims 
1947) (six year old gkl with a mental agc of two and one-half years found not contriiutorily atgligent). 

011 mis point, Francis Bohkn notes that courts alnady consider insaaity in addrcssing the scop of liabiiity and 
that courts have k e n  willing to deai with the complexitics of capacity when it cames to cbildren: Bohlen, supra note 
32 at 34, n38. Sirnilarly, Jams Ellis argues that Holms's point about the mmanagcability of thc subjective 
standard would be more persuasive if the law did not ahady t& account of certain kinds of 'subjective' qualities of 
children and the physidy disablcd: Ellis, supra note 32 at 1088. In addition, as Charles Bumi points out, 
accepting the unmanagcability rationale at face value wodd suggcst that the el&rly should also naive  the knefit of 
a rclaxcd standard of care, but this is not the case: supra note 3 1 at 883. 

This diffidty with categorizing a b  uu&rmincs Weinrii's distinction ktwcen stupidity aud physical 
characteristics How would one deai, for example, with an individual who mff&rcd brain lesions as a result of an 
attack and was subscqucntly mmtally disabled? A brain lesion s#ms to k both a physical characteristic of the 
individual and the cause of a mental disability. 

Supra note 10. 

" Fleming, supra note 6 at 114; Linden, supra note 6 at 132; Wen&n v. TriAha:, supra note 15. 

Linden, ibui. at 124, n145. Similu difficuitics arc apparent in clissifying R o m  supra note 10 (e.g. Winfield 
dcscn'bes it as a case involving "tcrqorary impahmnt of mental abiiity arising h m  physicai cuises": svpm note 6 
at 679). 



very different treatment on the grouad that one is so much more obvious and cornprehensible 

than the other. 

T'US, despite widespread reliance on the unmanageability argument, it does not 

ultirnately seem equal to the task of justifying the objective standard. Its general premise that die 

law takes accounts only of extemal factors seems untenable. And the unmanageability argument 

does not seem able to explain why certain 'intemal' factors are taken into consideration and 

others are not. Thus, it is necessary to look elsewhere to find justification for the imposition of 

the objective standard on the mentally disabled. 

B. The Deterrcnce Rationale 

The imposition of the nasonable person standard on the mentally disabled is also 

fraquently justified on deterrence grounds. According to the classic deterrence argument, the 

objective standard furthers the general welfan because it deters individuals who cannot meet the 

standard of care from engaging in potentiaüy injurious conduct? Thus it protects general 

security because it reduces the amount of substandard conduct and thus presumably the injuries 

arising therefkom. The detemnce argument also comes in another version accordhg to which 

imposing the objective standard on the mentaliy disabled is justified because it will deter their 

guardians from allowing them to engage in potentially injuxious activities. However, there are 

serious difflculties with both versions of the deterrence rationale. 

The classic version of the deterrtnce argument s a e r s  h m  a fatal defect. Mental 

incapacities pose a challenge to the fault requirement where they preclude the actor nom 

appreciatuig the risk imposai by his activity. But this very fact undermines the deterrence 

rationale for imposing the objective standard on the mentally disabled. Pound claims that those 

who have lirnited capacity to perceive risk should be held to a standard that they cannot meet 

because they will then k detemd h m  pmuing risky conduct. But if those with diminished 

R Pound, An Introductian ta rhs Phitosophy of km (New Haven: Yale University Resc, 1954) at 89-91. 
Although Schwartz's argumtnt f m  on the high priocess costs in écaling with tht mclltaiiy disabled, he aIso 
discusses - but ultimaicly dacs not rely on - the Question of incclltivts and dctencnct: supra note 3 1. 



mental capacities catmot appreciate when their conduct imposes risks on others, then as Coleman 

notes they will not be able to make rational choices about what activities they should avoid." A 

deterrence theorist may respond that imposing a higher standard would nonetheless protect 

gened security since it would deter those with diminished mental capacities fiom engaging in 

any activity. However, even generously granting the assumption that the same difficulties with 

deterrence would not prevail, this also seems untenable. For not only is this 'solution' draconian 

but it also seems impossible to achieve at least in the absence of mass institutionalbation." But 

this would obviate the need to use an objective negligence standard to achieve deterrence. 

There are also serious dificulties with the argument that the objective standard M e r s  

general welfare because it deters those who have control over the lives of the mentally disabled. 

The most common version of this argument is that the objective standard will encourage the 

guardians of those with diminished mental abilities to restrain the risky activities of their 

charges." However, this assumes that guardians have a far greater degree of control over 

mentally disabled individuals than they in fact have? And it is far from clear that it would 

" Coleman aiso notes that individuals with mental  CM arc unlikcly to possess the cognitive skills rcquired for 
effective dctcrrence. Ironically, howevcr, imposing an objective standard on the physicdiy disabled could be 
justified on detemnce grounds: Jules L. Coleman, "Mental Abnormality, Personal Responsbility, and Tort 
Liability" in B.A. Brody and H. Tristram Engelhardt, Jr., eds., Mental Illness: Law and Public Policy (Boston: D. 
Reidel Publishing Co., 1980) at 107. For a similar argument with regard to the eldcrly, set Barrett, supra note 31 at 
888. 

Caroline Forell notes how the &terrena rationale opcratcs in favour, rather than to the detriment, of 
childrtn dcspite similar conceptual pmblems: C. Forell, "Reasscssing the Negligena Standard of Care for Minors" 
(Summtr 1985) 15 New Mexico L. Rev. n.3 485 at 498. According to this rationale, childrcn rcquire a more 
subjectivized standard kause a higher objective standard wauld &ter them fiom engaging the activities that arc 
essential to their l e d g  processes. However, Foreli suggcsts that the= is no evidence to suggcst that minon would 
be deterrcd h m  learning because of a higher standard of c m .  So, in the case of chilârcn, dcspite the fact that they 
apparently would not be &terreci by a highcr s t a n M  they are nonetheless gîven the bendit of a lower standard, 
partially on detemence grounds. 

43 In fact, Alexander and Szasz argue that the effcct of relaxhg the standard in the case of the mntaliy disabled 
would in effcct be large-scale incarceration of the nicntalïy disabled. They state tbat "a petson enjoying the hirties 
of a sane citizen, but licenscd at law to commit tortious acts with impunity is mthinkable": Alexander and Szasz, 
supra note 29 at 38. They sec this as the main &terrent to extending criminal irrcsponsi'bility ta civil law. EUis notes 
m such an approach the vestiges of the view that the mentdy disabled should not live frrely in society: Ellis, supra 
note 32 at 1085. 
44 James Ellis characterizes this argument as among the m s t  frequentiy cited rationales for the imposition of the 
objective standard on the mcntally disabled: ibid. at 1084. So, for example, h d c n  states, Yf liabiîity is impose& 
'the relatives of the 1 d c  may be uuâcr induccmnt to rcstcain him'": supra note 6 at 131 (quotation marks without 
an accompanying citation). 

Ellis, ibid. 



actually be desirable for guardians to exercise the kind of control that this rationale would 

require. But if it w m  desirable for guaràians to deter the mentally disableù from engaging in 

risky activity, the more appropriate way of achievîng this would be by making the guardians 

themselves liable? Thus, if the ûue goai is deterring the guardians of those with mental 

disabilities from ailowing them to engage in risky conduct, then imposing an objective standard 

on the mentally disabled is an d e l y  and ineffective means of achieving it. 

Further, even if the detemnce justification were as effective as its defenders suggest, 

there appears to be no reason to confine it to the case of the mentaliy disabled. If the goal of 

negligence is to protect general security, and if a purely objective standard accomplishes this by 

detemng individuais nom engaging in nsky conduct, then why should there be any exceptions to 

the standard? Surely if the deterrence argument is somd then it should apply to children and to 

those sufiering from sudden physical incapacities for instance? But imposing the standard on 

only one group of individuals unable to meet the standard, and on the gmup for whom the 

deterrence argument is ltast persuasive, seems so underinclusive as to cast yet more doubt on the 

adequacy of this justification. So it seems unlikely that the objective standard can be justified on 

the ground that it deters those likely to engage in dangerous activities. 

" Bohicn. supm note 32. In fxt. howrver, it is unclcar how imposing liability on the mentally disabled furthers this 
goal sincc guarâians are not be vicaxiously liable for the acts of thch charges. Even in situations when the guardians 
had maxllnum control (as in, for instance, Som fonn of institutionalization) it is unlikcly that they would have 
pater nsponsibility than the duty of supwision imposcd on parents for the acts of kir childrcn. But if the kgal 
üability of th. guardian is at its strongcst bascd on a duty of supervision, then it wiU k mtircly independent of a 
hnding of breach of duty on the part of the rnentally disabled pcrson him or herself. So this version of the dctemnce 
argument stems unsupporttd by the basic pinciples of the cornmon law. 

Jules Coleman, for instance, argues that if the goal is to &ter the mntaliy 'defictive', thcn it would be 
beüer achievcd by holding their cmployers liable because this would give employcrs an mccntive to restrict the 
faulty conduct of people d o  have mentai handicaps by changing k i r  work or by rcfusing to h h  &cm: Coleman, 
mpra note 42 at 117-18. 

" Schwartz hsponds to chis difficulty by combining coiwiderations of &temnoc and mcentivc wîth consi&rations 
about information CO-. These cos& hc says, hclp to explah the subjective standard for the physicaily disabled but 
the objective standard for the mcntally disabW. However, as noicd above, this anaiysis oams incapable of 
explaining major featurits of dit objective standard and stcms to mt on unsubstantiatcd assumptions: supra note 3 1. 



C. The Compensation Rationale 

One of the most prominent and persuasive justifications for imposing the objective 

standard on the mentaily disabled looks to the perceived faimess of compensating the person 

injured by substandard bchaviour. So, for instance, Holmes argues that the objective standard 

should be applied even in the absence of moral fault because the "slips" of the awkward 

individual cause the same injury to his neighbours "as if they sprang from guilty negkct.''a 

Thus, the objective standard is justified because it accords fair treatrnent to those injuted by 

imprudent conduct For this m o n  it furthers general ~elfare!~ 

Many writers jus* the objective standard on compensation grounds. However, Jules 

Coleman puts forward the most sustained and sophisticated version of this rationale and he does 

so in the context of attempting to provide a theoretical justification for the application of the 

objective standard to the "mentally abnomial." Coleman describes the objective test as a tool for 

identi-g faulty action, the hamiful consequences of which wamint compensation.'50 He 

argues that the objective standard can be squand with our conceptions of justice only if tort law 

is understood primarily as a compensation scheme and fault is seai as an appraisal of acts, not 

actors. 

Coleman's first argument in favour of the imposing the objective standard on the 

mentally abnormal is essentiaily a restatement of the traditional argument that allowing 

consideration of the defendant's mental abnonnality would be unfairly prejudicial to accident 

victi~ns.~~ Thus, he States, 

If a loss must fall on either of two morally blameless parties, in order to protect 
the innocence of the completely faultless individual, liability ought to be imposed 
on the party who has failed to cornply with the standard of reasonable 

The Common Law, supm note 4 at 108. 

" Sec also Pound. supra note 41 at 89-91; Fleming, supra note 6 at 98. 

sa Coleman, supra note 42 at 125 [cmphasis in originaî]. 

" Sec, for example, Holmcs. supra note 4 at 108~eming. svpm note 6 at 114; Rosser. supra note 6 at 177. 

* Coleman, supra note 42 at 121 [emphasis m original]. 



Coleman supports this fust argument., which he sdmits is a somewhat weak thesis, by arguing 

that its deeper justification is that it cornports with tort law's fùnâamental ambition of identifjing 

and compensating "a certain class of victirns for whorn compensation is a matter of justi~e."~ 

T'us, tort law seeks to identify and eliminate ''unjustifiable losses," that is those injuries caused 

by the faulty conduct of an~ther?~  So this second argument establishes that: 

the fault of the injurer is not just a morally relevant distinction between victims 
and injums, but where it contributes causaiiy to the victim's injury, it suffices to 
ground the victim's c l a i .  to compensation as a matter of justice." 

In this way, the second argument complements the first. 

Throughout this analysis, Coleman reiterates the crucial characterization of the injurer as 

"faulty" and the victirn as And partly because of this, his two arguments initially 

seem uncontroversial. However, without more neither argument cm justify app1ying the 

objective standard to the mentally disabled individual. This is because the persuasiveness of 

both rationales turns on the prior question of whether it is appropriate to term the mentally 

abnomal injurer 'faulty'. So Coleman's argument will not succecd unless he can also establish 

that the mentally abnormal individual who cannot meet the standard of care is at fault, in some 

meaningful sense of that tem. 

Coleman's discussion of the fault of the mentally abnormal injurer begins with a 

distinction between a notion of fault which involves culpability or blameworthiness and a notion 

of fault which does notS7 Thus he argues that those with mental abnonnalities an expected to 

" Ibid. at 122 [emphasis in original]. 

" Ibid. at 123. 

" Ibid. at 124 [emphasis in original]. 

' So. for instance, "[i]f tbc choice is bctwccn a fdtlcss victim - mat is, one wbpsc conduct fa& to conmiutc 
causaüy to the harm or one whosc conduct, thougù it contrriutes to the accurrcnœ, in cvcry way complies with 
community idcals - and a faulty injurer, one whosc conduct not oniy contributcs to the o c ~ œ  but falls bclow 
our ideals as well, the loss ought to be imposcd on the party at fault": ibid. at 120-21. See gencraiiy Coleman's 
discussion at pp. 120-25. 

Coleman a h  distinguishts both sorts of judgments h m  judgmnts about mail f d t  on tûe ground thaî with 
moral fault, the standard the act fails to safisfy must be a moral onc: Coleman, ibid note 42 at 119. Similady m 
Tort Law and the Deman& of C o d v e  Justicew (1992) 67 Ind, LJ. 349 at 370, Coleman argues that the objective 
standard is concemeci with "the shortcomhg in the doing, not in the cher". 



satisfy the objective standard, and their failure to do so constitutes a fault in their action but not 

necessady in the&* But what exactly is the content of this non-culpable fault? Coleman 

responds, "That the injurer is at fault implies no more than that his conduct is in an appropriate 

sense ~ndesirable."~ Howevcr, presumably any conduct that injures someone is in some sense 

''undesirable." But clearly Coleman cannot intend this broad meaning since it would obliterate 

the objective standard in favour of a system of strict liability. But if only some conduct that 

injures others is ''undesirable" in Coleman's sense, what exactly delineates tolerable injury- 

inflicting conduct from conduct which is undesirable "in an appropnate sense"? Given 

Coleman's definition of what counts as fault in negligence, culpability cannot be the 

distinguishing factor. Instead, Coleman seems to give the following answer: "Conduct that f d s  

below our standards of proper care and foresight, whether or not cornpliance marks a personal 

weahess in the actor, is in a suitably narrow sense undesirable or at fault.'" 

But there is a difficulty with the argument here. Coleman defends the imposition of the 

objective standard on mentally abnormal individuals on the ground that there is an appropnate 

sense in which they can be considered at fault. However, it tums out that their fault consists of 

breaching the objective standard, which is, after all, the "standard of proper care and foresight." 

But simply pointhg to the fact that the conduct of the mentally disabled breached the objective 

standard can at k s t  explain liability under the standard but cannot justify the standard itself. 

Coleman seems confident that "However we unpack the standard of the reasonable man, we will 

provide a nason why failure to live up to the standard is undesirable.'" But unfortunately he 

does no more than point to two thwries that he suggests could explain why exactiy non- 

% Coleman, supra note 42 at 120 [cmphasis in originaI]. Note the simüarity hem to Holmcs' insisma that the law 
does not look to that interna1 charactcr of an act which makes "a given act so different in dintrent men": supra note 
4 at 108. Similarly, Holmcs later argues that "the standards of law arc extemal standards, and, however much it may 
take mord considerations into account, it does so only for the purpose of drawing a iine between mch bodily 
motions and rests as it permits, and such as it does not. What the law realiy forbids, and the ody thing it forbids, is 
the act on the wmng side of the line, bc that act blamcwortùy or otherwise": ibid. at 110. 

" lbid at 124. Thre is a strikiag sidarity ktwcm Coleman's argimunt herc aad an mgwnent by Honoré in 
"Rcsponsi'bility and Luck," supra note 7. Bath Cokman and Hono* use examples from gamts to try to draw 
attention to a cleavage bctwcen notions of moral fault and the assignmcnt of rtspom'bility for the conscqucnces of 
action. However, it is worth questionhg whethcr cxamples of inadvertent goal scoring do anything to illuminate the 
co~cction (or lack thcmf) bctwcen moral fault a d  legal responsl'biüty. 

" Coleman, ibid. at 123. 



confonning behaviour is undesirable - the economic theory that treats sub-standard conduct as 

inefficient and the reciprocity in risk-taking theory. But without a M e r  elaboration of why we 

should call conduct that fails to conform to the objective standard faulty, Coleman's defence of 

the objective standard amounts to little more than a complicated restatement of the rule that he is 

purporting to justify. 

There is also a broder dinculty with Coleman's argument. He clairns that his defence of 

the objective standard ultllnately maLes sense because it rests on a general understanding of tort 

law as a system of cornpensatory justice which looks primarily to acts rather than to actors. But 

this theory does not seem to be able to explain major features of even the objective standard 

itself. If the compensatory aims of tort law requin a definition of fault that look solely to acts 

that injure others as a result of conduct that f d s  below our standards of proper c m ,  then the 

objective standard should apply to any actor that injures another as a result of a failure to meet 

the standard of proper c m .  But this is not the case. In the case of childm in particular, the 

actual workings of tort law diverge from what Coleman's account suggests. The focus of the 

negligence inquiry in these cases is not simply on the nature of the act but is rather on the ability 

of the particular actor to avoid the h m  in question. But this suggests that tort law is as 

concemed with the actor as with the act. Similarly, these cases do not focus on compensating a 

particular, objectively defined, class of unjustifiable losses. Were that the case, it would surely 

be necessary to compensate those who are injured by the risky conduct of children. Yet tort law 

does not do this, instead seeming to define the ''unjustifiable losses" that Coleman discusses with 

reference to the nature of the actor. 

But this suggests that fault, even in the negligence cases does look to a certain kind of 

culpability or blameworthines~.~~ In fact, Holmes seems to capture the crucial element in this 

notion of culpability when he notes that reference to a moral standard of liability is not designed 

to improve men's hearts, but rather "to give a man a fair chance to avoid doing the harm before 

he is held responsible for iCb3 Thus avoidability enables us "to ncohciie the policy of letting 

62 Ho-, supra note 4 nt 109. 

" Ibid at 144. 



accidents lie where they faii, and the reasonable freedom of others with the protection of the 

individual from inj~ry.''~ Thus Holmes later concludes that the law requires that "the defendant 

must have had at least a fair chance of avoiding the infliction of harm before he becomes 

answerable for such a consequence of his c ~ n d u c t . ' ~ ~  Because most defendants WU be 'normal' 

they WU be able to foresee and avoid the same injuries that the rasonable person could avoid. 

Thus, applying the monable person standard will generally satisfy the avoidability and thus the 

fault requirement. 

However, in cases îike those involving children and the mentally disabled, applying the 

reasonable person standard does not ensure satisfaction of the precondition of avoidability. The 

ordinary response to a divergence between the dictates of the objective standard and the 

avoidability requinment has been to prefer the avoidability requirement to a strict application of 

the objective standard. This is apparent in the case of children where the primary inquiry seems 

to be directeci to whether the particular child had a fair chance of avoiding the injury (to either 

self or others). And the concem with whether the partîcular actor in the particular circumstances 

had a fair chance of avoiding the harm is not confineci to ~h i ld ren .~~  But the concern of the 

64 Ibid. 

65 Ibid. at 163. 

" For instance, wherc ignorance that would otherwise amount û~ a brwch of the standard of care is unavoidable it 
has often betn hcld not to constitute negligence: Prusd v. Frcuidren (1985). 60 B.C.L.R. 343 (S.C.) (non-negligent 
for a person h m  England not to Wear a seatbelt); Geier v. Ku,'urwu, [1970] 1 L1. Rep. 364 (Q.B.) (failwe to Wear a 
scatbelt not contriiutory negligencc on part of a Gennan girl who had not sttn one before); Lorenzo v. Wirth, 49 
NE. 1010 (1897) (Spanish woman stcpped into a coal hole found not contniutory negligcnt on other grounds but 
court indicates it would have taktn her reason for ignorance into account); W. A Seavey, ''Negligencc - Subjective 
or Objective?" (1927) 41 Hm. L. Rev. t at 19 states "a hennit, heanDg without explauation. a radio for the h t  
tirne; or a savage dmpped h m  bis native swamps into the sbnets of New York cannot bc judgcd except with 
teference to what he hows"; F. James, Jr., 'The Qualities of the Reasonable Man m Negligenct Cases" (1951) 16 
Missouri L. Rev, 1 at 12 argues that where an individual is a sûanger or has an unUSU8Uy limited background therc 
may bc ''genuine and rcasonable ignorance which will be considercd in al1 but a very few situations"; Le Kiar, Tort 
L m  2nd cd. (Scarborough: Carswtll, 1996) at 210. But sec Prosser, supra note 6 at 184, which mggcsts bat &e 
individual mut  conform to the community and citing cases for botù views. Sec also H. ShuIman, 'The Standard of 
Care Required of Cbildren" (1927) 37 Yale LJ. 619 at 621, n16. Similady, while intoxication may amount to 
negligencc in certain situations, commentators have suggcsted that allowancts should be made for involuntary 
intoxication: Jamcs, ibid. at 20; Prosser, ibùi. at 178. So mst commcntators suggest that wherc ignorance that 
would otherwise be ncgligent is unavoidable, it will not be negligcnt 

Other bodies of case law also imply an underlying c01lctrn with avoidability and thus undcmhe the 
Coleman's argumcnt that ncgligena dcnncS blameworthincss salely with rcfcrena to whether the act itseif was 
faulty in the sense that it fell below the standard of 'dut car& For instana, courts have held that an actor m y  not 
have to mcet the otdmary standard of care in an emergcncy siaiation wbich is "sudden and unexpecttd, and such as 
to deprive the actor of hasonable opportunity for deiiiraîion and considtred decision": Prosser, ibid. at 197. So, 
for example, in Corch v. Peerkss Trcurrportatwn Co., 27 N.Y.S.2d 198 (W. City Ct. 1941) the court found no 



common law with the avoidability of h m  seem to undemine Coleman's claim that negligence 

is concemed only with the quality of the act and not with the actor. What he needs is an 

explanation of the differences in tnatment of actors whose acts are indistinguishable in the sense 

that they all f d  short of the standard of proper foresight. Yet since Coieman's definition of fault 

merely restates the standard, it seems incapable of generating such an explanation. 

D. Lu& and Responsibnity 

Coleman's defence of the objective standard nuis up against a fundamental difficulty - 
how can the operation of the standard be reconciled with the cornmonplace that liability in 

negligence is fault-based? This difficulty also plages Holmes's classic defence of the objective 

standard. In response to the strict Liability argument, Holmes argues that T h e  general principle 

of our law is that loss from accident must lie where it f a s "  and relative to a given human king, 

"anything is an accident which he could not fallly have b a n  expected to contemplate as possible 

and therefore to avoid.'" But this seems directly at odds with his insistence elsewhere that the 

objective standard should ignore "peculiarities" such as being stupid, hasty or awkward 

apparently ngardless of whether they make it impossible to avoid the hann in question. 

Coleman's attempt to resolve this incoherence and retain the fault-based rule of negligence is the 

most ambitious effort on the record. But even his defense of an objective notion of fault is 

ultimately unsuccessful. 

This maices it difficult to resist the conclusion that there is something incoherent about an 

apparently fault-based standard which in fact imposes a form of liabiîity without fault on the 

mentally disabled. Indeed, the objective standard has beai condemned on such grounds, 

-- ---- - 

negligence when a cabdriver in Manhama Ieaped from his moving vehicle whcn he was confrontai by an armed 
bandit making his getaway, despite the fact that the car stmck and injurcd a pedestrian and her two childnen. In these 
cases, actors may be exonerated h m  liability even though tbey may have mark a choia which 'ho tc8sc)aable 
person would have mnAt ahcr due dehiration": Prosscr, ibid. at 1%. The nile is typicaiiy statcâ as quiring 
adhennct to an objective standard of conduct, with the suddcn emrgency king a factor in dctermining 
reasonablentss: Restatement, supra note I l ,  S. 2%. Thw, evcn where an act is 'objcctively' culpable m that it falls 
below the siandard of due care, if the person in question was put mto a situation where they could faitly not be 
expectcd to avoid the harm, they will not be liable in negligence. 

67 Thr Connion Law, supra note 4 at 144. 



including by Epstein who takes the tension between the moral quisites of fault and the 

objective standard in negligence to be an indication of a deeper incoherence d g  through the 

law of negligence.6* Epstein's controversial solution argues that the fault standard should be 

abandoned and strict liability embraceà as the general standard of liability in tort6' 

However, Tony Honoré has recently r a i d  an interesthg alternative possibility. Unlike 

other defenders of the objective standard, he argues that it does in fact impose a fonn of strict 

liability on those who suffer fkom unavoidable shortcomings. But Honoré argues that this does 

not mean that either the objective standard or the general fault regime need be abandoned. On 

the contrary, he insists that under certain circurnstances strict liability cm coherently CO-exist 

with a general fault standard. Honort begins by pointing out that while the objective standard 

typically assigns responsibility on the basis of blame, it aIso penalises the bad luck of those who 

suffer fiom shortcomings including limiteci intelligence. This raises the question of when it is 

justifiable to hold individuals nsponsible for things beyond their control - in essence for the 

consquences of bad luck. Holmcs also points to this issue, Honoré notes, but in fact gives no 

morally convincing nason for his insistence that if we lack the "gifts" of the average man, it is 

simpîy "our misfortune.','* 

Honoré begins his own attempt to offer a more adequate defence of the objective standard 

by arguing that the objective standard cannot be defended in the absence of a justification for 

strict liability which accounts for why "people should sornetimes bear the risk of bad luck."'' 

Honoré then goes on to argue that bearing the risk of bad luck is inherent in the most basic form 

of responsibility in any Society - "outcome responsibility." Under outcome nsponsibility, we are 

forced to make implicit bets on our choices and their outcornes, and just as we receive credit for 

good outcornes we must also bear the responsibility for harmful outcornes which may be due 

a R. Epstcm, "A Theory of Strict Liability" (1973) il (1) J. kg. Studies 151. 

" For a persuasive argumnt that Epstein's argument for strict liaôility in frct b d d s  an implicit fault standard into its 
account of causation, a foult standard which is wcaary to avoid dw pcrvasive mdctemiiiillcy problcxns mat a 
gcnerai theory of strict liability would othcrwise gencrate, sec Stcphen R Perry, 'The impossiiility of Gcneraï Strict 
Liability" (1988) 1 CanJ. Law & Jur. 147 mcrcmafttr Peq. ̂Strict Liabi1ity"l 

Supra note 7 at 539. commenting on Holmes, supra note 4 at 108. 



solely to bad luck rather than to any fault on out part. Outcorne responsibility, accordhg to 

Honoré, can also be defended on the deeper ground that it is inescapably tied to our personal 

identity. And because we are like1y to gain more h m  outcome responsibility than we lose by it, 

the system is not unfair. However, this means that outcome responsibiîity c m  fairly be applied 

only to individuals who possess a minimum capacity for choosing and acting, measund by 

whether they generally succeed in perfodg given actions when they try. Since civil liability is 

justifiecl because it reinforces outcome responsibility with f o n d  sanctions, Honoré concludes 

that it is legitimate for the legal system "to impose strict liabiîity for nsky activities alongside 

fault liability for conduct which discloses an uncooperative di~~osition."'~ 

Much of Honoré's argument in "Responsibility and Luck" is taken up with the 

justification for outcome responsibility. However, while this discussion is interesthg and 

complex, it is not as crucial as Honoré suggests to the justification of the objective standard. The 

heart of Honoré's argument concerning outcome responsibility is the conclusion that the 

outcornes of one's action, regardiess of fault, are themselves of some m o d  ~ignificance?~ One 

rnight expect, particularly given the subtitle "The Moral Basis of Strict Liability," that Honoré 

would proceed from this to defend a general regime of stnct liability of the kind that Epstein 

envisages. hstead, Honoré insists that responsibility for a harmful outcome should not 

automaticaily give rise to a legal duty to compensate. As he somewhat obliquely puts it, "An 

extra element is needeà to ground the legal sanction. Sometimes the extra element is usually 

f a ~ l t . ' ~ ~  However, in the case of strict liability the extra element is instead the fact that "the 

conduct of the doer carries with it a special nsk of harm of the sort that in fact corne about."" 

Honoré argues that the justification for strict liability, which is a "species of enhanced 

responsibility for o~tcornts,"'~ therefore depends in part "on the faimess of outcome- 

" Ibid. at 553. 

') For an snalysis of boîh the tensions and the possibilities of Honoré's notion of outcorn rcsponsi'bility. sec Stephen 
R. Peny, "The Morai Foundations of Tort Law" (1992) 77 Iowa L. Rcv. 449 u Wff. [bminaficr Perry. "Moral 
Foundatioas"] 

" HonorC, supra note 7 at 541. 

'' Ibid. at 542 

76 Ibid at 541. 



re~~onsibility."'~ But while this seems correct, it does not go to the central dificu1t-y that Honoré 

has identified with the objective standard. 

This is because Honoré's justification of outcome responsibility primarily goes to the 

moral significance of ca~sation?~ Let us assume that Honoré's argument establishes that 

producing a hannful outcome gives some nason to hold the defendant responsible. But Honoré 

also acknowledges that while this may be necessary for legai liability it is not sufficient for it. If 

there were not some other element n d e d  to ground legai liability, then the position of the 

shortcomer would not provokc uncase because, like everyone elsc, he would simply be liable for 

the harm caused by his actioas.'19 However, the problem that Honoré sets himself is to reconcile 

the objective standard's treatment of the person with unavoidable shortcomings with the ordinary 

fault basis of liability in negligence. On his own tenns Honoré must justify the fact that the 

objective standard imposes on the shortcomer "enhanced responsibility for outcornes," while the 

'normal' individual will be liable only if he or she is at fault?' On outcome responsibility 

grounds alone, there is no basis for distinguishing between an individual with a mental disability 

and a ''normal" person both of whom count as proxirnate causes of harm to another. Presumably 

both injurers have the same moral comection with the injured that arises out of the mere fact of 

causing ham to another. But then it is hard to see how HonorC's defence of outcome 

This does not ncassarily mean that causation and outcomc rcsponsibüity arc simply to be quucd: Perry, "Morai 
Foundations" supra note 73 at 494. However, Honoré's argument can be taken in part as a responae to the qucry 
raised by Judith Jarvis Thomson in %marks on Causation and Liability," 13 Phil. & Publ. An. 101, reprinted in JJ. 
Thomson, Rights, Restitution, unâ Risk: Essays in Moral W o r y  (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986) at 
192. In a variation on Sunrmers v. Tice, 199 P.2d 1 (S.C. Cal. 1948). Thomson asks why, if two &fendants acted 
quaîly negligcntiy, only the one who a d y  caused the harm sâould bc liable. Why should the law cxonetatt one 
of two qually fdty parties merely because, through luck, his carelessness did not result in i n . ?  Honoré's 
defcnse of outcomc respozlsliility argues that causation is not in fact morally neutral, although it may bc a matter of 
luck Instead, the fact that the injuhr produccd a harmful outcornt imif creates a morally signiflcant link bctwctn 
injurer and injtmd rcgardless of fault. 

" This is not to sugpst that the= wodd not k othcr problexns with such a gcaeral rcgime of strict liability: Pcny. 
"Strict Liabïüty"supra note 69. The point is simply that undct such a regime it would not be especiaily problematic 
to impose lîabiiity on an individuai who, thtough no f d t  of bis own, causcd an injury to anothcr. 

"O Honoré, sypm no& 7 at 541 [emphasis addeci]. The fault rcqUmmnt that Honoré envisages hem sttms sarisficd 
where the injurcr imposcd a risk on the injured that the mjurer could fairly be expccted to have avoidcd However, 
the shortcomr will be liable cven for hann that he or she could not have avoided, and this is the cnhanced 
respomiôility that Honoré must j\lst@. 



responsibility cm justify using the fault v i r e m e n t  to limit outcome respoasibility for the 

'normal' person while not similarly limiting the liability of the menMy disabled 

This suggests that we must look to other aspects of Honoré's analysis to see how he 

defends the displacement of the fault requirement in the case of the mentally disableci. Honoré 

suggests that strict liability is appropriate when the conduct involves some sort of enhanced risk. 

However, his examples, which are straightfomard instances of textbook strict liability such as 

storing explosives. running nuclear power stations and selling dangerous products~l seem 

unhelpful in justifying the application of the objective standard to the mentally disabled. 

Honoré's argument here is M e r  obscureû because he does not explain the crucial step in his 

argument, namely, how the conduct of the mentally disabled poses an enhanced nsk of the 1Md 

that displaces the fault quirement and thus brings strict liability into play. What Honoré does 

do is to note that while "ordinary" strict liability often merely makes it easy to prove negligence 

on the part of someone who is in fact at fault, sometimes it also punishes bad luck. including 

both ordinary (presumably UIlforeseeable) accidents and being saddled with shortcomings. He 

then goes on to argue that, since the objective standard in negligence has a "Ue dual effect," the 

principle involved in imposing ordinary strict liability and in applying the objective standard of 

negligence is the same. 

However. Honoré's assumption that if he can justiQ ordinary strict liability then he has 

made out the case for the objective standard seems to elide crucial Merences between the two 

situations. The analogy betwcen imposing liability for the h m  caused by ninning a nuclear 

power plant and imposing liability for hann arising out of unavoidable shortcomings including 

mental disabilities is w l y  not so obvious as to require no explanation. ûrdinary strict liability 

is imposed on lawful activities that are a b n o d y  dangerous?2 Unsurprisingly, therefore, most 

" Fleming, supra note 6 at 327-33. Tbc rWL must k extraordinary in eithr the serioumas or the frequcncy of the 
h m  thrtatcIltd: ibid. Fleming suggcsts that undtr the cornmon law, die activity must also be abnormai, as with the 
niie in Rylondr v. Fktchcr (1866), LX. 1 Ex. 265 (Ex. Ch.), Blackburn 3. Similarly, m the United States, strict 
liabiiity applies to abnormally dangernus activitia (&aaed as those actîvitics in which the risks cannot be elirninatcd 
by the excrcise of rwonable arc, such as aviation and products liability). Fieming points to two similm catcgories 
of strict liability, cases involving produrs that are of an unusualiy ciangemus nature (such as flammnble materials 
and chemicais) and ceru involving risLs of very serious and extensive casuaitits (such as stsdmms and bridges): 
ibid. 



of the cases of ordinary strict liability which Honoré discusses involve an assumption of 

responsibility, typically within a heavily regulated c o n t e ~ t . ~ ~  Even a nuanced approach to luck 

itseif suggests that responsibility for bai luck in wch situations calls for a very differeut fom of 

justification than where, for example, a mentally disabled individual runs across a street and 

thereby causes an accident in which a third party's vehicle is da~na~ed.8~ 

Resumably, Honoré would nspond by saying that with the actions of the rnentally 

disabled, as with other instances of strict liability, there is a special risk that there will be a 

h-1 outcorne. However, this superficially appeaîhg argument deserves closer scrutiny. It is 

worth noting that while ordinary strict liability proceeds on the basis that particular activities are 

especially dangerous, this defence of the objective standard proceeds on the assumption that 

particular individuals are especially dangerous regardless of the activities in which they engage. 

Honoré glosses over this difference when he says that in order to justify strict liability it is 

necessary to show "why people should sometimes bear the risk of bad l u ~ k . " ~  But the challenge 

of justifying the fom of strict liability imposed by the objective standard, as opposed to 

'ordinary' strict liability, is redly to explain why some people should always bear the risk of bad 

luck. 

Honoré's special risk argument scems to assume that the mentally disabled pose a 

heightened risk to society. Is this assumption empiricaily sound? Honoré offers neither evidence 

Sec Wiliiam Il. Rodgus Jr. who argues that such casa invoIving rationai decision-makcrs are typically trcatcd as 
instances of strict liability "rcgardltss of the nominai difficrenas accordeci to the recognizcd categones of strict 
liability, intentional tort, and negligenœ": ''Ncgiigcnce Rcconsidcrcd: The Rolc of Rationality in Tort Theory," 
(1980) 54 S. Cal L. Rcv. 1 at 12. Thw, he trcats Vaughan v. Menlove, supra note 2, as falling within this class of 
cases, dong with Rylruids v. Fktckr, ibid., vicarious liability in the cmplopnt  scüîng, Vincent v. Lu&e Erie 
Steamship Co., 124 N.W. 221 (S.C. Minn. 19 10). and various other bodies of case law: Rodgen, ibià. at 12-16. 
According to Rodgers, rationai injurcrs %igh theh own convenien~~ against risks of injuries to others": ibid. at 12. 
He thus notes that in such cases strict liabiïity is justined because there is t y p i d y  'Yoreknowledge, tim for study, 
and a delibcratc choice of procedure": ibid. at 15. 

Rodgcn îrcats thh t yp  of case as involving a non-rationai ictar and tbercforc idvocatu that rather than 
"imposing liability for an exassiveIy rash iupoasc, the ktm starting pomt is to idmtify the injurer's capabîlïtics 
and to condcmn a departurc h m  those apabilitics": ibid at 22. Rodgcrs also notes that in simations including 
hose where ordinMly ratioad acton am mcapab1e of rationally responding to an emcrgcncy situation, negligenee 
law supports the view th %-rationai actions in tort conflict shouid bc adjudgcd by a subjective 'bcst efforts' 
standard of behaviouf: ibid. at 19. 

Supra note 7 at 530. 



nor argument to support it, perhaps believing its veracity is self-evident. But in what sense can it 

be said that, for example, a person with a mental disability imposes more nsks on o h  than so- 

called nonnal individuals? The actuai imposition of heightened ri& on others does not foilow 

automatically fiom a dirninished ability to perceive risks. A mentally disabled individual may 

have a diminished ability to perceive risk but may also be very timorous so that in fact he 

imposes very few risks on o h .  Perhaps his illtonceived a m p t  to cross the Street is in fact 

one of the very few times which he has engagcd in risky conduct. Conversely, an individual with 

average or superior ability to perceive risk rnay also be very careless of - or indeed enjoy - 
imposing So whatever the nason rnay be for enhancing the outcorne responsibility of 

mentally disabled, it is not because they are especially dangerous. Indeed, even if it could be 

s h o w  that some mentaiiy disabled individuals did impose special risks, it is far fkom clear that 

only they impose s p i a l  risks. So the speciai nsk justification does not explain why Honoré's 

argument enhances ai l  and only the mentally disabled's responsibility for outcornes. Thus, even 

if strict liability can justifiably be imposed when an activity imposes heightened nsks of h m  to 

others, in the absence of evidence ba t  all and only individuals with mental disabilities fall within 

the group of heightened nsk imposers, this argument cannot justify the imposition of the 

objective standard on such individuals. 

Another avenue of defence proves similarly Unnuitful. It may initially seem tempting to 

infer from the fact that a shortcomer has had an accident that there is something especially risky - 
in general as opposed to in this particular case - about his or her activities. However, not only is 

this kind of ex post rïsk assessrnent out of keeping with negligence methodology8' but again 

there seems no nason to confine the assumption to the case of the shortcomer. If the heightened 

rîsk imposer designation is inferreâ h m  the fact of an accident in the case of a mentally disabled 

individual, it would logically seem that it could be inferrecl in any case where there has beni an 

" The adoltscc~lt mPlc seems to afford a very obvious example of this catcogry of individuais. In this regad. sce 
also the child defadant cases discussed below, Chapter Two. 

" By this 1 mun that mf&g risL h m  the fact of causation would aïta the fundamental svthod of tort law. As 
W e h i  explains iî, the assessmnt of wmngdoing focuses on the period kfort tht accident in order to determine 
whcther the injurer knew or shouid have known that his or hcr activity imposed a risk an othcr individuah 
"Causation and Wrongdaing" (1987) 63 Chicago-Kent L. Rtv. 403 Ihcreinafter Weinri'b, "Causation and 
Wrongdoing"]. As nottd m the tex& inftrring risk h m  mjury would in effkct evisctrate the inquiry into 
wrongfutLlcss and m o r m  ncgligcnœ into a rcgimt of strict liability. 



accident But this would transfonn negligence into a general regime of strict liability and 

Honoré's aim is to defend the objective standard. 

However, perhaps the inference of heightened risk aises not h m  the fact of an accident 

itself but rather fiom the fact of an accident that resulted fiom a failure to act as a reasonable 

person would have in similar circumstances. So anyone who breaches the standard of care will 

be liable regardless of fault, although of course "normal" individuals who fkd their capacities 

and abilities mirrored in the quahties of the reasonable person wül be 'lucky' in that only when 

they are at fault will they brcach the objective standard and thus k liable. Indeed, this may be 

what Honoré is referring to when he says that the objective standard has a dual effect similar to 

strict liability in that while it sometimes simply maices it easy to prove negligence on the part of a 

person who is in fact at fault, it may also penalise the bad ïuck of someone who suffers nom 

shortcomings. So the standard is like strict liability in that it is concemed with the imposition of 

a heightened level of nsk on others regardless of the culpability of any individual's mental state. 

The objective standard only looks fault-based because for the vast majonty of individuals legal 

liability will in practice coincide with a blameworthy mental state. But it is the fact of causing 

h m  as a result of conduct that falis below a certain level specified for community safety, rather 

than the fact of being subjectively careless, which is the central concem of the law of negligence. 

Initially, this seems a promising way of explainhg both the operation of the objective 

standard genedy and the treatment of the shortcorner in particular. In fact, it seems similar in 

certain significant ways to Coleman's suggestion that negligence and the objective standard 

relate to fault in the doing rather than in the doer, although Honoré chooscs instead to stress the 

strict liability orientation of the objective standard. However, if Honoré's defence of the 

objective standard is best understood in tems of this notion of risky conduct, then his statement 

that the objective standard imposes a form of strict liability on those who suffer unavoidable 

shortcomings is a bit confusing. 

The statement seems to gant too much in the sense that, while the fom of liability 

suggesteâ by Honoré's argument relies heavily on the fact of risky conduct and consequently has 

a very attenuated notion of fault, it is nonetheless significantly different fkom ordinary strict 



liability. Perhaps most irnportantly, this variation on strict liability does not look to the fact of 

harm per se but rather to h m  caused by particularly risky conduct. So it does not face the 

pervasive indetenninacy problems of ordinary strict liability. However, Honoré's suggestion that 

the objective standard imposes a fonn of strict liabiiity on the shortcomer although it seems too 

broad in some ways also seems too Limiteci in others. If Honoré's k s t  defence for the operation 

of the objective standard is that like strict liability it is non-fault-based because it is really 

concemed only with compensation for unrrasonably risky conduct that hanns others, then surely 

the standard also imposes this kind of 'strict liability' on individuals who are not shortcomers. If 

Honoré's argument is that the standard is not concerned with fault - although its operation may 

in fact track it to some degree - then the basis for liability must be the same for both shortcomers 

and 'normal' individuals, even though the actual coincidence of fault and liability will Vary. 

Even granting these qualifications, however, this interpretation of Honoré's defence of 

the objective standard still faces a very senous hurdle. Unsurprisingly, given the similar thnist of 

the argument, it is a difficulty shared by Coleman's attcmpt to reconstruct fault. The argument 

that the objective standard in fact looks to conduct that poses an unreasonable risk of hami to 

others regardless of the culpability of the actor seems a more plausible description of what is at 

stake in the law of negligence than Coleman's attempts to defend the objective standard as going 

to a fault in the doing rather than in the doer. The concept of harm arising from measonably 

risky conduct8* also helps to explain why only certain kinds of harmfbl consequemes are of 

concern to the Iaw of negligence and why negligence does not therefore collapse into a general 

scheme of strict liability, a fact which Coleman's causation based notion has difficulty 

addressing?' Despite these advantages, Honoré's variation on strict liability ultimately faces the 

same hurdle that Coleman's does - it cannot account for the operation of the common law. The 

problem for Honoré is that the common law d a s  not in fact ignore culpability and look simply to 

the fact of objectively risky conduct. Instead, as the case of chilch11 in particulsr illustra te^,^' 

This notion does not neoessrrily cal1 for one standard for ail of th intucsts protecrcd by the law of tom. but is 
instcad capable of king sensitive to the nature of the interest protcctcd by the right. For a discussion of the interest- 
sensitive nahue of negligence, stt Stcphen R Pcrry, "Pmtected Inttrcsts and Undertakings in the Law of 
Negligence" (1992) 42 U. Toronto L J. 247. 

Pcrry, "Comment on Cole11111l1: Comctive Justicen (1992) 67 Inciha L J. 381 a< 398-400. 



the common law is centrally concerned with the very form of culpability which Honoré's 

reconstruction of the objective standard should rule out as imlevant. 

Let us consider the responses to this diffculty that seem open to Honoré. Honoré's use of 

the term "capacity" to refer to childm could imply that, unlike the shortcorner who xnerely lacks 

competence, the child lacks the minimal rational agency required for liability in negligence. 

However, the notion of capacity as Honoré himself defines if seems to explain oniy the most 

unproblematic case - that of infants of tender years. It is competence rather than capacity that is 

at issue in the childhood cases that Honoré discussest none of which involves an infant of tender 

years?l But if the incapacity of childhooà serves only to explain the complete negligence 

immunity of children of tender years but not the subjectivized standard that applies to children 

above that age, then Honoré still needs to corne up with an explanation for the objective 

standard's attentiveness to childhood incornpetence in order to Save this defence of the standard. 

A solution may be found in Honoré's reconstruction of the sense in which the "capacity 

to act otherwise" is relevant to liability in negligence. Honoré suggests that the required capacity 

should be constmed as "a general ability to perform the sort of action which would in the instant 

case have led to a different out~orne."~~ An individual possesses the requisite general capacity if 

"it is usually the case that when he tries he su~ceeds."~~ So perhaps Honoré could be read as 

As discussed nipm. note 66. the subjeaivization of the objective standard to account for various kinds of 
inabilities to avoid the h m  in question is not confineci to the case of childrtn. 

'' In f- Honoré himsclf distinguishes ktwccn capacity and compctence and says. "In most systems a chüd is 
regarded as wholly or partly incapable, in somc rbc insane, in som tht eldcrly": mpro note 7 at 533. He States that 
shortcomings are the deftcts and &ficiencies h m  which thc shortcomr's lack of compctcna stems. Cornpetence, 
as Honon d e m i s  it, secms ta k a matter of degrce. However if he hopes to main some &&fui distinction 
betwcen capacity and cornpetence (and to refïcct the position of the common law) then one would th* that capacity 
cannot also be a matter of d c p  but must instcad r&r to the minimnt rcquircmnt of rational agency which is a 
precondition to liability in neglïgcna. But thcn lack of capacity only hclps to explain the treatmnt of those who arc 
complctely exempt h m  iiabüity in negligencc because tbey lack the minimal nec es sa^^ rational agency. like 
childm of tender ycars, sornctimcs the totally insane, and those who d e r  h m  somt form of automatism. 
Hoaicvcr, it would not thcn k possible to say, as Honoré m m s  ta. th ol&r childm and the eldcrly arc partiy 
incapable. Partial incapacity stcms to rcally p to questions of cornpetencc - those "deficiencies in inteliigcncc, 
learning or expricllcen or a "defcct in physiquen that m e n t  somooc h m  king able to nacb the objective 
standard. ibià. at 532. It is ûuc that the law adjusts the objcctive standard to mcet the limitations of those who 
Honoré cails "partly mcapab1cW but it is not the âistinction krweai capacity and compctena that is Qing the work 
herc despite Honor6's attempt to draw a distinction. 

* Sypro note 7 at 550 [empbssis m original]. 

93 Ibid. at 55 1. 



saying that the objective standard imposes a fomi of strict liability on all who breach it provided 

that they have the general ability to succeed at the sort of thing that would, on that occasion, have 

avoided the b-h. This seems to account for the treatment of ~hildren?~ The puzzle concems 

its implications for the 'shortcomer' including prominenty, the mentally disableà. 

According to Honoré's own dehition, a shortcomer is someone who lacks the qualities 

'physical, intektual, or ernotional, needed to attain the standard set for the task in question.'8s 

But then by definition shortcorners will lack the general capacity that Honoré identifies as a 

precondition to the application of the objective standard. If they do not have the qualities needed 

to attain the standard they WU not generally succeed no matter how hard they try. So the general 

capacity test seems to exonerate rather than inculpate the individual who, for example, suffers 

from 'stupidity'. So long as he is generalîy unsuccessful despite his best efforts, the test 

precludes, rather than justifies, holding him to the standard of the nasonable person. The 

shortcomer would, by definition, it seems be someone whose M t e d  capacities make him a 

consistent loser mch that it is not fair to hold him responsible.% So while Honoré's general 

capacity test seems capable of explaining the treatment of children in the law of negligence, it 

does not - contrary to Honoré's conclusion - jus- irnposing an rigid objcctive standard on the 

" 1 am pirposcly ignoring a possible di&icuity that ariscs out of Honoré's discussion of the novice surgeotx ibid a< 
549. Ch a stmightforward application of Honoré's test, a novice surgeon would secm to lack the rquisitc gcnerai 
capacity because he would not succad most of the time. Howcver, Honoré says that the novice surgeon's 
hcxperience necd not be matcd as a ciccumstance which limits liability. Insttad, Honoré suggcsts that he can fairly 
be held liable for mistakes arising h m  his inevitable inexptrience because "taking his professional life as a whole, 
he is likely to be an overall winntr": ibid. at 549.1141. However, this masonhg also seems to suggest that 'normal' 
childrcn should bc held to an objective standard since prcmmably, cansi&rcd over a whole lik, they too would 
profit by thcir expcricna and ultimatrly enjoy an overall benefit. In contras& if the mistakes arismg h m  a 
shortcomr's chronic incompetence will not diSappar with expcciencc, thcn the general capacity test, applicd over 
the course of a life, would mggest that they should not be held to the objective standard 

Ibid. at 532. 

" Nor hi it clear chu Honoré's o v e d  bcncfit point wouid justify holding the shortcomer to the objective standard 
even if the shortcorner m question had sufficicnt capacity to s u d  slightfy more often than he failcâ. Even 
assuming that Honoré can establish in same workable way that such a shortcorner rcccives an overall benefit h m  
the systcm of responsibiüty, this does not provide a complctc aaswer to the question of the fairness of the system, 
Can the system tealiy k justined as fair if, aithough everyone to whom it a p p h  bwcnts overall, som groups 
benefit much more than other groups for whom the bendît is marginal? Even Honoré's gcneral principles W e s t  
chat an individual wtia by virhIc of his shortcoming always acts at his pcril wlU gain far less h m  the system than his 
'average' counterpart. But if the âistrit~ution of bcncfits arising h m  the system of hsponsibility is signifïcany 
unequal, it surely does not exhawt the fainiess inquiry to simply point out that everyane bcaefiîs o v c d  h m  the 
system of outcornt fcsponsiiility. 



shortcorner. And it is not possible to argue that this general capacity is irnlevant to strict 

liability, for Honoré insists that it is a pre-requisite for both strict and fault-based liability. 

It does not seem to aid Honoré's argument here to have r#x>urse to distinction he initiaily 

draws between general capacity and the more specifïc capacity needed for fault-based liabüity. 

He says of the additional capacity needed for fault-based liability that it requins "the ability to 

suc& most of the tirne in doing the sort of thing that would on thàs occasion have avoided the 

hannem However, not only would reliance on this distinction undermine the argument that the 

objective standard in fact imposes a general fom of strict liability, but the examples that Honoré 

uses to flesh out his notion of generai capacity leave little rmm for the speciiïc capacity that he 

identifies as distinguishing fault-based Iiability?* So, for example, Honoré says that "Gmeral 

capacities cm be measured by how people generally perfom when they try to execute a given 

type of action like shutting the door or crossing the ~treet . '~  But given that Honoré apparently 

judges generai capacity on the basis of the task at issue,100 it is difficult to see how exactiy the 

specific capacity nccessary for fault could differ significantly fkom general capacity. 

This difnculty is reinforced by the role general capacity plays in Honoré's analysis. The 

general capacity requirement provides the crucial assurance that the system of outcome 

responsibility will be fair because it limits the application of the system to those who stand to 

win most of the tirne. Individuals who have met the gened capacity revirement will receive an 

ovedi benefit because it wil l  be "me by definition that, when the[y] try, they usuaiîy perform up 

to their ability."lO1 But since there seems to k no meaninfil way to make the overall benefit 

" Supra note 7 at 53 1 [cmphasis adcled]. 

9~ Udoram~rcly Honoré offers neitbcr furthcr elaboration nor any examples to elucidicc his rcference to the specific 
capacity nquircd for fault-based liability. The rest of his discussion of this point focuses cxclusively on the general 
capacity required for both stnct and fault-bd liability. 

'00 What Honoré d o u  not rquire. however. is the abfity CO succecd on the particulat occasion in question. Ibe 
"gencral" m Honoré's general capacity scems to go not to the sptcincity of the tasIr, but rathcr to the fact thaî an 
individual's "gcneral ability nced not have ban excrcisablc in al1 the concrete conditions, extemal and intemal, of 
the case": ibid. at 550. So, to use Honoré's own example, we should look to an individuai's gencral capacity as a 
driver rather than his or her ability to rcmain alen cvery moment at the wheel. 

'O' Ibid. at 55 1. 



requirement work in the aggngate, the only way that Honoré can in fact ensure faimess is by 

limiting liability to those acts where the individual in question has the general ability to perfonn 

successfully. However, this reinforces the specificity suggested by Honoré's examples of general 

capacity and renders virtually meaningless his allusion to a more specific capacity required for 

fault-based liability. As a result, it seems unlürely that Honoré can tum to specific capacity to 

argue that the objective standard should apply in the way he suggests to shortcomers of various 

kinds. 

There are also other nlated difficulties with Honoré's generaî capacity test. While it may 

not seem problematic that it does not yield his desired result with regard to the mentally disabled, 

its operation is more troubling when applied to other types of shortcomiags. For instance, 

despite Honoré's confident assertions to the c~nt ra ry , '~~  the 'can general' test seems to exculpate 

the consistently and uncontrollably bad-tempmd individual because it would not k the case that 

he usuaily mcceeds when he tries to control his temper. Honoré may have rwm to introduce a 

more constructive notion of what it means to 'try' but it then seems likely that he would have to 

begin to recognize distinctions between different types of shor tc~min~s . '~~  This points to an 

underlying difficulty with the 'can general' test seems - it seems basod exclusively on descriptive 

rather than normative qualities. In the case of children, Honoré suggests that what is to be 

"expected" of a particular child combines both descriptive and normative elements. The child's 

usual behaviour bears upon but does not answer this question.104 However, when Honoré goes 

on to discuss his general capacity test he seems to ignore the normative dimension. And his 

exarnples of the test are unhelpful because instead of showhg how it would resolve the liability 

of shortcomers, Honoré appiies it to goIfers attempting six-fwt putts and to cirivers who are 

generally capable but who sufier momentary lapses of concentration. These easy cases, however, 

shed little light on the treatment of the shortcorner which it is the point of his analysis to address. 

Not only do his examples f d  to clarify why the test would result in the application of the 

l m  Ibid. at 549. 

lm In hW analysis, Honoré dacs not distinguisn be<wcai various types of shortcomings. Instcaâ, h mats as 
normativcly equivalent dcf- of physique. churctcr, intcIligcnœ, leaming or expricncc as w d i  as accidcnt- 
proneness, badlcodrdination and slow reactim: ibùi. at 532. 
104 Ibid. at 547-48. 



objective standard to the shortcomer, they also faii to distinguish between significantly different 

types of shortcornings. Develophg a workable account of such distinctions would no doubt be a 

very complicated matter, but Honoré's analysis of general capacity seems to ignore these 

complications entirely. 

So, while Honoré's discussion of the objective standard shows some promise, it is 

ultimately unsuccessful. Treating the objective standard as imposing a form of strict liability on 

all on who breach the standard of care initiaily seems like a helpful way of accounting for the 

treatment of the shortcomer which seems anomalous by the fault standard. However, this 

account of the operation of the objective standard faces its own difficulties, including its inability 

to account for sipificant elements of the common law which Honoré appears to find 

unproblematic. And exploring whether Honoré's justification has the resources to rernedy this 

reveals M e r  dificulties with his anaiysis. These difficulties ultimately caii into question 

whether, according to Honoré's own p~ciples ,  shortcorners such as the mentaîiy disabled would 

be held to the kind of rigid objective standard which Honoré takes himself to be defending. 

E. The Equdty Rationale 

As Honoré's strict liability argument iilustrates, part of the intuitive appeal of the 

objective standard lies in its unifonnity. The standard appears fair because at least notionally it 

requires ali individuals to obsme the same level of care in their dealings with others. In fact, 

this equaiity justification is apparent in Tindal's assertion in Vaughan v. Menlove that allowing a 

subjectivized test for liability in negligence would nsult in a rule of liability which would be 

unacceptable in part because it "would be as variable as the length of the foot of each 

indi~idual."'~~ Such a rule would not only be unfair but also unworkable, too uncertain to act 

los S- note 2 at 465. 



upon and so vague "as to afford no mle at all."lo6 And ever since Vaughan much of the support 

for the objective standard has ultimately rested upon the perceived faimess of a uniform r ~ l e . ' ~ ~  

However, as a threshold matter it is worth considering how plausible it is to defend a 

standard as vague as the reasonable person standard on the ground that it specifies a single 

evident standard that appiies d o r m l y  to all. If the point of the standard is to spi@ a uniform 

rule of conduct that individuals can easily comprehend and follow, the reasonable person of 

negligence law seems an extraordinarily unlikely vehicle. Indeed, commentators have argued 

that the reasonable person is actually the response to the very impossibiliry of dealing "by way of 

a precise anticipatory rule with each of the infinite numbcr of cases which can be classified as 

'negligence' cases."'08 The nsult is that while the standard of the reasonable person may sound 

iike - and is indeed typically characterized as - an absolute standard, it is in fact highly variable 

(perhaps evm as variable, Leon Green suggests, as the foot of each individual).lo9 And given the 

variabiiity of the standard, it seems unlikely that it c m  be fonnulated in a sufficiently precise way 

to serve as the "fornard-looking, action-guiding norms" that Tindal J. seems to envisage.' l0 

Now these are not necessarily flaws in the objective standard but they do make it unlikely that the 

standard could be adequately defended on the ground that, unlike its alternative, it specifies a 

single knowable standard to both guide and judge human conduct. However, this does not 

necessarily defuit the equality defence of the objective standard For while the notion of identity 

of treatment may ultimately rest on a shallow and perhaps even an indefensible view of equality, 

'O6 Ibid. at 47475. A similar con- is a h  apparent in Holmes's argumtnt that legai standards are exremai and 
cannot attend to individual "pcculi~ties": supra note 4 at 108. 

lm Rosser, supra note 6 at 174: Fleming, supra note 6 at 104. An implicit appeal to the f h s s  of an idcnticai 
standard also undtrgirds many of the justifications for the objective standard discussed hem, incIuding thc appeal to 
fairncss to the victim, Coleman's attcmpt to zcco~lsûuct fault, and Honoré's sirict liability argument. 

'" Ibid. at 1037. In f a  in his classic work on ton Iaw, Judge Md J w y  (Kansas Ciry: Vernon Law Book Co., 
1930). Green puts the point more b l d y  and rcjccts the notion that the quaütics and characteristics of the persons in 
litigation arc irrclevant to the jury's deiiirations: ibid. at 180-81. Indeed, as d i s c d  bclow, Green argues that 
many individuai characteristics including scx, race and inconit level arc influcntial. The law, howcvtr, shiea away 
h m  addressing this problem: ibid. 

"O But this w c ~ s s  is not acccssuily fppL Perry suggests chat "it may k a mi& to think chat [the moral 
evaluation of action] must always be d e d  out on the basis of noms that arc generaiiy capable of antccedcntly 
guiding conduct'? "Moral Foundations" supra note 73 at 51 1-12 



there are deeper accounts of equality available. And Ernest Weinnb elabrates such an account 

in his defence of the objective standard." ' 

Weinrib argues that the quaiity of treatment entailed by the objective standard is in fact 

the basis of the standard's legitimacy. According to Weinrib, tort law exhibits its own speciai 

morality which denves from the moral relationship of doer to sufferer. But in orda to count as a 

moral relationship, the parties must stand on a footing of equality "as between doer and 

sufferer."' l2 However, this equality is threatened by the person who claims that "he ought not to 

be held liable for the injuries causeci by his stupidity."'13 Weinrib argues that allowing the 

defendant to be the judge of reasonablcness would undennine the equality of the parties because 

then the defendant's capacities would unilaterally set the tmns of the relationship between 

individuals who should be equals. So the significance of the objective standard is found in the 

fact that it reflects the forrnal quality of the rights holders by setting ternis on which they can 

interact as equals.'14 Seen i~ this way, the objective standard is egalitarian in that it prevents the 

doer's personal qualities fiom unilaterally determinhg the terms of the relati~nshi~.''~ The 

egalitarianism of the objective standard also contrasts with the inequality of strict liability in 

which one person's property sets the buunds within which otbers rnust a d  l6 According to this 

understanding, negligence is the failure to confonn one's behaviour to the equal status of others 

and the objective standard is the unique embodiment of this qua1 status. 

Weimib's defence of the objective standard cannot be adequately understood however 

unless it is placed in the context of his discussion of Kantian right. For Weinrib, this idea of 

' I L  As diSCUSSCd klow, an account dong simüar lllvs has reccntly 
Responsibili~ and the Law, ms, 1998. 

"' E. Weînrib, 'The Spccid Morality of Tort Law" (1989) 34 
"Morality of Tort Lawn. 

becn elabontai by Artbur Ripstein in Equality, 

McGïli LJ. 403 at 409 [Iiercinaftcr Weinrii, 

l L 3  Wcinrib, Tausaton and Wrnigdoing," supra note 87 at 427. W e k i  notes chat tbW ex~mpk is bued on the 
defendant's claim in Vaughrur, mpra note 2. 

"' Wcinrii, ibid. at 428. 

"' Weionb, "Morality of Tort Law," supra note 112 at 410; Tamation and Wrongdomg? i&id at 428; Thc ldco of 
Private Lmu, supra note 13 at 178. 

Weinrii, "Causaiion and Wmmgdohg," ibid at 428; Th l&a of Pmtate h v ,  ibid at 177-79. 



nght specifies the form of equality that is implicit in corrective justice. It is, according to 

Weinrib, corrective justice that lends private law nlationships their distinctive structure. 

However, there is a troubling omission in Aristotle's articulation of corrective justice. While it 

presupposes the quality of two parties to a transaction, it fails to specify in what respect the 

parties are equal.' l7 Weinrib rejects Aguinas's assertion that the law simply mats the parties as 

equals "however much they may be unequal"'18 and instead insists that the parties "caxmot 

rightly be tnated as equals unless they are qua1 in some nlevant sense."'lg And according to 

Weinrib, only the Kantian idea of right cm provide an account that solves this equality puzzle of 

corrective justice. 120 

Weinrib locates the distinctiveness of corrective justice in three essential ideas: the 

abstraction fkom particulam such as social status and moral character, the equality of the parties, 

and the comlativity of doing and suffering.12' Thus, the necessary conception must link equality 

bot' with abstraction and with the comlativity of doing and suffering. Weinrib argues that only 

the Kantian account of right accomplisbes this. Aristotle's concem to abstract fiom particulars 

finds its expression in Kant's negative noedom, the capaciîy "to rise above the givenness of 

inclination and circumstance." lu Aristotle ' s equality nquirement corresponds to the Kantian 

insistmce on the normative imlevance of the "particular features - desires, endowments, 

circumstances, and so on - that might distinguish one agent fiom another" and thus form the 

basis of "judguig them u11~ual."'~ And Aristotie's comlativity accords with Kant's treatment 

"' Wcinrib, The Idro  of P m t e  Law, ibid. at 57. 

'la Ibid at 80. quoting Aquinas, Conunenmy on the NicomachcM Ethics. v.1 at 41 1. 

Ibid. P d y  for this mason, W e h i  rejects the notion that th equaiity requiemnt wouid be Patisned by any 
iiability rule so long as it was donnly applied: "Morality of Tort Law," mpro note 1 12 at 409. 

'" The I&a of Pliwte Low, &id. at 80-83. Wei* argues that somcthing ükc the Kantian concept of nght is 
implicit in Anstotlt's notion of corrective justice, which is c o n a d  with quaiity, abstraction fkom particularity, 
and the codativity of doing and dering. T'us, Weinni does not conceive himscif to be imposing the Kantian 
notion of agcncy on the Aristottlian structure of corrcctivt justice. Rathcr, he is drawing out the "conception of 
agcncy presupposed in corrective justice": i b d  at 11 1. 

12' Ibid. 

'* Ibid. at 82. 



of doing and suffering as a single normative sequence which disregards the particularities of the 

doer and the sufferer. '" 

Once the inchoately Kantian nature of cornctive justice is thus uncovered, the relevant 

form of equality emerges. The equality of comctive justice denves its normative force from 

Kantian right. Kantian right is the juridical manifestation of self-determinhg agency. And the 

fundameneal fature of seif-determining agency is the capacity of an agent to "abstract h m  - and 

thus not to be determineci by - the particular circumstances of his or her sit~ation."'~' Thus, it is 

with reference to this capacity to abstract fiom paiticularity, to rise above inclination and 

circumstance, that ail self-detennining agents are equal. 

Clearly this is a sophisticated and complex defence of the objective standard. However, 

even without questioning whether this account of equality is normatively adequate, it is possible 

to query its significance for the objective standard. This is because it is difficult to understand 

how the objective standard, which requires only that an individual khave as a nasonable person 

would in the cimunstances, cornports with a Kantian view of agency. Even in its core case, the 

objective standard does not demand that individuals rise above every inclination and 

cir~urnstance.'~~ Indeed, through the use of the qualifier "in the circumstances" the objective 

standard recognizes certain circumstances which the agent need not rise above. And the 

emergency cases also illustrate that the standard does in fact make ailowances for certain 

inclinations, including common human failings.'" Similarly, not aii 'endowments' of agents are 

in fact normatively irrclevant to the objective standard in the way that Weînrib's rendering of 

Kantian right would secm to demand. In particular, the substandard physical endowments of the 

physicaily disabled and the substandard mental endowments of 

irrelevant by the objective standard. Thus, it seems necessary to do 

children are not treated as 

more than explicate Kantian 

lUlbid 

lu Ibid. 

' ~ 6  Perry notes a similar difficulty with tbc ar-nt that ab- right rrquircs the doption of the objective 
standard. M y ,  hc sJLb would it not attnîute omniscience O the actor rathcr than simply the LnowIcdgc pozoessed 
by the reasonable perso11: U M d  Foundations," supra note 73 at 486. 

In As the Restatement, svpm note 10, s.283. Co-t A, pts it, "Ibe fact thai mir judgmmt is pnonificd in a 
'man' ails attention to the neassity of taking into accomt the falli'bility of human bcings". 



nght alone in order to justify the application of the objective standard to the mentally disabled. 

In particular, if not ail endowments are irrelevant, if not ai l  circumstances need be transcended, 

why it is justifiable to nquire the mentally disabled person either to 'rise above' his or her 

limited intelligence or to be liable in negligcnce? 

Answering this question seems vital to Weinnb's equali ty-bd defence of the objective 

standard. To some degree he addresses this concern in his discussion of the exceptions to the 

objective standard. There Weinrib argues that the exceptions to the objective standad accord 

with Kantian right because they "ailow subjective factors to exonerate when their presence 

precludes seeing the plaintiff's injury as the consequence of the defendant's self-determining 

agency."12* NahuaMy enough, it is on this ground that he accounts for cases where there is an 

involving blackouts and insane delusions. In the case of children, Weinrib argues that the law 

"must accommodate the developrnent of self-determining agency."'29 With regard to the 

physicdly disabled, he states ba t  the common law treatment simply recognizes physical 

characteristics as part of the context within which, under conditions of human existence, agency 

occurs.130 But then why is 'stupidity' not similarly understd? 

Weinrib's answer to this crucial question is somewhat oblique. He states that the 

defendant's physical embodiment is b'distinguishable fiom the inteliectual processes that go into 

the operation of agency."131 Unlike a physical disability, lack of intelligence seems to be "part of 

the act i t~e l f . " '~~  However, it is difficult to see why this vaguely Cartesian dichotomy should 

have any nonnative effect at all. According to Weinrib's own analysis, it is the capacity to act as 

a self-determining agent that gives action normative significance and thus permits judgment of it. 

But if 'stupidity' is not only not the result of the exercise of seIf-determining agency, but also in 

fact Limits the capacity to exercise such agency, it is hard to sa why its effects should be 

evaluated as if they were the result of the exercise of self"etemiining agency. Why is it not 

'" The Ika of Private Law. supra note 13 at 183.1122. 

'" Ibid. at 183. nU(4). He a b  notes wiîh approvd commenta to the cffm thai childhood is not aa idiosyncrasy. 

Ibid 

Ibid at 183. n22(3). 
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instead treated as part of context within which the exercise of agency - albeit constrained - 
occurs? Indeed, this is precisely what happens in the case of children. Weinrib's account of why 

there should be this difference seems to rest on the notion that the treatment of children is 

justified because the law is simply reflecting a natural process. But what precisely is the basis of 

the normative distinction hem? The fact that it is 'natumi"? The fact that it is a pocess? Even 

without problematizing what these terms might mean it seems unlikely that either of these factors 

alone or in combination is sufficient to justify the difference between the legal treatment of 

childnn and that of the mentally disabled. Perhaps Weinrib could explain how this discrepancy 

accords with Kantian right but to date he has not done so. And in the absence of such an account 

his equality-based justification of the objective standard falis short of its goal. 

III. CONCLUSION 

So despite the confident conc~usions to the contrary, the application of the standard to the 

mentally disabled is not unproblematic. Indeed, no one who has addressed the treatment of the 

mentally disabled has been able to provide a justification that monciles their treatment with the 

other elements of the objective standard. And examining these attempts to justify the negligence 

treatment of the mentally disabled does more than simply illuminate a minor incoherence. As 

Holmes indicates but does not follow through on in his own malysis, the notion of avoidability 

seems crucial to the conception of fault in the law of negligence. For the 'normal' person whose 

qualities are mirrored in the reasonable person, the mere application of the objective standard 

will generaliy preclude liabiiity in the absence of a fair chance to avoid the h m .  And as we 

have seen, where the ruwnable person test fails as an indicator of avoidability, the typical 

response of the law of negligence is to prefer a more nuanced reading of avoidabüity to a strict 

application of the objective standard. Thus, it excuses childrcn, the physically disabled and those 

facing emergency situations when they did not have a fair chance of avoiding the harm in 

question even if they failed to act as a reasonable person would have. Seen in this light it is 

troubling that in the case of the mentally disabled alone the law of negligence seems to resolve 

the tension betwcen avoidability and the objective standard in a different, l e s  generous, way. In 

fact, as we shall see, the very laquage and arguments useà to defend this anomaly reflect deep- 



seated 'common sense' views about what is nomial, views which raise equality concerns. And 

given that the mentally disabled have typically not received fidl rights of citiwiship it does not 

seem entirely fortuitous that the law of negligence is selectively inattentive to their concerns. 

Yet despite these concems, and despite the failure to justm the rule in Vaughan v. 

Menlove, the defences of the objective standard do give us something to work with. The sense, 

most powerfully aniculateà by Weinrib, that equality is somehow central to the justification of 

the objective standard runs throughout discussions of the standard and thus suggests an important 

element in a mon adequate account of fault and responsibility. There are also other indications 

of elements that may k important to such an account. Holmes' powerfhl articulation of the 

centrality of avoidability seems to capture something essential to the conception of fault in 

negligence, even if Hoimes himself did not follow through on its full implications. Indeed. 

Honoré's discussion of the general capacity test as a precondition to liability in negligence is 

significantly indebted to this aspect of the Holmesian account. 

Thus, Honoré's general capacity test, which actually exculpates rather than inculpates the 

mentally disabled actor, may be a usefbl place to begin an inquiry into a more egalitarian 

interpretation of the Holmesian avoidability requirement. However, here tw there is a troubling 

omission. Although Honoré suggests that the notion of 'normal' behaviour should not be 

determinative of general capacity and thus of liability, his analysis leaves little room for 

normative considerations. Our next case study, the child defendant, illustrates why this might be 

a problem. For if the law of negligence is unconcemed about the mentally disabled, it is overly 

solicitous of the child defendant - typicaily the playing boy. indead, his normal behaviour tends 

to be excuscd regardless of its consequences. In contrast to the case of the mentally disabled, 

hem we find the widest possible reading of avoidability. Boys, it seems, simply must be boys. 

Once again, common sense views about what is 'normal' seem to animate the objective standard, 

but here they have the effect of extending the widest possible sphere of M o m  to the playhg 

boy. The inegaiitarian implications of this, particularly when contrasted with the treatment of the 

mentally disabled and the matment of girls, suggest that only with a much more finely tuned 

understanding of avoidability and the related concept of general capacity can we kgin to move 

toward a defensible understanding of the objective standard. 



Chapter Two 

'%oys Wiïi Be Boys": 

The Chiid Defendant and the Objective Standard 

The problem of the mentally disabled illustrates one aspect of the 'trouble' with the 

reasonable person and thus Ases a &es of questions implicated in objective standards more 

generally. The objective standard claims distinctiveness in large part on the basis of its refusal to 

countenance any consideration of the limitations of the mentally disabled. And writers justify the 

treatment of the mentally disabled in part by calling attention to the divergence between the 

notion of fault under negligence law's objective standard and more thorough-going conceptions 

of blameworthiness such as those found in criminal law. In this way, the objective standard's 

distinctive fault requirement is largely constituteâ through its treatment of the mentally disabled. 

But interestingly, the treatment of the child defendant foms the rnirror image of this. In stark 

contrast to the mentally disabled, courts and commentators addressing the application of the 

objective standard to the child defendant insist that the basis of liability in negligence actuaily 

requires taking account of the limitations of childhood. So ui the case of the child defendant 

there is also an emphasis on the distinctive bais of liability in negligence, but here the stress on 

the difference between negligence and its predecessor, strict liability. 

Analyshg the treatment of the mentally disabled provided an opportunity to examine the 

justifications for and workings of tht objective standard's distinctive notion of fault and to note 

who benefited and who suffered as a consequence. The situation of the child defendant 

illuminates the opposite fecet of the standard's ciaim to distinctiveness. And in addition to 

identifylag the vital characteristics of those who benefit as a result of this dimension of the 

objective standard, it is also possible to begin to unnive1 the tmns on which they benefit and the 

juscifications for this. This examination reveals just how indebted the nom of nasonableness is 

to some conception of what is normal and in so doing uncovers another important dimension of 

the objective standard. 



1. JUDGING THE PLAYING BOY: MCHALE V. WATSON 

Reported cases involving child defendants are rare indeed. It is not dificult to speculate 

why this might be the case. Rarely will children have sufficient resoumcs to wamint a plaintiff's 

pursuit of a costly negligence action. And since parents are not vicariously liable for the torts of 

their children, only the resources of the child-defendart himself will typically be subject to any 

judgment.' Nonetheless, the reporteci cases in which courts do apply the objective standard to 

the child defendant are illuminating. 

A survey of the negligence cases involving child defendants reveals a remarkable pattern. 

Virtually ail of the child defendants are boys. Thus for example, in the section of nie Canaàian 

Abridgemnt which suxnmarizes the cases on child tortfeasors, nine of the ten negligence cases 

involve boys? And the one negligence case that involves a girl defendant tums out to be very 

dflerent than the othcr child defendant cases. In Saper v. City of ~ a l ~ a r y . '  an unidentifieci five 

year old girl crossed a sfreet at a cross wak without looking to see if there was oncoming traffïc. 

' This is assumhg, of course, that no insurancc is involved. It may be that wben such insunrnce is implicated - as in 
many of the adult activities cases discussed in f i  note 106 - iitigation is more common. 

C d h  Abriâgement, Family Law, W. Status and Capacities of <aüdrcn, s.2 (Torts), =.a (Child as Tortfcasor) 
(Citations for Reissue and 1995 Reissue). 1 did not includc in my calculations fkom this section those chilâren so 
young that they were bclow the age of tender ycm. Bccausc of their extremt youth, such actors are incapable of 
rationai agency and thus secm to raise diffetcnt consideratiom. The one case in the Abridgemcnt section on the 
Child as Todeasor that feu into îbis catcgory involvcd a three year old boy who dragged a baby dong the ground 
and severtly injurcd her: Tillander v. Gosselin, [1%7] 1 O.R. 203; aff' (1%7), 61 D.L.R. (2d) 19211 (0nt.C.A.). As 
discusscd in the text, the few chiid defendant cases that 1 found h m  othcr jurisdictions also confirmed this pattern. 
Thus, ali of tht child defendant cases discwscd by mtming involve boys ('Fleming at 1 13- 14), as do alï of the cases 
discussed in Gary L. Bahr's 'Tort Law and the Gama Kids Play" (19'78). 23 S. Dak.L.Rev.275. 

However, it is worth noting that it is not entircly ckar what lessons cm bc &am h m  the absence of cases 
involving girls as defcndants. The most obvious one would bc that girls simply do not takc the kinds of risks with 
the sccirrity of others that boys do. However, it may be more cornplex than that givcn that out 'rcsults' arc rcported 
cases. For instance, it could be the case that whcn girls am potential &fendants, parents or guardians do not even 
consider litigating but instcad simply pay the claims or scttle because they do not view the girls as having plausi'ble 
defenccs. Io this way, stemtypes can feed back into the litigation proccss and can a f k t  even the numbers of 
rcporttd and unrcportcd cascs, as wcll as scttlcmcnt pattcrns. Nonethtless, accident rates more gcncraüy do rcflect 
gendcr ciifferences. Thus, the Statistics Canada breakdown of leading causes of death among Canadians tcveals that 
males consistently mffer more dcaths by accident. For example, in the year 1994 the number of deaths by accident 
undcr age 1 wm rclatively similar for both gendcrs (male 22, f d e  19) but aftcr this the n&rs begin to diverge. 
Betwctn the ages of one and four, 104 boys dicd but only 75 girk ages five to nine, 80 boys died and only 44 girIs; 
ages ten to fourteen, 85 boys and only 52 girls. After age nftecn, the diffircnccs btcomc even more markcd, with 
male ckaths typicaiiy over 400 d femalts dtaths just over 100. No doubt this is in part due to motor vehicle 
dcaths. (J.R. Colombo, The 1997 C .  Globol Almanac at 71). 

' (1979). 21 A.R. 577 (Q.B.). 



A city bus was forced to stop quickly and an elderly wornan who had just boarded and was still 

standing fell d o m  and was injured. She sued the bus Company. The five year old girl "Mary 

Doe" was added as a defendant. Moshansky J. fond  that the driver was negligent in starting the 

bus before the elderly woman was seated, in failing to see the little girl in tirne, and in not taking 

adequate care in an area kquented by children. Moshansky J. dismisscd the action against 

"Mary Doe," who was npresented by counsel for the Administrator of the Motor Vehicle 

Accident Claims Fund of the Province of Alberta, on the ground that as a child of tender years 

she was incapable of negligence. Unlike the other child defendant cases in which boys took 

senous risks with the secwity or property of others, "Mary Doe's" primary carclessness seems to 

be toward herself. Indeed, it is perhaps because the facts nad so much more Mce contributory 

negligence that Moshanksy Je States that he would have assessed at 50% the child's degree of 

culpability if he had found evidence that she "was of sufficient age and intelligence to k capable 

of contributory neg~igence."~ Moshansky J.'s telling mischaracterization underscores that, 

although the Little girl was not i n j d  hem, her mistake seems to tum less on foreseeable risks to 

others and more on inattentiveness to her own safety. In this sense, the exception does indeed 

seem to prove the rule, for the very oddity of Saper confirms the predominance of the boy as the 

child defendant. 

A. The Case of MCH&' 

'Ine leading cornmon law case on the standard of care to k applied in negligence cases 

against child defendants is the decision of the High Court of Australia in McHule v. Watson. As 

the case typically cited in texts on the objective standard and includeâ in casebooks under that 

heading, McHale satisfies the 'leadhg case' Cnteria in obvious ways. However, McHale is also 

worth carth1 examination for reasons beyond these. McHale also contains by fm the most 

detailed judicial justification for modifying the objective standard to take account of the 

Limitations of youth, as weiî as the most detailed discussion of what the application of such a 

McHak v. Wotpon (1964). 11 1 C.L.R. 384 (Aust HAL). Wrndeycr Y. [bereinâfter McHale, Trialal]; (1966). 115 
CLA. 199 (Aust. H.C.), McTienian ACJ., Kitto, Menzics. Owen JJ. DCrCiLLBftCr MM&, Appeal]. 



modifieû objective standard entails. McHale is also signifiant in that the other cases that 

similarly extend the protections of the relaxeci standard to the child defendant do so in tenns 

strikingly similar to those employed in McHale, although typically without such detailed 

reasoning. And the implications of the reasoning in McHale also help to explain why certain 

categones of child defendants do not benefit from a relaxeci standard. So McHale is illuminating 

and exemplary on the application of the n l axd  standard of care to child defendants. 

McHole thus provides a useful place to kgin to unravel the mystery of why courts faced 

with the task of applyhg the objective standard treat children so differently fkom the mentally 

disabled. How, h t  of all, does the court justify extending a subjectivized standard of care to the 

child defendant? And once the court decides on the reasonable child standard, how does it give 

content to that standard? What, in short, convinces the court that a twelve year old boy should 

not be responsible for throwing a metal r d  at a nine year old girl and destroying the sight in her 

eye? In order to answer these questions Iet us examiue McHale more closely. 

The relevant events took place on a day in January of 1957. Several children, including 

twelve year old Barry Watson and nine year old Susan McHale, were playing in Portland, 

Australia. After a game of tag, the children were standing near portable wooden guards designcd 

to protect young ornamental trees. In his pocket Bany Watson had a six inch long piece of metal 

welding rod which he had earlier sharpened to a point in order to spear starfish on the kach. He 

took this rod out of his pocket and threw it. It sûuck Susan McHale and pierced ber right eye 

with the result that her sight in that eye was virtually destroyed. 

Susan McHale brought an action against both Barry Watson and his parents. In the aspect 

of the action with which we are concemed, she deged that when Barry Watson injurai her with 

the dari he was guilty either of assault and battery and trcespass to the person or of negligence. 

Susan McHale's negligence claim rquired the court to determine, first, the appropriate standard 

of we for a child defendant, and second, how to give effect to that standard in the particular 

circumstances of the case. 



At trial, Windeyer J. found in favour of the defendant Bany Watson. He first concluded 

that in making the determination of negligence. he was not required to disregard altogether the 

fact that the defendant Bany Watson was only twelve yuus old? He then held that, in light of 

the defendant's age, the "injury to the plaintiff was not the result of a lack of foresight and 

appreciation of the risk that might reasonably have been expected, or of a want of reasonable care 

in aiming the dartivJ Thus, Windeyer J. dismissad the case against Barry Watson. He also 

dismissed the case against Barry's parents. 

Susan McHale appeaied Windeyer J.'s finding that Barry Watson was not liable in 

negligence for the injury to her eye. There were two main grounds to her appeal. Fht, she 

arguecl that Windeyer J. e m d  when he held that Bany Watson was not to be judged by the 

standard of the nasonable man but was instead entitled to have his age takm into consideration 

in detexmining his liability. Second, she argued that B q  Watson should have been found 

negligent under either the reasonable man or the reasonable twelve year old standard of care. 

A majority of t h .  members of the High Court of Australia dismissed Susan's appeal. 

McTieman A.C.J., Kitto J., and Owen J. agrecd with Windeyer J. both on the appropriate 

standard of care and on the conclusion that Barry was not liable under that standard. In dissent, 

Menzies J. argued that child defendants, unlike child plaintiffs, were required to take the same 

care as the "ordinary reasonable man" in their dealings with othersO8 Further, Menzies J. argued 

that even if he were given the benefit of a reasonable boy test, Barry Watson's actions were still 

so unnasonable as to be negligent. 

Triai, supra note 5. 

' nid. 

* Appeal, svpm note 5 at 226. 



B. The Standard of Care for a Chüd Defendant 

The courts in McHule v. Watson had to determine the appropnate standard of care for 

child defendants. Although judicial rhetoric occasionally seems to suggest otherwise? in fact the 

courts in McHale had no àirecdy applicable authority for taking the defendant's age into 

consideration in detennining the appropriate standard of care. While thcre was commentary 

supporthg special treatment for children, it did aot deal with the negligence of a child above 

tender years but instead concemed either contributory negligence or children of tender years. 

Similarly, the Canadian case of Walmley v. ~umenick" was apparently on point but in fact dealt 

with a child under five and so actuaily tums on the lack of capacity of a child of tender years. 

And, as Kitto J. himseif noted, the American authorities on the negligence of children are "varid 

both in result and in reas~nin~."~' How then did the courts determine that child defendants are 

entitled to have their age taken into consideration in fashioning the appropriate standard of care? 

At the trial level Windeyer J. semis to find the issue of the appropriate standard of care 

unproblematic. After quoting the classic formulations of the objective standard from Vaughan v. 

 enl love'^ and Glasgow Corporation v. ~ u i r , ' ~  Windeyer J. characterizes his task as 

detennining what the defendant ought to have foreseen in the circumstances of the panicular 

case. Since he characterizes the question of what circumstances to consider as a "question of 

fact," he reasons that it must be determineci not "by regarding the facts of other cases, but by 

regarding a l l  the circumstances of this case."14 Based on this, Windeyer J. holds that he is not 

"requinxi to disregard altogether the fact that the defendant Barry Watson was at the time only 

So. for instance, at trial, Wiideyer J.'s discussion of the appropria& standard of carc is so cunory as to suggest that 
the problem was ncither novel nor dinicuit: Trial, mpra notc 5, at 396-97. A similar implication is conveycâ by the 
fact that in k i r  High Court dccisions, both McTieman ACJ. and Owen J. rely primady on the argument fiom 
authority and a p p r  to sec the application to this partidar issue as relatively mprobIcmatic: Appcal, mpra note 5 
at 204-1 1 (per McTicrnan A.C.J.), 229-34. 

'O [1954] 2 DLJL 232 (B.C.S.C.). 

l 1  Appcal, supra note 5 at 214. 

'' (1837). 3 Biug. N.C. 468.132 EX. 4W (CR). 

'* Trial, supra notc 5 at 397. 



twelve yuus old?lS This, he insists, is not con- to Lord Macmillan's injunction fkom 

GhFgow Corporation that the standard must be "independent of the idiosyncrasies of the 

particular person"16 because "[c]hildhood is not an idiosyn~ras~."~' 

Similarly, in the High Court two of the three judgments that support Windeyer Je's 

decision on the relevant standard of care do so largely without any reasoning of their own. 

Substantive arguments about the appropriate standard of care for the child defendant can be 

found only in the major@ judgment of Kitto J.** He relies on two principal arguments in favour 

of extending a relaxed standard of a r e  to the child defendant. Fi* he argues that such a 

standard is necessitateci by the form of fault upon which the system of negligence is based. 

Second, he finds that a calibrated standard for child defendants is alnady implied in the decisions 

on the contributory negligence of children. 

In his majority - and muchquoteci - Hi@ Court opinion, Kitto J. points out that 

deteminhg the appropriate standard of care for the child defendant inevitably implicates '&the 

tnie theory of liability in negligen~e."'~ He points out that while histoncally iiability for causing 

haxm to another was absolute, in time it became limited ''to acts involving a shortcoming on the 

part of the defendant.'50 Thus, acts that are "inherently proper" will not give rise to liability?' 

Ropriety, however, is not concerned with moral blameworthiness but only with whether the 

individual excrciseà the degree of "care reasonably to k expected in the iike circumstances from 

the normal person exercising reasonable foresight and consideration for the dety of others!" 

l5 Ibid 
16 Supra note 13 at 457, quoted at ibid. 

l' MM&, ibid. 

l8 The disscnting judgment of Menzies J. aiso contains a substantive discussion of chis issue, Plthough his argument 
is not in support of the trial judgmcnt of Windcycr J. The arguments made in the dissent will bc discusscd whcn 
relevant to the majority maiysis. 

" Ibid at 213, citing W.S. Holdsworch, A Hrrtory of E n g W  Lmu. VOL iïi, gm cd (Londorx Metheun, Sweet and 
Maxwell, 1966) at 379. 

Jbid. 

Ibid Kitto J. aiso NOS that consapentiy it i8 LU) mm open to a child min to an aâuit to e s u p  liabîlity by 
arguing that hc is abmrmally slow witted, quick-tcmpehd or incxperienced, for instance, Howcver, Menzics J. in 
dissent argues that in fact any holding to the efféct that a chiid's conduct is to be judgcd by a M d ' s  standards would 



However, this notion of propriety does not preclude a child raising a defence, if that defence 

is based upon a limitai capacity for foresight or prudence which is "characteristic of humanity at 

his stage of development and in that sense n ~ r m a l . ' ~  23 relation to those qualities that pertain to 

foresight and prudence, noxmality for children - in contrast with adults - is "a concept of nsing 

levels until 'years of discretion' are attained.'~~~ Consequently, before adulthood, 'homial" 

capacity for foresight and prudence means "the capacity which is n o d  for a chüd of the 

relevant age.'= To hold otherwise, Kitto J. states, would be: 

contmry to the fundamental principle that a person is liable for harm that he 
causes by f W g  short of an objective criterion of 'propriety' in his conduct - 
propnety, that is to Say, as determineci by a cornparison with the standard of care 
rrasonably to be expected in the circumstances fkom the normal person? 

Thus, according to Kitto J., the shift fkom the strict liability to the fault system actualîy requins 

that a child be judged by a standard which makes reference to the capacity for foresight and 

prudence, not of an adult, but of a normal child of his ap." 

Kitto J. also argues that the cases on contributory negligence provide considerable 

support - albeit indirect - for a standard of care calibrated for the age of a child defendant. These 

cases hold that normal childhood deficiencies of foresight and prudence are relevant in 

logicaliy aiso rcquirc that "thcre should aiso bt spccial standards of carc applicable to other classes of persans 
having ltss capacity tban the ordinary rtasonably prudent man - e.g. the mtntaily deftcbive or the senile": ibid. at 
219. It is also worth noting that Kitto J.'s statemcnt is dcscriptively inaccurate since, as discusstd above, courts have 
shown thcmselves more willhg to considcr 'subjective' factors in asscssing the conduct of chiidren, at least in 
contributory negligence cases. 

Ibid. in fact, Kitto J. starts that a p«son who rclics on such a defence is actuaüy appealing to "a standard of 
ordinarincss, to an objective and not a subjective standard": ibid. 

" Ibid. 

Ibid. at 214. 

26 Ibid at 217. 

" Other child âefeadrnt cases also s u t e  that the 'rpccial' trcatnmt accordad the child &fendant under the objective 
standard is in fact rcquired by tht very basis of lieibiiity in ncgligence. So, for example, in Vaifhcourz v. Jacques, 
Rivard J. rcsponds to the triai judgc's finding of negiigcnce by insisting that in our lcgal system, th- is no 
responsiibility without fault: [ l m ]  C A  197 at 199 (Que.)' ritrd [1975] 1 S.C.R. 724, Pigeon J. dissentmg. And in 
spccis.ing this notion of f d t ,  he rcfers a> and relies on the "subjcctvisme relatif de îa f-," particulatly with 
respect to the power to foresec and avoid the dangcrous act: ibid at 200, citing R Savatier, Traite de la 
respo~~s&iZite civik en &oitfi.uncais civif, administra3 professio11~2,2d cd. (Paris: Li'brairie geattale dt droit et 
de jurisprudence, 1951) n.167 at 208,209. 



determinhg what care it is reasonable for a child to take for himself. And, while contributory 

negligence is not a b m h  of a legal duty but only a failure to take reasonable c m  for your own 

safety, Kitto J. nonetheless argues that there is no buis for distioguishing between the two in 

terms of the relevant standard of c m ?  Kitto J.'s principal argument in favour of this 

conclusion points to the fact that the relevant standard is objective for negligence and 

conüibutory negligence. He then summarizes the standard of can applicable to the child 

defendant, stating that it measures the child's behaviour against "the standard to be expected of a 

child, meaning any ordinary child, of comparable age.&' 

C. Sense and Sensibiîîty: Applying the Standard of Cam 

McHale v. Watson is also iiluminating because it provides an opportunity to closely 

examine how courts give content to the standard of care. How does the court detennine whether 

or not Barry Watson behaved reasonably in the circumstances? In this, the heart of the 

negligence inquiry, the court must specify what reasonabieness entails in the concrete 

circumstances of the case. This task of 'applying' the rule requins the court to connect the legal 

requirement of reasonable behaviour with the facts of the particular case. The reasonable person 

is thus one of the crucial places where the law and the facts corne together. And despite the 

centrality of this process, it is remarkably mysterious. Examining McHale v. Watson more 

closely may, however, shed some light on what considerations courts weigh when they decide 

whether or not someone has acted as a nasonable person would have in their cimmstances. 

" McOgcs J. also dUscnts h m  the majority on this point, He argua that thes is "no justincation for dccidmg 
whethcr a defendant has becn ncgligcnt by the test which the law adopts for asccrtaining whcther a plaintiff has becn 
guilty of contributory ntgligtnct in the seme that he has failcd to t& reasonable care for his own safcty": Appeal, 
supra note 5 at 224. He notcs the din- bctwca negligence, which is the duty of carc which the 1aw imposes 
upon ont man in his tclationship with othen, and contriiutory mgligence, in which no such duty is impticattd. 
These issues art discusscd by Kcnntth W. S b n s :  "Contributory Negligcnœ: Conccphtal and Normative Issues" in 
David G. Owen (ed), Philosophical Foundations of Tort Luw (Oxford: Ciamdon P m ,  1995) at 461-485. Simons 
notes that under cumnt doctrine the f o n d  criterion - that is the objective standard - & M g  the plaintiffs and 
defendant's ncgiigcnce arc csstntially the samc: ibid. at 469-70. Howevcr, this formal idcntity may obscure actual 
diffief~nccs in tccaaa~nt, and in patticular the mort lenient attitude to victims than to injum: ibid. He aiso notes 
that courts occasionally suggcst - as docs Memies J. in McHaZe - that mathg an unreasonabte risk to othcrs is 
more faulty than exposing oncself to such a ri& ibùi. S b n s  explores these and othcr difficult questions and notes 
that mdcr imy view "the issues nsist asy dysisW: ibid at 485. 



The court in McHale impiicitly recognizes two distinct components of the nasonable 

person standard: the distinction between foresight and prudence. Thus, for instance, Kitto J. 

States that the standard requires that degree of care "reasonably to k expected in the like 

circurnstances fkom the noxmal person exercising monable foresight and consideration for the 

safety of otherdJO Although there are many such refercnces to these two components of the 

standard of cm.  the majonty decisions in Mchie  seem to tnat the two elements as though they 

were inseparable? Despite this, the reasoning d a s  in fact implicitly speak to these two distinct 

components of the standard of care. In this sense, the decisions in McHale iiiuminate a central 

issue for the objective standard: whether the harm in question resulteù fkom an inability to 

foresee the risk that subscquently materialwd (foresight - a cognitive ability), or fkom a failure 

to properly respect the secunty of others (prudence - a moral quality). Thus, McHole brhgs to 

the fore the ambiguity we noted in Honoré's general capacity test by raising the question of the 

extent to which a standard that is based on avoidabiiity and thus subjectivued should forgive the 

'moral' shortcomings of children, particularly their disregard of the interests of others. 

The majonty decisions of the High Court suggest that both the degree of foresight and the 

degree of prudence which children are required to exercise should be modifieci under the 

objective standard. So those justices who f i d  that Barry Watson was not negiigent first argue 

that he did not have the foresight to recognize the risk. However, perhaps partly as a response to 

the dissent's challenge, the majority justices also indicate that even if Bany's action did nsult in 

part from a lack of prudence, that lack of prudence would also be excuseci as attributable to his 

youth. 

Appal, supra note 5 at 213. Similady Wmdeycr I. stsrw his conclusion in the following tcrms: "the injury Ü, the 
plaintiff w u  not the d t  of a lack of fomight and apprcciation of ri& that might rcssonably have k c n  cxpectcd": 
Trial, mpta note 5 at 397. Owcn J. also identifies two similm considerations when he =fers to "the capacity of the 
pariîcular chiid to appicciatc the iisl; and tom a muonable judgmtnt": Appcal, ibzü. at 231 quoting W. L. Rouer, 
Htmàbmk of The Lm0 of Torts, (2nd cd, 1955) at 127-28. 

" So, for instance, in the judgmcnt at ai& Windeyer J. ccmcludts "on the facts of lhis case" cbat "the injury to the 
plaintiff wu not the besult of a lack of forcsigbt and apprcciaticm of risic mn< might rcasonably have ken expctcd, 
or of a want of ~cpsonable carc in UmiDg the dart": Triai, supra nocc 5 at 397. Simüuly, Kim S. routinely links the 
two concepts as though thcy wac actually one. In his judgil~cni, this occurs at lcast niae times, both in his discussion 
of the relevant standard of carc and in his application of tha~ standard to the facts: Appeal, supra note 5 at 212-15. 
Thc somcwhat surpishg co~lsc~ucnce of this invariable linking af f d g h t  and pnidcrrc is that Kitto J. sccrns to 
explicitly aüow that individuais can &fend against liability in nsgügcnœ by pointing to a limitation in "the capacity 
for foresight or pn<dmceW so long as tha! deficicncy W nonaal or adinsry: lbld at 2 13 [emphasis addeci]. Sec 
similar arguments at 214- 15. 



1. Foresight of H a m  

In support of the conclusion that Barry Watson lacked the requisite foresight for Liability 

in negligence, both Windeyer J. at trial and the majonty decisions in the High Court rely on 

descriptions of the risk that imply that Barry's careless act resulted h m  the limited foresight of 

childhood. So, for instance, Windeyer J. stresses the technical and complex knowledge required 

to recognize the risk when he describes it in the following ternis: 

It may be that an adulf lmowing of the resistant qualities of hardwood and of the 
uncertainty that a spike, not properly baianced as a dart, WU stick into wood when 
thrown, would foresee that it might fail to do so and perhaps go off at a tangent." 

And ihis very characterization implies that a child of twelve would be unlikely to recognize the 

risk and thus facilitates the conclusion that Barry was not negligent. This conclusion is also 

fhrthered by the fact that Windeyer J. insists that the defendant lacked not merely foresight of the 

risk but also the more complex "appreciatim of the nsked3 And, in affirming Windeyer J.'s 

judgment, Kitto J. too emphasizes the sophisticated cognitive apparatus required to identify the 

r i ~ k ? ~  Like Windeyer J., Kitto J. malces this important point largely through specific and 

technical descriptions of the risk: 

" Triai, supra noie 5 at 397. 

" Ibid Other cases on child &fendants also malte use of this distinction bc-n barc fomight of harm and truc 
"appreciation" of the ri&. In Christie v. SLevinsb (1981). 12 M.V.R. 67 (Alta Q.B.), the plaintiff sustaincd injuries 
after he was smck by a dune buggy driven at a high rate of speed by an cleven ycar old boy, Paul Slevinsky. 
McFadycn J. implies that Paul should perhaps have foreseen the risk givcn that he continued to drive the vehicle 
"without reducing his spetd, although his vision was substantialiy obstmctcd by dust and by the natural lighting 
conditions": ibid. at 71. Howevcr, rathcr than thcrcforc concluding that the boy should have fortsen the harm in 
question, McFadyen J. indicates that what one must look to is not simply forcsight but d e r  somcthing more 
complex - appreciation of the risk. Thus, he concludes that, "an Il-ycar old of iikc expcriencc and intelligence 
would not be likely to appreciate the danger inhercnt in driving" in such conditions: ibid at 72 [cmphasis addcd]. 

Y Similar reliacc on the cbaractcrization of the risk as unforesceable in orda to exomatc the playing boy is 
apparent in Vaiilaricourt v. Jacques, supra note 27. The trial judge held that the defendant was rcsponsiile for 
putting out his playmate's eye during the course of a gam of U ~ ~ b o y s "  among the tbrrt boys, agcd twdve to 
fourteen. The judgc notcd that the dangers inhmnt in the boy's usc of the b r o h  pisto1 with the "sharp, sharp 
point" wert so rnanifcstly obvious that to continue to use the toy amountcd to culpable impmdcncc. Howcver, 
Rivard J., -se Court of Appcal decision was affirmeci by the majority at the Suprcmc Court, ovcrtumcd this 
conclusion. Rivard J. insistcd that the law dots not treat as foresceable ail poss1'ble dangers ("tout ce qui est 
possibk") but insttad only thosc dangers which are quite probable (uar~ez probable"): [1972] C A  at 200, quoting 
Oueikt v. Cloutier, [1947] R.C.S. 521 at 526 [cmphasis in originai]. The implication is that the danger inherent in 
the use of the broken pistol, far hm behg o b h  as the trial judge (ami Pigeon J. in dissent at the Supmnc Court) 
suggest, is in fact obscure and difficult t6 f- and thus the playing boy is not culpable. 



To expect a boy of that age to consider before throwing the spike whether the 
thber was hard or soft, to weigh the chances of being able to make the spike stick 
in the post, and to foresee that it might glance off and hit the girl, would be, 1 
think, to expect a d e g m  of sense and circumspection which nature ordinarily 
wit~oids tiîl life has becorne less msY? 

Thus he implies the unlikelihd of a boy foreseeing such a danger. 

But the persuasiveness of the conclusion that Barry Watson lacked the foresight to avoid 

infiicting the ham on Susan McHale depends heavily on the characterization of the facts. This 

becomes particularty apparent when one contrasts the breatment of the same 'facts' in Memies 

A's dissent. Not only das he stress the contentious na- of the evidence concernhg Barry's 

intcnt," but he also diverges fiom the other judges in his description of the risk involved in the 

boy's action. In fact, Menzies I. implicitly disputes their characterization of the nsk, suggesting 

that it was of a much more obvious natw when he States that "What the respondent did was to 

throw with force a piece of metal Iüce a blunt headless nail in the general direction of the 

appellant?' Describing the action in this way suggests that, far from being complicated or 

technical, the risk inherent in Barry's action should have been clearly apparent to any twelve year 

old attentive to the safety of others. So Menzies J. concludes that, even if the appropnate 

standard is that of a reasonable child, Barry Watson should still be judged negligent because "a 

reasonable boy would not throw a thne-inch piece of metal, head hi@. in the direction of another 

" So. for iustance. Menzies J. <uwvers the factuai dispute that was very much at issue at triai but kcomcs 
submrged on appeal because the 'facts' of the case on appcal kcom those facts 'found by' the trial judge. As one 
commcntator puts if T h e  combination of ample judicial discretion and appellate respect for the triai judgc's 
findings of fact means that the vision of rcality which takes hold at the ntst level is difEcult to influence and to 
change": M. Eberts, ''New Facts for Old: Observations on the Judicid Pmccss" in R. F. Dtvlin, cd., CaMdian 
Perspectives on L e g d  TAeory (Toronto: Edmond Montgo- Publications Limited, 1991) at 494. At trial ttierc 
was a serious dispute about whtthcr Barry dvew the dart at the wooden pst or whtthcr he actually threw the dart at 
Susan, intcnding either to hit or simpIy to SC- hcr so that hc could catch her. Menzits J. highlights the contentious 
nature of Windcycr L's facaial conclusion wben hc notes that the "wcight of the oral evidence was that the missile 
did not hit the pst.  His Honour's fhding was that it probably hit the post and bounced off ibid. at 217-18. Latcr 
Memies J. states thst "in face of ia evidcnœ 1 wouid not infa, as his H o m a  clid, that the missile hit the p s t  and 
was dcflected". And Me& J. mtimatts the relationship betwtea the cvidcnœ and the question of Barry's intent 
whcn hc statcs that ï io  boy of twclve could ttasonably think that he could hurl a nail into a pst": Appeal, supra 
note 5 at 226. 



Clearly then, the description of the relevant ri& is very signincant for normative 

purposcs. The legal conclusion that Barry could not reasonably have been expected to have had 

the foresight to avoid thc hami is largcly 'arguai' for through the cbaracterization of the 'facts' - 
hem. the nsk involved in his behaviour. But how should a judge describe the ri& which Barry 

imposed on Susan? Morris pgsuasively argued several decades ago that the foreseeability of any 

particular nsk is intimately linked to the level of specificity with which that risk is describedg 

But what guides the choice of how to characterize the risk? Such choices are crucial and yet, as 

McHale suggests, both the proccss by which they are atTived at and the justification for the 

chosen characterization ultimately seem mysterious. However, examining McHnle's treatment of 

the prudentid element of the objective standard may shed some light on the court's choice of 

characterization. 

There is more to McHale than the suggestions that the nsk was sufficiently complicated 

that, as a twelve year old, Barry reasonably lacked the foresight to recognize the danger posed by 

his actions. The judgments in Barry's favour also implicitly recognize that something beyond 

this is required to account for the dart-throwing. Much of the language actually cuts against the 

suggestion that Barry's shortcoming was straightfomardly cognitive. Instead, the implication is 

that inattentiveness to the security of others or lack of prudence also played a role in Susan 

McHale's injury. And the majority decisions suggest that this lack of prudence, like the lack of 

foresight, is attributable to childhood and thus nonculpable. 

This is particularly evident in the High Court judgment of Kitto J.. So, for instance, 

Kitto J. routinely suggests that the boy's age lirnits not only his ability to forrsee harm ('hot yet 

of an age to have an adult's realization of the danger of edged twls"), but also his capacity for 

prudence ("or an adult's wariness in the handling of them'").40 SimilarIy, even in the passage 

" C. Morris, "Custom and Negiigcncc" (1942) 42 ColL.Rcv. 1147. 

" Appil. mpra note 5 at 215. Simüii commcnts ut msdc îhroughout Kim J.'s disaurpon of the relevant stadud 
of carc fa a child, cspearlly at 213-15. Thus, fa hstmœ, hc expresses his â h p a m t  4 t h  those who tbinL that 
"the &ficiencies of f d g h t  d p & e  that are normal dining chiidhocd are irrelevant in detcrmining what carc 
is it nasonable for a M d  to take": ibid at 214 [emphasis aàded]. 



cited above where Kitto J. characterizes the risk as sufficiently complicated to excuse a twelve 

year old's lack of foresight, the conclusion actualiy tums as much on prudence as on foxesight. 

So, he States that to expect Barry to foresee the danger to Susan would be to demand of him the 

"sense and circumspection" of an ad~lt .~ '  But since 6 6 ~ i . ~ ~ m s p e c t i ~ n "  is the quality of prudence 

not foresight, the implication is that Susan's injury was at least partially due to Barry's lack of 

prudence. A similar ambivalence about whether limited foresight is alone sufficient to account 

for Barry's actions is also apparent in Windeyer J.'s analysis. Thus after the technical 

description of the risk discussed above, Windeyer J. allows that a person who could foresee such 

a risk might be held negligent "if he were mt more circumpect than was this idarit 

defe~~dant."~~ Again this implies that the injury suffered by Susan McHale was in fact the result 

of a complicated mix of deficiencies in both foresight and prudence. 

The suggestion is therefore that even if Susan's injury was due to Bany's lack of 

prudence. the standard of care should also be adjusteci to take account of such a shortcoming. 

However, this conclusion points to a serious concem in McHale and perhaps with the objective 

standard more gcnerally?3 The argument in favour of a standard of care which reflects the 

cognitive and perceptive powers of the child - encapsulated in the phrase 'foresight' - seems 

straightforward enough. In fact, both Holmes' notion of avoidability and Honoré's general 

capacity test provide persuasive accounts of why children who lack the cognitive abilities 

relevant to the recognition of risk should not be Liable under the objective standard. So for 

instance under Honoré's formulation, such children would not be Gable because it would not be 

the case that, when they tncd, they would usually succecd in rccognizing the relevant risk." But 

4' Ibid. at 2 15-16. 

Tripl, supra note 5 at 397 [empbis added]. Smiüarly, Wtndeyer J.3 later insists that the plaintifF's injury was not 
the rcsult of "a lack of foresight and uppteciazion of risA that might fc8sonably have b e n  expccttd": ibid. [cmphasis 
added]. 

" As diseussed klow, 0th cases involving cbild &fendants aiso m m  pparcd to exonmate playhg boys for th& 
lack of p r u h  on much the samc tcrms as McHale: sec Ulfia notes 60,67 and 69, discussing V a i l ~ o u t t ,  supra 
note 27; Chrisrie, supra note 33; Briese v. Maschtk, 130 N.W. 893 (W. 191 1); and Hoyt v. Rosenôerg, 173 U . R .  
883 (Cd. App. 1947). 

Iranicaiîy, it is this very utility of the test in exphinhg when the shortcorningr of chîldrcn should k exoncrated 
that prccludcs Honoré fhm successfuHy arguing that exoacraticm on the - basis should not be exîcndtd ta the 
mcntally disable&- see Qiaptcr Ont, above. This is because the test specines that the "generui ability to perform the 
sort of action which would in the instant case have lcd to a diffcrtnt outcomt'' is a pr#.iondition for liability under the 
negligenct standard: T. Honoré, "Respaasiiility and Luck" (1988) 104 L.Q.R. 530 a! 550 [tmphasis in originai]. 



why should we also be willing to wealcen the degrte of prudence that the standard nquires? 

Taken literaily it seems that Honoré's general capacity test would exonerate children if, when 

they try, they do not usually s u c c d  in acting prudently. But why should this be so? As Kitto J. 

himself points out, the law of negligence came to limit liability to those acts involving 

shortcomings on the part of the defendant. But then is a child's carelessness of others not exactly 

the kind of shortcoming that grounds rather than precludes legal l i a b ~ t ~ ? ~ ~  

Although both Windeyer J. at trial and the majority of the High Court clearly assume that 

the objective standard should be relaxed to take account of childish lack of prudence as well as 

lack of foresight, they do not explicitly justify this rather striking conclusion. Nonetheless, a 

close analysis of their judgments reveals why they think Barry should be exonerated even if his 

risky behaviour was the result of a lack of prudence. indeed, the language of 'boyish impulse' 

and the fiquent descriptions of Barry's behaviour as "normal" actually form the justification - 
however irnplicit - of this conclusion. B q ' s  lack of prudence is seen as non-culpable because 

it is the result of "boyish impulse." And the courts view boyish impulse as non-culpable because 

they see it as normal. 

3. Boyish Impuike 

The language of "boyish impulse" appears in both the trial level and the High Court 

decisions in McHale and it plays a significant role in justifjing the exoneration of B q ' s  lack of 

prudence. This language cuts against the attribution of responsibility because of its implication 

both of the innocence of youth (boyishness) and of the absence of choice (impulse). The extent 

to which these two dimensions of boyish impulse play a role in nlieving Barry Watson of 

responsibility is apparent in the rhetoric of the majority decisions in McHale. Those judges that 

rule in Barry's favour convey his innocence by employing the concept of boyish impulse. And 

4~ Indted, to the extmt one thinLs that the detcrrenoe argument has any pcrsuasivclltss. it wouid surcly sccm to argue 
in favour of imposing liability on childmn who had the forcsight but not the prudence to avoid the hann in qucstio~t 
As notcd above, the dctemnct argum~nt is not persuasive with the mcntally disabled, at least so long as thcir 
disability involves shortcomings in the Itùid of cognitive abilitics which impair forcsight. Deficiencies in the quaiity 
of prudence, as opposed to fortsight, do not atccssarily plagucd by thcst diffidties however. This is kcaust the 
qualitics which art relateci to deficiencies of pnidcncc do nat -y unrirrmin the prtconditims for dctcmnce 
in the way that deficiencies in foresight da: sec above, Chaptcr Ont, "The Dcttrrctlcc Ratide". 



they do so not just by making specific use of this notion but aiso by stressing its separate 

components. Thus, they imply Barry's innocence both by emphasizing his youtl? and by 

characterizing his action as an involuntary miction to forces beyond his control. 

To begin with, the language of boyish impulse is used to convey the essential innocence 

of Barry's action. Despite the facts that gave rise to the case, boyhood and boyish play are 

presented as purely hadess  and innocent fun. Indeed, the very facts of the case are structured to 

protect this image of boyhood. Thus, in his trial decision, Windeyer J. rejects evidence, given by 

both Susan and her cousin, that Barry actuaiiy threw the spear dinctly at Susan, either to scare or 

to actually injure her. In his response to the girl's evidence, Windeyer J. finds it "most unlikely" 

that a boy lüre Barry Watson would "do anything so lütely to hurt.'" Instead, he accepts Barry's 

evidence that he threw the 'bmissile at the post expecting it to stick in i ~ " ~ '  The reason Windeyer 

J. gives for preferring this innocent account of Barry's motivation is that "[i]t does not put any 

strain on one's rnemory of boyhood to see this as a boyish impu l~e . '~  SO it is his image of the 

state of boyhood that enables Windeyer J. to reach the conclusion that Barry's actions were 

innocent. Boyish impulse plays a similar role in the High Court decision of Kitto J. When 

querying whether Barry acted reasonably in the circumstances of this case, Kitto J. responds by 

echoing the same language of boyish impulse that Windeyer J. invoked at trial. Thus, Kitto J. 

proclaims Barry's innocence by stating that his was simply "the unpremeditated, impulsive act of 

a boy."49 So, Kitto J. holds that the action against Bany must be dismissed. 

Beyond this use of the concept of boyish impulse per se, McHolc also implies B q ' s  

innocence by emphasising - perhaps even over-emphasising - his youth. This is accomplished 

not only by description of his impulse as 'boyish' and hence apparently innocent, but also by 

insistent descriptions of Barry as a chiid and even an infmt, despite the fact that he is twelve 

' Triai. mpra note 5 at 3%. 

rr Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid at 215. 



years old? For example, in describing the facts of the case, McTieman A.C.J. states that Barry 

"played as a child" and insists that it was "right for the leamed trial judge to refer to him in 

cornmon with Susan and other playmates as young chilâren" even though Barry was tweive and 

Susan and the other children were only nine? McTiernan A.C.J. also refers to Barry as a 

"young boy,'52 he describes the issue as involving the standard of we applicable to "yooug 

~hildren,''~ and states that the 'age and experiencc of an infant" should be considend in 

In addition to drawing attention to Barry's youth, the decisions in McHale also insist on 

his innocence by specifically stressing the non-culpability that 'impulse' impks: Barry's actions 

are depicted not as the result of his considered choice but instead as activateci by external forces. 

Barry's actions are characterized as beyond his control, the result of an "impelling force.'" So 

Barry appears essentialiy innocent because he is depicted, not as an actor but rather as the 

instrument of nature. Thus both Windeyer J. at trial and Kitto J. in the High Court proclaim 

Barry's innocence partiy through =ourse to the concept of impulse." Elsewhere in the 

decisions, Barry's innocence is conveyed by language that similarly implies that his actions are 

largely beyond his control. For instance, McTieman A.C.J. characterizes the wooden corner post 

It is mie, of course, that the fmm "infantt' and its French equivaicnt do have a legitimatc legal use in this contcxt, 
for legally "infant" rcfers to one under the agc of legal majority: Bhck's fuw Diciionary, 5th cd. (St. Paul, Miun.: 
West Publishing, 1979) at 699. Noncthcless, it does seem si@cant that the courts chose to use the tcrm "infant" 
when they could have conveyed the samc legal implication through the use of the tcrm ''minor," a tcm which not 
only has the samc legai meaning but which also comports more with the ordinary use in which an "infant" =fers only 
to a "child during the tarlitst years of its Men: The Concise English DiCn'o~ry ( 'ndom CasseWOmtga Books, 
1982) at 602. And Mc.Uale is not the only child defendant case to rcly on the tcrm inf't M e r  than other more age- 
appropriate terms. For instance, in Vaifhcourt v. Jacques, supra note 27 at 200, Rivard J. insists that an analysis of 
the forcsight and avoidability of this accident must be considercd in light both of the agc of the boys wha he rcfers to 
as "enfants" despite the fact that they arc bctweczl twelve and fourtecn years old. 

53 Ibid. at 204-05. 

" Ibid. at 205. 
55 The Concise English Dictionory, supra note 50 at 591 under the dennition of impulse: "The application or cffect 
of an i m p e h g  force; influtnce acting on the minci tending to produce action..". The definition also contrasts 
impuisive acts with those activatcd by ïitflectionn. 

56 Ibid. 



as "an allurement or temptation to him to play with the object as a dart'" Significantiy, this 

depicts Barry as responsive rather than active. The tme genesis of Barry's action is not his free 

choice but the scductive suggestions of the objects that surround him - it is the w d e n  post that 

'allures' and 'tempts' the playing Barry into seeing the dartiike possibilities of the object he is 

holding. 

A similar view of responsibility is apparent in Kitto Je's analysis of why Bany's actions 

were not culpable. Kitto J. justifies his finding of Barry's innocence in part by noting that "the 

ordinary boy of twelve suffers h m  a feeling that a piece of wood and a sharp instrument have a 

special affinity.'J8 That the boy again has the mere appearance of king an actor is signified by 

the choice of the verb to "suffer," with its complication of subject and object. In "suffering," the 

apparent actor - the individual in the subject position - is in fact the object of the action of 

another. He is thus "subjectcd to" or has something evil or painful "inflicteci or imposed" upon 

hi1n.5~ And in addition to locating the reai genesis of the boy's action outside his c ~ n t r o l , ~  the 

term 'suffer' also symbolically remxites the suffenr, the one who deserves our syrnpathy, as 

Barry the injurer rather than Susan the injund. So the judiciaily ncognized pain here is suffered 

by Barry, who is impelled to act by his too k e n  sense of the intrinsic - and perhaps also 

gendered - affinity between a sharp instrument and a receptive object like a piece of wood. 

Appd. sypm note 5 at 215. 

s9 The Ozfod International Dictionary of the Engllsli kuiguage (Toronto: Leland Publishing. 1959) at 2070. 

" A similar pattern of c a h g  attention to the di&rcnct ktween the apparent lnor - rbe chiid &fendant - and the 
'rd' acûx is also fouiid in ocba child &fendant cases. For instanct, in the Court of Appd dccision in 
Vru'llancou~, mpm note 27 at 198. Rivard S. gives subtle support to his cbatanaiution of the i n .  as nothhg 
more than an unfortunate accident by rcmoving the chüd &fendant h m  the abject position and placing the plaintiff 
in that position instcad. Thus. h dcscriiks how the plaintiff, in ntming his hcad, "hit himsclf on the plastic pistol 
which Christian held in his right hand and hit his right eye on the point of that pistoi": ibid [author's translation]. 
Similarly. in Christie v. SlnRnky, nqwa note 33 at 72. whcn McFadyen J. ccmcludcs rtut "an Il-yearold, of lila 
cxpriencc rad inteiiigcnct wodd m t  k iikcly to appricciatt the danger" m operathg a vchick in the circumstanots* 
he cites as one such 'circumstancc' the f a  that the boy's "attention wu not fdiy dirrclrd to ch W. But ihis 
identification of îack of oamton as a circumstma - almg with obscurcd vision duc to naturai factors sueh as dut 
and iighting - implks mat P d ' s  inattention to the task of miving is simply anohcr factor k y d  hW control which 
must k takm into consideration whn  asscssuig his liabiiity. h this sense. Christie v. S&vlns@ echocs M d a k  in 
its attri'bution of boyish imprudcnce c fa*on beyond the boy's control, akin ta ch forces of naturc. 



However, the intimation of innocent irresponsibility containcd in the concept of "boyish 

impulse" only takes the court a certain distance toward justifying Bany's exoneration. After ali, 

even accepting that Barry threw the dart because he succumbed to a 'boyish impulse', the 

question remains unaaswered - why should a boy's impulsive carelessness preclude rather thau 

ensure liability? 

4. The h c e n t  O r d i ~ r y  Boy 

The decisions in McHale do not dinctly address this question. Nonetheless, the answer is 

implied in the reasons given by the court And that answer, with its emphasis on what is normal 

or ordinary, illuminates some of the most basic attributes of the objective standard. As noted 

above, in jus-g the special standard of care applicable to child defendants, Kitto J. discusses 

the changing basis of liability in negligence. Thus, he notes liabxlity came to be limited to acts 

involving a "shortcoming" with the result that there would be no liability for acts that were 

"inhmntly proper.'dl Propriety, however, is not to be equated with "a rnorally blameless state of 

mind.''62 Instead, propriety is defied in te- of a standard of "ordinarhess" - îhe objective 

standard. Certain things foîlow from the fact that the objective standard is charactexked by its 

appeal to "ordinariness." And as the decisions in McHale illustrate, this concept of propriety has 

a complicated relationship with moral blameworthiness. The sphere of behaviour that propriety 

condemns as capable of giving rise to liability in negligence is in one sense larger and in another 

sense more limited than the sphere of blameworthiness. 

The standard of ordinariness outlined in McHale diverges fiom the standard of 

blameworthiness in that it WU countenance liability for ce- acts even though they may not be 

morally blameworthy. Thus, it refuses to exclude liability for acts arising out of limitations on 

the capacity for foresight or prudence which are b'abnormai.'~e consequence of this, as Kitto J. 

States, is that it wiu be no answer to an action in negligence for a defendant to say that he is 

61 Appd,  supra note 5 at 213. 

Ibiù. 



"abnomial in some respect which reduces his capacity for foresight or prudence."63 Under the 

objective standard it is imlevant that an individual is "abnormally slow-witted, quick-tempered, 

absent-mindeci or ine~perienced.'~~ Thus, the concept of what is nonnal or ordinary expands the 

range of actions that can ground liability in negligence beyond those that would be condemned 

by the concept of moral blameworthiness. 

However, the other aspect of the standard of propriety has precisely the opposite 

relationship to moral blameworthiness - a relationship gennane to the holding of McHale v. 

Watson. UnWrt the above dimension of the propnety standard which condemns abnomal 

limitations even though not morally blarneworthy, hem the concept of what is normal or ordinary 

is called forth to excuse behaviour which may be blamtworthy. Thus, as Kitto J. states 

repeatedly in McHale, so long as the failure is normal or ordinary there will be no liability even 

in the face of a lack of sufficient conccm for the interests of othcrs, even where, in other words, 

there is a lack of pnideace.6s In fact, it seems to be precisely this aspect of the standard of 

propriety that is relevant to the majority decisions in McHole. Thus, Kitto J. insists that it is open 

to a defendant to defend against an action in negligence by pointing to "a limitation upon the 

capacity for foresight or prudence, not as king personal to himself, but as king characteristic of 

humanity at his stage of development and in that sense normal? Similarly, McTieman A.C.J. 

considers it relevant to the question of Barry's liability that he is not "other than a normal twelve 

year old boy" and king a normal twelve year old lacks the 'inaturity of mind" to avoid the injury 

to ~usan.~' In this sense then the standard of propriety permits the conclusion that even if Barry 

Watson's action was in part attributable to lack of prudence - and was in that sense moraiIy 

Ibid. 

64 Ibàd. 

a Ibid. at 213-16. 

66 Ibid. 

" Ibid at 210. ûther child ddenâant cases aiso exonmare playing boys in part by drawing attention O how no& 
or typicai theh behaviour is. For instance, in the Cowt of Appd dtcision in VàiUuncourr, supra notc 27 at 200, 
Rivard J . 3  conclusion that the boy shouid not bc iiable is justifieci in part by drawing attention ta how normal or 
ordinary his actions wcre, thus noting that thm was no indidon that Christian "behavd any diffcri~11tly h m  his 
companions" [author's îranslation]. Simüarly, in Christic v. SlcvinsA>), in considering whethcr tht boy was rxgîîgent 
because his excitcnrwt and imtcntion âhmctd him h m  safety CO-, McFadyen JI tnats is as relevant that the 
child defendant is a "typical Il-year oldw: supra notc 33 at 7 2  



blameworthy - he will nonetheless be exonerated if he can establish that bis carelessness was 

normal or ordinary. 

However, so put this is a startüng conclusion. This is in part because the divergence 

between moral blamewoithiaess and the objective standard is typically thought of as operating 

primarily in the first sense - that is it works to allow the imposition of liability even in the 

absence of moral fault, as in the case of the mentally disabled.68 However, îhe fact that the 

objective standard draws so heavily on the notion of propnety means that in the case of child 

defendants its effect is actuaily the reverse. nie forrn of fault sanctioned by the law of 

negligence is carelessness of others. Yet as McHale v. Watson indicates, the objective standard 

will not sanction such carelessness if it is sufficiently cornmon to be seen as ordinary or 

nomial." 

" It is worth noting that the mntally disabled's strongest argument d a s  not typically request indulgence for lack of 
attcntiveness to the security of others. Rather, p r i d y  lmks to qualities that would, in McHale v. Watson's lexicon, 
be tcrmed 'Yorcsight". Th, the argument mggcsts that the mcntaliy disabled rcquirc a differcnt standd because 
they lack the cognitive abiiities associateci with the perception of ri& or because they lack the physical control or 
motor skiils to avoid ri& to others. The argument thus docs not suggest that thcy should be exonerated where they 
had the capacity to rccognize the nisk inhercnt in their actions but wcre simply carclcss of the security of others. So 
the child &fendant likc Barry Watson is not simply rcceiving the samc consideration that the nitntally disabled 
arguably &serve. Instead, in contrast with the mentally disabled, the child defendant hcrc gets more latitude in the 
sense that he is exontratcd not only whert he lacks fomight but also wherc he faifs to attend to the secmity of othen 
- what one would think of as a paradigrnatic example of moral fauit. 

0th cases chat exoneratc playing boys also exhibit a similar relisnec on the notion of n o r d  or ordiauy 
bthaviour. For instance, in the Court of Appcal decision in Vaiflrurcourt, supra notc 27 at 200, Rivard J. addresses 
tht issue of whcther the child &fendant behaved impru&ntly with tbe observation that the boy tuok part in the gamc 
"in a normal and proper manner" [author's translation]. He mggests that the fact that Christian behavcd 'normally' 
settles the question of the propriety of his actions h m  the point of view of negligena. Similarly, Rivard S. nads it 
significant that thcrc is no indication that Christian b%&avcd any dinercntly from his companions": ibùi. And the 
aujority of the Supreme Court dismisses the apptal h m  Rivard JO's judgmnt by quoting these commcnts on the 
normai and ordinary quaüty of the boy's acts and proclaiming its "rcsespecdul agreemtLIt with that fhding'? [1975] 1 
S.C.R. at 726, Abbott J. Pigeon J. in dissent cballengcs this charactcrization of Christian's action as 'hormal and 
propcr" by pointing out that the boy was "impniâent enough to use a toy that had becornt manifestly dangernus": 
ibid. at 727. 

An even mort striking rclianct on ordinarintss as a bais for forgiving boyish impnrdcnce is apparent in 
Briese v. Morchtk, supra note 43, Iri that case, a boy was lmding down to shoot a marble whcn anather boy, 
engaged in a ganv of tag, came nurning around the comcr of the school house and ran into him. As a resuit of the 
collision, the boy's eye was injured and his sight completdy dtstroyed. In the Su- Court of Wisconsin, 
Winslow CJ. rcfused to find neglîgcnce on the part of the boy, suggcsting that the very notion of prudence is out of 
place in the play of boys, whcrc, "the more vigoraus the exemsC" the km. &id. at 894. The tcrms on which 
boyish imprudence wii i  bc forgivcn ah apparent in Winslow Je's formulation of the standard of care which p k s  
gricat emphasis on the 'ordinarincss' of the activity at issue: 'l 'kit nile is that a child is only requircd to cxcrcise that 
&grec of carc which the grcat mass of children of tht spmt agc ordinarily exercisc under the same citcumstanoes, 
taking into account the txperit~lce, capacity, and uaderstarading of the chiidn: &id., ~uoting Coolcy on Torts (3rd 
ed) at 823. Wi low S. aIso implicitïy relies on a notion of nomaï or ordinary nature of the boys' activity in his 



But why should îhis be so? MeHale implies rather than states îhe response to this 

question. Underlying both the language of "boyish impulse" and the related concept of normal or 

ordinary behaviour is the implication that Barry's act was not culpable because his behaviour was 

naniral. The analysis under the objective standard seems to be as foliows: Barry Watson is not 

culpable because his careless act was the result of boyish impulse; imprudent boyish impulses, in 

tum, are forgivable if they are normal or ordinary; and such normal or ordinary impulses are non- 

culpable because they are natural - their true author is nature, not the boy. 

Indeed, the normative implications of the "naturai" are apparent throughout the decisions 

in MeHale v. Watson. For instance, in the trial decision of Windeyer J., the view that childhood 

is natural and thus its limitations non-culpable seems to account for the insistence that 

'bChildhood is not an i d i o ~ ~ c r a s ~ i ) ~ ~ ~  Thus there will apparently be no liability for limitations 

that we al l  inevitably suffer due to the course of nature. A similar point is implicit in Kitto J.'s 

statement that the boy can rely on a limitation so long as it is "characteristic of humanity at his 

stage of de~elo~ment"" It seems significant to the finding of non-culpability that the limitation 

is an inevitable incident of human nature. Kitto J. also specificaliy attributes to nature the m o n  

for Barry's imprudence. Thus he states that to expect Barry to have acted more carefully would 

be "to expect a degree of sense and circumspection which nume ordinarily withholds tili life has 

repeated refercnccs to the *%me-hono& place that the game of tag holds in boyhood: ibid. at 893-94. Similady, 
Winslow CJ. poses the question of the boy's culpability for the injury by asking whether the boy here '%vas dohg 
anything mort or less than hcalthy boys of his agc have done h m  timc inmannorial": ibid 

The view that the normal behaviour of playing boys caxmot be the bais of a claim in ncgligencc is also 
apparent in Hoyt v. Rosenberg, supra note 43. Thcrc, an eleven year old girl lost her eye when she was bit in the 
face by a can kicked by a twelve year old boy during a gamt of 'kick the cm'. The cvidena suggested that had he 
looked hc wodd have seen the girl standing in a gateway abcad of him. At trial the jury retunicd a verdict for 
$27,000 in favour of the plaintiff. Ch appcal, Barnard J. reverscd this j udpn t .  He noted that the defendant wodd 
only be liable if he "did somcthing whilc playing this gamt that the ordinary boy of lllre agt and exptncnce wodd 
not have dont": ibid at 887. Thus, the inquiry of Barnard P.J. focuscs on the question of what degrcc of prudence 
could be errpectcd h m  the ordhary boy. in rcsponse to the arguaient that Jack could have avoidcâ the injury if he 
laoked befom he kicked, Barnard P J. argws tbat it is "unreasonable to expect a boy of that age to stop in a moment 
in such a ganw, at the risk of loshg his advamage, in ordcr to look for something that was appardy outside his 
field of action": ibid. at 888. So whilc the injury may bc due in part to a lack of prudence on the part of the boy- 
&fendant, that lack was sufficiently ordinary or normal to ex- him from iiability in ncgligenct. 

" Trial. supra note 5 at 397. Of course, Windcycr J. is alsa h a  arguing that in islring the age of the child into 
consideration, he is not running afod of Holmcs' admonition that the objective standard talrcs no account of the 
"idiosyncrasies" of the individual. 



become less rosY."'* In this sense, responsibility 

inattentiveness to others, but rather with nature 

necessary to exercising care. 73 

for the injury seems 

who has 'withheld' 

to lie, not with Barry's 

fkom Barry the mems 

Another indication that Barry is exonerateà b u s e  his Limitecl pnidence is s e n  as 

'natural' is the reiteration of the idea that it would be ridiculous - even 'umiatural' - to impose a 

higher standard on the boy because it would amount to demmding something of him that nature 

does not ailow. The language throughout the decisions suggests that the limitations due to the 

boy's age are simply a "fact" of nature which a judge is not at liôerty to ignore. So, for instance, 

Windeyer J. argues that the boy's age must be relevant to the standard of care by insisting that a 

judge cm surely not be required to disregard the ''facts" of the casc - in particular that boy was 

only twel~e?~ This insistence on the facnial nature of the issue implies that any other conclusion 

would have the ridiculous effect of decihg this case on the basis of the facts of other cases. 

The view that the boy's age is an unavoidable fact of nature is also apparent in Owen J.'s 

insistence that it would be "contrary to cornmon sense" and would create the impression that "the 

law was an ass" if he were to hold that the limitations arising out of the age of the boy defendant 

could not be taken into consideration? And perhaps the most eloquent staternent of this 'fact of 

nature' defence of B q ' s  carelessness is found in the conclusion to Kino J.'s High Court 

judgrnent. Afkr noting that we must all bear nsks which ordinary care on the part of others 

* lbid at 2 16 [emphasis added]. 

" A similar amibution to nature of the rcal rcspoasibility for the imprudent actions of the playing boy is apparent in 
Hoyt v. Rosenberg, supra note 43. Thcre Barnard P.J. also implies that the twclve year old defendant should not be 
liable in ncgligcnce partly bccaust of how naairal his actions wrt. The boy appears as the instrument of nature and 
consequently subj«:t to its impulses. In his five page decision, Baniard PJ. usa somc version of the modifier 
"naturai'' in conjunction with Jack's actions at lcast scven tiints: iôid. at 886 (twiœ), 887 (twicc), 888 (3 timts). He 
secms particularly at pains to stress the 'nahitaincso' of Jack's focus on winaing and consequcnt inettcntiveness to 
tht possibility that kicking the can without looking whcn other childrcn wcre around could hurt somcbne. So, for 
instance, he States that *WC he did not look to sce where Madene was during the timt he was running, it was 
nafural that he would not do so and that he would bend ail his efforts to winning the race to the can. While he knew 
that Matlent, if she c n t d  the aHey? would comc t hugh  the gateway it would hardly be nafural to expect him to 
delay his kicking of the can until she appeatedn: ibid at 887 [emphasis addcd]. So Jack canmt bc hcld liable because 
hc was simply acting in accordancc with thc dictatcs of naairc which exert partider conml over boys. The 
'nahiralucss' of Jack's actions is also stnsscd at the end of the opinion when Barnard PJ. insists, quoting Briese, 
supra note 43 at 894, that Jack oniy did what 'atalthy" boys have bccn doing sinct Wimc immmiatialn: ibid. at 889. 
Primary rcsponsibiiliîy for Jack's actions is theftforc redy found in 'nature' not the individual boy. 



c m o t  eliminate, he continues: "One such risk is that boys of twelve may behave as boys of 

twelve; and that, sometimes, is a nsk indeed?' The strength of the appeal to nature here is 

found in the echo of that apparent truism of common seme, "Boys wiil be boys." In this way 

Kitto J. conveys the absolute inevitabiiity of the behaviour - indeed, of the dangernus behaviour 

- of boys. He also implies the ridiculousness of aoy other view, which would thus necessarily 

demand that boys not be what nature has emphatidy declareci they are - boys. The subtle play 

of gender here also underscores the maturainess of any alternative to Kitto JO's approach. 

Yet however eloquent the judicial defence of Barry's carelessness, McHole seems to 

leave the most critical questions unanswered. It never becomes clear why, even were we to 

accept that Barry's behaviour is both normal and naniral, he should on that account be 

exonerated. The emphasis on normai and natural limitations could function as something like a 

presumption that the act in question was not within the controi of the individual. However, as 

noted above, Kiao J. specifically insists that the notion of propriety that informs the objective 

standard is not a "matter of a morally blameless state of mind.';" Thus he expressly rejects the 

notion that anyone - including a child - could nly on an abnormal limitation?* In this sense, 

both Kitto J. and the other judges who rule in Barry's favour seem to assume that the notion of 

nonnal or naairal behaviour itself has some normative status, even apart from whether it 

functions as an indicator of the ability to do otherwise. However, the exact nature of that 

normative content remains unclear. 

The view that some concept of propriety with its emphasis on the normal and naturai 

underpins the objective standard also faces other unanswed questions. Perhaps the most 

tmubling of the questions that it raises but does not answer is a serious question about what we 

can hold people responsible for. In fact, the majority judgments in McHale track Honoré's 

general capacity test and in so doing point up a signincant wealaiess. The majority decisions 

exonerate Barry's limited prudence as weiï as his limited foresight because they see it as normal 

" Appul. supra note 5 at 216. 

~ b i d  at 213. 

" Ibid. 



and natural. However, it is u l h t e I y  unclear why we should forgive a moral failing, which 

carelessness of others is, even if that failing is 'normal'. So the opinions in M c H a e  raise a 

profound question about what level of care towards others we c m  legitimately nquire. McHale 

says we can expect what is normal (even h m  those who lack normal cognitive capacities) but it 

also insists that we c m  only expect what is nonnal (even when it cornes to attentiveness to 

others). Thus, the objective standard with its notion of reasonable behaviour seems intimately 

bound up with the idea of the normal, expressad through a standard of propnety. But why the 

'nonnal' should be so detenninative of the obligations we owe each other remajlIls mysterious. 

McHale gestures toward nature, but it ultimately gives us no more than that. 

5. Detennining the 'Normal' 

Whatever the justification for the role of a conception of normal behaviour under the 

objective standard, McHale illustrates that such a conception is undeniably significant. But if 

'normal' behaviour does play a central role in determinations of the propriety of conduct, then 

how judges decide what behaviour is and is not normal d e s  crucial. McHale gives us some 

insight into this process. After all, the majonty judges do not seem to have difficulty concluding 

that Barry Watson's behaviour was sufficiently normal or ordhary to count as proper for the 

purposes of the objective standard. Yet ascertaining whether Barry's infliction of hami on Susan 

resulted from a limitation sufficiently widely shared to count as "characteristic of humanity at his 

stage of devel~~ment'"~ would seem, at least superficiaily, a rather daunting task. 

It is crucial to the inquiry in McHale that the judges consider the characteristics of twelve 

year old "hurnanity" as sufficiently within their general knowledge to be the subject of judicial 

notice!' In fact, Kitto J. specifically adverts to this when he describes as "a matter for judicial 

notice'" uic 'fact' that the ordinary boy of twelve suffers h m  a sense of the aff'mity between a 

'P Ibid. 

As Morgan d w a i i s  it. this dimension of j u d i d  notice is baseû on the assumption thaî the judge's IKmd of 
gcneral i n f o ~ o n  must bc at least as pst as that of ail rcasonably W U - i n f '  pcrsons in tht c o d t y " .  
Thus, we t a k  judicial notice of "what cvcryonc hows and uses in the ordinary process of rcasoning about everyday 
affaÏrsw: E.M. Morgan, "Iudiciai Noticew (1944) 57 Ham. L. Rev. 269 at 272 

" Appul, supra note 5 at 215. 



piece of wood and a sharp instrument. And othet evidence that Bany's actions are normal and 

naaual is also clearly based on judiciaî notice. Particularly reveahg is the fact that there was no 

evidence conceming the normal twelve ytar old's capacity for either foresight or prudence. This 

was despite the fact that the legal conclusion regarding Barry's negligence tunied on his 

arelesmess being "normal" rather than menly his "idiosyncrasy? The judges must therefore have 

concluded that Barry's carelessness was nomial h u g h  recourse to that 'Yhd of general 

infonnation9'which they share with 0 t h  weii-informai members of the c~mmunity?~ And the 

court conveys the impression that this knowledge is sufficiently 'ordinary' to be the subject of 

judicial notice in its characterization of the boy's limited capacities for prudence and foresight as 

'normal', as 'natural' and as a 'fact'. Futher, the appeal to common sense that underlies judicial 

notice plays, as noteù above, an important role in the court's conclusions. In fact, the confident 

conclusions of the court here suggest an interesthg nlationship between judicial notice and the 

idea of the normai that animates the objective standard. It seems that the fact of concluding that 

something is normal virtually ensures that it wül be considered an appropriate subject for judicial 

notice. Ultirnately this may also suggest that judicial ideas abut  what is normal - although 

crucial to the outcome of a negligmce action - are especially irnpervious to ~hallen~e.8~ 

The way that the courts in McHaie give content to the concept of nomal behaviour is 

also notcworthy for other related reasons. It is clear fkom the language that one of the major 

sources of the knowledge that enters the case through judicial notice is the judge's omi memones 

of childbood. So, for instance, Windeyer J. is able to ncognize that B q ' s  action is subject to 

those irresistible impulses that characterize 'boyhood' through recourse to his omi "memory of 

82 Ibid. 

') Etmts* supra note 36 at 472ff. At 475 in the contcxt of discwsing the case of Rose v. Zie Queen (1972), 19 
C.R.N.S. 66 (Que. K.B.) which considcd whethcr it was disa' ' ptory not to requirc jury scrvict of womuq 
Ebcrts points out that judgcs o h  refuse to admit expert ttstimony conccrning* in this case, womn's lives, and 
pttfcr thcir totaiiy untestcd vicw of contcmporary Society". She continues, "[tlhe rcluctancc to admit facts 
about women's lives d o a  not always tum on the issue, highlighttd by R. v. LavaIIte, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 852 and Rose, 
as to whecher such expert evidena W prcferable to gencraï Lnowkdge, judicial knowledgt or. fiatiy, stercotype. 
Somctimcs, the rtluc!anœ un bc explUncd by the deader's unwillinpss to îakc the thm aaxsury to hur aieh 
evidenœ. In som ways these may k connectcd: "common hiowlcdgc" is icaiplly male hiowledge, rnd thercfore 
the version of rcality that hm autûority. in auch a -on, thac may weli k no thetimc. litcraüy or figurativeIy, 
for an alternative vkw of d t y ,  because the decider is very rcptical about thac kmg any d ta bar it  rrality is 
alrcady veq niecly and vcry authdtativdy d u a i  d undtrstaod, The pmblem is cxacerôaccâ by the f r t  chat 
carcfuny unpicking and reworking the stuff of knowledge cm m d d  ulrc a long the." 



b~~hood. ' '~  Consequently, it does not seem incidental that the memory is not of childhood but 

rather of "boyhood." And reliance on a nostalgie reconstruction of boyhood as the foundation of 

judicial notice about what is "normal" for a twelve year old is apparent not only in Windeyer J.'s 

comment but also thmughout the Thus although the general arguments, including the 

justifications for the subjectivized standard of care al1 &e reference to ~hi ldhood~~ rather than 

simply to boyhood, in fact al l  of the judges who mle in Barry's favour rely on their understanding 

of the particularities of boyhood rather thm on childhood more generally. 

Thus, McTieman A.C.J. finds Barry's response to the dart symbolic, not of chilàhood but 

instead of "boyhood.'" Similarly, he concludes that Bany should s u c d  because "an ordinary 

boy of twelve"* would not have appnciated the risk to Susan McHale. An equation between 

childhood and the particular limitations of boyhooà is also found in the judgment of Kitto J. 

Thus, for example, although during his discussion of the law, Kitto J. speaks of chiidren rather 

than boys, when he poses the "question of fact" he asks whether the respondent, 

Trial. supra note 5 at 3%. 

as A similar reconstruction of the judge's own mmory of boyhood is also apparent in ocher cases chat exormate 
playing boys. For example, in Briese Winslow J. begins his analysis of the culpability of the boy's action by 
"[c]alling back to the mind for a -nt the old schoolyard at recess": supra note 43 at 894. And it is in light of the 
understanding of the boy's action thus dcrivcd that he asks whethcr any man who '"rccalls the sccnt" can truthfully 
blarne the young defendant: ibid. 

In Hop v. Rosenberg, Barnard J. also relies on his own u~mones of boyhaod to contextualize the actions 
of the defendant. So, for instance, in responding to the question of what an ofdinary child would bave done in the 
situation, Barnard P.J. first quotcs as 'hot inapppriate" the language fiom Briese a r c  the court asks whether any 
man who recails his own boyhood can rnithfuiiy condemn the young defendant. Barnard PJ. then condcmns the 
"faiiacious" notion that the boy should have kickcd the can in a less dangernus dircction. In so doing, he primarily 
relies on an apptal to mtmories of boyhood. Thus. anyom who disputes his conclusion 'hot only docs not know 
boys of that age, but eithcr never played similar games, including 'shînny' or playcd them too long ago": mpru note 
43 at 889. And it is on the bais of this a p p d  to mcmory that he conndently concludes that "[tlhere is no room herc 
for a rcasonable ciifference of opinion as ta what the normal and ordinary boy of that age would have donen: ibid. at 
889. 
86 So, for instana, W i y c r  J. supports the subjectivized standard in this case partiy by noting that "[clhiidhaad is 
not an idiosyncraîy": Trial, supra notc 5 at 397. Similarly, Kitto J. rcfcrs to the standard of ordinarintss which 
underlies the objective stmdard as cnabling a &fendant to rcly on a limitation where he c m  show that it is not 
persona1 ta himsclf but rather "characteristic of humanity at his stage of &velopmc~lt": Appeal, supra notc 5 at 21 3. 
Simüarly, he later argues that it would k "a misuse of language, to speak of normaiity in relation to persons of ail  
agcs together. In these things, nofmality ist for chiîdrcn, something differcnt fiom what normality is for addts": 
ibid. at 213. Thus. Kim J. summarites the relevant standard of care by srating that it must be based on the capacity 
for fortsight and prudence 'krhich is normal for a child of the devant agc": ibid at 214. 

Trial. supra note 5 at 210. 



did anything which a reasonable boy of his age would not have done in the 
circumstances - a boy, that is to say, who possessed and exercised such degree of 
foresight and prudence as is ordinarily to be expected of a boy of twelve, holding 
in his hand a sharpened spilce and seing the post of a tree guard before h i ~ n ? ~ ~  

Thus, unsu.rprisingly, when exonerating Barry, Kitto J. attributes his action to the impulsiveness 

of a "boy" rather than a child. Similarly, what he takes judicial notice of is the particularly keen 

sense of t b g s  suffered by a "boy."g0 And Kitto J.'s conclusion too seerns specific to boyhood 

in his insistence that al l  members of society must bear the risk that 'boys will be boys9?' 

So, as the language indicates, although the justifications for the standard of care discuss 

taking account of the behaviour of childnn, the majority judges at both levels in McHale in fact 

rely very specifically on the behaviour of boys in evaluating whether Barry's actions were nomal 

and therefore apparently, non-negligentP2 And their understanding of boyhocxi is gleaned in part 

from memories of their own boyhood - memories that become part of the legal determination of 

negiigence through the mechanism of judicial notice. 

Appal, supra note 5 at 215 [emphasis addcd]. 

9o ibid. 

" The use of the bchaviour of boys as the touchaone for dctcmiining ordinirincss is slso apparent in Briese, supra, 
note 43. Thus, Winslow J. rcfcrs rcpcatcdly to boys ratha than childscn in his &scriptions of the schoolyard as 
involving "the sudden dash of boys hem and there" and "boys darting hem and hW: ibid. at 894 [emphasis 
added]. Similarly, hc asks dether "any mmw can &ny that the boy htrc was simply dohg what "hcaithy boys of his 
age" bave dways done: ibid. [emphasis nddcd]. Thus, despite the gemrality of îhc ftfetcnccs to childhood, in fact it 
is the sptcific activities of boys which set the staudard of carc h m .  

SimilarIyT in Hoyt, supra note 43, childhd is also acated as if it werc cxhausted by boyhoad Although 
Barnard P.J.'s discussion of the applicable nile of law is phrascd in terms of childrcn, &Ut. at 886,888-89, when he 
poses the Iegal question in the case, he phrases it in tcrms not of chitdrcn but of boys. To cite but a few such 
examples, he asks whether the d e f h t  was acgligent, "judgcd by the standard of care that is 2~850nably to be 
expcctcd of boys of similar agc and developmcnt," and he puts the plaintiff's argumcnt in sïmüar tcrms, stating that 
she contends that Whis appcllant did somcdüng whïk playing this ganie that the orchuy boy of likc age and 
expriena would not have donc: ibid. at 886-87, [emphasis added]. The sptcific rcliance on the narmal bchaviour 
of boys as the touchstonc of ncglîgcnce is also apparent m Barnard PJ.'s conclusion that "the idca that this appellant 
should, or that the ordinary boy wouid, have sccn Marlcnt and auatd mund and kicked this can in the othcr 
direction is fallacious*: ibid. at 889 [emphasis AArlrA]. It may bc worth aPlring whcthtr thest samc statemcnts wouId 
scem as persuasive had îhey r e f d  to childrtn ra!her than boys. 



6. The Recreution of Boyhood 

Io the sun bom over and over, 
1 nui my heedless ways, 

My wishes raced through the house-high hay 
And nothhg 1 cmâ, at my sky blue trades, that time allows 

In ail his tuneful tuming so few and such morning songs 
Before the children gnai and golden 

Follow him out of graceP3 

Perhaps bccause the judges's own memories inhise judicial notice, boyhood appears in a 

nostdgic and even romantic light. Since the attempt to understand Barry's actions engages the 

judges in the imaginative recreation of their own boyhood, it seems unsurprising that they 

identiQ with Barry's perspective. It is as if the facts of the c w  recall for them an image, 

illuminated by the golden light of mernory, of themselves as srnail boys playing as Barry does 

here. The version of boyhood that thus emerges from the coliective judicial memory in McHale 

depicts, as discussed above, an innocent boy engaged in a complicated struggle with nahue. The 

boy attempts to assert his mastery over nature (thus is the dart is "symbolic" of boyhood) and yet 

is also curiously caught in the sway of its impulses. And there is another important component 

of boyhood hem: heedlessness of others actuaiiy seems to k constitutive of the golden state of 

boyhood. 

The nostalgie vision of boyhood that emerges h m  the judicial mernory in McHaIe has 

effects that are apparent thughout the dacisions. For instance, in both judgments it is possible 

to discem the strong affinity that the majority judges fael for Barry. As discussed above, not only 

do they refa to and explicitly rely on their own memories of childhwd, but they do so to 

emphasize the innocent nature of Barry's actions despite their harrnîul ~onse~uences?~ And 

" From "Fan Hiii" by Dylan Thomas, F.T. Palgruve's G o k  TTe~sury (Centennid E<*ion) New Y& Mentor 
Books, 1961, p.525, lims 39-45. 

" Simüarly, in Briese, b pro note 43 at 894, the language celebraies boyhoai play in the stmngest tcms: "The 
vcacrable and exhilaratllig game of tag in its various forms must have ban one of the prima1 gama of the tact, and 
it stül occupies an honoreci placc among the sports of childhooàn. Simiïarly, W i l o w  L's &scriptions of his own 
mcmary of the "old school yard at ttccss" dwcn fondly on the happy &tails - the sights and sounds - of play. He 
demi play in the nrost apptobatory tenns dcspite the events that irispircd this case; it is "to be encoumgcd on 



their understanding even of the 'facts' of the case iilustrates their stmng identification with 

Barry's perspective?5 Judicial nostalgia also helps to account for the othemise somewhat 

curious focus of judicial conam in McHule. Thus, as noted above, throughout the majonty 

judgments in McHale but particularly in the decision of Kitto J., the real empathy is resuved for 

Barry, the boy who "suffers" the impulses of nature. In contrast, concem for - or for that matter 

even interest in - Susan McHale is minimal. Expressions of empathy for her, if they are present 

at dl, are typically reserved for the last few lines in the judgment and they seem more pro f o m  

than tmly felt. So, for instance? Kitto J. concludes his decision with a paragraph that opuis 

"Sympathy with the injured girl is inevitable."% The choice of language is revealing. The 

implication of this terse expression of 'sympathy' is that even the most minimally perceptive 

person cannot help but fccogxize and fecl sorry for the girl. Interestingly, immediately preceding 

this blunt pronouncement is the empathetic evocation of the feelings of the boy. The contrast 

suggests that since anyone cm feel sympathy for the injured girl, the judge's task is to evoke the 

more complex, esoteric, and ultimateiy more relevant sympathy due the twelve year old boy. 

Thus, while the explicit expression of sympathy is reserved for the injured girl, the real 

beneficiary of judicial concem is the boy. Similady. it is not insigdicant that Kitto J. continues 

account of its wholesome activity and stirring of the bloodn; "pcrfkctly lawfui and even laudable," it is rcpeatcdly - 
cvcn insistcntly - dcscribcd as innocent, hBtmless and lawful: ibid. And this elegiac language £rom Briese is 
spccificaily rclied on by Bamard P.J. in Hoyt v.  Rosenberg, mpra note 43 at 889, to support his conclusion that ?his 
boy cannot be culpable since he did nothing "mort or less than healthy boys of his age have dont from tirrit 
immemorial". It would bc imhealthy, it secms, to r c q e  a boy to be more cahful of others. 

95 OIr consequeme of chW affinity is that the majority juàgcs at both kvets sam to understand the facts almost 
exclusively fiom Barry's point of view. In fact, Windcyer J. himscif admits the dficulty that the evidencc presents 
for Barry's assertion that he thrtw the dart at thc post rathcr than at the girl, Barry was standing within four or five 
fect of the plaintiff and so close to the tra guard post that he could almost have rcachcd out and touchcd it: Trial, 
supra note 5 at 395. It was thcrtforc difficult to believe that he could bave ainicd at the post and hit Susan. The 
solution adopted as the most likely account of the facts both by Whdcycr J. and by the majority of the High Court 
was thercforc that the dart hit Susan a f k  it glanccd off the post At the High Court, Menzies J. points out in dissent 
that this account - wbich ttacks Barry's evidence - is both physicaliy somewhat unliircly and is contradicttd by tht 
wight of the oral evidcnce: Appcal, mpra note 5 at 217-18.226. Anothcr rather sîriking example of the majority's 
affinity for Barry's version of events is the rcaction of w ~ d e y ~  J. to the girls's recolîection of the 'dart'. He 
comn~cnts, "young childrcn oftcn rcmtmbtr things arc larger and seemingly more si@cant than they rcally werc": 
Trial, ibià. at 392. While Wmdeyer J. later insists that the size is actualiy of no importaact, his attcntivcncss to the 
evidencc of the girls belics this. Fwther, his intimation that the girls did not perceive the dart as it 'rcdy was' again 
undcrscores the weight given to Barry's account of the events. A similm affinity for the pcftpcctive of the piaying 
boy is apparent in Christic v. SlcvUlsky, mpta note 33. Thcrt, McFadyen J. is at pains to jwafy the boy's failurc to 
sec the pdestrian, rcptatadly su-ting that the boy's powers of judgmnt wre overcomc by the "excitement" of 
driving the dune buggy: ibid at 71. 

es Appcai, *id. note 5 at 216. Sa slso the conclason of the judgmcnt of Windcycr J. which states T fa1 F a t  
sympathy for the phti f f .  1 I d  for the &fendants": Triai, i6id at 401. 



by remarking that "one might alniost wish" for a modern rule of absolute liability? The term 

44almost" hem does not scem incidental, for Kitto J. then closes his decision by stating that boys 

will be boys, a 'tniism' that in Kitto J.'s phrasing is more evocative of the lost freedom of 

boyhood than of concem about the consequences of that 'fncdom' for others. 

And the place occupied by frrodom in this nostalgie reconstruction of boyhood is also 

critical to the outcome of MeHale. Not only do the majority judges express their deep empathy 

for Barry, an empathy which underpins their understanding of the facts, but they also articulate 

an understanding of what is most valuable and consequently deserving of protection in the state 

of boyhood. And this understanding ultimately helps to explain why the imprudence of boyhood 

must be forgiven. Thus, it becomes apparent that one could not impose liability on boyish 

imprudence without risking the loss of what is most valuable in that happy state. As noted 

above, it is critical to the image of boyhood and to Barry's exoneration that the boy appears as 

the child of nature - specially responsive to the whims and impulses of the nanual world. 

Beyond this implicit assertion of what the state of boyhood is however, one can di- a deeper 

normative commitment, a commitment to a certain understanding of what is both constitutive of 

and most vaiuable in the stak of boyhood. And it tums  out that the characteristic freedom so 

often identified with boyhood is defineci by the absence of any restrictions imposed by the 

presence of others. Thus, one could not impose liability for boyish imprudence without 

destroying the most fundamental and valuable characteristic of boyhood i t s e ~ ? ~  

" Appal, ibid at 21 6 [cmphasis addcd]. 

" A similar uudcrstanding of the criticai role that M o m  plays in the notion of boyhood is Plso apparent in Briese* 
supra note 43. Therc, Winslow J.'s vision of boyhood also secms essentiaily bound up with the absence of the d 
to care for the StCUnty of othcrs. Thus, the court refuses to impose liability for any harm bat ariscs out of the "tirne- 
honohd and innocent games of youth in the schoolyard," ibid. at 893, in part because of the bclief that any such 
mtailmnt will tcsult in the loss of ail that is valuable in boyhood So the court insists that it will not impose 
Liability because to do so wouîd seem to "makc it neccssary for childrcn to stand about the schoolyard with foldcd 
hands at m s s  for fear thcy might negligently brush against ont of their fellows, and becornt liablc for hcavy 
damagcsn: ibid at 894. In this way the centrepiccc of boyhood play is ioextricably intemimi with the ability to act 
without regard for the secwity of othcrs for once the standard of prudence is imposai on boys, they are c o n d e d  
to a lifc of ddî carefulness and passivity. Thus, the dangers inhercnt in the "vencrable and exhilarating gamt of tag" 
cannot bc limitai without transforming boyhood into a ncrvous lethargic statc. Indeed, the court in Briese implics 
that the imposition of liability on childhd play would have disastrous effiiects beyond this sapping of tbe vigour of 
individual boys. In fact, tht mcrits of tag kcom a symbo1, aot mrely of b o y h d  but also of the future of the 
entire 'race'. Thus not only does Wmlow J. insist that tag ts one of "the primai gams of the race," to be 
encourageci for its wholesomtp~ss and Usthhg of the blood," but he also implies that it is cnicial to a hcalthy and 
active 'race'. So, "healthy boysn will continue to play tag "as long as the race rctains its activity": ibid And the 
larger dangers of restricting boyhood gams arc a h  implicd hcre. On Winslow S.'s construction, the very encrgy 



So, accordhg to the majority opinions in McHale, M o m  and imsponsibility are 

constitutive features of boyhood. And this joyous 'hecdlessness' springs h m  the fact that the 

boy is not concemed with the presence of others and is therefore not constrained by their needs. 

Thus does McTiernan A.C.J. see Barry's conduct with the dart as "symbolic of the tastes and 

simplicity of boyhood.'" The golden light of this nostalgia tninsforms even so obviously 

dangerous an instrument as the metal dart that put out Susan's eye into to a quasi-religious 

'symbol' of boyhood. And Barry's act of throwing the dan becomes emblematic of the happy 

days of freedom and irresponsibility of boyhood. Indeed, it seems that the emblematic 

%implicity" of boyhood actually is the lack of prudence, the singlemindedness in the literal 

sense, which characterizes Barry's action. And it is this singlemindedaess that makes boyhood a 

happy state. The characteristic feature of the delighthil fnadom of boyhood is, it seems, 

inattentiveness to otiiers. 

This understanding of the constitutive M o m  of boyhood is yet more strikingly evident 

in the judgment of Kitto J. There, he insists that to require Barry to consider the danger and 

foresee the harm inherent in his action of throwing the dart would be contrary to nature for it 

would be to "expect a degree of sense and circumspection which nature ordinarily withholds till 

and activity of the 'race' &pends on healthy boys. And boys will only be heaithy and active so long as they are not 
bindtred by the necd to worry about injuries to othen. Indtcd, shodd such worries be imposeci on boys, they will be 
consigned to standing iîstlessly about in the hope of avoiding injury and thus liabiiity. And in so doing, the court 
suggests, the vigour of the 'race' will bt sappcd and its futurc thus impcriled 

Many of these themes art cchocd in Hoyt v. Rosenberg, mpra note 43. Therc, as notai above, thc court 
stresses the 'naâiralncss' of the boy's drive to win the game. One shply c a ~ o t  imagine the game ocauring wcrc 
therc a rcquircmcnt for prudence, the judge suggcsts. Succcss must mattcr above al1 and the safcty of othcn cannot 
figure in the player's calculations or the game will bc niincd. So, b Winslow CJ. in Briese, he conjures up the 
spectre of what the game would look likc should boys have to attend ta the sccurity of othen. Tbw, he appeals to 
the apparently 'cornmon sense' notion that a player, "at the m n m t  of accomplishing his objcct of kickhg the can, 
would not stop to look amund, and much less would he t a k  a chance on stopping his mm, auning mund and going 
back in order to kick the can the othcr way": ibid. at 887. While it was the sptctrt of a passive and inactive 
boyhood that Wi low CJ. conjurcd up in BrCese, in Hoyt, Barnard P.J. sccms c o d  that requiring a boy to be 
carcful would cut against his drive to win. Thus, he fiequtntly points to the apparent r i d i c u l o ~ s s  of the idca that a 
boy would be expcctcd to jeopardize his possi'ble advantage in a game simpiy to ensure that he d a s  not injure 
others: ibid at 887-89. Not surprisingly, to support this point hc quotes the passage h m  Bdese that =fers to the 
centrality of gams in the vigour of the racc and thus statcs l a t  thecc is no m m  for a diffhencc of opinion 
conccming bis conclusion that Jack simply bchaved as would any "normal and ordinary boy of his age": ibid. at 
889. As in Briese, the implication secms to be that if one rcquhs boys to be carcfiil of others, one mwt k content 
with a 'race' of boys ncither healthy nor normal - a passive, cautious lot. hiceâ, as the close amdation betwccn 
thc b o y h d  and hdessacss suggcsts, oat can perhaps ody impose prudence at the rislt of transfonming boys into 
'sissies', giving thcm, in other words, the atcnhtcs of giris. 



life has become less rosy. "'Oo What is interestin8 is the equivalence this statemmt implies 

between the rosiness of boyhood and lack of circumspection. Indeed, it seems that the price one 

pays for circumspection or attentiveness to others is the imvocable loss of the rosiness of 

boyhood - a 'rosiness' that thus depends upon heediessness of others. 

7. The Lessons of McHale 

So the leadhg case of Mdlale v. Watson provides an iliuminating window onto how the 

objective standard actualiy works. And the lessons of McHole are significant. At its most 

fundamental, the case uncovers the deep and complicated relationship between the notion of 

what is reasonable and conceptions of what is normal and naturai, conceptions that are 

themselves infused with views about what is valuable. Reliance on these conceptions enables 

judges to accord the playing boy a significant amount of latitude in determining what will count 

as reasonable care. T'US, in McHale not only are the majority judges willing to be generous 

about the foresight required to appreciate the danger to others, they arc also willing to hold that 

even boyish imprudence - far fiom being a violation of the standard of care - may weil be 

considered reasonable so long as it is 'normal' or 'natural' for a boy to act without regard for the 

security of others. Significantly, McHale also Uuseates how judges, in giving content to the 

notion of reasonable care may use the technique of judicial notice to àraw on comrnon-sense 

notions of what is normal and natural. And this process allows the judge to rely on his own 

experiences, understandings, and, in the case of boyhood, memories in order to give content to 

the notion of what is normal and therefore apparently nasonable. In the case of the child 

defendant - here perhaps significantly the playing boy - judges fec~eate a nostalgic image of 

boyhood which depicts the boy's action as essentialîy innocent. And bcyond this there is a 

deeper cumnt at work. Ultimately it scems that the very essence of boyhood is carelessness of 

others, which means that we cannot not impose liability for boyish imprudence without taking 

the maaual  and dangerous step of destroying tmyhood itself. 



II. THE 6ABNORMALy BOY: THE BULLY AND THE ADULT ACTIVITIES 
EXCEPTION 

The significance of the terms on which McHale extends judicial sympathy to the playing 

boy is also apparent in the child defendant cases more broadly. This concem for the playing boy 

in McHale t u s  on the fact that the limitations of chiidhood arc seen as normal. The 

consequence of this, at the level both of justifj6ng the relaxation of the standard of care to take 

account of the limitations of childhood and of applying the standard, is that McHale extends 

forgiveness only to 'normal' imprudence. And McHale identifies as paradigrnatic of such normal 

imprudence the cadessness of the boy at play. When one looks beyond McHale to the child 

defendant cases more broadly, it is apparent that similar considerations govem the treatment of 

other child defendants. 

This is h t  of ai l  apparent at the doctrinal level in the adult activities exception. This 

exception echoes McHlile's cnshrinement of the principle of protecting the 'normal' indiscretions 

of childhood because it excludes categoncally fkom the benefit of the relaxed standard of can 

any child engageâ in an activity that is not 'normal' to childhood. The image of the child who 

benefits in McHale is thus mirrored - literally in that the images are revers4 - by the child who 

does not benefit because he is precluded from relying on the relaxed standard of care because of 

the adult activi ties exception. The adult activities exception accomplishes this negatively by 

imposing an adult standard of care on any child who engages in an activity 'normally undertaken 

by an adult' even if the relevant risk arose as a result of the limitations of ~hildhood.'~' What 

this suggests is that the generosity extended to the chiid defendant is not based solely on 

recognition of the 'normal' limitations of childhood since these limitations presumably persist 

regarâless of the activity in which the child is engaged. Thus it is nat cnough to be young to 

clairn the benefit of a specialized standard of care - it is also necessary to k engaged in 

'childish' activity, at least to the minimai extent that the relevant activity is not seen as one 

'normaliy undertaken by adults'. 

'O1 W.P. Kecton, gca cd, Rosser Md K e n o ~  on The Law of Torts, 5th cd. (St Pau& Mina: West Publiahing Co., 
1984) at 181. 



The way that this requirement works out at the levcl of adjudication is illuminating for it 

reinforces McHole's identification of the playing boy as the centrepiece of chiidhood. This 

occurs because in order to apply the adult activities exception, courts must have some notion of 

what activities are n o d y  undertaken ody by adults and what activities, in contrast, are 

constitutive of childhood. Despite other rationales sometimes forwarded for the exception, this 

does appear to be the prirnary nason for nfusing to extend the chilàren's standard of c m  to a 

child engaged in "an activity which is nonnally one for adults ~ n l ~ . " ' ~ ~  And perhaps 

unsurprisingly, in the course of identifyllig what kinds of activities are so inherently 'adult' that 

even children engaged in them cannot rely on the limitations of childhood, courts construct a 

certain image of childhood, an image in which, like McHaIe, the unfettered W o m  to play is the 

central and defining feature. 

This is apparent in the application of the adult activities exception for to the extent that an 

activity looks 'senous' as do, for instance, transportation or especiaily work, it is seen as 'adult'. 

In contrast, the more that an activity looks like 'play', the more it is seen as inherently childish, 

with the consequence that the child engaged in it is granted special protection from legal liability. 

So, for example, one of the major categories of the adult activities exception involves driving 

motorized vehicles. However, there are distinctions even within this category. Thus, courts 

l m  Zbid. The Restatement (Second) of Tons (1965) exprnds somwhat on the scop of the exception by stating that 
the activity must be one which "is normaIly undertaken only by adults, and for which adult qualifications are 
rcquirtd": s.283& Comment. It is also fiequently suggcstcd that the adult activities exception may be explaineci on 
the basis that the activities in question arc typically covercd by insurance: L. Klar, Tort Low 2nd cd. (Scarborough: 
Carswell, 1996) at 216; Rosser and Kceton, ibid. at 181; AM. Linden, Cdicrn  Torr Lmv, 4th cd. (Toronto: 
Buttewortbs, 1988) at 130. However, while the insurance and licensing rationales do hclp to explain some of the 
adult activities exceptions - âriving automobiles in particular - the exception also covers a widc range of activitics 
that do not neassarily have eithcr licensing or insurancc requiremcnts such as snowmobilhg [Ryan v. Hickson 
(1974), 7 O.R. ( 2 4  352.55 D.L.R. (3d) 1% (Ont. H.C.); Mont v. Bkck (1988), 6 M.V.R. (2d) 231.83 N.S.Eà. (2d) 
407 (Q.B.); Robinson v. tindray, 598 P.2d (Wash. 1979)], motorboats [Dcllwo v* Pearson, 107 N.W.2d 859 (Minn. 
l%l)], and go-carts v. Biddle, 216 NE.2d 863 (ïnâ. App. 1966)J to nam but a few counter-cxamples. 
Similarly, the argument that the adult activitics cxccption rcmoves from tbe protcctiom of childhood especiaüy 
dangerous activities in which childrtn may engage sccms undermimd not ody by the above-menttid clearly 
dangerou activities but a h  by the fact that many of the cases whert the childrcn's standard of carc was applied 
secm to involve activitics as dangerow as those activitics typically incIuded in the adult activities exception 
[Chaisson v. Hcbert (1986). 74 N.B.R. (24  105, 187 M.R. LOS (Q.B.) (no ncgligcna for 13 year old who had a 
collision M e  driving an dl-terrain vebicle); Chnrtie v. Sievim@, supra nate 33 (no ~~gl igence for an 11 ycar old 
who hit a pcdestrian while driving a dune buggy); Purtle v. SheIron, 474 S-W.2â 123 (Ark 1972) (no ncgligence 
found on basis of application of 'misonable minor' standard to teenager using gun)]. Further, as discussed below, it 
seems arguable evcn when one look at what are apparcntly the 'con' cases of the application of the spccial standard 
of care for childrcn that the application of a more gcncrous standard could not be explslirvA on the basis that the 
activitics pased minimai risk for others. 



seem to have the least hesitation in applying the adult activities exception when the use of the 

vehicle involves what they see as typically adult pursuits WEe teanprtation or work.lo3 

However, to the extent that the use of the motorued vehicle lmks like 'play' courts seem more 

ambivalent about applying the adult activities exception. Thus, cases that involve vehicles that 

may be used either for play or for transportation an divided on the application of the adult 

activities exception. They seem to tum to some degrce on how 'playlilte' the activity appears 

and on the age of the defendant.'Oq And once the activity in question looks more clearly like play 

and therefore apparently paradigmatically 'childish', courts are unlikely to apply the adult 

activities exception. Thus, allowanccs are made for the limitations of childhooà where the child 

in question is riding a bicycle, los ~ k i i n g , ' ~ ~  and perhaps even using a gun.107 

In this sense, the adult activities exception parallels McHale in its implicit invocation of a 

mode1 of childhood that depends upon an idealizeci image of what we might call 'every boy'. It 

l m  Thus, as discussed in Drllwo v. Pearson. ibid. at 863, tùe duit activities exception should apply to minors 
driviug automobiles. Courts have foliowed tbis advice finding that the exception applits not only to minors who 
drive cars [GunnelIs v. Dethrage (1979), 366 So.2d 1104 (Ala); Constmtim v. Wolverine Insurance, 284 N.W. 2d 
463 (Mich. 1979); Reiszel v. Fontana, 312 N.Y.S.2d 988 (1970); Tucker v. Tucker. [1956] S.A.S.R. 2971 but also 
those who drive more work-oriented vchicles likt irucks [Betzold v. Erickson, 182 NE2d 342 @1. App. 1%2)] and 
tractors [Goodfellow v. Coggburn, 560 P.2d 873 (Idaho 1977); Jackson v. McCuiston, 448 S.W.2d 33 (Ark, 1969). 

For example, the adult activities exception was appüed and liability found in Ryan v. Hickson, supra note 102 (14 
year old driver of a snownaobilc); Mont v. Black, mpra note 102 (minor snownaobile driver on highway); Daniels v. 
Evans, 224 A2d 63 (NB. 11966) (19 yca. old motorcyclist); Cleworth v. Zachariuk (1985) 32 M.V.R. 23 (B.C.S.C.), 
affd. I l  B.CL&, (2d) 125 (C.A.) (16 year old snowmobik driver). Howver, courts did not apply the adult 
activities exception to minor plaintias in Christie v. Slevinsky, mpra note 33 (no negligcncc found wherc 11 year old 
boy struck plaintiff while riding dune buggy); Chciisson v. Heberr, mpra note 102 (no ncgligence found whert 13 
year old optrating an d-terrain vehicle collidcd with a similar vehicb). Conceraing the actual effcct of the adult 
activities exception, however, at least ont commcntator has quencd its sipificana for the outcomc of particular 
cases, notirig that even in many cases cvcn the mort gcnerous children's standard of carc would have rcsultcd in 
liability: Klar, mpra note 102 at 216 discussing Ryan v. Hickson, ibid., Mont v. Reid, ibid., and Robertson v. Burkr 
(1985), 32 C.C.L.T. 208 (N.S.T.D.) among othen. 

los Curadori v. Fitch. 263 N.W.2d 649 (Neb. 1978); Davis v. Bushnell, 465 P.2d 652 (ïdaho 1970). 

Goss v. Allen. 360 A.2d 388 (Xi. 1970). 

l m  Thomas v. Inman, (1978 Or) 578 P.2d 399, Pruter v. Burns, 525 S.W. 2d 846 Vnm. App. 1979; Punk v. 
Sklton, supra note 102. Howcver, Canadian jllfisprudcncc on the negligcnct by minors with regard ta the usc of 
guns suggcsts that the protection of the 'right to hunt' (Dorais v. Pacquin, (1973) 304 k 2 d  369) as a muciai part of 
boyhadd may be peculiar to the United States. Thus, for instance, Canadian courts appcar to bc far more w i h g  to 
impose iiability for injuries that a+ise out of inrxpCncnce or c a r c l ~ s s  with guns even when the minor is reIatively 
young. For instance, in Katfi& v. Pearson, [1956] 1 D.L.R. (24 745 (B.C.S.C.), a 13 112 ytar old boy who 
serio~~ly i n .  a playmarc M e  carrying his farher's loadcd automatic r i t h  without the safcty catch was found 
ncgligcnt. The cowt rtllsontd chat he had failcd to take such prccautions as "a reasonably carcfûl person of his age 
in such a situation would have taken'': ibid 



seems to be this image that prevents courts fiom seeing work as any part of the life of a child 

even if it is the case that many children do spend childhood engaged in labour.108 But this 

idealized image of the ordinary boy also seems at work in another dimension of the adult 

activities cases, for accotding to these cases not all 'play' or recreation counts as a 'childish' 

activity. Thus, courts also seem to exclude fkom the ranks of ordinary ch i ldhd  what might be 

thought of as the 'Richie Rich' character, holding for instance that the eleven year old golfcr in 

Neumann v. Shlansb should be held to the same standard of care as an adult because golf is a 

sport "ordinarily played by adula. .JW 

As noted above, Wnialiy all child defendants are boys. However, as the adult activities 

exception in particular illustrates, not al i  boys who injure others will benefit h m  king judged 

according to the standard of care applicable to children. And in line with the somewhat romantic 

notion of 'nomal' play apparent in McHale, courts in child defendant also place other 

limits on what they wiii include within the pmtected scope of normal boyish play. The limits 

reinforce the essential innocence of the normal boy - however dangerous his actions - by 

excluding fkom the protections of childhood a namw class of boyish behaviour that verges on 

the intentional infliction of ham. For instance, in Michaud v. ~ u ~ u i s " ~  Richard J. found 

negligent an eleven year old boy who threw a rock at a four year old girl in a neighbouring yard 

with the result that she lost her eye. There is no sympathy here, either in the Court's description 

of the boy as having "a propensity for throwing rocks," or in its hding that he acted "in a 

reckless manna with complete disregard for the safety of other people."1 l 1  However, germane 

to the Court's refusai to t m t  the boy's action as normai childhood carelesmess is precisely that it 

was not simply careless disregard for the safety of others but seems instead to have been 

somewhat intentional. T'us, Richard J. distinguishes the injury here fkom the "purely 

lœ As discussed in Chaptcr Five klow. this W particular1y apparent in the fact thai one of the effkcts of the adult 
activitics doctrine to bc to p v c n t  working childmi h m  claiming the btncfit of the chiïdren's standard of 
tare on tcrms similar to k i r  playing brothcrs. This is cvi&nt not only in the way that tht exception itself is 
constnicted but particularly in the inclusion of the use of work vchicles such as tractors and trucks as part of the adult 
activitis doctrine. As discussed below courts sccm simüarly rmlifiely to apply the chüdrtn's standarû of care to 
child-plaintiffs who are injured when they arc at work. 

'" 312 N.Y.S. 2d 951 (S.C.A.D. 1970). 

"O (1977). 20 NB&. (2d) 305.34 A.P.R. 305 (S.C.). 



accidental"' l2 injury in Voillancowt v. ~ac~ues.'~' Similarly, in Pollock v. ~ipkowitz' l4 the 

court evinces little affinity for a thirteen year old boy who threw nitric acid at an eleven year old 

girl, describing his act as a "senseless act of folly" and finding him liable.' l5 

Drawing attention to the behaviour of these boys as not normal precisely because of the 

quasi-intentional nature of their actions has the effcct of stressing the innocence of the normal 

behaviour of playing boys however careless their actions rnight appear. By defming as the 

'other' the abnormal boy who wiffiily injures, the identity of the nomial boy as essentiaily 

innocent is thus secured. Thus, these cases too confirm McHule's idealized image of boyhood by 

insisting that a 'nomial' boy would not intentionally injure another, especially a girl and 

especially outside the context of mutual play.1 l6 In this way, courts place outside the protected 

sphere of nomial boyhood those boys who intentiondy injure others, even if such behaviour is in 

fact quite 'normal' in one sense for boys. In so doing they reinforce the place of innocence in 

McHole's vision of norrnal boyhood. And by almost paradoxically limiting the negligence 

liability of the normal playing boy to situations that verge on intentional harm, courts create an 

extensive sphere of 'innocence' to foster the development of the playing boy. 

In these ways then, other child defendant cases help to reinforce McHale's image of 

normal boyhood as constituted by the innocent pursuit of play unfettered by the presence or 

needs of o h .  These cases do so negatively by identifjhg what activities do not count as part 

of childhood, thus reinforcing the centrality of play in the image of childhd. And the cases 

also do so through their construction of what counts as innocerit normal play, again defined 

"' Ibid. at 308-09. 

Il3  Supra note 27. also discusseâ supra note 60 (S.C.C.). 

"' (1 970). 17 D.L.R. (3d) 766 (Man, Q.B.). 

'15 Ibid. at 768. 
116 Indeed, case law suggests chat the more the injury looks likc the rcsult of even 'overly cnthusiastic' play, the more 
courts seem willing to sec the risks of tht 'play' as mutuai and thus to exoocrate the canless boy. For example, in 
Barretz v. Carter, 283 SE.2d 609 (Ga. 1981). the Court refuseci to impose liability on a 12 ycar old boy who hit a 
girl in the eyc during an "ict-throwing spree". Although the Court cited a Gcmrgia law that it found providcd 
immunity h m  tort liability to "infants under 13," ibid. at 610, it also noted that "to nde oîherwise wodd permit 
lawsuits betwecn childrcn who fail to excrcisc due we while at play": ibid. Intcrcstingly, hower,  the girl was not 
part of the ia-throwing spret, but was struck as she came out of tht rcsmmt 



negatively through what it is not - wilful injuring of another. Within these limits the play of the 

boy is depicted as normal, natural and thus innocent. As such, above ail childhood activities 

boyhood play must be inmlated b m  the withering scnitiny of the law. 

III. CONCLUSION 

So the cases on child defendants help to uncover another important dimension of how the 

objective standard actually works. Several elements of this operation are illuminated by these 

cases. Unlüre with the mentally disabled, the courts are capable of being extraordinarily 

generous to the child defendant. In particular, courts forgive the heedlessness of the 'darling' 

child defendant - the playing boy. And they forgive not only lack of foresight but also any lack 

of prudence that is normal or ordinary among boys. In their opinions judges reveal that, in 

evaluating the hann-irnposing actions of the playing boy, they often rely heavily on their own 

mernories of boyhood. So their descriptions of boyhood are deeply romantic and nostalgie. And 

in this universe, "childhood" is replaced by boyhood so that it is the norms of boyhood that apply 

- what, the courts ask, would the normal or ordinary boy have done in this situation. In 

answering the crucial question of what the nomial boy of a given age would have done in the 

situation, several threads of reasoning corne to the fore. The boy is seen as the instrument of 

nature, subject to its whims and impulses and therefore not responsible for his actions. And the 

essence of boyhood seems ultimately to nside in M o m  fkom concem about others. 

But what do these cases say about the treatment of the child litigant more generally and 

how do they illuminate the workings of the objective standard? T m  they do illustrate that the 

standard seems to be powemilly infiuenced by the notion of what is normal - so much so that 

courts seem to k pnpand to exonerate even blameworthy or imprudent behaviour where it is 

sufficiently normal. But - and this surely is significant in its own right - all of the chüd 

defendants are boys. So one caanot help but wonder how girls fare under the objective standard. 

To evahiate this it is ncctssary to look to contributory negligence cases. What are the 

continuities with the child defendant cases and what arc the differences? As we shaU sec, putting 

together the implications of McHak and its cornpanion chiid defendant cases with cases 



involving the mentally disabled and the child plaintiffs reveals a crucial though typically 

obscured dimension of the objective standard. 



Chapter Three: 

Fun With Dick and Jane 

To rem, however, as every judge must ultimately retum, to the case which is 
before us - it has been urged for the appeilant, and my own researches incline me 
to agree, that in al l  that mass of authonties which bears upon this branch of the 
law there is no single mention of a remonable wonuui. It was ably insisteci before 
us that such an omission, extending over a century and more of judicial 
pronouncements, must be something more than a coincidence; that among the 
innumerable tributes to the monable man there might be expected at least some 
passing reference to a remonable person of the opposite sex; that no such 
reference is found; that legaliy at least there is no reasonable woman, and that 
therefore in this case the learned judge should have directeci the jury that, while 
there was evidence on which they might fhd that the defendant had not corne up 
to the standard required of a reasonable man, the conduct was only what was to be 
expected of a woman, as such. 

Farde21 v. pottsl 

As Herbea's playful parody indicates, the law of negligence is notably silent on the standard 

of conduct to which a woman should be held. And indeed so far in our inquiry, the female 

population has been ai l  but absent. Yet feminists and others, including perhaps Herbert himself, 

suspect there is something troubling about the standard of conduct for women. So far we have 

examined two groups of litigants to illuminate what counts as reasonable behaviour. The treatment 

of the mentally disabled r evds  the complex intemIationship between the nasonable and the 

normai and suggests that even failures of foresight wiU not be forgiven if they are not normal. At 

the other extreme, it secms, is the child defmdant. In contrast with the mentally disabled, the child 

defendant is typically forgivcn not ody for failwes of foresight but also for failuns of prudence so 

long as those fidures are n o m .  The conception of what is nomial again plays a crucial role in 

deteminhg what is reasonable. And because for boys at least there is a conception of a nomial 

failure to exercise prudence, the normal often cornes to the fore to forgive not maely the cognitive 

but even the mord mistakes of the child defendant. 



Nonetheless, so far we have leamed little about how the objective standard deals with the 

puzzle of women because that troublesome class of litigants, the child &fendant, tums out to be 

composed almost exclusively of playing boys above the age of tender yuus. So in order to untangle 

the operation of the objective standard we n d  to h o w  something more. If courts are prepared to 

forgive the lack of prudence on the part of the playing boy who injures others. are they similarly 

generous with girls? In oràer to answer this question, it is necessary to look for a parallel to the 

cases involving the child defendant In fact, an analogous group of cases that involves judging the 

reasonableness of the behaviour of both boys and girls at play is fomd in the contributory 

negligence cases that deal with the doctrine of durement 

The leadhg case on allurement is Lynch v. lVurdin2 In that case, the Court of Queen's 

Bench upheld a jury award to a boy of seven who was injured while playing with an unattendeci 

horse and cart which the defendant's servant had left in the Street. The court refuseci to find that the 

boy's wilful misconduct prevented him h m  ncovering, instead statmg that since the defendant's 

savant's 'most blameable care1essness has tempted the chilâ" the defendant therefore "ought not to 

reproach the chiid with yielding to that temPtatiodJ After aU, the court reasoneü, the boy had 

"merely indulged the naturai instincts of a chiid in amusing himself with the empty cart and 

deserted horse.'" And s i .  Lynch v. Nurdin, the concept of allurement has ken widely used to 

defeat the argument that the playing child is precluded from recovering damages because of his or 

her own carelessness. The concept of allurement thenfore occupies a centrai place in assessing the 

rrasonableness of the khaviour of the playing child? 

(1841), 10 LJ.Q.B. 73, [183542] An ER. Rcp. 167.1 QB. 29 [tmeinaRcrLynch cited to LJ.QB.1. 

For instsnce, in Gough v. National C d  B a r d ,  [1953] 2 AU E R  1283 at 1295 (CA), Hodson, LJ. dcscriiks Lynch 
as the dccision "hn which dl cases on alfUhrnCLLt to chiïdrtn dtsccnd". As Lynch illustrates, a of aUunmnt 
had the important cff' of disposing of the question of contri'butoq ~ltgiigen# in favour of the playhg chiid Thus, 
aUinmmt cases shouid bc charactcrhd as connibutory negligcire cases even though Qy & not invariably pttscnt 
themsclves as such. Indced, the docPinal stnicuire of the cases involviq the allummt of chiîdrcn (or Bttr'ZLCtive 
nuisanœ as it is comxmly Imown in the United States) is pcrplexing at best 

Historidy, alluriemnt was importaat m part bccausc of dit now-defunct nile that an occupicf waa obiigcd 
onlyturcnainnrOmïntmtidyharxuingamspuscr. T b u e w a s n o & t y t o t a k e ~ k ~ n o r t a p r o t c c t n r O m  
co11CC81ed danger Robert Ad& & Soru (CoIücrics), W. v. Dicmbcck, [1929] AC. 358 at 365 @Li..), Lord Hailsham. 
Howmr,antxccptio11existedwherr~phmigaOm~cauacdinjiiecstochildicn-evmmspPPsmg 
childrcn: S. Fieming, ZRe Lmv of Tom, 8th cd. (Agioarm: Tb Law Bwk Company, 1992) at 458, citing Latham v. 



However, the concept of allurement is sufkiently ambiguous to leaà judges to stress the 

importance of the facts of each case and to mile  h m  the difficult task of articulating any generai 

rules! Part of the nason for this ambiguity is the fact h t  whüe durement is presented as a single 

concept based on the notion of "alluring traps": this description acaiaiiy confou11ds two distinct 

rationales for exoneration - entrapment and ternptation. But it tums out that the nature of the order 

thus revealed is itseîf decpy troubüng. This is because whiie both bases of exoneratioa are 

theoretidy open to any playing chiid, in f a  the particularly powemil temptation rationale is 

accessible only to boys. Indeed, the implications of the lanyage of seduction begin to appear 

anything but accidental. As in the chiid &fendant cases, the view that it is normal for the boy to 

yield to temptation once again cornes to the fore to excuse the moral mistakes of boys. It is 

reasonable, it seems, and thus nonîulpable, for boys to be d u c c d  into danger. But there is no 

similar apparatus to forgive the carelessness of girls. Thus the norninally identical standard for boys 

and playing girls in fact tums out to ~ s u l t  in very difTerent treatment of boys and of girls - 

. . - - - . . -- - - 

Johnson, [1913] 1 K.B. 398 at 416, Hamilton S. In Cooke v. Mi& Great Wesm Raihvtay of Ireland. [19û9] AC. 
229 (HL), Lard Atkinson nùod that an owncr would bc liablt for injuries causal by a unguatdtd dangcrous items which 
were "calculateci to amct  or allure" chiïdrcn. So ailurcmcnt enablcd circunwention of the harsh A&& nile* And, as 
discussed below, Lord Dcrming notes the signüïcant disaction judgcs had to makc detcrminations of reasonableacss 
even under the Addie d e :  Pannet v. McGuUress, [1972] 3 AU E.R. 137 (C.A.). The aliurcmcllt cases are also doctrinally 
complcx because somctimts the kgal issut is d c s c r i i  in ttrms of duty of cart ratha than standatd of c m  or 
conm'butory atgligcnct. Richard Ki* commnts on the tendency to confuse these lands of questions by approaching 
them as problems of duty of carc rather than staxxiard of carc: 'The Variable Standard of Cam, Conûi'butory Ncgligence 
and Voknn" (1991). 11 Lcgd Stud. 1. Kidner nota the dificultics that arise whae ciha the plaintüî or the dcfcndaut 
is incapable of achieving the u s d  standmi of care. He concludes that the central question in such cases is not duty but 
is instcad whether the suradard of carc & d d  bc varicd: ibfd at 2. And despite doctneal complexitits, it saems fair to 
~~ a l l m n t  cases as cssentiaily hwiag on ~sscssn1e~1ts of the mscmablcaess of behavim of the 'allurat' 
child and in that sense implicathg the standard of m. InRnA. as diSCUSSCd below, the hguage of judiciai decisions 
itself reaects the CCatraliîy of this m m .  So whether tbc issue is phrased in tcnms of contniutory ocgligcnœ, 
occupicr's duty, or duty m ~ c  gcncrally, to the extent that judgcs fiad the bchaviour of tk a i i d  child '~t~~sonable', 
rccovcry is allowed. Convcrsely. if the child's bchaviour is not sccn as msonablc, ~itcovcry will bc & n i d  Thus, the 
essential issuc is the 'rcasonablentss' of khaviur and, like the groups of casca discussod above, the central problem 
conanis thc extent to which courts will malrc allowaaces for 'shortcomings' in asscssing nasonableness and thus 
alloahg fcspo~lslbility. As diScusSad above in Wtcr Tm, thm arc &ous dominai questions about whether or not 
the standard of carc is the sam f a  plaintif& and &fendants. Although that &bat= is inticresting, it is not centrai to this 
aaalysis Smce the compabm in this chapttr involve allurrmnt cases involving both playing boys and playing girls. 
But it is wortb no- that if anything potcntial diff#wuxs be- the twa staadards s m n g d m  the argunwnt h i n .  
This is because thosc di&rwccs would su- more genetous tnatmnt of thc 'girlish' shortcomings of plaintiffs than 
the trcatmnt ofboyisb shoncoaiuigs aic saw m ch child deieodanr ases. But tbc rcsuits, as we shalï uc. arc pccioely 
thcoppositt. 

6 ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ u ~ h , ~ i d r a t ~ - s ~ ~ e v e r y t h i n g c i i m s a i t b c p a r t i ~ f ~ o f e r h c o s e :  ibidat1291.Hc 
similarly quotes h m  L a t h  to ihc efka  that "[cJhildrrn's cases are always vcry troublesolll~": ibid at 1287. 
7 

Fleming, supra note 5 at 458; PinAas Md PiriArrr v. CoMdUoi Pa@c Ry. Co., 119281 1 W*W.R. 321 (Man. KB.). 



treatment that can ultimately be haccd to the complicated relationship between the reasonable and 

the normal. 

1. ENTRAPMENT AND TEMPTATIONS: MAICING SENSE OF ALLUREMENT 

Two other tmns must be alîudcd to - '?cap" and "attraction" or "ailunment." A brap 
is a figure of speech and not a formula. It involves the idea of conceahnent and 
surprise[,] of an appearance of safety under circumstances cloalting a reality of 
danger. Owners and occupiers alike expose liccnsees and visitors to traps on their 
premises at their peril, but a trap is a relative tcrm In the case of an infant, there are 
moral as well as physical traps. There may accordingly be a duty towards infants 
not merely not to dig pitfalls for hem, but not to lead them into temptation. 

Courts addressing the ailurement of the playing child speak as though they were workhg 

with a single concept. But in the course of their analysis, courts identify very different and often 

fundamentally inconsistent requirements of allurement. For instance, aithough they often refuse 

recovery by pointing to a waming or awmness of danger, just as fhquently they ûeat such 

wamings or awareness as imlevant to the child's culpability. Similady, while at t h e s  any 

dangerous activity on the part of the chiid is sufficient to preclude recovery, in other cases children 

recover despite the most blatantly dangerous acts including the child's own creation of danger* And 

while some courts have suggested that a defmdant WU k liable for an allurement only to children 

of tender years, other courts have not hesitated to impose liabiüty for durement with plaintiffs as 

old as fîfbn. In fact, the source of many of these apparent contradictions of alluement 

jurisprudence can be traced to the conceqt itself. Two very different rationales are acniaily at work 

under the rubric of allurement. And although the d i f f e r~~ t  rationales rire not achowledged, they 

are a c W y  conceptually distinct bases for exoncrating the playing chiid. As Hamiltan U.'s 

description h m  Latham obliquely suggests, one rationale relies on the notion of "pitfalls'' or 

entrapmmt. The other very diffcrent rationale for a l i m e n t  focuses instcad on the notion of a 

"moral trap" or temptation. 



Thus it is possible to identify a group of cases in which playing children are exonerated 

because that they were caught by some kind of 'pidall' or hiââen danger - presumably the 

"physicai traps" to which Hamilton W. refers. In these cases an durement is describeci as 

somethhg "dangemus. although not apparently so - something in~idious."~ A~ccordingly, the 

entrapment cases typicaliy hsist that a claim of aiiumnent cannot succeed unless it can be 

established that the relevant danger was hidden h m  the child. The underlying idea tums on the 

notion of mistake or even deception and in the archetypal case, the child lacks the information 

mcessary to identify the source of danger.'' T'hus the 'hidden' nature of the danger arises primarily 

h m  the cognitive limitations of childhood. Exoneratian under cntrapment therefore turns on 

recognition of the non-culpable limitations on foresight that attend childhood. For this muon, 

courts treat warnings to the chüd - at least to a child above very tender years - as germane to 

entrapment because they preclude finding that the child had insufficiait foresight to recognize the 

danger. The centraiity of limited foresight is also appannt in the fact that evidence that the child 

was particularly intelligent or had pnor experience with the source of the danger tends to defeat the 

entmpment argument. It is telling that children significantly above the age of tender years rarely 

succecd on entrapment grounds." In this sense, it is possible to deheate, within the ailunmcnt 

case law. a significant and conceptually uniflecl body of cases that revolve around the notion of 

entrapment. 

Pewy v. Thomcrr Wrigky M. [195q 3 AU ES. 243. [1955J 1 W.L.R. 1164.99 Sol. JO. 781, Oliver J. 

'O An illustration cm k f d  in Glargow C . .  v. T m r ,  [1922] 1 AC. 44, WbcrC the House of Lords held that a 
scvcn ycar old boy who dicd as a d t  of auhg poisormus berries growing in a fcncod arca beside a playground in 
public gardens did have a cause of action. In aniving at this decision, the House of Lords cmphasised the mislcading 
and dcceptive naturc of the M e s  and fouad that they cmstituted a trap. They aiso mteû th& thcrt was no waming that 
the b d c s  wcrt dcadly even though the &kndants wwc awart of thk 

l 1  The exception to this appcars to k when the alhiremcnt agumnt tums on deccpticm ntba than on the child's 
limitai forwight This is the case, for instance, whcre children are in- w k n  they climb tnts that conctal high 
voltage wiresc In such cases, the cnînpumt arists not so much hm the chiid's Iimitcd forcsight as fiom the deceptive 
nature of the situation itself. UUnsurpisiagly, in in cases courts do ex- oldtr childm on entrapment grounds: 
Buckland v. GLciIdfOrd Gus Garghz mrd Cokc Co., [1948] 2 AU E.R. 1086 (ICB.) (thirteen year old girl who was 
elcctrocutcd whcn she climbed a briet which concealcd high voltage wires was held not ccmtriitorily ncgligcnt. The 
situation was dcscribed as one involving a "hiddcn pcriln, a Yurking, iii113mi dangd': ibid at 1095); Amos v. N m  
B-CA Ehctric P w e r  Commissian (1976). 70 DL& (36) 741 (S.C.C.) (Nint ycar old boy who was i n .  whcn 
he cIUnbed a trce that conccakd hi@ voltage wires was alloIkrCd to recovcr u). Prcsumably, howcver. this 
g r o d  of c x o d o n  is not limited to chiidren, aithough it wodd most ccrtarmy be casier to establish the factual basis 
with childhn. 



However, the case law on the doctrine of allurement also contains another rationale, 

conceptudy distinct h m  these entrapment cases. This latter group of cases involves what might 

be thought of as temptations - in 0 t h  worâs, the "moral traps" which Hamilton U. identifies. 

Central to the temptation cases is the notion that the child was enticed or lutad into a dangerous 

situation.12 Because the premise of the temptation rationale is that thcre are conditions under which 

it is non-culpable for chiidren to 'yield' to the temptation to play with things they recognize as 

dangerous, awareness of the danger itself is not a basis for rejecting a child's claim. In fact, while 

unawareness of danger is crucial to entrapment, temptation actually requires not only uwareness of 

but also some degree of attraction to that which is dangerous or forbidden." So in the temptation 

cases neither obviousness of danger nor explicit wamings nor even the child's own participation in 

the creation of the dauger are, in and of themseives, sufficient to pnclude the child h m  ncovering. 

Similady, because exmeration does not rest on the limiteci information of childhood but rather on 

the 'mischievous' propensities of children, the temptation or "mord trap" argument is cailed forth 

rnainly to nspond to a child's failure of prudence. Thus superior intelligence will not necessarily 

praclude success undg the temptation rationale. Indeed, the child with supaior intelligence may 

even k granted more leeway under the temptation branch. Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, the 

temptation rationale acaially operates primarily to exonerate children who are above the age of 

tender years. 

lZ ~o illustration un tx foumi in me 1-8 casc of t y n ~ h  v. ~wàin. ma, the court ftmci mat since the mant of 
the &fendant had temptcd îhe i n .  chiid with the empty cart and descrtcd home, he could not rtlievc hirnsclf of 
liability by simply pointing to the fact that the child had fieldcd to that tcrnptation. AIthough rht boy who yieldtd to the 
temptation acted "without pnadcnœ or thought", he wnwtheless showcd those qualifies "in as grcat a &grcc as he d d  
be expected to posscss the& q r a  note 2 at 76. 

l3 This elemnt of îemptation is apparent in îhc dennitions f d  in Thc O*rd I m n d  Mctiolt4fy of the Engkh 
Lungtiuge (Toronto: Leland PubMing, 1959) which at 2147, which m t l y  includcs amnig its &finitions of the 
verb "to tempt" the following: T o  try to attract, to enticc (a person) to do cvil; to dure or incite to evil with the 
prosptct of some p1casurc or advantagen. In this sense, the conccpt of tcmptation tutns on both recognition of and yct 
attraction to the evil and enticing source of tMnptatia And Shakespcah phyed on the f&ct that "aempter" is a synonym 
for "the &vilW (hicl.) whcn ht wrotc m Zkoiltrr Md CrCSSidQ "And somctinrs wc arc &Mls to ourstlves /When WC will 
tempt tbc fiailty of our poWCrSJ Prwuming on k i r  changefiil potcncy" (Act IV, sccat iv, 95). 

Temptation mbocüca die classic mgglt bctw#n the rcason (the knowIcdge of what is right) and the passions 
(the~g-almiost~%le-~to&som~othcrthanwhatttasondictates). Thusitisunsurprisingthat 
man o h  pleads to be spared from iemptatim "Watch and pray, that yt enter not into fcmptatim the spint is inàœd 
w i n i n g b u t t h e f i c s h i s ~ " ~ w 2 6 : 4 0 1 4 1 ) .  Aadfatthis~pcrhaps,triumphovcrOcmptaticmisecpated 
with stmgth and even gricamtss, As Drydtn cxpmscà it, "Dm to be gruit, wiihout a guilty crown; V i w  it, and hy the 
bright tcmptahion dowa" Siniilarly, Browning W T O ~  "Why coms fcmptation, but fis man to mcet/And master and 
maice wuch bmgth his foou And so bc ptdcstaled in triumph" (a Ring Md the Book [1868-69], bk X, The Pope, 
L1185. 



However, whüe recognizing the clifference betweem entrapment and temptation helps to 

explain elernents of the durement case law, it also raises broader questions. Rincipal among these 

is the question of when courts will confine a playing child to the relatively n m w  entrapment 

rationde and when courts will be wiiüng to rely on the more generous temptation rationale. This 

inquiry is important b u s e  t.ecovery is far easier if the court wii l  consida applying the temptation 

ratorde, as weii as the more limited rationale of entrapment. 

The threshold consideration for the application of either branch of the doctrine of 

allurement is the age of the child. When childm are above a certain age, typically fourteen or 

fifteen, courts will no longer find any version of the doctrine of durement per~uasive.'~ Thm is 

also a threshold below which the courts will be reluctant to fhd allurement. When c M h  are 

younger than t h e  or four," courts may exonerate them on the p u n d  that they are incapable of 

contributory negligence but they will not ordinarily apply the doctrine of allurement since it 

Thus whiie conquering tcmptatim is laudablc, it is understandable if the 'ordinary' man, the man on thc 
Clapham orrrmius or the 'man Who mws the lawn in his shirtsleeves', is unquai to such feats. 

l4 so, fof insiance, wime boys of- or sixteen are injured ~ b m  piaring wih b y m ~  wircs. courts g a m a ~ y  f c f u s ~  to 
appiy the doctntic to them: set Bornes v. N e w r d h n d  Light & Power Co. (1982). 36 Nfld & PEJR. 422 (Md 
T.D.) (docairrc of aliimmnt not applying to intelligent 16 year old boy who was i n .  whcn hc @bcd a Iivc wire 
hangins h m  a hydfo pole); Partridge v. Etobicok (Towl~~hrp), [1956] OR. 121 (CA) (doctrine of alluremnt not 
applying to intelligent 15 ycar old boy who was injllrtd when he jumptd into the a i .  to grab a wirc nttaehed to a electric 
power pole). Howcver. corirt OCC85ionally @y the of allument to exoncratc boys as old as fiftœa M '  
v. Piggotî & Inglis (1898). 29 S.C.R. 188 (tiAccn year old boy who was hjured wàilc playing with a dctonating cap 
which had bcen Idt in a public cemctcry could ItCOva &mages). G d y .  howwcr, courts and commcntators 
suggcst that the uppcr limit for the application of this doctriat is probably about fou- set t.g. Hwd v. City of 
HamMIIIron (1910). 1 O.W.N. 881.16 0.W.R 353 WC.) (boulevard and stonc ~taining wall wefe allurements to scven 
ycar old boy who fcll to his dcath while waiking dong the waii). This parallels the bcatmtnt of othcr cases involving the 
contnitory ncgligcncc of childrcn in which f m  is typidy &en as the cutoff date b c y d  which courts wiU be 
uniitcfy to trcat the age of tht child as a factot which mitigaîcs bie child's duty. 

l5 Sa CIync v. Podo&A.r, [1942] 1 D U  577, [1942] 1 W.W.R. 100 (A1taT.D.) (doctrb of allurcmc~~t inapplicable 
to thtte and a half year old boy who rtaaovcd inflammable cleaning fluid from owntr's pricmiscs); Pedlru v. Toronto 
(1913). 29 O U  527,15 D.L.R. 684 WC.) (doctrine of allurement did not apply to two ami a half ycar old boy who 
dtownod after hc fêll h m  a platfbm leading h m  the shore to a towcr about ont h u n W  k t  f hm the shore); Pmrier 
v. Bethe1 Hospiral Society (1981). 8 Man. R (2d) 310 (QB.) (hospita1 riot liabk for injuy sustaid by a young child 
wfien coat rack on which tùc chiid was swmging fCll ovcr); Bonne v. Taves (1%8), 64 W.W.R. 1 (Man. Q.B.) (doctrhc 
of dure~ll~~lt  did not apply to four year old boy in- by sparks fbm apparcntiy dcad &); G w y ~ e  v. Domhion 
Stores Ltd. (1%3), 43 D.L.R. (2d) 29Q45 W.W.R 232 (Man. Q.B.) (autamatic doot m which 20 mwth old boy caught 
his hand not a trap); MOTSM v. Sudbury (H>dro-Etcetri! CbnmMon), [1959] O.W.N. 63 (HIC.) (doctrMt of 
allummt did not apply to 3 ycar old boy who fê11 hto excavation oa building site near his hame); Richrudon v. 
ÇaMdiovr Nationai R4üwoy (192'7). 60 0L.k 296, [lm 2 D.L.R. 801 (C.A.) (doctrint of alhircmcnt did aot apply to 
four year old boy d o  was i n .  whilt playing on a pile of cnisbcd stcmc n#tr defeadant's railway tracks). 



pnsupposes some minimal capacity for rational choicd6 Thus it seems that playing children 

between three or four and fourteen or fiftem may k able to rely on the doctrine of alluxement. 

However, a closer examination of the case law reveak that this bmaâ category is actuaiiy composed 

of two distinct groups of children. 

The first group is composecl primarily of children who are within or just on the border of 

what is traditionaiiy r e f e d  to as tender years. These children - typicaiiy ôetween about four and 

six - do have some minimal capacity for rational agency. But because they have very limited 

abilities to foresee hami, they o h  fail even to recognize situations that are dangerous. And since 

their primary shortcoming relates to fonsight rather than prudence, courts that exmerate such 

children under the doctrine of aiiurement do so prirnarily by nlying on the concept of entrapment. 

Indeed, case law reveals that the entrapment branch of the doctrine of allurement has been applied 

to enable many boys1' and some girls'8 aged six and under to recuver damages for the injuries they 

sustained while at play. In these cases, the child is attracted to something unusuai and interesting - 
something which contains an unrecognized source of danger. 

16 Perhaps the term rational in its fidl sensc ia too sirong hcrc. What the docûinc of a l l ~ ~ t ~ n t  does seem to rcquiFt is 
that the child be old tnough to bc uasupcrvised and that the child has a capacity for choice that, if not M y  rational, is at 
least sufficicntly comprthensi'b1e that the child's actions am fozcsceable. Wherc the child is not old enough to be Iefi 
unsupervised, courts tend to attriiute primary mpow'bility for their safety to their pahnts. So, for instance, in Pianosi 
v. CAR., Li9441 1 D U .  161 (Ont. C.A.), the c m  k l d  that a licence of a generst cbaracter does not extent to 
chüdrcn too young to takc carc of themsclvts. Simiiarly, in Sprat v. Magistram of P r e ~ ~ c k . ,  [1955] Scss.Cas. 271 
(Scot), the court rejected the ricgligaicc action by the fathcr of two childrcn aged two and four against the owner of a 
watcr-fillcd pit in which the childrcn had dm&. Sce also Huche v. Sovoié (1980). 3 1 N.B.R. (2d) 631 (Q.B.) @annt 
of injured 2 ycar old 50% ccmti'butorily @gent for injuries sustaiacd by child whm tampcring with an exCrciSc 
bicycle); Beckerson and Becùerson v. Dougheny, [1953) 2 D.L.R. 498 ( Ont. H.C) (tbc absence of supervision of a 
vcry young child constitutes negiîgence on tbe part of tk parent of a boy who zrustained serious injltnts whcn he ran out 
fkom kW a patked Jeep into a busy striett). 

l' For iris-, sec Brignull v. GMuby (Villrrge) (1925). 56 O.L.R. 525, [lm 2 D.L.R. 1096 (C.A.) (five a d  a haif 
ycar old boy injwtd while playhg on a disbled road-grader left on highway); Clcnicrir v. N o r t h  Nmionon Co. 
(1918). 43 OLR. 127, 43 DL& 433 (C.A.) (six ycar old boy ausbed wtien climbing on a crate l& on a public 
wharf); Whaüng v. Rrrvenhictst (1977). 16 O.R. (24 61 (CA.) (four ycar old boy injureci by rotary lawn mowcr); 
Seamone v. Fmic)i (1923). 56 N.S.R. 487. 119241 1 D.L.R. 650 (CA.) (five year old boy kicloed by unlittmnrrl horst); 
Howurd v. R.. [1924] Ex. C.R. 143 (boy who fcll through a hok in the dtféndant's bridge aad dn,WnCd in river would 
have been allowed to m v e r  becausc the holc was a trap but the action was dinmi.p9crt on O& gnntnds). 

l8 S a  Daneau v. Trynor Comtruction Co. (1971), 24 D L R  (3d) 434 (N.S.T.D.) (6 year old girl ail rrspotlsl'ble for 
injuries shc sustimcd when she and kr yamga brobicr climbed dom into ireoch on city arcet and phyed in a pile of 
d which colLpsod on hcr); kuiknm v. R.. [1970] Ex. C.R. 26û. 12 D.L.R. (3d) (3 ycar old girl m< a msparcr 
kcaiusc impropcrly lcveîlcâ gmup maii box which âii on h a  wbi* ha O& sister a d  âimd aat climbing on it was 
anall~particulrrrlygiwnitsldCllti0~1anapiblicstrctt,~a~c~dasch601). 



Within the case law on the doctrine of allurement it is also possible to identify another 

group of children. These older childrcn - t yp idy  above the age of tender years but below the 

maximum thnshold for the application of the doctrine of durement - between approximately six 

or seven and fourteen - ordinarily suffer h m  defacts not of fo~esight but of pmdence. Because 

they are generally capable of recognkhg the relevant danger, the durement inquiry is typically 

directecl to whether, even if the child was aware of the danger, it would be nasonable to expect 

them to avoid it. This means that these older children who are injured will typically not find 

success under the doctrine of allurement unless they cm invoke the temptation rationale. But the 

cases reveal that, whatever else is n d e d  for a successfùl invocation of the temptation rationale* 

such an invocation is unlike1y uniess the playing child is a boy. As in the childdefcndant cases* 

courts are prepared to excuse as noxmal a whole range of boyish imprudence. However, as we will 

see, the powerful temptation branch of the ductrine of allurement viraially neva plays this d e  in 

cases involving girls. But if the standard for determining whether or not a child is culpably careless 

is nominally identical for boys and girls - as ail  the discussions of children mggest it is - why 

should this be so? An examination of the temptation cases helps to cast light on this dimension of 

reasonable behaviour. 

A. Temptation and Gender 

To begin with, it is worth noting that there are far fewer allurement cases involving playing 

girls than involving playing boydg This might seem to suggest that gids are mon careful than 

boys; in kt, however, playing f ls are dcnied ncovery m m  often than their male counterparts. 

The case law on playing childrcn over the age of tender years rcveals that, in wnpdst with playing 

boys, playing girls are almost neva exonerated under the doctrine of allurement. And the very 

1 9 ~ i s ~ f o r c h ü ~ b o c h k l o w d a b o v e m t I g c o f ~ y c a  ThusforinsrmcctùcCsnsdinnAbridgmrm 
section cm the domine of alluremcnt has 64 cases involving childricn: CMadian Abr idg~~en t ,  F d y  Law, Status and 
Capacitits of Chiidrcn, s.2 Torts, 9s.b. (Ihild's Action Ag- Tordéasor (2ü.2.b). (OaE case applicd the aiïu~cmcnt 
xuic for Cbuldrcn to horsts: Futton v. Randau, [1918] 3 W.W.R. 331 (Alta Dist Ct)). ûfthesc cases only 14 cascs 
involvcd girls. Thc rcmaining 50 cases inv01vt boys. Eight of the 14 cascs involving girls mvolvcd girls aged 6 or 
youngcr. Of the 50 cascs involving boys, 21 hvolvcd boys agc 6 and imder, whïic 29 invohcd boys over age 6 but 
UndCr age 15. In addition, as diScusSad above m C&aptcr Two, geaaal accidcnt smistics confirm that boys arc involved 
in far mac d d e n t s  than girls. 



exceptional cases where older playing girls an exonerated actually reinforces the genaal 

inaccessibility of the temptation rationale to the playing girl. 

Playing boys above the age of tender years are allowed to recover damages in a strilring 

number and variety of situations. Thus courts n#luently award damages to boys who are injund or 

even killed while engaged in a variety of what one would thinlr of as clearly dangernus activities. 

For instance, the doctrine of allurement is fkequently applied to exonerate boys who are injund 

when they gain access to, play with, touch or even swing on electricai equipment such as light poles 

or wires, mbstations, and transf~miers.~ Similarly, allurement is often used to relieve of 

~sponsibility boys who injure themselves while playing with matches or with explosive materials, 

including boys who themselves intentionally ignite the explosive mate rial^.^' Boys are also 

muently exonerated when they are injureà whüe playing anwid trains, incIuding around moving 

trains." Damages have also k e n  awarded to boys who were injured as a result of climbing on 

fences and walls," or playmg with various typcs of equipment, animals, ~ehicles:~ as weiî as in 

" Mayer v. Prince Albert, [1926] 4 DLR. 1072 (Sa&. C.A.) (nine ycar old boy electrocuted when he climkd an 
cleciric light pole); Amos v. New Brunswick Elcctric Pwer Commission, supra note 14; Van Oudenhove v. D'Aow 
(1%9), 8 DLR. (3d) 145 (Alta. C.A.) [bcreinafter Von O&nhove] (eight ycar old boy elcctmcutcd when he crawlai 
under a ncighbour's cottage and came into contact with an u1lc0MtCtCd clectrical ground wirc); Niwn v. Mhroba 
(Potver Commission) (1959), 21 DL&. (24 68 (Man.Q.B.) (boy playing on C.P. Railway property seriously injufed 
when loosc guy-wire on which he was swinghg becam cacrgiztd); Jones v. Culgruy (City) (1969). 67 W.W.R. 589 
(Alta S.C.) (niac year old boy inscrted his am througb the door of an electrical transfornm locatcd in an alley way ncar 
a shopping centre); Lengyel v. Mm'tobcr Power Commission (1957). 12 DL&. (24) 126 (ManC.A.) (sevcn ycar old 
boy climbtd ovcr a snow fCece and onto a portable substation). 

2' Sec Fergus v. Torono. 119321 O&. 257. il9321 2 DLR. 807 (H.C.) (tm ycu old boy d o d  to -ver fiom City 
for scverc injuries swtaiaed wbm hc and his fourtccn year old bmthcr werit piaying and placed a lit nr#xaEker in a 
disusecl gasoline drum left in a ditch on the d w a y ) ;  Dainio v. RwseU 7 b n k  Co. trd (1924). 27 O.W.N. 235 WC.); 
Yachuk v. Oüver Blair, Cl9491 3 D.L.R. 1 (HL.). ~ v ' g  [1946j S.Ck 1, [194q 1 D.L.R. 5, rtv'g [1945] 1 D.L.R. 210 
(Ont. C.A.). varying 119441 3 DL& 615 ( S C  ûnt.) (nint ycar old boy suffércd serious bums igniting bulnrshes with 
gasoline that he purchased ficm a gas station attendant saying it was for his motber's "stuck" car). 

" PmAivski v. C2mdim PMfc  ttd, [1976l 1 S.C.R. 687.57 D.L.R. (3d) 280. revershg (1973). 37 D.L.R. (3d) 706 
(Alta. C.A.) (Raiiway owed a commn law duty of carc to a scvcn year old boy of low intclIigcnce who was i n m  
whcn he out and touchai a moving train); GeaU v. DomUlion Creosoting Co. (19 17). [l9l8] 55 S.CR 587, 1 
W.W.R. 280,39 D.L.R. 242. 

23 S a  Arnoià v. Güürr (1978). 8 A h  L.R. (2d) 21.93 DU. (3d) 48 @ia CL) (two brothcrs, - a@ ci& 
exonerated fm i n .  r#xivcd whcn a conacte wall on which otit chiid was wallcing coUapsod); Hurd v. City of 
Hmnihn, supra note 14. 

24 ~ w b r i d ~ e  v. S m  Mawfczcturing Co. (1921). 54 N.S.R. 121.56 D U  658 (CA) (waîer -1 with an snimgunrdcd 
shaft held to k an alhimncnt to boy of bctwcen six and eight who was killed afkr he wcnt into the wheel houe); Lynch, 
mpra note 2 and 8ccoc~1p~11ying tcxt; Gough, mpra note 5. 



other sit~ations.~~ This is not to say, of course, that every boy above the age of tender years who 

claims damages on the b i s  of the doctrine of allurement will win. Roughly half of the boy- 

plaintiffs above the age of tmder years but still witbin the age limits for the doctrine of durement 

were able to claim damages in negligence because of their successful invocation of the doctrine of 

alluremed6 Thus, allurement is a powgful option available to boys above the age of tender yuirs 

who are injured while at play. 

However, the same cannot be said for playing girls of a sllnilar age. In f a  of ali of the 

cases listed in nie C d i a n  Abridgement on the doctrine of allurement, only one girl between the 

ages of seven and fourteen is exmerated? Of the sixty-four cases listed under the doctrine of 

allumnent, only fourteen involve gVls as plaintiffs - in itself an interesthg fact. And all but one of 

the girls over sevena that attempted to obtain exoneration under the doctrine of ailunment failed. 

Drawing conclusions h m  such figures is hazardous both because of the impossibility of ever 

finding two identical cases and beatuse there are fewer cases involving girls. Nonetheless, the 

conedst with the cases involving boys is striking for it suggests that the girl above the age of tender 

years who is injured while at play has only the most minimal chance of clairning damages by means 

of the doctrine of durement. 

While boys are often exonerated in situations which they h e w  to be dangems on the basis 

that they reasombly yielded to temptation, the daims of playing girls are routinely rejected evm 

when the girl's behaviour does not seem nearly as dangernus as that of her male wunterpart. In 

fact, it seems that unless the playing girl can bring herseif within the notion of entrapment she is 

unlikely to recover damages under the doctrine of durement. The possibility of exonerating the 

25 Lawrdvrc v. ViMl io  (1952), 7 W.W.R. 333 (NeS.) (B.C.S.C.) (open ditch in a field beld an durement to tcn ycar 
old boy). 

26 Thus. of the 29 cases in the Abrid-t section on du doctrim of dmnnat involving boys over agc six, 16 cases 
allowed the boy to rccover under the cioctrint of allmmtnt and 13 refuscd to award damages 16 thc boy Supra note 19. 

27 1bid. 

28 nLpt W, in five cases invalvîng six girls age scven a owr: MocKdgan v. Peake (1971). 20 DLR. (3d) 81 
(B.C*CA); NeLron v. î k  Par (Town) (1969). 67 W.W.R. 580 (Man. Q.B.)(two girls a g d  nint and tm); Koehler v. 
Pentecostal Assembiies of Cana& (1956). 7 D U  (24 616 (B.C.S.C); O'Conneil v* Town of Charhana (1949), 24 
M.P.R. 36 ('NB-CA); Humeny v* CJtahwski, [1931] 3 W.W.R. 398 (M~D. Q.B.). 



playing girl on the ground that she was - iïke her male couterpart - tempted into a situation of 

danger does not even seem to occur to c o r n  as an option in the case of playing girls. For girls, it 

seems, there is no notion of non-culpable temptation. 

In faft the difference in treatment suggested by the cornparison of results is powerfbiiy 

corroborated by the rhetoric and analysis that courts rely ou in cases involving boys and those 

involving girls. With playing boys, echoes of McHole are continually apparent, most obviously 

perhaps in the nostalgic romantic language and in the generosity towards the boy in interpreting 

both the facts and the law. But this leniency towards the indiscretions of 'childhood' is virtually 

absent in the case of playing girls. Instead, when assessing the carelessness of the playing girl 

judges tend to rely on very rigid interpretations of both the f a t s  and the law, often seeming to 

actually overlook the youth of the girl in question. And far h m  king nostalgic and generous, the 

language and reasoning that predorninates in the cases of playing girls is perfunctory, even 

dismissive despite the fact that the girls here are plaintiffs, not defendants. 

B. See Dick Run, Run Dick Run!, or the Temptation of Phying Boys 

The case law that deais with the playing boy above the age of tender years is replete with 

indications that courts are willing to permit them to remver on the basis that they were tempted into 

danger. And rewvery is by no meam confineci to situations in which the playing boy is the 

unsuspecting victim of hidden danger. Ins- as we have seen, courts routinely relieve playing 

boys of nsponsibility for injuries that mur as result of the boy's own dangernus activities. The 

parallels with McHule v. Watson are strong hem. Thus, courts accept that under some 

circumstances it may k so normai or natural for a boy to "succumb" to temptation that he cannot 

be held nsponsible. Underlying these cases is a conception of the playing boy as a curious and 

mischievous liale fellow whose instincts impel him to pursue danger, ofhm to his detriment. As in 

McHak, these se are c-, above all, by their use of the language of seduction to relieve 

the playing boy of responsibüity for his Wure to exacise prudence. To requirc the boy to d a  the 



dangerous ternptress would be wntrary to nature, the language of seduction implies, and manifestly 

the reasonableness standard does not quire  pgfection but only a penon of "ordinary" 

1. A P d g m  Case: Gough v. Nationai ciml BWP 

The widely-citcd English Court of Appeal decision in Gough v. Narional Coal Bonrd sewes 

as a usefbl example of how the courts rely on the temptation rationale to exonerate the playing boy 

for his imprudence. Analysis of Gough thus iliuminates one dimension of how the doctrine of 

allurement operates to nlieve playing children of culpability for carelessness. 

In Gough, a six and a half year old boy was seriously injured when he jumped off a tram on 

which he had caught a ride. The tram belonged to the defendant National Cod Board and was used 

to transport waste from the colliery to a pit The track on which the t ram nin was unfend. There 

was only one waming sign at the fwt  of the slope. No one accompanied the trams and no one was 

on duty on the track whm it was in use. The track ran near houses and the public routinely crosseù 

i t  The evidence revealed that childien fkquently played on the tracks and even rode on the tnims 

but that they there were chased away or told not to when this was discovered." Fuither, the 

childm of the t o m  were routinely wamed off the trams both by their parents and by the 

townspeople more generaily. in fact, one witness agreed that for many years it had been "an almost 

constant battle" to keep the cWdren off the tramline~.~' And both the plaintiff and his father 

testiflad that "the boy had k e n  wamed by his father not to ride on the trams, and also had been told 

many times of the danger of so d ~ i n ~ . ' ' ~  hdeed, the boy himseif testified that he lmew it was 

wrong to ride on the trams b u s e  his father had told him not to do i tY At trial, F i emore  J. gave 

29 Vaughan v. Meniove (1837). 132 E R  490 at 493 (C.P.) Fleming, sypm note 5 at 1 M .  

30 supra note S. 

31 Tcstimony of the retireci mnriy workcr Pekr JO= (iad at 1285). and chc wimcss Mr. W. Rces (ibid), and the 
collicry manager Mr. Ronaid Williams (&id at 1290). 

32 Ibid at t 286 (tcstiiawy of Mr. Rces). 

33 Ibid. at 1290. 



judgment in favour of the young phintiff on the basis that slow-moving trams were singuiarly 

tempting to small boys, that the defendants had not done everything they could to prevent such boys 

h m  jumping on the trams, and that the plaintiff did not appreciate the rtal danger of what he was 

doing?' He awarded the boy 4,000 pounds in damages. On appeai, the Court of Appeal 

unanimously upheld the judgment of Finnemore J. 

The most mublesome of the issues that the court faced in Gough relate to the boy's 

awareness of danger. Despite this awareness, the c o r n  permit the boy to recover on the p u n d  

that some situations present boys with such imsistible ternptations that they should not be 

responsible for succumbing to them. Indeed, the idea of temptation is deeply embedded into the 

description of the facts of the case. Thus, for example, after explaining the location of the tramway, 

Finnemore J. at trial States that "boys used to yield to the temptation of getting a ride on this 

tramwaY.'"l6 Similarly, he says that he could think of 

few things more likely to tempt maü boys than a slow-moving set of trams on 
which a boy can get for a little distance a pleasant and unusual ride. From tirne 
Unmernorial boys have alwa been anxious to get rides, and it has always been a 
very real aliurement to them. X 

And Finnemore J. describes the .status of the boy after he had jumped on the tramway in the 

following terms: "he did not cease to be a licensee over the whole of that land through which the 

tram track ran when he succumbed to the very ternptation against which he ought to have been 

protected.'"8 Finnemore J. later fin& that the fact that the boy was wamed does not harm - and 

indeed may achiaîiy assist - his chances of rec~very?~ He concludes that regardless of the many 

wamings given to the boy, "he was extnmely likely to succumb to the temptation which, so to 

speak, was flaunted in h n t  of him by this slow moving tramway.'*o Thus, the concept of 

- - 

35 Ibid at 1289-90 @Cr Singleton, W. b.ummnriann~ the judgment of F i  J. at triai). 

36 Ibid at 1287 (quoted in îhe judgmcnî of SipoLton, W.). 

37 Ibid at 1289,1292 (puacd Mth appravd by Shgieton, LJ. and B b t t  LJ.). 

38 Ibid at 1292-93 (quotcd with sppmvd by Biilrrtt U.). 

39 Ibid at 1293 (quoted with approval by Birkctt U.). 

401aid 



temptation seems inextricably interwoven into the decisions in Gough. And as we shall see, in its 

depiction of temptation as a ciangemus seductress and the succumbing boy as her hapless prey, 

Gough is typical of the decisions that exonerate the tempted boy. There an also powerful 

continuities here with McHale particuiarly in the dominance of a romantic language of boyhood 

which cornes to the fore to exonerate boyish imprudence. 

The view of the boy as the playthbg of dangerously seductive impulses that was so central 

to McHak also figures prominently in the allurement cases on the temptation of the playing boy. 

The judgments in Gough impute invidious intention to the source of the temptation. And they rely 

on language more typical of sexuai situations than of ch i ldhd  play. So the tramiine is "dangerous 

but very tempting and  attractive"^' a deadly and seductive force that is actuaily 'Tiaunted" in front 

of the toxmented boy who eventually and m p s  inevitably "succ~mbs."4~ In fact, Finnemore J. 

even suggests that the "nuit" rnay actually be "more tempting" because it is Yorbidden.'" And 

characterization of the source of temptation as a cunnjng and dangennis seductress is also apparent 

in other cases that exonerate the playing boy. For instance, in Cooke v. M i d W  Great Western 

Railway of I r e W ,  Lord Atkinson describes unguarded vehicles or machines as "calculared to 

amact or allure" boys or children to intexmecidle with hem? The attribution of invidious 

intention and the - apparently inextricable - language of seduction are also apparent in Lengyel v. 

Manitoba Power CommLFsion. There, the court describes the portable substation as "a device 

calcuhted to attract small boys, to amuse their curiosity.'" It is "fascinating and fatal.'& And as 

" Ibid. at 1293 (pcr Singleton, LJ. quoring with approval the juâgmmt of Fimvmore J.). 

43 Ibid 

Sypm note 5 at 237 [cmphuis ddcd]. Se+ slsa Lord Cabs '  use of the notion of an "imsirti attractionn to 
ground the &fendant's potatiai ïiability to the injurcd chiid. 



in Gough, the very fact of the inacccssibility of the dangerous object seems to trauslate into that 

object's increasad desirability. Thus, the fence m u n d i n g  the substation, which is "leanllig 

invitingfy inward''? serves not as a warning but rather as a M e r  aiticement. Similarly, in 

Holding v. Hamlyn the Engiish Court of Appeal upheld a judgment in favour of a ten year old boy 

who was seriously injured afkr he failed to foiiow the defendant's insmictions to get down off of a 

stack of grain. Accordhg to the Court of Appeal, the boy's disobedience did not preclude him h m  

r e c o v e ~ g  because, as Scott LJ. put is, "there was a terrible allurement there to tempt thc boy.'*8 

Once again, the boy's awareness that he ought not to do something oniy serves to increase that 

activity's allurement. Thus, Scott, U. suites that ''The presence of possible danger - not too 

obvious to fiighten - is of itself an exciting attracti~n~'*~ It a i l  ad& up, in the Court of Appeal's 

assessment, to a "perfectiy imistible temptation" to the boy?* 

Closely associated with the depiction of the source of danger as a powemil seductress is the 

portraya1 of the boy not as an agent but rather as an object upon which this seductress inevitably 

works her power. Thus, in Gough the judgments continuaily reiterate the description of the boy as 

yielding or succumbing to the temptation to ride the trams? Similarly, Singleton, W.'s reference 

to the 'bwantonness of infancy"," with its implication of actions that are 'tandom, heedless, nckless 

or purposeless"~3 underscores the view that the boy's behaviour is essentidy impulsive rather than 

puxposive. Other cases that exonerate the tempted boy also suggest that an external force impels 

the boy to act dangerously. In fact, in Lynch v. Nurdin itseif, Lord Denman CJ. responâs to the 

argwnent that the boy was nsponsible for his own injury by stating that since the defendant's 

carelessness tempted the child, "he ought not to nproach the child with yielding to that 

47 Ibid (pet Triîschler J.A., quohg Freedman J, at M) (fcmphasis addail. 
4û Holding v. H a d y n ,  il9431 2 CA137 at 140. 

49 !bùL 

*O lbid 
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te~n~tation.'*~ A similar 'duress' analysis has often ben  died on to exonaate playing boys in 

sirnilar situations. For instance, in Yachuk v. Oliver  lais? the House of Lords nfused to impute 

contributory negligence to two boys aged nine and seven, one of whom was severely bumed when 

they dipped a bulmsh into a pail of gasoline. Although the boys had Lied to obtain the gasoline, 

Lord du Parcq applies the principle fkom Lynch and holds that since the gas station attendant 

culpably tempted the boys, he could not now reproach the boys for yielding to that temptation. 

Indeed, the House found that the gas station attendant was the "real and only cause of the 

rni~chief.'*~ ~imilarl~,  in Dainio v. Russell Timbet Co. Ltd,  Wright J. b d s  that the plaintiffs act 

of setting fire to the fuse " d d  not be said to lx his volunkuy act so as to incapacitate him fkom 

rec~verin~.''~ And in A m l d  v. Gilües, the court nnds that it was the boy's disposition which 

"prompred him" to climb the fente?' Thus the concept of temptation with its implication that the 

culpable exercise of agency lies elsewhere cornes in to exonerate the imprudence of the playing 

boy* 

The decisions in Gough are also characteristic of the case law on the playing boy in their 

suggestion that the overwhelming natwe of the temptation destroys the boy's mental independence 

and d u c e s  him to an automaton. By stressing the boy's appnciation rather than his bare 

knowledge or awareness, the courts in Gough are able to conclu& that the boy was effectively 

'trapped', although it was the temptation rather than lack of knowledgc which ensnared him. Thus, 

for instance Singleton U. states that "The slowly moving trucks were an attraction to boys. Boys 

knew they ought not to get on them, but can it be said that this boy appreciated the risk he was 

~unnin~?."~ Similarly, in C u l h  v. McFie the court awardeâ damages to seven year old boy who 

was injured while trying to catch mgar that was falling h m  sacks on a passing lorry. The 

54 Supra note 2 at 76. 

55 Supr. note 21. 

56 fbu. ( E L )  at 8, dtiag with approval the analysis of M&ua J.A. in the ûntario Court of Appal decision, *id., aad 
quoting Lord Dtnman CJ.  in Lynch, supra note 2 at 170 (AU EX.). 38-39 (1 QB.). 

" Supra note 21 at 235. 

58 Supro no& 23 at56 [cmphasis ddcd]. 



description is illuminating: "This is not a mere 10% but a species of juggemaut dropping sugar 

into the roadway as it goes and blinding children of such tender yuirs as the plaintiffs to the danger 

of tao close an appraach to iVbo In these circumstances, the court found that the danger "to this 

plaintiff was in effect a conceald one.'*' In United S m s  Zinc v. Brin, Justice Holmes stated, 

While it is very plain that temptation is not invitation, it may be held that knowhgly 
to establish and expose, UIlfenced, to children of an age when they follow a bait as 
mechanically as a fish, something that is certain to attract them, has the legal effect 
of an invitation to hem although not to an aduk6* 

So the very temptation has the effect of so ovemmiag the plainWs understanding that he cannot 

appnciate the risks inherent in what he admittedly knew was mong - in this sense, as in Gough, 

the risks an hiâàen or conceaieà to him. And this emphasis on appreciation d e r  than mcre bare 

knowledge of the nsk is also more generally characteristic of the case iaw on tempted b0yd3 

Nonetheless, there remains a question about why the boy who succumbs to these impulses, 

however seductive they might bc, should k exonerated. Ona agah the parallels with McHale are 

strong. When COW exonerate boys on the ground that they could not help but yield to the 

dangernus temptation, they justify doing so on the bais that it is natural or nonnal for a boy to be at 

the mercy of these seductive impulses. The boy is not nsponsible for yielding to the temptation 

[1939] 3 AU EX. 613 at 620 (KB.). 

61 Ibid 

62 258 US. 268 u 275 (CA 1921). 

63 Thus, for instmce, in Mayer, rupro note 20 at 1018, Martin J.A. upbeld the jury's conclusion that a warning ta the 
nint ycar old boy who was later clectrocuted while climbing an clcctric iight pole ''was not &cicnt to warrant a )inninn 
that the child appreciatcd the nrbm of the ri& he was hcuning by climbing th polen. Siml'latly, in Doinio v. Rusefi 
M e r  Co. Lrd the court fouad that the twelve year old boy who was injureci when hc set ficc to ih fust "did not 
apprtCiatt the danger": supra note 21 at 235. In Jones v. Calgary (City), in the courst of exo- the nine ycar old 
boy wha was injurod wfien be put his hand into an elccûic Wonrrcr  box, Kirby J. ci- with approval the statcmtnt 
that occupiers must takt msonabk carc t6 protect chiïdrcn who art "too young to apprtciatc the danger of sonit 
attractive &je&: supra note 20 at 600, citing WinficId's L4W of Torts, (9th cd.) at 587. The court in tengyek supra note 
20 also relies on this passage fiom Wnfitld as w 4  as Birkctî LJ.3 discussion of lack of appreciation a d  traps fiom 
Gough. In Lcngyel the court exon#ated tbc SCVM year plaintifF who, dong with his two tcn ycar old brotbns, climbad 
over a fknce and onto a portable ekctric transfonr#. The Thboys admittedly kncw tbcy shdd mt have dcm so but the 
court noncthclcss concludcd tbat the boys' lobow1edge of wrollgdaing was mt an obstack to thci. SUCC~SS: Zbid at 133- 
34, citing B&a M. in Gough, supra note 5 at 1292. Simiiarly m PmkivsAi, Diclrson J. (as bt th was) uphtld dit 
trial plgrnent in fâvour of the scvai year old plaiatiff who was i n j d  w b  k ndmi out and toucbcd a passing train 
in part on the basis that the evirlmrr: acaded to establish duit cvcn whcrit thcy wcrt w d  such chiidFm "wcrc 
incapable of understanding aad compreheading the hazards to which they wcrc exposcd by the slowly mving train": 
supra noie 22 at 291-92. AIso sct Waiker v. S-ld Bronze (lm, 77 D.L.R. (3d) 377 at 384-85. 



because his action is dictated by his 'nature'. nius, the court in Gough insists that boys have been 

behaving this way since ''tirne immem~rial.'~ The viraial inevitability of the boy's behaviour 

suggests that it is dictated by a law of nature. Indeed' in Lynch v. N d n  itself the cour& insists that 

the boy should not be reproached for yielding to temptation sincc he "merely induiged the natural 

instincts of a child in amusing himself with the empty cart and desatcd h ~ r s e . ' ~  n ie  notion that 

the boy's actions were 'naniral' and thus pnsumably beyond bis contml thus justifies the rcfusal to 

impute any culpability to the boy, even though the court itself describes the boy's actions as 

"without pmdena or th~ugh t . ' ~  This suggests that at bottom the temptation defence turns on the 

view that in a particular situation the child is merely the instrument of "naaual instincts'' - instincts 

so powerfûl, so imsistible that we cannot reasonably expect the child under their sway to exercise 

prudence or thougk6' 

The mdexpinning of this willingness to exonerate boys on the basis of temptation is thus 

found in the view that boys are by nature curious and mischievous. For instance, in Cooke, Lord 

Atkinson opens his oft-quoted decision by makiag reference to the very qualities of childhd 

which are so germane to the temptation argument "every person must be taken to h o w  that young 

children and boys are of a very inquisitive and frequently mischievoiis disposition, and are likely to 

meddle with whatever happens to corne within their rrach.'" Similady, in Hoûiing v. Hbdyn, in 

the course of exonerating the ten year old plaintiff, the English Court of Appeaî fkequentiy refers to 

the boy's "naturai childish propensity to stray beyond the stack-top!69 In Cuikin v. McFie the court 

notes that the seven year old plaintiff "merely indulged in the natural instincts of a child in chasing 

this tantalishg offer of a fkee sweet~neat."~~ Dickson J., spealnng for the majority of the Supreme 

67 As one court has put it, t;hcre will k no exormation Wess the tcmptatim which it prwcnts is such that no normal 
chiid could k expected to mfrain himscif from evcn if he knows that to mtcnneddle is wrong": O'Lcary 
v. John A. Wood U, [1%4] IR. 269 at 277 (SC. ireland). 

68 Cook, supra iwc 5 u 237. 



Court of Canada in Paùivskî, fmds that a slowly passing aain is an allurement to a seven year old 

boy because it would test a child's patience and "afforâ them ample opportunity to indulge their 

natural propensity for play or mi~chief."'~ And these are but a few of the many references to the 

mischievous nature of chilàren so ofkm d e û  forth to exonerate the playing boy." 

One of the subtier ways in which the case law depicts the tempted boy as the plaything of 

nature is through its reliance on reasonable fore~eeability?~ The use of the concept of reasonable 

foreseeability, which is ordinarüy nseserved for predictable causal regularities characteristic of the 

'natural' world, reinforces thc notion that the boy's dangerous behaviour is a natural - and thus 

predictable and foreseeable - phenornenon. This is apparent, for instance, in Gough's approval of 

the statement that children Wre Genvym Gough "often are only links in a chah of causation 

'' Pmkivski v. C d  POCI'C L*d, supra note 23 at 293 @L.R., S.C.C.). 

'' in ~ m i d  v. ~ i l ü * r  &e mut foumi tim a f cm in a s a  of disnpir was an aiiutcm~zlt bmme me âefèntlr~lt should 
have b w n  of "the inquisitive and mischicvous disposition of cbildrcn ad thcir likclihood to ~lltddle with anything 
within th& rcach": supra note 23 (D.L.R.) at 54. And in Mayer v. Prince Albert, Lamont J.A. arguts that the stcps and 
the firc alarm box on the e l d c  iight polt wtrc allumnmts to the nmt ycar old sincc the boy "only did what a boy 
wouid naturally do": mpra note 20 at 1075. In the sane case, Martin J.A. statcs that the "unfortunate boy did oniy what 
boys would & in climbing the elecûic light pole: &id at 1079. The notion that it is naîurai or instinctual for 
boys to engage in imprudent activities is aiso f o d  in Dainio v. RusseU Thber Co. M., supra note 21. Th- the court 
grantcd rlamages ta a boy who was injurad whcn hc set fïrc to a fusc with a cap aüacki, which he had f o d  in a field. 
In his short, ont-page decision, Wright J. ernphasiscs that the boy's actions wcrc dw to "bayish curiosity" and ta 
''naiuml curiosity on the part of a boy who did not appibciatc the dangd': ibid. at 235. Simiiarly, in Hwd v. Ciîy of 
Humilton, Bntton J. fînds tbt the boulevard and reminhg wall wtrc tempting to the scvcn ycar old boy who tell to his 
deaüi. In amiving at this conclusion, the court statcs tbat a child would "quite naturally ancl without motive cm rcason 
other than childish playfiilaess, go to tbe wall and look over, ad might, as in this case the child d i 4  walk backwards, not 
aplprtciating the danger": supra note 14 at 882 In Bouvier v. Fee the Suprme Court of Canada rclicved the scven ycar 
old boy of any responsiility fot infies hc sustahi when he put his hand in a ctmnt mixcr in part by noting that the 
"alluicmcnt of a piece of machdry in motion for a d chiid is notorious": [1932] S.C.R. 118, [1932] 2 D.L.R. 424 at 
427 [bereinaRcr B o d r  citcd to DU]. 

7 3 T h e m a c t Y P i c a l ~ t o t b c s c ~ o f f r t ~ ~ ~ i s w h u i s ~ t i m w c a l l e d t h e ~ ~ a c t u s ' * ~ y s i s .  
This rtfcts gcacrally to a i i  cvents - hcluding the acts of the plaintiff, of third partics anâ somttimcs evcn of naturai 
forces - which intcrvcat bctwecn tbe originai wrong and the uithak hann: Ralph Ticrnan, Tort in a NutsheU, 3rd cd., 
(kmdm Swieet & Maxwell, 1993) at 35-38. The samc issue is also f t u p d y  approached by u,cinn tbe scparatc nibric. 
of contniutory aegligcact (for acts of tbe plaintiff) and novus acais (fa 0th intcxvening acts): FiemMg, mpru note 5 
at 222,268 ff. Thc M#mal e&ct of an intcrvcning ncgligent act, either by tbe plaintiff or by a îhird party* is to absolve 
the defitndant of part or aiî of the rcspomiiility fm the hann su&red by the plaintiff. in fact, comum~ators have also 
notai this gcncral phammmq although tbcy have not suggcsted that it couid be gendered in any way. ThuS for 
insîanœ, C b k  & LindFeII statts that %kre thc novus actus is causcd by an Ilrcspoasi'bk actor, thcn evcn though such 
act is COIISCious and ckli'bcratt it may not brtak the chai, of FJiitPnh'on. SO, the act of a chiid as a nile dots not constitute 
a novus a m  whett it bchaves in the waatoanws of infâncy....," : J.F. Ch&, Cfcrk & tindsefl on Tom, 17th. cd., gen. cd. 
G.W.M. Dias OLondon: Swett and Maxftnii, 1989) at 88, citing WeM-BltmdcU v. Stcphcns, Il9201 AC, 956 (HL.) and 
Latham, supra note 5. 



extending h m  such initial negligence to the subsequent inj~ry."'~ Simiîarly, in Lynch v. Nwdin, 

Lord Denman CJ. held that siact the boy's action was easily foresecable, he was entitled to 

recover? In Yachuk v. Oliver Bhis, the House of Lords nnds that the boy c a ~ o t  be pncluded 

fkom recovering simply because he was "tempted to do that which a child of his years might be 

reasonably expected to And in Davis v. Sr. Mary's Dernolition the Engîish Court of Queen's 

Bench relied on the concept of foreseeability to establish liabiiity on the part of a dernolition 

cornpany for injuries the twelve year old plaintiff sustained when a wall he and other boys were 

pulling apart collapsed on him. In atriving at this conclusion, ûrmerod J. States that if boys of 

twelve go to a building site likc the one here, "it does seem one of the most likely things that in the 

course of an aftemoon's play thm will be interference in some way or another with some part of 

the building which must offer a constant durement and temptation to any chiid who is within sight 

of it."" And these are but a few illustrations of a very common strand of nasonhg in the case law 

on tempted boys?8 

Indeed, it is this understanding of the tempted boy as uitimately the plaything of naaire and 

not master of his own destiny that seems to account for a somewhat surprising fatum of the cases 

that exonerate playing boys on temptation grounds. As Gough itseIf amply illustrates, courts in 

74 Supra note 5 at 1287-88. quoting h m  cbc judgmnt of Hamilton LJ. in Lutham , supm note 5 Pt 41 3. 

" Cloaely relateci is the idea that "[a] masonable msn will guprd agaiust th possii1t ncgligcna of others, when 
txpcriencc shows such negligence to be common": Clerk & LindreU. mpra note 82 at 104, citing Lord du Parcq in 
Grant v. Sun Shipping Co., [1948] AC. 549 at 567 (HL.). And in the case of childrcn, the law comrnonly holds that 
adults must bc preparcd for chiidren îo be less cmfiil than adults wodd bc in simiiar situations. Ckrk d Linheu, 
ibid. at 723: an occupier mut be preparcd for childrcn to be less c(vtfÙi than adults, citing Occupier's M i l @  Act, 
1957, s.2(3)(a) and Winfield Md Jolowicz On Ton, 12' cd.. ed. W.V.H. Rogers ( h n d o ~  Swcct and MUCWCU, 
1984) at 229-34. As noted, the finding that the actions of the tcmptcd boy are 'cornmon' and thercfore nasonably 
foresceable also d ie s  to a significant extent on the willingncss to take judicial notice of the curiow and mischievous 
nature of boys. Because an understanding of the likely actions of the playing boy is seen as part of the common 
stnx apparatus of the ordinary person, they arc both the abject of judicial notice and scen as slinicitntly common 
and nasonably foreseeable to gound an enhanced chity of carc. 

'' Supra, mk 21 (HL.) at 8, quoting the Onurio Court of Appcai dccision in Y- W. at 218. McRucr J A  

77 [1954] 1 AU E.R. 578 at 580 (Q.B.). 

78 Sec a h  Fergw v. Toronto, supra noie 21 at 808; Joncr v. Çalgory, supm note 20 at 603; C* v. MfF*.  supra 
note 60 at 621; Laverâiue v. Victoria. supra note 25 at 335; DÛUUo v. RusseLi Turrbcr Co. ttd, supra note 21 at 235; 
Pasktvski v. CP. M. supra no* 22 (S.-) at 709 (pu Dickson J. as he tbta was); LeBe2 v. Edhunston, [1954] 1 
DL& 377 at 385 (N3.S.C.); Holding v. Hmniyn, supra nate 48 at 141; Cook v. M.G.W. Ry. of Itelond, supra note 5 
at 18-19; Ponncn v. MeGuinCsS. mpra mie 5 at 142,144 (CA); V o n O ~ e .  supra mtt 20 at 145; Bouvkr. supra 
note 72 at 426-27; Waiker. supra note 63; Scawwne v. Fcancy. supra note 17 at 65% Lengyel, supra note 2û at 132. 



these cases mutinely refuse to hold that wamings about the relevant danger necessarily works to 

prevent playing boys h m  recovering in negligence?' In fact, this aspect of the temptation cases is 

nicely summarized in Mueller. There, Macdonald J.A. iasists that it is "idle" to wam "a boy whose 

curiosity is exciteci." He continues, 

The fact that he was such a bright boy, in m y  opinion, increased his danger. Such a 
boy is naturally keen to investigate the unusual, and is therefore more liable to put 
himseif in the way of injury h m  things which excite his youthful curiosity than is 
the dull and l a s  enterprising boy.s0 

'Ihus, the qualities which make the boy more imprudent, more prone to pursue - and even to be 

enticed by - danger, are paradoxicaiiy also the very qualities that are most valued in the boy and 

thus most in need of judicial It is the kt, it seems, not the worst, in a boy's nature 

that makes him prone to pursue danger and pdcularly likely to ignon warnings. 

Thus, as we see, powemil meam are available to exonerate playing boys for their dangerous 

activities. As Gough itself illustrates and other cases on the tempted boy confirm, this is not by any 

means confinai to situations in which the playing boy is the unsuspecthg victim of hidden danger. 

In the cases that exonerate the playing boy, courts rely - as Gough illustrates - above all on the 

language of seduction to relieve the playing boy for responsibility for his pursuit of what is often 

For instance. in Moyer, îhc court awafded Aamngcs CO tk nBu ycar dd boy evcn îhough his fpmCr had specifically 
warncd him not to ciimb light poks: supra note 20 at 1077. Similarly, M YahuA, the fact that the injurad boy had betn 
w a d  to k p  away h m  his father's gasolint mrch did not gaeclu& him fmm rccovering for the i n .  hc siiffercd 
when playing with gasolk supra note 21 a! 7-8. In WaUct, the anut similarly refwed to nnd culpability on the part 
of the ninc and a half ycar old boy who placed a lightcd match in a bm1, C V C ~  though he a d m i M y  ~IEW that playing 
with matches was m n g :  ibid at 384. in Lmgyel the mant hdd that it was no &faux tbat the scven year old plaintiff 
and his oldcr brothtfs kncw that tky  shodd not have bcen climbing on the portable substation sincc thcy wtrt "entitled 
to more than a warning that thcy should not be upon this invithg and aüradve apparatus": ibid at 133. This confirms 
uhat we noted in ïengyek if a warning is mt  suffiCient to &ter the 'inttrmaddting' of a curious boy, then at lest whert 
playing boys are conccrned a warning m y  not be sufficient to discharge ont's duty of c m :  Joncs v. Ccrlgory, i6ià at 
604. Indeeâ, these arc but a fkw exampics of the fact that the court is wiltmg to apply the concept of tcmptation cvcn 
whcrc the boy engagcd in dangerous play was w d  about or kmw about the danger: Puskivsàà v. CPR., ibid at 284; 
Panne# v. McGuinncss, ibi& HoldUIg v. Hamiyn, supra nott 47 ( C A ) ;  L U V C T ~ W ~  v. VicroM, supra me 33; Crrlkin v. 
McFie, Ibid; Baker v. Fünt di P.M.R. Co& 35 N.W. 836 (Mich. 1888); Atmid v. GiUies, supra mte 23; Bo+, 
&id.; Brubridge v. Stmt ManuIrçcnuing, supra nott 24. 

" Mue& v. B.C. Eiectric Raihvuy, [lgll] 1 W.W.R. 56 at 58 (B.C.C.A.) (eleven ancl a haif ycar old boy who was 
killed while piaying with dangerous wirts abcsut which hc had just been warncd was pcrmitted rccovery). 



patently dangerous. Thus, the boy is describeci as yielding or succumbing to an overwhelming 

temptation, enticement, or allurement The source of danger is often portrayed as the dangerous 

and even malevolent seûuctress, invithg the boy, enticing him, tempting him, and using her 

attractions to blind him to the danger. And since he is a boy - curious, mischievous, and daring - 
he is ofkn drawn in at least in part by the forbidden nature of the seductress. Courts insist that he 

cannot be held responsible for it is ody naturai that a boy will succumb to the temptation. To hold 

such a boy responsible would not only require him to do the impossible and triumph over nature, it 

would also punish him for possessing in abundance the best elements of boyhood - curiosity, 

inteliigence and daring. 

C. See Jane Watch!, or the Aumement of the Playing Girl 

But [no] case, so far as we know, has ever laid it down as a ruk of law that less care 
is nquired of a woman than of a man. Sex is ceaainly no excuse for 
neghgence ...mdeed, if we judged ordinary care for a woman by what is cornmonly 
looked for from one of her sex, we would hold her to a higher standard of prudence 
and care than a man...] She would, for example, be more vigilant and indefatigable 
in her cane of a helpless child; she would be more cautious to avoid unknown 
dangers; she would k more partidar to k a p  withia the limits of absolute safety 
when the dangers which tbreatened were such as only great strength and courage 
couid venture to en~ounter?~ 

If the cases on the temptation of the playing boy illustrate judicial genemsity to the 

indiscretions of childhood, closer inspection reveals that this conception of childhood is actually 

very exclusive. The laquage of childhood with its invocation of seduction and attendant view of 

the child as the plaything of nature that is so dominant in the case of playing boys is all but absent 

in the case of girls. Indeed, the gendered implications of seduction seem anything but accidental: 

the apparendy gender-neutrai concept of childhood heediessness is both predicated on and conhed 

to boyhocxl. In this sense, Lord Atlcinson's discussion of childhood cuîpabiiity in Cooke seems 

strangely - and no doubt unintentiody - apt There, he repeatcdly refers to ''young chilhn and 

boys", noting their "inquisitive and fkequently mischievous disposition(s)" and hding that they are 

82 Hmsenyer v. Michigun C d  RoiltOrrd, 48 Mich. 205 at 208 ( S C  1882) @a Caaley J.) (13 yut old girl k i k i  by 
a backing tnginc). 



thus vuherable to attraction or allurement. But Lord Atkinson's description of who inhabits the 

'playground' of childhood contains a signifiaince absmce - what about the girl who is not a young 

child? This might simply be a rhetorical oddity were it not for the fact that it so accurately 

describes the nach of the doctrine of allurement. For as we shall see, the words Cooley J. uaend 

so long ago in Hassenyer seem strangely prophetic: because they ask 'what is commonly looked for 

h m  one of her sex', judges do in fact hold the playing girl to a higher standard of prudence than 

that required of the playing boy. Thus, while the temptation argument offers a usefbl option for the 

playing boy who engages in dangernus activities. it is not similarly ckployed in the case of playing 

girls. 

1. A Pwadigm Case: O'Comll v. Town of chathad3 

Once again, it is helpfil to begin by focusing on a paraâigm case. For yeam, children in the 

Town of Chatham had b a n  coasting on Queen Street. Eventualîy, the town approved the erection 

of barricades across the street. The barricades were not permanent but wexe removed and then 

placed back in position when conditions were good for coasting on Queen Sûeet. The purpose of 

the banicades was to check the flow of traffic on the street and thereby lessen the danger to the 

children coasting down the street. On a December night, after the illuminated barrides were set 

up for the evening, an eight year old girl named Dolores O'Connell went coasting on Queen Street 

with her fiend. Unfortunately, she was struck and seriously hjured by a car that slid across the 

partially batTicaâed icy intersection. She bmught an action in negiigence against the town of 

Chatham claiming, inter &, that by erecting the banicades the town set up an allurement for 

children who were thereby led to believe that coasting on the street was d e .  In the circumstances, 

she alleged that the town had faüed to discharge the duty it owed ha. 

At trial, Michaud, C.J.K.B.D. held in favour of Dolores O'Conneil an the ground that the 

town had failed to take reasonable care to ensure that the masting street was d e  for invitces like 

83 Supra note 28. 



her." On appeai, however, the rnajority of the New Bmswick Court of Appeal aliowed 

Chatham's appeal and dismissed Dolons O'Comell's claim. Justices Hanison and Hughes held 

that the banicades could not constitute an invitation and themfore the childrcn who were coasting 

on Queen Street were not doing so as invitees. Instead, at best Dolores O ' C o d  was a licensee 

and thus was entitled to be protected only h m  hidden dangers?5 They also found that Chatham 

did nothing to create an allurement to the plainW. 'Ibis was because the barricades and lights were 

simply a waming and that waming was "plain to anybody to ~ee.' '~ Thus, there was 'ho hidden 

danger and therefore no trap." They thmfore dismissed Dolores O'Comell's claim against the 

tom. 

Even this cursory description suggests the striking contrast between the treatment of the 

piaying boy in Gough and the playing girl in O'Connell. Unlike courts in Gough and other cases 

involving the playing boy, hen the courts do not even seem aware of the possibility that the girl 

could rely on temptation. hstead, they tnat the doctrine of alluxement as if it were exhausted by 

the notion of entrapment. Thus, after stating that as a licensee the girl was entitled to be protected 

ody from hidden dangers, the majority dezisions then go on to repeatedly characterize the danger 

involveci in siiding down Queen Street as "obvious", not hidden, as plain or apparents8 with the 

result that Dolores O'Comeli is not entitled to recover. Interestingly, the majority of the Court of 

Appeal does not even address the issue of whether the tom tempteâ Dolores O'Connelî and the 

other chiidren by placing the lighted ôarricades on Queen Street when conditions were good for 

coastiiig." The implication is that dess  the t o m  actuaily set a trap for the girl, they will not be 

liable for her injuries. nie result, in m g  contrast with Gough and other cases involving the 

84 Ibid. at 5 2  Intcrestiagiy, however, Michaud J. asscssed the girl's damages at only S1,Sûû. This was despite the fact 
that she sirffcrtd xverai injuries including a b m b  vocal corci, she was hospiMid for ovcr a month, lost a par of 
school, and d l  had only partially zccovcrtd h a  voia thnt ycars aftcr the injury. She had clainitd $3 1,000 in Aamagts 
for thcsc injuries. 

Ibid u 63, Himson J, quoting C k k  & W e U .  supm note 73 at 658: at 67. Hughes J., quoting Lord Surmia in 
Mmsq Docks and Harbow Bwrd v. Proetor, 119231 AC. 253 at 274 (HL.). 

86 Ibid at 68. 

88 Ibid M 6 3 - 6 4 ~  H;imson J.; at 6û-70 pa Hugbcs J. 

89 ~bid. at 40 @Cr Michaud, CJ.KB. at trial). 



playing boy, is that any indication that the girl h e w  of the danger operates to pnclude her recovery. 

O'ConneU thus suggests that the playing girl may have great difficulty gaining judicial forgiveness 

for girlish imprudence. Unlike hm male wunterpart, the reasonable girl it seerns, would never be 

tempted. 

But whatever the court's straightforward rhetoric implies, its analysis at lest  appears more 

complex when viewcd against the backdrop of the decisions h Gough and other playing boy cases. 

To kgin with, the court seems much more willing to impute awareness of danger to the playing 

child in O'ConneIZ than it did in Gough. In O'Connel1 Dolores testifid that she was not afraid of 

sliding on the hiil b u s e  the cars slowed dom when they came to the  barricade^.^ However, 

because she agreed with counsei's statement that if a car failed to stop it would be dangernus for a 

coasting child, Hughes J. concludes "She was famiIiar with the danger, there was no hidden danger 

and therefore no trap.'"l Yet in Gough the boy had ken wamed many times of the danger involved 

in riding on the trams and had been told not to do so. He admitted to being aware both of the 

danger and of bis disobedience* But even in these circumstances, the English Court of Appeal 

found that the moving trams were a "concealed danger to the boy, and, therefore, properly described 

as a trapWg3 In Gough, the court fin& that the boy was effactively brapped despite his awareness of 

the danger because it invokes from htham the notion of a "moral trap" which requires that one not 

only not dig pitfalls for children but also not "lead them into temptation? But O'Connel1 actually 

seems easier to reconcile with the notion of being tempted into a situation of danger. It seems 

plausible, as found by Michaud C.J.K.B.D. at triai, that the town should have anticipated that 

"children would k tempted or attracted or allured by the placing of barricades and lanterns", items 

which led the children '%O bebeve that they were protected while coastiiig on Queen Street, while in 

fact they were n ~ t " ~ '  Yet the court in O'Connel1 does not even coosider the motal trap or 

9û Ibid at 68-69 (tvidcnct of h l -  O ' C o d  as quotecl by Hughes J.). 

91 ~bid at 69. 

92 ~ e e  discussion above. iad tut accmpmving notes 3 ~ .  

93 ~ilprnnote5u 1292 

94 ~ b i d  at 1288. Singleton, W., Quoting Hamilton L J. in t o t h .  acpm note 5 at 415. 

9s Supra note 28 u 52, Michaud C J X g 9 .  



temptation option,% and stTBight-fonvardly fin& that if the girl admits the situation could be 

dangerous then the danger was sufficiently obvious that she cannot claim entrapment 

ûther contras& between O'Connel1 and Gough are equaiiy si@cant, although perhaps 

more difflcult to detect. Indeed, when viewed against the backdrop of Gough it is the absences in 

O'Connel1 that appear so snikiag. Rather than calling attention to and articulating the special 

characteristics that attend childhood, O'CoMell seems either to ignore the quaiities of childhood or 

to treat them as irrelevant to the resolution of the issues. Thus, for instance, =son J. states, 

The liceaset is not entitied to be protected from the existing risks of premises unless 
there is (sic) hidàen dangers. H m  there was no hi* danger. The danger was of 
a kind that could be apprchended by chilàren as welî as by duits. 1 refer now to 
chilâren eight years of age such as the plaintiff.n 

Similady, a f k  finding that the lights and banicades serveû as a waming of the danger of sliding on 

the street, Hughes J. insists that the danger is "plain to anybody" and thus "[cJhiidren are in the 

same position as adults in that reqect.'"* 

The perfunctory attitude towaràs the si@cance of childhood is also apparent in other 

dimmsions of O ' C o ~ l l .  In Gough the judgments repeatedly insist that the boy's awareness of the 

danger wiU not preclude him h m  n c o v e ~ g  so long as he did not "properly appreciate" that 

danger. But this very subjective inquiry contrasts sharply with O'Conncll. There the objective 

nature of what counts as awareness of danger is apparent in the fact that the court fin& that the girl 

" This is despite the fact that in both &ugh ad O ' C O ~  the childmn werc f d  to k licemecs and &us wnc 
theorctically owed the sam &tics. The cases mrt dccided within a few years of esch 0 t h  and the courta relieci on 
many of the saxm prcccdcnts, including Lathan, supra note 5, WUtficId on the Law of Tort (4th and 5th editim), and 
LidrUe v. Yorkshire (North RidUlg) County CounciI,[1934] 2 S. 101. But the very difhcnt aüiaides of the courts in 
the two cascs towarâs the ~~Icvaract of childhood is also appamt in tbe fkct that even wbm h y  quote h m  sirniiar 
sources, the tlcnwits they cmphasize arc vay diffcrcnt. SQ, for instance, in Guugh, Singicton, U. quota WUifeU on 
the Lm of Ton to the cffcct that "[aln occupier must take mmmble carc to se ihat childrcn...arc prooc*cd against 
injury hm that danger eiîhcr by a w h g  which is mteiligiiile to tbem or by sclm othcr means": supra note 5 at 1289, 
quoting Winfield, 5th cd at 587. A vcry diffcrrnt tont is a p p t  in the qwtc h m  WinfieId in the judgmnt of Hughes 
J. in ObConneII: T h e  only respect in which a child diffkrs h m  an aduit is that what is rtasonably safk for an adult may 
not be rcasonably safe for a chiid, and what is a warning to an aduit may be to li chiid": ibid at 68, quoting 
Wùtjîeîd, 4th 4th ed. 576. 

97 supra aooe 28 at U. 



was precluded h m  recovering because the danger "could be apprehended by children." Similarly, 

the courts in Gough hply  their ovemding concem with the vantage point of the i n .  child when 

they worry that adopting a naww definition of aiiurement wouîd dtstroy "the whole doctrine of 

allurement to child~en."~~ But in O'Connel1 consequentialist consideratons suggest that the 

predominant locus of judicial conam is not the prrdicament of the child-plaintiff. Thus, Harrison 

J. quotes Fame11 J. 's waming in Latham that 'We must ôe careful not to aüow our sympathy with 

the mfaat plaintiff to affixt our judgment, 'Tor too brmd an interprctation of the duties that 

landowners owe to childm would have ' b d i ~ ~ s "  results.'" 

Ultimately, however, it may be possible to gain some insight into the judicial treatment of 

the playing girl by paying attention to the most intangible and yet perhaps the most cloquent 

absence of ail. As noted above, the cases involving playing boys, tmth as defendants and as 

plaintiffs, are marked by their invocation of a cornmon vision of childhood, a vision in which the 

playing boy is by nature peculüirly subject to being seùuced by what is dangerws and forbidden. 

But both the vision and the language that plays mch a stmng role in exonerating boys are entirely 

absent frmn the decisions in O'Cowll.  There are no references to the seductive puil of danger, to 

the impulsiveness of cbildhood, or to what is natural or normal for the playing child. Indeed, the 

one timid suggestion that Dolores O'Connell was allureci is instructive: she was allured, the trial 

judge suggests, not by the tbrill of danger nor even by the sheer deîight of the activity, but rather by 

the semblance of safety."' As Cooley J. indicat#, courts do seem to believe that the ruwnable 

girl will be "more cautious to avoid unimown dangers" and "more particular to keep within the 

limits of absolute ~afety.'"~ 

'" O'ConneU. supra note 28 at 64. quoting L u t h ,  supra note 5 at 407. Intcmhgly, Y. judgmcnt in G u g h  roquires 
exactly w i u ~  the court in Lathum finds uuacccptably brtrdensomc. namcly that tsnrlnw~yrs may bc fon;cd "tcI employ a 
grod-keepr to look a* tbt safkty of thcir ~ ~ C C I ~ S C C S ~ :  Lcithrun, ibid "ïb injurcâ plaintiff in Lptluun was a young 
airL 
101 

Ibid. at 47.52 (pr Michaud, CJ.KB). 
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2. Playing with Fire: Temptation and the Playing Girl 

O'Connel1 may look anomalous set against the backdrop of the cases involving the playing 

boy, but m e r  examination of the few cases that involve injuries to playing girls above the age of 

tender years suggest that O'Connel1 is not in fact an anofnaly. The implication of O'Comll is that 

girls will only recover when they can king themselves within the more restcicted confines of the 

entrapment branch of durement, and the case law on the playing girls confirms this. As in 

O'Co~ell ,  courts in such cases routinely point to the obviousness of the danger as precluding the 

girl's recovery. And like in 08CoMell, courts in cases involving the playing girl rely on 

particularly narrow and ngid interpretations of both the facts and the law. Sirnilarly, courts 

routinely ignore or underplay the youth of the playing girl, often apparently failing to even notice 

that she is a child. Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, the robust and romantic language of ch i ldhd  that 

defied the cases on the temptation of the playing boy is nowhere found in the cases on the playing 

girl. Instead, there is at best impatience with the playing girl who, like her male counterpart, may at 

times be daring, curious and dangemusly blind to her own safety* 

To begin with it seems that 08Connell's refusal to consider the temptation branch of the 

doctrine of allurement is more broadly characteristic of the case law on the playhg girl. 'Ihus, 

courts routincly deny girls damages in situations that involve even the mildest hint of temptation. 

So, in contrast with playing boys, there appear to be no cases that allow a playing girl to recover 

damages where she was warncû, had notice, or even much more wealrly, as in 0 8 C o ~ L l ,  might 

have seen danger had she tunid h a  mind to it. The one reporteci case which 1 was able to locate 

which advanced a claim on behaîf of a playing girl who had been wamed of the relevant danger 

provides an ilîustratim of the judicial unwillingness to invoke the moral trap or temptation branch 

of the doctrine of durement in s e ~ c e  of the c l a h  of a playhg girl. h iïumeny v. Chaikowskf. the 

Manitoba Court of King's Bench dismissed the claim of a girl who was injund when she got Lier 

fingers caught in a bread-mixing machine in the defendant's bake shop. There was evidence that 

children were in the habit of playhg in the vicinity and Kilgow J. accepted that they nui back and 

forth between the public baice shop and the stairway behind the shop which lead to the plaintiff's 

sister's aPartmendo3 In f a  the cbildrcn testifid that they were invited into the m m  by the man 



in charge of the machine. As in O ' C d l  it is the obviousness of the danger, hem conclusively 

established by the fact of a pnor waming, that precludes the playing girl fmm recovering damages. 

And despite the fact that the children seem to have b a n  aücacted by the mUing machine, the word 

durement does not even appear in the decision. 

Further as in O ' C o d t ,  courts deciding allutment cases involving playing girls typically 

point to very weak and constructive versions of knowledge or notice as disentitling the girl to 

damages. Courts also appear to be unwilling to pgmit playing girls to recover damages even whai 

there is much weaker evidence chat they were - or more ccmstructively, could have ken - awan of 

the relevant danger. An illustration can k found in N e h .  In that case, two girls, aged nine and 

ten, drowned in a large excavation dug by the town of The Pas on land on the edge of the town's 

limits which was king  developed as a park Evidena indicated that workmen haâ "consistently 

chased children away h m  the park area when they were obsexved'"04 and that the town had been 

proseaited, convicted and fineci unda a provision of the Crimiml Co& for faüing to protect the 

excavation by fencing, warnhgs or supervisi~n.'~~ Counsel for the plaintiff argued that by digging 

the ditch and permitting it to fill with water, the town created a dangernus allurement. Since the 

town failed in its duty to protect this allurement with fencings, wamings or supervision, counsel 

argued that they were responsible for the damages that ensued. However, Hunt J. summarily 

dismissed these arguments. He reasoneci that the two girls were trcspassers and thercfore "the only 

duty owed to thmi was not to set a trap: "An excavation filleci with water is not a trap. That it is 

dangerous is obvious even to children younger than these two dortunate girls!''06 Hunt J. found 

that the town's conviction under the C r i m i ~ i  Code was irrelevant because "it is obvious that the 

children did not fall into the excavation by accident and also that they were fully aware of its 

existence."lo7 This is despite the fact that here there was no indication that the girls were warned 

'O7 ~ b i d  at583. ~cchac  ~ b c u s e o f h s t ~ b a s t ~ i l :  "~bcowwmust~rotectthc rnspursaonthe lrnibamaûap, but 
he is not d c d  on to protcct against a subsequcnt danger fian trespassing on the guard itseIf raisad against that trap. 
The duty is not to prcvent a perscm fkom falliag into an opnuig but h m  falling in 'accidentatly', chat is, addentai as to 
the extstence of the thhg holdmg the tIUCgtn: Nelson, ibid at 583, quoting R. v. C e  Oil CO., [1945] S.C.R. 191, 
Rand J. 



nor that they were ever chased away from the a m  Unlike in Gough and other cases involving the 

playing boy, here Hunt J. makes no attempt to ascertain whether the girls 'propaly appreciated' the 

danger. Insteaâ, he simply repeats that the dangers of the excavation are b'obvious."108 And, as this 

suggests, he does not even consider the temptation or mord trap argument that is so effective in 

bringing the older playing boy within the confines of the doctrine of allurement ûnce again it is 

the obviousness of the risk, objectively determineci, that precludes the girls h m  succeeùing in their 

allurement claim. Interestingly, in the factually similar case of Laverdive v. Victotia, the Supreme 

Court of British Columbia awarded damages to a tm year old boy who feli into an o p  ditch that 

the City had dug on a field adjoining the boy's home. niis was despite the fact that the boy had 

ban specifically wamed by his father to keep away h m  the ditch. In Lmeràùre, the court does 

not even mention the obviousness of the danger to the boy. hdeed, the notion of what is obvious 

plays an entirely différent role in the case. Thus, Macfarlane J. states ''1 tW it should have been 

obvious to the city employees that to lave this hole uncovered, unfenced and unguarded in a place 

in such close proximity to where children were accustomed to play was a failwe to use ordmary 

aue in the circumstances."'" 

In addition to rejecting the claims of playing girls where the danger is seen by the cwrt as 

obvious or apparent, courts also routinely reject such claims where the girl's play hvolves any 

element of danger. And in none of these situations does it seem to occur to judges - nor perhaps to 

counsel- to rely on the temptation or "moral trap" aspect of the doctrine of allurement to analyze 

the apparently dangerous activities of the playing girl. So, for insaince, in Koehler v. Pentecostu1 

'O8 As dhsscd klow, this chsninerua<on ioclf is plsgucd by ciifficultics simiiar to hose noted in 0 ' C . l .  Corn 
secm similarly quick ta conclude that the obviomms of the relevaut danger is a bar to rtcovery even when the girl is of 
tender ycars. In Banfird v. 2h.w & Guarantce C o m p ~ y  LUnited, the Suprcme Court of Atberta faund that a thrct and 
a haif year old girl who feu to hcr death through a hok in a fh escape in the apartmnt building in which she livcd 
could not T C C O V ~  evcn though sbt was a liœnscc not a trcspascc [1941] 3 W.W.R. 883. Aftet stating that the Iaw does 
not impose "any gnater liabiiity on the owncr towards chiidren than towards adultsn and notiag that in simüar 
circumstences the action of a woman who &il through a firc escape was dhmbâ, O'Connor J. dkmissa the giri's 
action because tbc hole in the ficc escape was abvious and oot a conccalcd trap or dan- ibid at 886-87. In the course 
o f b i s d e c i s i o n , 6 c . I s o m a ~ s t b u ~ l w ~ ~ t o l r a p a w i y ~ t b c ~ c s c i p .  Incontrast,althoughtk 
judgmnt was ovcrtumtd by the S u p m  Coufi of Canada, in M m  v. Ottawa, il9531 O K  453, [1953] 3 D.L.R. 84 
(C.A.). nv'd 119541 S.C.R. 756. both th trial court and the Ontario Court of Appeal awarded damages to a four and a 
haif par old boy who féli fram a piatfom adjacent to the washniclm window in the apartment m which hc livcd on the 
basis tbat the pW&m was a "hiciâcn danger, ahmmt  or entiicement to childrw." 



Assedlies of ~rmada,"~ the court rcjected the claim of a seven year old girl who was burned by a 

pile of hot ashes deposited on the edge of the defendant's property near a set of swings on which 

children fnquently p~ayed.l l ' The court notes the evidence of a little boy who testified that he told 

the girl 'hot to go up there; that then was smoke up there.''l12 The little girl "said 'olcay' but 

continued on."lL3 Whüe the court njects the little girl's claim on the ground that she was a 

trespasser, it nmetbeless seems signüicant that the court fond it necessary to draw attention to the 

apparently imlevant fact that she may have had some inkiing of danger. Yet in a similar - but 

supedicially at least less compeUing - situation, a court was willing to allow a much older boy to 

recover. Thus, in Corrmu'ssioner for Railways (N.S.W.) v. ~<ydy,,"~ the couits allowed a fourteen 

year old boy to -ver for bums he sustained while running over part of the defendant's land which 

had been used for depositing ashes. In ailowiug the boy's action against the landowner, the court 

did not focus on the boy's lmowledge but rather stressed that the landowner kaew that children and 

adults hquently walked over the dangems terrain. ' l5 

MacKeigun v. ~euke''~ &O suggests that the playing girl will not be exonerated when her 

play involves any element of obvious danger. Thae, the British Columbia Court of Appeal rejected 

the application of durement to a seven ycar old girl who was irnpaled when an abandoned porch 

blew over on her. As in O'Connell, the British Columbia Court of Appeal seems remarkably 

unsympathetic towards the girl who was injureci while tobaganniag in an abandoned trailer stall 

only a hundred yards from her home and a "short distance" 

children. As in other cases involving the playing girl, 

h m  the trailer park's playgnwid 

the court disposes of the claim 

for 

by 

' * l L me aMu o f r e m  me girl's ciaim. tts awt remnriad on tbc fact mat r h ~  girl was p~aying 'tops and robkrsS 
and chasing a little boy. Intcrwtingly, the court also saw fit to point out that al1 of the ou#r childrcn playing 'krtrt boys 
except the mfant plaintiff': Md,  at 619. As discussed below, in drawing aücnticm to the fact that alf the hids wcrt boys 
except uIt piaintiff and that the plaintiff was thc OIE chasing thc boys, thcrc may be somt implication of gendcr- 
inappropriate play: &id at 617. 

l l2 ~bid. 

' l3 Ibid 

l l6 Supra note 28. 



characterizing the girl as a trespasser. MacFarlane J.A. then summarily dismisses the allurement 

argument by simply stating '4 cannot regard the temporarily abandoned porch situated as it was as 

an ailurement of such a nature as to constitute an implied invitation or licence."'" This is despite 

the fact that thexe was evidence that the children played in the porch and describeci it as "theu fort." 

Once again, the analysis in MmKeigun seems particularly noteworthy when juxtaposed with case 

law involving playing boys. While the facbial situation in Davis v. St. Mary's Denuilition is 

reminiscent of MocKeigan, the result is strikingly different. In Duvis, the Lwtlve year old p b t i f f  

was injured when he and some friends entered the site of a partially demolished house. The boys 

kgan pulling lmse bricks away from the wall with the resuit that a wall of the house coliapsed 

kiliing one boy and injuring the plaintiff. Although Onnerod J. held that the boys were tnspassm, 

he went on to hold that the defendant nonetheless owed them a duty of can because the partially 

demolished site offered "a constant durement and temptation to any child who is within sight of 
it.wl 18 While in both circumstances childrcn had been observed playing in the partially abandoned 

stmctures, only the wurt in Duvis was willing to intexpret this as evidence of durement. In fact 

although the children in Davis had ken wamed away, there was no evidence that the children in 

MacKeigan had been. Once again cornparison suggests that courts are unwilling to extend the 

temptation branch of the doctrine of aiiunment to the playing girl. 

Cases on the temptation of playing girls dso reveal other patterns that paraUel those found 

in O ' C o d  and that contrast sharply with the cases involving playing boys. This is apparent, first 

of dl, in the rigid and uncharitable approach that the court talces to the vay 'facts' of the cases. 

W e  courts often look favourably on the playing boy who raises a claim of temptation, they are 

not similarly weli-disposai to the claims of the playhg girl. Indeed, courts seem to view with 

suspicion the evidence of the playing girl who claims - implicitly or explicitiy - that she was 

tempted into a situation of danger. Thus, for instance in Humeny v. Chaikowskà, although the 

children clairneci that they were invited into the rawi by the man in charge of the mixing machine 

and gave evidence to the effcct that they were in the habit of 'nuining to and fko' h m  the bake 



shop to the back the court rejected this in favour of a conclusion that thcy were trespasscrs. 

The laquage of the court is instructive. There is no hint of indulgence towards the curiosity or 

'mischievousness' of chilàren in Kilgour J.'s statement that they were "fwliely drawn into the 

m m  by curiosity."'" In contrast with the open, energetic quality of boyish curiosity so often 

describeci in cases involving playing boys, the girl's curiosity hem is "furtive" - underhanded, sly 

and even dishonest, as indicated by its synonym b'tbie~sh!9121 In fact, the implication of sly 

criminalty conveyed by the use of "furtively" is confirmed lata in the same paragraph where the 

court States that the evidence of the children raises "an unpleasant suspicion of collaboration. 9,122 

The view that there is something untrustworthy about the playing girl is also apparent in Kuehler 

where the court points out very minor differences in the accounts of the accident, not because 

the diffaence in these facts is signifiant but because 1 think it must be nalized that 
these children's min& are open to suggestion and this evidence where it is not 
precise is to be considered in that 1ight.J do not accuse them at ali  of being 
dishonest, rather the wntrary [,] but irnprecise and cornpliant to suggestion in the 
emphasis to be placed on certain factors... 1 23 

The girl, it seems, is not to be believed. 

This lack of charity is also apparent in other aspects of judicial ruisoning in the playing girl 

cases. As in O'Cunnell, courts tend to adopt a fairly ngid objective test to assess whether the 

playing girl had knowledge of the danger, with the consequence that girls are commonly refuscd 

damage a w d  on the bais that the danger was apparent. An illustration can be found in N e h .  

As discussed, Hunt J. characterized the dangers involved in swimmuig in the excavation as 

lL9 Humeny, ~ p m  note 28 at399. 

12' Thc Concise Engüsh sypm note 53. Note alsb how the îenn furtive implies fonknow1cdgt of guilt in 
conmst with boys who are innocently &cd away by curiosity and enthusia.mL 

122 ~unicny.  supru i u i ~  28 at 399. 

123 ~ 0 ~ ~ l e r , ~ n o ~ 2 % ~ 6 1 8 . ~ o ~ h o w a i i ~ e c h o e s ~ s u m i # i r s i n a i r n t o f  McHaierbouttbcMdcnccofthe 
girls. Sec diScussi011 above, Chaptm Two. In anothcr echo of Mi%&, courts aiso also sccm k l y  to rcjcct the 
evidcnœ of wif i i~~pcs favourablc to the giris. Thus, fot instanicc, m M c r c K e i g ~  the caurt statts that "[nlo witness savc 
oût fklt that the porches standing w h e  and whcn thcy wcrt COLlStituted a source of possii cian- to anyont. The 
evidcacc of that OIE witntss was rem and in my opinion qui* pmpcrly, by the triai Judgc [sic]": MizcKeigan, supra 
noie 28 at 86. 



obvious. Yet a m e h l  rrading of the facts cumplicates the court's easy conclusion that the danger 

was "obvious." Again what the court imputes to the playing girls appears problematic on closer 

inspection. Thus, Hunt J. notes that the pits were "used to dump trees, stumps, mks, and other 

mataial gnibbed h m  the area when it was c l d W i u  Water accumuiated in the excavation in 

which the girls were drowneù because, uniike the other two holes, it had not been completely filleci 

in. But this suggests that the dangers involved in swimmiag in the excavation may not in fat  have 

been as obvious as Hunt J. suggested. Thae were no warning signs about the dangerous nature of 

the bottom, no depth indications and no evidence about the naaire of the shoreline. In such 

circumstances, even in the absence of the 'moral trap' argument, it is not at ai l  clear that the danger 

was in fact as obvious as Hunt J.'s conclusory remarks suggest 

And if courts are quick to impute howleùge of danger to the playhg girl, they are 

correspondingly reluctant to find that the landowner in cases involving playing girls had howledge 

either of presence of children or of danger. In cases involving playing boys courts often jus te  a 

finding of durement by teferring to evidence that children frcsuented the ana in which the 

durement was 10cated.l~~ However, courts seem less wilüng to draw such inferences in the case of 

playing girls. For instance, in MacKeigan aithough there was evidence that a number of children 

lived in the trailer park and that the defendants k e w  "in a generaî way of their existence", the court 

found that they had no specific knowIedge of children going onto the abandoneû porch'26 and thus 

were not aware that the porch could constitute an allurement. Similarly, MacFadane J A  rejected 

allurement because, although the plaintiff was playing on the lot on which the abandoned porch was 

situated and was within a few f a t  of the porch itself, evidence that children playd in the porch and 

124 N&. supra note 28 u 580. 

lu So, for instarme, in Arnold v. GiUics the court f d  as evidcna of al&-t the hct that chiidrcn frcqucntcâ the 
s e t  on which faice that the boys wcn injurai on was locattd: supra note 23 at 27. Sec also Joncs v. Calgary, wh#t 
the court indicareâ that "the alhirrmnt which the tmmdonrw had for the infant plaintiff is iadicated by his evicimryl that 
he and hW W haà oflm piay sroimd it, climbcd on top of t and played wiîh îhe padlocks and h a g h d  it as a space 
ship**: supra note 20 at 603. In f a  in the case of boys, courts even sœm willing to hnd aIhrrcmnt and evcn 
fo~ilityev~whenthcrtismevidtncethatcbildrcnhadbcenseaiintbcarcaoftbcallc~alhirement Soin 
Lengyel the court rcjcctcd the &findant*s argument that the portabk substation was not an allurcmc~lt because it was 
plncedinmaanot~cedbychildimdwhcn~wssaorruontoe~tchildricn. hrcsponse,mtcourt 
sutcdhhptthtthstwi~"hsdmtsscnchildrcnintbeuuisootevide~ce~ihtsrrn~sa~oiu~ 
by childrenn: supra note 2û at 132 In fw the court went on to find that it was fohsctable that "chiidrcn would bc 
attracted to this strangc appatahis" despite thc la& of any evi- îhat chiidrcn had been seen in tbc area. ibid 



used it as "their fort" wuld not be used to infa that the plaintifî was allured to the abandoned 

stnicbre. This was because while those childrcn w a e  "amacted to and had entered the potch on its 

open north side", the plaintiff was injured while playing "in the area south of the porch and between 

it and the fence when it fell."ln In N e h n  Hunt J. relies on a similarly n m w  understanding of 

what counts as evidence of aliurement. 'Lhus, he States that although children were chased away 

fkom the park ana, "there is no evidence that anyone had ever seen children swimmiag in the 

exca~ation."'~ Similarly, in Koehler the court justifîed the finding that the girl was a tnspasser by 

insisting that the defendants did not h o w  that children routinely played in the area. This was 

despite the fact that the hot ashes were routinely deposited in a gully on the eùge of the defenâant's 

property less than twenty fctt h m  a baclcyard set of swings on which children routinely play& 

that the defendant's property was not f e n d  or marked in any way, that the children routinely 

played on the defendant's lots and that it was in "the nahiral course of their play to do SO" , '~~  and 

that the men dumping the ashes saw the children playing. In H u m n y  Kilgour J. seems to adopt a 

similar approach when he concludes that the iajured girl was a trespasser regardless of how much 

"running to and fro there may have ôeen by these children between the front bake shop and the back 

hall and stairway, or even possibly the m m  when the doughnuts wen 

In the case of playing boys courts also ~ l y  on evidence that boys had bem chaseù away 

fkom the putatively alluring object to infer that the situation involved allurement."' Interestingiy, 

however, the very evidence that in the case of boys is nlied upon to infer ailunment is used in the 

case of girls to draw the conclusion that the girls are trespassers. For instance, in Nelson, Hunt J. 

refers to the fact that "workmen had consistently ch& children away h m  the park ana when 

they were o b s e ~ e d . " ~ ~ ~  However, far h m  establishing that the girls were 'lured' to the excavation 

129 Koehler, Npra note 28 at 619. 

130 
Humeny, supra notc 28 at 399. 

131 Fa. 
mstancc, sec Gough, supra note 5 at 1290-93; Davis v. St. Mary's Demoîïtion, supra note 77 at 580; Van 

OudentKwe, supra no& 20 at 156. To this cffict but on motber legal issue see Shi- v. Or& of SC. John, [1936] 1 
US. 557. 

132 NcLFn. supra note 28 at 581-82. 



ditch, this evidence actuaUy fonns the b i s  of the oonclusion that the chiidren "wem catainly not 

invitees", and indeed, were tre~passers.'~~ In Humeny, Kilgour J. relies on evidence that the girls 

had previously been chased out of the m m  to conclude, "That being so, the plaintiff was a mere 

trespasser." Thus, in contrast with cases Like Gough, Mayer, Bouvier and many other cases 

involving the playing boy wherc king wamed away h m  the alluring object simply serves as 

evidence of durement, the warning to the girls here is treated as conclusively establishg that the 

girl is a trespasser. 

As discussed above, the court in O'Connel1 also adopts a particularly rigid approach to the 

available legal niles, an approach which has the effect of excluding the application of the moral trap 

or temptation branch of the doctrine of durement. Once again, this is not unique to O'ConneU. 

Courts adjudicating the claims of playing girls often invoke very rigomus intexpretations 'no duty to 

a trespasser' rule h m  Addie. This is despite the fact that in many contemporaneous cases 

involving playing boys courts refuse to hold that merely classifjhg the child as a trespasser 

disposed of the  natter.'^^ Interestingly, in 1972, just thne ycars after Hunt J. so unproblernaticaily 

disposed of the claims of the drowned girls in Nelson by asserting the "No duty to a trespasser" 

rule, Lord Denning provided an illuminating summary of just how complicated the history of the 

mle in Addie actually was. Afta noting the demise of the harsh rule, he refemd to ''the ways and 

means by which we used to get around Addie v. Ddreck" ,  describing thcm as foilows: 

Che of the most useful fictions was that by which we useû to tum child aspassers 
into licensees. Another device of provcd worth was the distinction we useà to draw 
between the static condition of the premises and current activities on the land 
Lastly, if we wuld not make a man liable as an occupier, we usad to do so by 
making him a contractor. in each of those cases we held that in the +al 
circumstances of the case th- was a duty to take reasonable care. No one has 
suggested that the m a l  decisions were mong. On the caitrary, they did 'what to 

9 135 justie shall appertain . 

133 Ibid. at 582. 

134 Sec, to ciîc but a k w  such c-les, Bùd v. Hobrmk, (1828) 4 Bing. 628; L y n d  mpra note ?; Mayer v. Prince 
Aibert, mpra note 20 at 1079 ("In cases of nuisamx, howcva, where children of tender ycars are involvcd, the 
authoritics show that trcspass &es not apply". As discussed above, this principk was applicd to permit recovuy on 
behalf of a nine year old boy who was ektmcutcd w k n  hc climbed an clectric light pok); kgye l ,  supra note 20 at 
131ff.; Joncs v. Calgary, supra note 20 at 599 ff.; W&r v. SheJkki Bronze, supra note 72 at 382-84; Pa~ctt v. 
McGrcUress, supra nok 5 at 139-41; Davis v. Sr. Miaty's Dunolirion, mpra note 77. 



Lord Denning may, with characteristic flair, have been p u h g  the point somewhat dramatically. 

Nonetheless, the case law on the temptation of the playing boy illustrates that he was o h  

pennitted to recover on the basis of exactly the 'fictions' that Lord Denning identifies.'36 However, 

with playing girls courts did not exert the same ingenuity to 'get around' the d e  in Addie. hstead, 

whenever there was even a possibility of a moral trap argument, courts disposed of the claims of the 

playing girl by invoking the fidl rigor of the rule in A&. 

This difference in the construction of the legal d e s  in cases involving boys and those 

involving girls can be illuminated by comparing Humeny v. Chaikowski with Bouvier v. Fee, a case 

decided by the Supreme Court of Canada in the same year as Humeny. Both cases involved playing 

children injured by moving equipment h m  which they had previously been chased away. In both 

cases, the equipment was located in an a m  in which the defendants knew c h i t h  habituaily 

playeù. In Bouvier the cement mixer was located partiaiiy on a private lot and partiaily on a 

laneway. In Humeny the bnad machine was located in premises which wexe pady private and 

pady public. In both cases there was evidence that the defendants knew that children habitually 

played in the vicinity, and were entitled to do so. In finding in favour of the playing boy in Bouvier, 

Anglin, C.J.C. States, 

The allurement of a piece of machinery in motion for a smaü chiid is notorious, and 
anybody, operating such machinery upon, or so accessible hm, a highway or public 
place as to make it dangerous to children lawfiiiîy about the neighbourhood assumes 
the burden of so guarding the same as to make it practically inaccessible to them.'37 

13' so. for imtance, boys are ofbai c~tlssifimi as iicensees  hm it swis pt *rn equaîiy persuasive to îimn as 
ù q u s m s :  Gough, mpra Mot 5; Lynch, supra note 2; Lavadwe v. Victonù, supra note 25; Joncs v. Calgary, supra 
note 20 at 603; Bouvier, supra note 72 Similarly, courts adjudicating the c h  of playing boys often f d  !hat the 
dcf~ttm*inot"iathtspccialscnsc,t&d~~~picroftbe~~onwhi&tbcinjllryoccurrtd:~,sicprum~77at 
580; Lntgyel, rvpm mk 20 at 131; Jonls, îb ià  at 603; Laverdure, ibfd. In the cases involving playbg boys, courts 
also softened the implications of the nire in Arldic by emphasizing cithcr mon tcant case law which had called the d e  
into question or the many exceptions to it tbpt wtrc &velopcd to takc upicmt of spciel ciranmnsircs involving the 
üespassing chiid Sec, for instanœ, Jones, ibid at 5%E.; Lengyel, ibid at 503; hertiure, ibid at 333-34. As Lord 
Dmhg's analysis suggests, tbe Se* of invoking t k c  'fictions' was tht thu the rrkvant child's claim was govemcd 
by the much mne gcrwrous gcncral principk of ncgligcncc ratber than by the restrictive tenus of the rule in Addic. 
Aadbsuuemcsefictionswaceniploycdpimpiilywiihpliyiiigboygmecliiimofrnrhboyswacuuraccdonmc 
m ~ r r  gcaaais bsas thai k y  wcrr owed a geacral duty of c a ~ ~ :  Dmtlr, ibùâ.; Jones, ibid., Lcngyel, Mi; Laverdure, 
ibid As~abovt,aicrrailtaiartbit~f~ilityofthcduigaauactivitiwofchitdhnwrsohuacdu 
the touchsto~t of liability for the injuries to bu playing boy. 

13' Bouvier, ibid at 427. 



And despite the fact that the playing boy in Bouvier had alrcady been chased away h m  the mixer 

at least once, the court does not even mention trespassing. Instead, it stresses that the defendant 

knew that children playd in the vicinity and suggests that the fact that the boy had alnady been 

chasbd away sirnply served to establish the "notorious" allurement of such moving machinery to a 

young child.13* But this contrasts sharply with the treatment of the playing girl in Humeny. In fact, 

if the court in Hw~ey had applied the principle stated by Chief Justice Anglin in Bouvier, it seems 

clear that it would have found liability on the part of the defendant. Instead, however, the court in 

Humeny fin& that the girl was a "men trespasser." Kilgour J. thus concludes that 

even if the omission to provide a guard for the revolving gears of the bread-mixing 
machine, on which the plaintiff with perhaps childish incautiousness let ber fingers 
k caught, might in some circumstances be held to be negligence as against an 
invitee or even liccmee, there was no duty to take such a precaution against a 
trespasser. 13' 

And unlüce Bouvier where the centrepiece of the decision is the "notorious" allurement that a piece 

of moving machinery holds for a small child, in Humeny the tmn "allurement" does not even 

The treatmmt of the playing girl also wntains many other illustrations of the harsh 

application of the rule in Addie. Unlike in many cases involving playing boys, court in cases 

involving playing girls are quick to conclude that the landowner owes ody the most minimal 

duties. Thus, for instance, although the court in V m  Oudenhove states, "the distinction between 

invitees and licensees is rarely of importance in cases involving ~hildren*','~ in fact the distinction 

and its implications seem to be ~+gorously appiied in cases involviag playing girls. For instance, in 

Nehn,  as noted above, Hunt J. refuses to fhd that the two girls are invitees. But even if the girls 

are not brespassers, they were nothing but "mere licensees", so that "the only duty oweù to them 

was not to set a t ~ a ~ . " ' ~ '  Another example of the harsh application of legal rules that seems to 

13* Ibid M 425-27. 

l 39 Humeny, supra note 28 at 399. 

la Vian Oudenhovc. ~ p r a  mat 20 at 158. 

14'  cls sa, supm note 28 at58l. 



characteriz the treatment of playing girls can be found in MocKeigan v. pe&. '" In that case, the 

British Columbia Court of Appeal adopts a particularly namw understandhg of how the rule 'no 

duty to a trespasser' applied to the case of children. In fact, MacFarlane LA. cites an exception 

which treats 'trespassing' chiîdren with more generosity'43 but he does not even seem to recognize 

its applicability to the playing girl. Xnstead, he concludes that the girl-plaintiff is "incapable of 

being described otherwise than as a trespa~ser",'~ with the consequence that she is owed only the 

most minimal duty. 

This harshness of the application of the Addie rule points to a de!eper contrast betwan the 

treatment of playing girl and that of the playing boy. As notai in both the dimission of McHale 

and the discussion of the other cases involving the playing boy, courts in those cases tend to invoke 

a particular view of boyhood and of the mischievous indiscretions that are pan of that golden state. 

In contrast, the playing girl cases are marked by the virtua.1 absence of the rhetonc of childhd. In 

fact, as the treatment of the d e  in Addie suggests, oftm courts do not seem to even notice that the 

girl is a child.14' And perhaps related to ihis failure to see the playing girl as a child is the most 

intangible of the elements missing h m  cases involving the playing girl: unlüre the sympathy that 

one nnds for the playing boy and the nostalgia for the lost state of boyhood, the rhetoric in the cases 

involving the playing girl is dismissive. Xhdeed, the perfunctory judicial tone suggests that there is 

something ndiculous about the playing girl's claim - as if the m o n  that the girl's claim must fail 

14' MacKeigan. supra mtc 28. 

143 Many cases imrolving playing boys cüba cxplicitly or implicitly immh the uaption for childrcn to the ntlc that 
th- is no duty to a tttspassa: Lynch, supra note 2; Hawold v. Watrtcy* [1898] 2 QB32û at 324-25 (C.A.) ; V a  
OudenAove, supra note U) at 157. An illustration can bt found in Lengyef , whcrc the Manitoba Court of Appcal uphcld 
an award to a scven year old boy who was severcly b d  whtn k climbcd ovcr a snow b c e  anci cmto a portable 
substation that was i d  aeat a public highway. Tritschlcr J.A. Msists that the principle 'ho duty to a trespasser" 
ought not to be exttndcd '%th mlentless disticgard of conscqucnccs to a 'dryly Iogical extram'". He gots on to hold 
that the defendant cannot "escape liability upon tht ground thaî it did not intentionally mjlm the infant plainW supra 
note 20 at 131. 

14' ~ h i s  CoLltrast~ wih arcs inv01vin.g pîaying boys w h i ~ h  o h  avacmphirrip kir ymih in thcir 
descriptions of them and in tbcir approach to the legal principlcs. ofbn rcfrrring to ol&r boys as childmi of fcnda ycars 
or as yortng chilclm. For instance, m Von thdedwe* supra note 20, the caiirt dismissed the nlcvanct of the warning 
to tht nint year old boy by msisting that in the case of a child of tender ycars, a waming was no answcr to the otgîigcnœ 
of the dcfi;twlant The caint also applies tée child oftendCr yeats nile and treats Srmgstetv. T. Eaton Co. (l895), 24 
S.C.R. 708 (*ch mvolved a timc year old) as prccdmt dcspitt the fact that the boy heh was nint. 



is so evident that it barely dcsaves arti~ulation.'~ Uniilce the language in the playing boy cases 

which p o w d y  evokes the world of chi ldhd h m  the child's point of view and cecreates the 

child's experience of the events, the language in the cases involving the playing girl is 

straightforward and matter-of-fact Indeed, the impatience of the judges in cases iuvolving playing 

girls is reflected not simply in the cursory dismissive rhetoric, but also in the lack of imaginative 

effort - effort which they seem so willing to rnake in the case of playing boys. 

3. The Ordinary Girl: 'Neither a Paragon of Prudence nor a Scatter-Brained ChiId' 

So the failure to even notice that the girl is a child is subtlety corroborated by the absence of 

the rhetoric of childhood fiom the cases involving the playing girl. The nalm of mischievous play 

and daring is the realm of boys. For boys, as we have seen, it is nomial and indeed naaual to be 

seduced by danger. It is on this basis that courts find it possible to forgive the prudential mistakes 

of boys. But courts do not seem prepated to extend similar genemity to girls, pahaps because 

there is no sense that curiosity and mischief are nonnal or nahiral for a girl. Indeed, the infrrruent 

references to girlish curiosity depict it as unnatural and perhaps underhanded. Yet it is possible to 

trace the tentative outhe of a vision of girhood in the few cases that exonerate the playing girl. 

But this vision is entirely rmlike that of boyhood. Because curiosity, mischief and daring are natural 

for the boy, he is forgiven for his attraction to and pursuit of danger. But what emerges as naturai 

and normal for the girl is very different. Indeed, the cases on the playing girl seem to confimi what 

the court in Hwenyer suggested so long ago: the normal girl "would be more cautious to avoid 

unknown dangers; she would k more particular to keep within the îimits of absolute safety when 

the dangers thrtatened were such as only great strcngth and courage could venture to enwunter. 9,147 

Where the girl is not partidarly timid or cautious, courts &se to excuse her indiscntions. But 

the corollary of this, as we shall see, is that courts do in fact forgive the playing girl when her 

actions exhibit the timidity and caution that is "commcmîy lwkeû for in me of her sex."'" Aml it 

'" ~roaicaiiy. in uees imrolving  ch^ tcmptation of the piaying boy. it is jw tbc oppsitt ciaim mat -ives sud 
&missive mam~m - that is, couas seem u> find rididous tk notion that the boy s h d d  have reshtd the dPDgaous 
ttmptation. 



is commonly looked for, it is nomial and therefore reasonable, for the girl to be 'scatterbraineci', to 

panic in the face of danger. 

In this light it is reveaüng to consider one of the extmnely rare cases in which a girl above 

the age of tender years was exonerated under the doctrine of allurement. In Coley v. c.P.R.,'~~ the 

doctrine of allurement was applied to a nine year old girl who was seriously injureci while she was 

playing on a turntable located on the pmperty of the defendant, C.P.R.. The court found that the 

tumtable was an allurement to children as evidenced by the fact that children were frequently in the 

immediate vicinity of the t~mtable. '~~ However, the case is more complicated than it first appears. 

A fifteen year old boy, Gilbert Sykes, had ridden on the tumtable eariier on the day of the accident. 

Gilbert then decided to take his own younger brother, Fiorence Coley, and her younger sibling to 

the tumtable. He 'llaced" Florence and ber sibling on the turntable and then he and his brother 

proceeded to tum it. n ie  court describes the accident in the following terms: "Florence E. Coley, 

having becorne somewhat alanneci, requested the boy Sykes to stop the tumtable, but, before he had 

succeeded in dohg so, the said child Florence E. Coley, attempted to step off the t~rntable."'~~ The 

result of this was that the girl's foot was caught and so badly crushed that it had to k amputated. 

Florence Coley was awarded damages but, given what we have seen of the judicial attitude 

towards the playing girl, it seems signifiant that she did not herself embark on the risky initiative. 

Rather Gilbert Sykes not only took h a  to the tumtable but also placed her upon it and tumed it. 

Indeed, Florence's passivity is reflected in the k t  that in Hutchinson Je's description of the 

accident, she does not even appear in the subject position until, in a state of alarm, she attempts to 

get off the moving turntable. In fact, Hutchinson J.'s description of the doctrine of allurement and 

his subsequent references to the case law are all sufnciently vague that it is impossible to tell 

14' (1906). 29 Que. S.C. 2828 CAC. 269 (C.S.). S d  (1901). 3 ELK 126.16 Que. K.B. 404,8 CAC. (C.A.) [C.S 
citai to 29 Que. S.C. and C.A. cited to 16 Que. Kg.]. 

''O ~bid  29 C.S. at 285, Huuehinsmi J. 
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whether the references to aliurement apply to Rorence or to ~ i lber t?~  So, while the girl here is 

exonerated, it is clear that her injury did not spring b m  her attraction to ri& and danger. Culey 

thus suggests that while courts may not be prepand to forgive girls for king artramd to risk or 

danger - in essence for yielding to temptation - they will f a v e  the girl who through no fault of 

her own responcis with alam or panic O a dangemus situation. '" 

The implications of Cuky are in fact confimed in the few other cases that forgive or even 

partially forgive the indiscretions of the playing girl. For instance, in HuZmes and Burke v. 

~o~denber~, ' "  a majority of the Manitoba the Court of Appeal attributcd fifteen percmt 

responsibility to an eight year old girl who was smick by a car while playing hockey. What is most 

interesthg about that case, however, is the b i s  on which the dissent at the Court of Appeal wodd 

have been prepared to exonerate the girl. Coyne J.A. njected attributing any responsibility to the 

girl by arguing that she had expected the car to stop and she had panicked in the face of an 

emergency. Thus, he concludes, "She was not negligent in the ernergcncy in nuuiing to the noah 

instead of the south."'" This willingness to exonerate the girl who panics in the face of an 

emergency is also apparent elsewhen in the case law on the contributory negligence of playing 

girls. In fact, as noted earlier, a similar impetus is apparent in the trial judgment in O'Co~cll. 

There Michaud C.J.K.B.D. fin& it plausible that Dolores had in fact been aliured by the sernblance 

of safety rathec than the thrilI of danger. 

Similady, in Gough v. Thom the Engiish Court of Appeal allowed the appeal of a thineai 

year old girl who had ban found me-thirâ contributorily negligent for the injuries she suffered 

when she was hit by a car whilc crossing the road The texms on which the Court of Appeal was 

prepared to completcly exmerate the girl are illuminating. As Lord Denning M.R puts it, 

diis. hc simpiy paqimse or quota a mimkr of authmitics on tbc wainitory ~ltgiigence of ~hllârcn or the docaM 
of allurc~llcllt and thcn applies them to the facts in oxw oblique scntcncc: ibid at 285-87. 

lS3 Note. howcver, the simüarity of the anaiysis to the sdUlt cmergeacy datnoc. This cwld k taken to suggest that 
this case and othcrs Iikc it have Little or nothhg to do with tbc girl king a chilci. 

lS4 (1952). 7 w.wR@~.s.) 109 (Mm. C.A.). 

to occur to the court hcrc that a playing giri's judgmnt could be clouded by her interwt in the gam or desire to win. 



1 have no doubt that there was no blameworthiness to be attributed to the plaintiff at 
aU Here she was with her elder brother aossing a road. They had been beckoned 
on by the lony driver. What more could you expect the child to do than to cross in 
pursuance of the beckoning?. Is6 

Similarly, in one of the very rare appeals to the naturd or normal to exonerate a girl, Salmon U. 

States, 

1 tW that any ordinary child of 13 112, seeing a lorry stop and let her cross and the 
lorry ciriver, a grownup person in whom she no doubt has some confidence, 
beckoning her to cross the road wouid naaually go straight on, on one in my view 
could blame her for doing so. '" 

Salmon Li. even goes on to atticulate what the range of possibilities encapsulatcd in the reference 

to his ordinary child: '1 do not mean a paragon of prudence; nor do 1 mean a scatter-brained child; 

but the ordinary girl of 13 l/2."1S8 Indeed, it does not seem q r i s i n g  that Salmon W. refers 

specificaily to the "ordinary girl of thi~teen."'~~ nius, the court fincis it easy to conclude that it is 

nahiral and therefore nomial and reasonable that the girl, beckoned by older and wiser d e s ,  

naturaiiy follows thei. lead. In fact Salmon U.'s description of the range of possibilities open to 

the playing girl does seem borne out by the case law - the ordinary and thus reasonable girl is 

somewhere between a paragon of prudence and a scatter-brained child. In this sense, the 

possibilities present to the judicial imagination an dramatidy different for boys and for girls. For 

boys the extreme of irrationaîity is the boy who is dangaous, rash, attracted to nsk. The exmme of 

irrationality for girls is a scatterbrained child, a skittish mature who panics in the face of danger. 

Interestingly, even when this does not seem, on the facts, to be a convincing descriptioa of a 

p c u l a r  girl, courts find it a plausible understanding of theV behavi~ur. '~~ So attraction to nsk or 

danger simply foms no pm of the motivations of the orâinary girl. 

laThis is the c a s c . f o r ~ ,  h~o~mcssuprnnote 154. as wcn asin the û i a i ~ i n ~ ' ~ o ~ f Z ,  supranote 28. 



But this understanding of the playing girl's characteristic timidity does not spring h m  fond 

memories and is not, at bottom, a romantic vision. Indeed, in the pehctory nature of the court's 

analysis, it is possible to d i m  a sense that dangernus play - while perhaps normal. natural and 

even desirable for a boy - is undesirable and even somewhat unnaturai for a girl. And thus one c m  

begin to trace the tentative outline of a vision of @ I h d  1t is a pale thin vision to be sure but it is 

nonetheless as ceneal to the assessrnent of the claims of the playing girl as is the more romantic and 

robust vision of b o y h d  to those of the playing boy. This is ultimately because. as Hassenyer 

suggests, this understanding of the girl's natural timidity means that the playing girl is consequently 

confineci to the entrapment branch of the doctrine of allurement. Thus she is in f a t  required to 

meet a higher standard of care than that demandeci of the playing boy. 

II. CONCLUSION 

In this sense then the allurement case law provides another illustration of the actual 

workings of the concept of reasonable behaviour. hdeed, the cases on the doctrine of a l imen t  

raise another dimmsion of the entanglement between the misonable and the nomial which we have 

W y  seen. In order to give content to what reasonable behaviour means in any particular 

situation, judges typidy invoke some notion of nomial or natural behaviour. But such concepts 

have a troubling dimension. Thus, as we see in the child-plaintiff cases, the assumptions about 

what kind of behaviour is naturai for girls, as opposed to for boys, mearis that girls will be requind 

to meet a higher standard of care. The consequence is that the range of situations in which the 

playing girl will be able to recover damages h m  a tortfeasor wiii be fat more limiteci than the 

situations in which the boy wili be permitted to recover. So how courts give content to the notion 

of ruwnable behaviour in this way disadvantages the girl relative to h a  male cornterpart. 

And cornparison of the tmtment of playing girls and playing boys corzoborates troubling 

suspicions about the entanglement of the reasonable and the normal. So, for instance, as the 

treatment of the mentally disabled suggests, some litigants are seea as so outside of the puMew of 

the normal or naturai that their mistakm can never f a  within any conception of 'nasonableness', 

evm when the mistakes are cognitive rather than prudentid or mord. They act at their peril. At the 



other end of the spectnun, as the chüd defendant illustrates, some defendants can call on such 

extensive understandings of what kinds of mistalces are normal for them that they will be fogiven, 

not merely for cognitive, but even for moral or prudential failings. Thus careless boys can invoke 

the belief that they are easily seùuced by that which is dangernus or forbidden. And this belief that 

boys are peculiarly susceptib1e to king ovenvhelmed by their passions o p t e s  to nonnalize a 

whole range of typically boyish mistakes. In con- as we have seen, the judicial understanding 

of the nature of girhood does not ailow girls acccss to such a bais of exoneration, rrnilting in 

exactly the kind of elevated standard described so long ago by Judge Cooley in ~assenyet~~~. 

In this sense, oâdly enough, it seems that the reasonableness standard acaially does operate 

as the phrase "a reasonable man of ordiluuy prudence" s~ggests'~~. This is because the standard 

tums on what level of prudence is "~rdinary'"~~. Earlier, we noted the danger of ignoring the 

nonnative dimension of behaviour by premising the standard - as Holmes and especially Honoré do 

- exclusively on orâinary or general capacities. And indeed, this very danger is nicely iiiustrated in 

the case law on the playing chüd which relies on the concept of what is normal or natural to 

detennine what level of prudence it is reasonable to expan In facf as we have seen, the way that 

this relationship ktwcen the reasonable and the normai works out in practice seems to raise sexious 

concems - concems which must now be addressed. 

16' Supra note 82. 



Chapter Four 

' Just the Facts9: 
Cornmon-sense Ideas of the Normal under 

the Objective Standard 

The cases involving children reveal the extent to which the standard of reasonableness 

there at least tuxns on conceptions of what is normal or ordinary and what is natural. Perhaps this 

should not be surprising: the idea of the normal is deeply intertwined with the idea of the 

reasonable more generaiiy. Indeed, reliance on a conception of what is normal often seems 

uncontroversial. But the cases involving children suggest a more problematic dimension to the 

role played by conceptions of nomial behaviour. There, invocation of some notion of what is 

normal or naturai often substitutes for other - perhaps more adequate - forms of justification. In 

fact, taking this concem back to the justifications of the treatment of the menaùly disabled 

reveais just how important some notion of nonnalcy is to the concept of reasonable behaviour. 

But as we shall see, the history of assumptions about who and what are 'normal' is itself deeply 

troubling. Indeed, even a brief review of this history suggests why it may be so problematic to 

give content to notions of nasonableness through recourse to the concept of what is normal or 

ordinary. This difficulty is complicated by the fact that the invocation of the normal typicaily 

derives much of its justificatory force from the powefil though often hidden tenets of cornmon 

sense. In this way, the 'reasonable', the normal and common sense work together to give content 

to and justiQ the operation of the objective standard. But they do so, as we shall ultimately see, 

in a troubling way. In fact, by tracing out the details of this complicated relationship between the 

monable, the normal, and common sense, we c m  begin to see how the operation of the 

objective standard may raise serious equality concems. 

1. REASONABLE MEN OF ORDZNARY PRUDENCE 

In some sense, inter-comection between the conception of what is reasonable and 

underlying assumptions about nomial behaviour should hardly be nirprising. hdeed, it often 

seems impossible to extricate the reasonable man and the oordinary man, as for instance, in the 

formulation of the standard of care, in the role of custom in giving content to the standard and in 
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the elabration of what the reasonable man knows and believes. In fact, the monable man is 

often de- in tems of the ordinariness of his conduct.' In descriptions of the reasonable man, 

references to what is normal and otcünary abound. As Fleming notes, "the nasonable man of 

ordinary prudence" is the centraï figure in formulating the standard of care required by the law of 

negligen~e.~ Commentators frequently refer to the fact that the rcasonable man is not free from 

all shortcomings and thus those individuals who have 'normal' shortcomings will not be 

negligent3 Indeed, the personifications of the reasonable man are rernarkabk for their very 

ordinariness: the reasonable m m  is the man on the Clapharn omnibus or the Bondi tram: he is 

"the man who takes the magazines at home, and in the evening pushes the lawn mower in his 

shirt sleeves." The reasonable man is, it seems, the perfectly ordinary middle class citizen going 

about his own business: 

In foresight, caution, courage, judgment, self-control, altmism and the like he 
represents, and does not excel, the general average of the community. He is 
capable of making mistalces and errors of judgment, of k ing selfish, of being 
aftaid - but only to the extent that any such shortcoming embodies the normal 
standard of community behaviour.6 

l E. Weinri'b, Thc I&a of Privute Lmv (Cambridge: Harvard University Rcss, 1995) at 183 quoting Justice Kiüo in 
McHale v. Watson (1966), 115 CLR. 199 at 213 (Aust. H.C.) (&fense bascd on limitations of childhd, which is a 
"normal" condition, is in cffcct an appeal to a "standard of ordhrkss,  to an objective standard"). 

J. G. Fleming, ?k Lnu of Tons, 8' cd. (Agincourt The Law Book Company, 1992) at 106. 'Ih original 
formulation dong these h s  is normally attniuted to Baron Aldcrson in Blyfh v. Binninghum Wateworks Co. 
( 1  856). 1 1 Ex. 78 1 at 784. m e r  simitar forrnulptons arc legion: F. Pollock, nit L m  of Tons. 1 3 ~  cd (London: 
Stevens, 1929) at 453-58; L. Green, 'The Negligcncc Issue" (1928) 37 Yak  LJ, 1029 at 1034-39; W.L. Prosser, 
Handbouk of the ï u w  of Tom, 2* ed (Sr Paul: West Publishing Co., 1955) 81 174. 

Indecâ, the Restatement ( & c d )  of Torts pus the point in a pmbably unintcntionally inuminating way when it 
notes that the fact that the negligence judgmnt "is personitied in a 'man' calls attention to the neccssity of taiehg 
into account the falli'bility of human beings": Amcrican Law Instiaitt (St. Pd, Minn.: Amtricm Law Institute 
Publishcn, 1965) ss.283, Comxwnt 8 (1965) (quotations in original) [bercinafter Restatement]. Similady, Prosser 
notes that the muonable person has "only those human shortcomings and wcakncsscs which the community wiU 
tolerate on the occasionn: Mi. a -  174. Ficming a h  notes that even the rcasonablc man is not "a mode1 of 
perfection" although he may bc rathcr closer to such a mode1 than any of us arc: ibid. 

F.V. Haipr &F. James, Jr.. TncLmu of Tom. vol. 2 (Bosun: Little, Brown, 1956) a902 Sec also F. J-, Jr., 
Utfia note 11 at 4-5. 



As Edgerton eloquently puts it, "to Say that an act is negligent is to say that it would not have 

been done by the possessor of a nonnai mind îunctioning nomially.'" Similarly, he later notes 

that behind the b'Pi~kwi~kian" formulations of the standard there is "the general idea of a 

mentally nonnal person.'" In this sense, then, the very formulation of the objective standard 

reveals the close relationship between conceptions of what is n o d  or ordinary and what is 

reasonable. Perhaps for this nason Weinrib actually tnats as equivalent a standard of 

"ordinariness" and an objective standard? 

The relationship between the reasonable and the normal or ordinary is also apparent in the 

elabration of the knowledge and beliefs of the ruwnable man. Generally, the rutsonable 

person is held to be aware of matters of common lcnow~ed~e .~~  In elaborating on this somewhat 

cryptic phrase, Fleming James Ir. notes that people WU k held to lmow certain "fundamental 

facts and laws of nature which belong to universal human experience" such as the laws of gravity 

and leverage and the properties of cornmon substances." In addition, people will be treated as if 

they have knowledge of many other things that are normal or ordinary f-s of their lives. The 

various attempts to delineate the kinds of things that reasonable people are required to know also 

seem somewhat 'Pickwickian': thus an adult may be held to know of "the proneness of mules to 

kick", the "viciousness of bulls, especially during breeding season", and "the propensity of mad 

dogs to bite",'2 "the dangers inherent in common modes of travel" and "the dangers incident to 

common hdeed, some cornmentators have undertaken the probably impossible task of 

' F.W. Edprton, Tegligcncc, Inadvertence and Indiffercnce: The Relation of M d  States to Ne&genccW (1926) 
39 Hm. L. Rev. 849 at 858. 

* Ibid. at 862. Sec slro G.H.L. Fridman_ who dcscriis the m n a b k  p m n  as somotv who is U~pposcd to act in 
accordance with what is normal and usual": Innoducrion to tire Lau of Torts floronto: Buttcrworths, 1978) at 142; 
Rosser, supra note 2 at 177. 

'O Fleming, supm note 2 at 108. The individual who has p a t e r  howkdge or slrill will, howevcr, bc held to a 
highcr subjectivized standard: ibid. 

l 1  F. James, Ir.. 'The Qualities of the Reasonablc Mm in Negiigence Cases" (1951) 16 Missouri L. Rev. 1 at 9. 

l3 James. ibid. at 11. 



exhaustively identifying the facts that individuals ate required to k n ~ w . ' ~  The crucial point here 

however, is simply that the touchstone for identifjhg these qualities of the nasonable person is 

some notion of the normal or ordinary human being.15 

The significance of some concept of otdinary or nomal behaviour in determining 

nasonableness is also apparent in the role accorded to custom in detenninations of negligence. 

Fleming nicely elucidates the conceptuai connection to negligence itseIf: 

Since the standard of care is detennined by reference to community valuations, 
considerable evidentiary weight attaches to whether or not the defendant's 
conduct confonneû to standard practices accepteci as normal and generai by other 
members of the community in similar circ~rnstaaces.~~ 

Thus, defendants often argue that they wem not negligent by pointing out that they acted in a way 

that people in their position normaily a d 7  ALthough the nuances of the role of general practice 

Vary somewhat from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, the generai mle is that a defendant charged with 

negligence can clear himself if he shows that he has acted in accordance with general and 

approved practice.18 The corollary of this, of course, is that failure to adopt a general practice is 

often the strongest evidence of negligence.19 Nonetheless, while custom or ordinary practice 

plays a significant role in the deteminations of negligence, it is not conclusive and judges retain 

l4 See e.g. Note on "Negligence" (1938) 23 MinnL. Rev. 628 at 628; Restatement, supra note 3, ss. 290. 

I5 Intcrrstingiy, aîthough therc arc fcw cases that tum on it, commntators secm to agrec haî plbm individual can 
conclwivtly establish genuint and reonable ignorance, they will not be held to tbe standard of o r ~ s s :  
Jamcs, supra note 11 at 12; Seavey, "Negligena - Subjective or Objective" 41 Harv. L. Rev. 1 at 19 (1927); 
Lorenzo v. Wirih, 49 NB. 1010 (1897) (Spanish woman sttppcd into a coal hole in Boston); Geier v. KuJ'unoa, 
[1970] 1 LI. k p .  364 (Q.B.) (Ge- girl excwcd for not ushg scat belt because she had never seen ont befort). It 
is perhaps worth noting however, thai the few cases that do consider this do so in the contcxt of contributory 
negligcnœ. Nonetheless. these cases do sccm to suggest that &teminations of avoidability arc bascd on the 
qualitics of the individual litigant. 

l6 Fleming, supra note 2 at 119. citing Paris v. Stepney Borough Corncil, [1951] AC. 367 at 382 (HL.); K c u ( ~  
v. T.T.C., [1960] S.C.R. 251; Vancouver Hospid v. MaCDuniel, [1934] 4 DL&. 593 (P.C.). Sec also C. Monk, 
"Custom and Negligcna" (1942) 42 Col. L. Rev. 1147; A M. Linden, "Custorn in Negligcnct Law" (1968) 11 Cao, 
Bar J. 151. 

l7 F A  Trindade, ï k  Lmu of Torts in Arcstrcrüa (Odord: Oxford University Press, 1993). 

l8 R.F.V. Hcuston & RA. BucItley, Suiwwnd & Hcvnon on the km of T a  2 0 ~  cd (Londoa: S-t and 
Maxwell, 1992) at 240 (citations omitted); Fleming, supra note 2 at 120. 



the power to find even an established practice negligent, though they may be hesitant to employ 

this power, particularly in specialized areas of professional negligence? 

Thus, it seems that reference to some conception of what is normal or ordinary is a centrai 

feature of deteminations of what is reasonable and therefore non-negligent. And in many of 

these cases, using a conception of what is nomal to give content to reasonableness seems 

unproblernatic. However, the case law involving children has suggested ways in which reference 

to a conception of what is normal or natural may be more troublesome. And indeed, taking this 

worry about the entanglement of the nasonable and the nonnal back to the situation of the 

mentally disabled serves only to confinn the fear for the idea of the normal is also deeply 

implicated in the discussions of the mentally disabled. Examination of its role in those 

discussions reveals another troubling dimension of reliance on the normal and suggests a more 

systematic difficulty with the application and justification of the objective standard. 

II. OF MICE AND MEN: MENTAL DISABILITY AND THE NORMAL 

As we saw in Chapter 1, the imposition of the objective standard on the mentally disabled 

proves extraordinarily difficult to justiQ. But why would the rule persist so uncontroversially 

given the inadequacy of the justifications available to support it? While it may not be possible to 

provide a full answer to such a complex question, examining the arguments typically taken to be 

persuasive is illuminating. For even if the justifications are unsuccessfùl in defending the cumnt 

conf'igurations of the objective standard and the liability of the mentaîiy disabled in particular, 

they do reveal certain assumptions that help to account for the readiness to impose the standard 

on the mentally disabled. And if we saw in the general discussions of the reasonable man the 

least problematic aspect of reliance on the normai, looking back to cases involving the mentally 

disabled illuminates a much more troubling dimension of that reliance. In fact, discussions of the 

mentally disabled confïrm the egalitarian con- about reliance on the normal and serve to 

reveal the initial outlines of a disturbing pattern of treatment. 

-- --- 

" Fieming. BU; Heuston, supra note 18 at 241; EL Street, S M  on Tom, 8" cd. by M. Brazicr (London: 
Buttemorths, 1988) at 209; Trindade, supra note 17 at 427. For a tecent Canadiaa decision on the subject of when 
custom may itscif be negligent sec Ter Neuten v. Korn (1 995). 127 DL& (4th) 577 (S.C.C.). 



Throughout the justifications of the objective standard, there is an implicit division of the 

population into those whose shortcomings are "normal" and those who suffer fkom shortcomuigs 

that are seen as "abnormal" or peculiar. This characterization plays a particu1arly important role 

in explainkg what kinds of shortcomings will and will not count as circumstances that alter the 

standard of care - the litigant is permitteci to have the same shortcomings as the 'normai' man. 

But the corollq of this is that courts refuse to adjust the standard for the pcculiar, perhaps 

because they are located outside the 'nonnal' community. 

We have already seen a similar use of the concept of normal shortcomings at work in the 

cases involving childretl. And commentators also rely on the idea that childhood is a normai 

state to justify relaxhg the standard of care for children. Linden, for instance, defends the 

nlaxed standard of care that applies to children on the ground that it is hardly open to the court to 

ignore "the facts of life."21 Afkr aii, he argues, "a minor's nomual condition is one of recognized 

incompetency and, thenfore. indulgence must be ~hown.' '~ SSimilarly, Seavey argues in favour 

of a r e l d  standard of care for children on the ground that childhood is a period "through which 

ali  norm41 persons Rosser also defends the nlaxed standard of care for children 
,924 "because 'their n o m l  condirion is one of incapacity . And the passage fiom McHale v. 

Watson on which Weinrib relies states in part that a child can rely on the defense of childhood 

'hot as being personai to himself, but as being characteristic of humanity at his stage of 

development and in that sense Thus, children are notionaliy placed on the side of the 

'normal' population whose shortcomings are be forgiven. 

22 Linden. ibid [emphasls sddsd], citing Chorbonneczu v. MeRury, 153 A. 457 @J.H. 1931) at 467. Charbonneau 
was ovemilcd in Danieis v. Evans (1966). 224 A2d 63. Although the court in DOnicIs approvcd of Ctrarbonneau's 
rcasoning on the standard of care to which a child should be hcld, it found that this dîd not apply whcn the activity 
was ont that was n o d y  undertaken by aduits. Driving an automobik or simüar vehicle feu within this exception. 



And childhood is not the only shortcoming that is identifid as n o d  and thus forgiven. 

Indeed. to the extent that other shortcomings are seen as weaknesses that a nomai person could 

suffer from they are also capable of affecting the standard of care. So, for instance, Jarnes and 

Dickinson suggest that there should be some leniency towards young drivers because their 

actions are due to "natural exuberance and the wish to test one's a b i ~ i t y " ~ ~  Thus, while 

inexperience may be related to accidents, it is also "like youth ... common to many 

and...temporary.'9m A similar reliance on notions of nomial and natural incapacities is aiso 

apparent in Seavey ' s distinction between the inexcusable "clumsiness beyond the normal" and 

the excusable clumsiness that arises out of "the shalcing hand of age or the faltering seps of 

infancy."" And Weinrib's nferences to the process of the developrnent of self-determining 

agency also implicitly draw on a sense that immaturity, as part of a natural and normal process, 

cannot be treated as blameworthy. 

However, this generosity towards normal shortcomings aiso has a dark side. if those who 

benefit from a relaxed standard of care are defined in terms of how normal they are, the 

abnormality of those who do not receive such generosity is coastantly adverted to as part of the 

mason why they cannot be given simüar treatment. Indeed, these individuals are constantly 

placed outside the cornmunity of the "normal", consistently described as peculiar or 

idiosyncmtic. Holmes' famous passages reconciling the fault principle with the treatment of 

those with inexcusable shortcomings are a case in point - the chafactcrization of the shortcoming 

as abnormal or peculiar substitutes for some more thoroughgoing justification. Thus, Holmcs 

argues, "When men live in society, a certain average of conduct, a sacrifice of individual 

peculianrirs going beyond a certain point, is necessary to the general we~fart."~~ But the power 

of this argument depends on the force of characterizhg these qualities as idiosyncratic. By 

notionally juxtaposing thest odd and somehow private qualities with the comprehensible public 

26 J a m s  and Dickinson, "Accident Proiuluss and Accident Law" (1950) 63 Harv. L. Rev 759 at 775. 

29 O.W. HO-, Thc Conmm Lm. Cd MD. Hoan (Cambridge: Harvard University Rws. 1963) Pt 108 
[emphasis addcd]. 



nature of 'normal' shortcomings, Hoimes lends force to the argument for placing responsibility 

on the errant individual rather than relaxing the standard of care. 

And characterization of certain khds of shortcomings as abnormal or peculiar in order to 

justiw refûsing to relax the standard of care is not confined to Holmes. So, for instance, Rosser 

concludes the discussion of physical deficiencies by noting that the standard has "aàded 

flexibility for taking the actor ' s physical deficiencies into a c c ~ u n t . ' ~ ~  But imrnediately folîow h g  

this sentence, Rosser kgins the section on "Mental Capacity" by stating "As to the mental 

pecutiariries of the actor, the standard remains of necessity an extemal one.'"ll And one of the 

most cornmon ways of explainhg the operation of the objective standard is to suggest that it 

simply eliminates the personal equation by ignoring the "idiosyncrasies" of the defendad2 

Indeed Fleming welcomes on grounds of fairness to the victim the refusal to make any aliowance 

for a defendant's "mental abnorma~i~''~ despite the tension ktween this and the practice of 

excusing loss of consciousness by "nomial" defendantd4 Fîeming even describes as 

"peculiar'd5 those risks createà by the physically handicapped which cannot be tolerateû by the 

general public. A similar understanding is found in the work of Alexander and Szasz. They 

justiS, the application of the objective standard to the mentaliy iii in part by characterizhg mental 

ihess as a deviation "from normal moral and social standards."36 

Rosser? supra note 2 at 176. 

' Rosser, ibià. [caiphasis aâdcd] . Unsurprisingly. Rosser then quotes Ho-. 
32 Fleming, supra note 2 at 107; Friciman, supra note 8 at 317; F.V. Hiuptr, A Treatise on the Luw of Torts 
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1933) at 161; L. D. Rainaldi, cd., Remedies in Ton (Toronto: Carswcll, 1987) at 16.1- 
49; F. Pollack, supra no& 2 at 457; Rosser, supra note 2 at 176-77; SJ. Splarw, 'Tort Liability of the Mcntally II1 in 
Negligcnce Actions" (1983) 93 Y& L. J. 153 at 153, n.1. Wcinrii relies on a similar characterizabion whcn hc 
defends the subjectiviztd standard for childhn partly on the ground that "[c]hildhd is not an idiosyncrasy? 
Wcinrii, T l  ï&a of Private Lmv, supra note 1 at 183, n.22, quoting the ûîai judgmnt of Windeyer J. in McK& v. 
Watson, supra note 1 at 204. The language of idiosyncrasy is also found in Lord MacMillan's statcmcnt in Ghsgow 
Corp. v. Muir, [1943] AC, 448 at 457. 

33 Fleming* supra note 2 at 114, citing Adamson v. Motor Vehick T m  (1957)' 58 W.AL.R. 56 [cmphasis addcd]. 

36 G J. Alexander & T.S. Szasz? Wental Ilhvu as an Excuse for Civil Wrongs" (1967) 43 Notre D a m  L. Rev. 24 
at 26, 



The crucial role of the normal is also apparent in the arguments in favour of extending the 

relaxation of the standard to other shortcomings. For instance, Charles Barrett argues that the 

elderly should receive the same generosity as children because for both groups the diminished 

capacities are a nsult of "conditions expected of m m l  human beings during their lives.'" 

Barrett goes on to distinguish the elderly fkom die retardecl or insane on the ground that the latter 

conditions are "derangements.''* Indeed, Bamtt's repeated insistence that the elderly are a large 

portion of our population and that aging is a n o d  aspect of human Me implies that since aghg 

is not a 'peculiarity' it is deserving of lenient treatment under the objective standard. In this 

sense, the underpinnings of Bamtt's argument also rely on the implicit justifiability of normal 

bebaviour. Klar similarly mderscores the normal and natural quality of certain b'unavoidable 

infhities" when he argues for more generous treatment of the elderly on the ground that "the 

infirmities of old age are just as debilitating to defendants accused of negligence as are the 

weaknesses of youth.'T39 

The account of why it is justifiable to relax the objective standard for those shortcomings 

that are bbnormal" is never fiily articulated. However, a close nading suggests that this may be in 

part because the individual with normal shortcomings is somehow secn as more d b l e  than 

individuals with abnomial or peculiar shortcomings. Indeed, the con- between the "obvious" 

credible claims of the normal and the suspect claims of the peculiar underlies Holmes's 

influentid discussion of the evidentiary argument. According to Holmes, the law will require a 

man to possess ordinary capacity "unless a clear and manifest incapacity be shown"," or as he 

earlier puts it, unless "a man has a distinct defect of such a nature that all  c m  recognize it as 

making certain precautions impossible.'** Despite this Holmes concludes that the law wili not 

take account of defects in intelligence." As examples of the "distinct defects" that wili 

- 

37 C.V. Barre& Ili, "Negligcnce and the Elderly: A Proposai for a Rehed Standard of Can" (1984) 17 John 
Marsh. L. Rev. 871 at 880, n39 [eqhasis added]. 

38 Bamtt, ibid. 

Holms. supra note 29 at 110. 

41 Holms, ibid at 109. 



exonerate, Holmes points to physical disabilities including blindness and youth." However, 

Holmes's conclusion implies the mutual exc1usivity of "distinct defects" and the "individual 

peculiarities." Only because he believes that 'stupidity', for instance, can never be a sufficiently 

"distinct" deféct to e t  liability is Holmes able to conclude that low intelligence is simply to be 

treated as a misfortune of the individual? Holmes never explains why he thinks these two 

categories are so watertight. But his assumption seems to be that while "normal" incapacities are 

sufficiently clea. to be the touchstone of liability, peculiar shortcomings are inherently suspect 

and thus cm never be sufficiently obvious to play this role. 

And Holmes is not alone in implying a distinction ktween the credible obvious claims of 

normal shortcomings and the unfathomable claims of those whose shortcomings are 'peculiar'. 

So, for instance, Parsons argues that while courts will take account of "patent physical 

disabilities", they wiii "boggle at a general investigation of the wiIi-power and intelligence of the 

actor" except where there is a "reaây reckoner."4* Thus, while "youth, enility and insanity are 

obvious circurnstances which may affect the qualities of the actor",* beyond this the actor's 

mental and emotional qualities can "be assessed only by the psychologists and the AI~nighty'*~ 

(apparently equaîiy incomprehensible). A contrast between comprehensible 'normal' 

shortcomings and incomprehensible abnormal ones is also apparent in the Restatement. 

According to it, familiarity with the shortcomings arising out of childhood and physical 

disabilities means that for children, "it is possible as a practical rnatter to determine what is to be 

expected of them.'*8 Similarly physical illaesses can be proved with "comparative case and 

certainty .'" 

43 Holmes, ibùf. at 109. 

44 Holms. ibid. at 108. 

45 R Parsons, "Ncgiigcnce and Contri'butory Negligena" (1957) 1 Mdb. U. L. Rev. 163 at 179. 

'' ~arsom, &ùi. n 18 1. 

47 Parsons, &id. at 179. 

" Rcmement. supra note 3, r283 A, C u m m  B. 

49 ~cstuzemenr. W. s.2û3C. &-nt B. 



Arguments about expert evidence also reveal assumptions about the relationship between 

normalcy and cndibility. Advocates of a relaxad standard of care for the mentally disabled 

fquently point to the availability of expert evidence as a response to the pervasive evidentiary 

uncertainty objections." However, it is the invisible side of this argument that is most 

in tc~~thg .  This is bccause even cntical commentators do not recommend expert evidence 

conceming what it is reasonable to expect, for example, h m  an average nine year old child with 

a given level of intelügence, experience and perhaps even rnaturity. Instead, this is presented as 

the kind of information that the trier of fact has at hand, part of the cornmon store of knowledge 

to which we ail have &y access. Indeed, it is the very 'ordinariness' of the shortcoming which 

brings such 'knowledge' within the realrn of judicial notice5' and which simultaneously renders it 

so transparent as to be below the level of aiticism, justification, and even discussion. 'Nomial' 

shortcomings are so obvious and apparent that no reasonable person could fail to grasp their 

import. And conversely, the 'peculiar' shortcomings of the mentally disabled are so 

impenetrable that they cast a cloud of suspicion over those that raise them. So, for example, 

xeferences to the danger of feigning mental disabilities are comrnon and are commonly reliai on 

as reasons to reject any claims of mental disabilityS2 Yet discussions of claims of shortcomings 

by children or the physically disableâ are viraialIy never accompanied by concems about the 

possibility of feigned claims. 

So, for example, Ellis rcsponds to the apparent evidcntiacy dif][icuIties with the mcntaliy disabled by noting the 
incicascd possi'bility of wing expert evidence as wclï as by pointhg out that courts have no trouble witb the asscrted 
ciifficultics whcn the litigant is a child: J.W. Ellis, "Tort Responsiiility of Mentally Disabled Pemns," [1981] Am. 
B. Found Res. J. 1079 at 1085. Barrett mdus a similar point with regard to the availabiîity of expert evi&ncc for 
the elderly: Barrctî, supra note 37 at 882. intriguingly, Barrttt a h  argues in favour of a relaxcd standard of carc for 
the eldcrly partly on the growd that the eldcrly art a large segment of out population, a "demographic facc ibid at 
882. AIthough one might initially think that this observarion would argue against, rathtr than for, extcnding a 
relaxed standard of care to the elderly, prenmably Barrett introduccs it because he bclieves that it supports the 
crcdi'bility of the claim of the eldcrly. So, according ta the rationale that sccms to carry signifîcant wcight in the case 
of children, the state of king el&rly is a normal condition s h d  by many in our society. Co~~sc~uently, we h d  the 
condition casily comprchensible and will easily bc able to separate truc h m  fdse c b .  

5i  That is, ..".what everyone knows and uses in the ordmvy pmœss of rcasoning about everyday @airs": E.M. 
Morgan, "Judicial Notice" (1944) 57 Harv. L. Rev. 269 at 272. In fact, on occasion the rciiancc on judicid notice is 
explkit. Thus, as discussd, in Md& v. Watson, supra note 1, Kitto J. nnds that it is "a matter for judicial notice 
that the ordixwy boy of twclvc su&rs h m  a feeling that a piece of wood and a sharp instrmnt have a spccial 
affinity": ibiâ. at 215. 
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Sec, for example, Restatement, supra note 3, ss. 283B, Cormntllt B2; Alexander & Szasz, supra note 36 at 25. 



The language of ''normal" and 'hatural" shortcomings aiso Unports unstated assumptions 

about guilt and innocence. And while no one actually asserts that the mentally disabled are 

somehow responsible for their disability, much of the rhetoric that justifies their treatment carries 

that implication. Once again, the influeatial Holrnesian argument provides an illustration. 

Holmes justifies the operation of the objective standard partly on the basis that the general 

welfare simply nquires that individuals sacrifice their pe~uliarities.'~ Desciibug the demands of 

the objective standard in terrns of a sacrifice ("the sumnder of a vaiued  possession'^ implies 

both that it is within the power of the individual to give up the shortcomings and that the 

individual is responsible for such shortcomings at least in the sense of preferring to persist in 

them rather than to give them up. This is underscorecl by calling the shortcoming a "peculiarity" 

- the property of the individual, her own strange possession to retain or surrmder? But the 

problem with the mentally disabled arises precisely because they are incapable of altering their 

behaviour to conform with the standard. It is equally inapt to attribute responsibility on the basis 

that their 'stupidity' is simply a "peculiarity" to which they are oddly attached, a "niinute 

difference of character" which they are reluctant to "sacrifice." And Holmes's is not simply an 

isolated phrase, a chance remark with problematic implications. hstead, it is emblematic of a 

much broder, though sirnilarly submerged, line of justification which incorporates deep-seated 

assumptions about the relationship between nonnalcy and peculiarity, innocence and guilt. 

The attribution of a certain kind of fault also takes the form of language which imputes 

intention to the abnormal, irnplying that in some seme they choose their condition. Holmes's 

statements about the "sacrifice" of individual peculiarities can be read in this way, but he is not 

alone in choosing language that implies that those with abnormal shortcomings possess a kind of 

wilfuhess. For instance, Weinrib describes this kind of defendant as ''claiming an entitiement to 

realize his projezts in the world while retaining the exclusively intemal standpoint applicable to 

53 Holw, supra note 29 at 108. 

54 The Concise Engüsh Dictionary (hadon: ûmga Books, 1982) a! 1007. 

55 Webster's Dictionary of the EngUIh Languagc (Toronto: Wordswoworth Editions, 1989) at 842 As disniosed 
below, tbm is a linlr with the rcpcatcd use of the tcrms "idiosyncrasy" and WOL" AN imply a quality that is 
esscntially m a t e "  ratiicr than sharcd or pubiic. 



projects that are a mere possibility.'*6 Indeed, he suggests that under a subjectivized standard 

"the defendant subonlinates the plahtiff to the operation of the defendant's moral abilities.**' 

Weinrib also describes the subjective standard as an insistence by the defendant that he be the 

sole judge of reasonableness: "Here you wish to make your subjective powers of risk assessrnent 

the standard to which you must conforxn when exposing others to injury."* One implication of 

such lanpage is that the unintelligent person is somehow behaving ~ e ~ ~ r e f e r e n t i a l l ~ ? ~  And a 

stronger attribution of intent is also found in the analysis of Alexander and Szasz who argue that 

a mentaily disabled defenâant should not be exonerated simply because he has "less capacity to 

nsist inflicting hann than a more inhibiteci person.'dO This choice of language not only imputes 

wilfùlness to the mentally disabled but aiso suggests that there is some element of fault in their 

choices and that liability is therefore implicitly justifiedi 

Such assumptions are also apparent in the use of rhetonc which attributes guilt and 

innocence between the injurer and the injureù. As noted earlier, commentators repeatedly 

describe the injured party as innocent - as if the other paxty is somehow not. This cas6 an aura 

of moral blameworthiness around the mentally disabled actor, thus making legal responsibility 

seem more justifiable. For instance, despite the circularity of Coleman's defence of the objective 

 tand dard^^ much of the plausibility of his discussion tums on his repeated description of the 

mentally disabled injurer as faulty. A similar attribution of fault to the mentally disabled is found 

56 Weinrib, The I&a of Private L4W. supra note 1 at 229. 

E. Wcinni, "Causation and WrongdoingP* (1987) 63 Chicago-Kent L. Rev. 407 at 427. Similady. h latcr says 
"You aüow mc property but you dcmarcate the border bctwtcn your holdings and mine": ibid. 

59 Of course, tbis h d y  sœms Surprwngly givea that such discussions typicaiiy mvolve munâ the decision in 
Vaughan v. Menlwe (1837). 3 Bing. N.C. 468, 132 E.R. 490 (C.P.), which as Rodgers notes, is perhaps best 
understood in tcrms of an e d s e  of rational choice: WH. Rodgcfs, "Negligcnce Rcconsidcred: The Role of 
Rationality in Tort Theory" (1980) 54 S. Cal. L. Rev. 1 at 15. However, as discusstd above in Qapttr One, these 
Cttdtiility concems cannot bc generalized to aiî cases of unintelligent individualS. 

60 Alexder & Szsa. supro note 36 nt 33. 

61 In f a  Aiexancîcr & S- go cm to makc uplicit the imputation of N t  at lmst to the insane whcn they argue 
that the insanity &fcnse shouid k rcjectcd as an excuse for civil wmngs because of "our bclicf that acts a s c r i i  to 
insanity arc not blamclcss in the way in which inciiffernt accidents arc": ibid. at 35, citing T.S. Szasz, The Myth of 
Mental IIIness (New York: Harper & Row, 1961) at 142-43. 
O Z h  , 

discussed above, Chaptcr 1, CoIeman's dennition of fauit tu= out simply ta ~ilean brcach of the standad 



in the repeated chmcterization of the victim as innocent or desenring." Commentators ais0 

imply that the mentally disabled are somehow at fault when they stress the blameless quality of 

'normal' disabilities. So, for example, Seidelson malces aiiowances for ''morally blameless" 

physical disabilities but not for mental disabilities." Similarly Barrett argues for generosity 

towards the elderly on the ground that their infirmities are natural and thus are not 

"derangements.'b5 By implying that abnormal disabilities are in some indefinable way the 'fault' 

of those who have them, commentators subtly justify their liability. 

However, perhaps the most cornmon indication that a certain degree of guilt is imputed to 

those with abnonnal shortcomings is the ease with which the ordinary principles of fault-based 

liability are d i sp lad  in the case of the mentally disabled individua~.~~ So, for instance, Holmes 

confims the centrality of fault when he makes "the power of avoiding the evil complained of a 

condition of liability.'*' Thus, "the defendant must have had at least a fair chance of avoiding 

the infiiction of hann before he becomes answerable for such a consequence of his conduct.'" 

But this powemil reasoning is nowhere to be found in Holmes's unmubled conclusion that for 

those who lack the powers of the average man, the law sirnply considers "what would be 

blameworthy in the average man, the man of ordinary intelligence and prudence, and determines 

63 Restatement. supra note 3. ss.283B, Co-nt B(3) (derencc to "innocent victinu") Aiexander & Szasz. supra 
note 36 at 35 (deserving victims) 

64 David E. Seidcison, 'atasonabk Exptctations and Subjective SMdards in Negii- La% Th Minor, the 
Mentally Impaired and the Mentaily Incompctcnt" (1980) 50 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 17. 

66 Pound's nrgumcnt that tbe law of ncgiigencc is rcaïly conccmcd, not with the "culpablc cirercise of the wili" but 
rathcr with the "danger to the gencral security" secms in point here. Pound notes that: 

Whencver a case of ~~giigcna c a b  for sharp application of the objective standard, fadt is as 
much a dogrnatic fiction as is nprcscntation in the liability of the master far the torts of his servant. 
In each case tfie exigcncies of the wiIi theory lcad us to cover up a liability imspective of fault, 
imposeci to maintain the gcmral security, by a conclusive imputation of fault to ont who may be 
morally blamless: R. Pound, An lntroduaion to the Philosophy of tmv (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1954) at 90-9 1. 

But contra Pound the argument herc is that fault is much more a fiction with s011lt litigants than with othm and that 
the= is indced somcthing selective about when the law of negligence atttnds ta moral bl8mcwartbincss and when it 
docs not. 

68 Ibid. u 163. 



liability by that. If we f a  below the level in those gifts, it is our misfort~ne.'*~ And other 

commentators are quick to follow Holrnes' lead. For instance, after affuming the principle of 

avoidability Linden States that no aiiowance will be made for those who are "merely deficient 

intellectually and therefore cannot live up to the objective standard."" Similady, although 

Seavey acknowledges the difficulties with an objective standard for inte~gence,7~ he has no 

difficulty conclucihg that "the consequences of his foiiy should be visited upon the f ~ l . " ' ~  

Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, it is typically in the context of discussion of the liability of the 

mentally disabled that commentators point to and often praise the disjunction between moral and 

legai fau~t.'~ 

Thus we see that the identification of certain kinds of shortcomings as normal or naturai 

and others as peculiar plays an important - although unacknowledged - role in justifying the 

operation of the objective standard. This is despite the fact that there is an obvious sense in 

which having a mental disability is as much a resuh of the processes of nature as is youth. While 

the underlying idea may be that childhood is normal because every human king passes through 

it, in fact childhood as we think of it is not something so unproblematicaily normal and na t~ra l?~  

But even granting that king a child is normal or nahual and king unintelligent is not, why 

69 Ibid. at 108. 

'O Linden, supra note 16 at 13 1. 

71 Scavey, supra note 1s at 12. 

72 seavey. i ~ .  at 12. 

73 Fleming, supra note 2 at 114; Liadm, supra note 16 at 132-33; Klar, supra note 39 at 212; Holms, supra note 29 
at 108 (law does not attempt to s e  m n  as God sees them, mxssity of attending to the extemal quality of the act 
only); Rosser, mpra note 2 at 176-77, citing Holnies; Remedies in Tort, supra note 32 at 16.I-49 (first point undCr 
section entitIcd "Moral Qualities and Knowlcdge" insists that defendant's blamcworthimss irirlevant). 
74 

Philippe Ancs, Cenmrks of CMUhood: A Social History of Famify Life, trans. R. Baidick (New York: Vinage 
Books, 1%2). So, for example, Arks notes that "[i]n mdieval Society the idea of chiidhocd did not exist": ibid. at 
128. Thus, they had no concept of %e pprricular naturc of chiidhood. that particular nature which distinguishes the 
child h m  Ih addt, evcn the young dult? ibid And it W prcciscly this awnmss of the particulu nn(urc of 
childhood that is the basia of the subjectivized standard of care for chiidren. Yct, as Aries' study illustratts, for most 
of our history, thert was no a w m s s  of the suppody ninual and normal distinctivcnca of c h i l d h d  Of coursc, 
the mre fact that so~lltthing has not been attendcd to in the past is not in itscIf ccmclusivt prmf that it cannot bc 
labellcd aatraal or n o d .  But Aries' adys i s  should alcn us to the difficultics with uncritical application of labels 
likc naturai and n o d  to biologial dinercnces. As his work Mdicatts, many of the di&rrnces that WC think of as 
nahiral and normal in fact rtflcct contcntious assumptiom about our own social constntctions. 



should this be relevant to the standard of care? This question is not even addressed in the 

iiteraain. G.E. Moore's perceptive discussion of how temis like naturai and normal tend to be 

infusai with ethical meanhg seems on point hem: 

But is it so obvious that the normal must be good? ... It is, 1 think, obvious in the 
first place, that not ail that is good is normal, that, on the contrary, the abnormai is 
often ktter than the nonnal: peculiar excellence as well as peculiar viciousness, 
must obviously k not normal but abnormal." 

As Moore notes, this use of such terms is in fact deeply problematic but the difficulties tend to be 

obscurecl by the appealing rhetonc of the natural. In much the same way, labelhg shortcomings 

as either normal and natural or as peculiar irnplies moral judgments but does not justify them. 

And as we shall see, infusing the norm of reasonableness by recouse to some conception of what 

is nomial or ordinary has problems far beyond these. 

objective, a.& n. (Philos.) belonging not to the consciousness or the perceiving or 
thinking subject but to what is presentcd to this or the nonego, extemai to the 
mind, real; (of person, writing, picture, &c.) dealhg with outward things & not 
with thoughts or f~c l in~s?~ 

So what we have seen suggests bat the nasonable person standard is considend 

objective because it appeals, not to personai or individual qualities, but rather to an interpersonal 

standard of ordinariness. And the determinations of what is normal or ordinary that infuse the 

standard are "objective" in the sense that they merely reflect certain aspects of reality, extemal 

-- 

'' GE. M m ,  Phcipio Ethica (Cambridge: University Rcss, 1903) at 43. In Moore's diswsoa of Nituralistic 
Ethics he discusscs the Vague notion" uncûrlying Stoic Ethics thai "Naturc m y  be said to fix and deci& what shall 
be good": &id. at 42. Indctd, M m  gocs on to conncct the ethical assumptioos commonly made about the nahitai 
with assumptions about the normal. He points out that, far instance, health =y be thought to be good btcaust it is 
naturai. But sinœ diseasc is œrtainly also a nshitni prduct, what can n d  m ~ ~ ~ l l  hem but "the normeal state of an 
organism*: ibid. [emphasis in originai]. The implication, he continues, is thai "the nonnal must bc good": ibid. at 
42-43. But he argues that language that uses words like naturai and normai to c o ~ o t e  vahie judgmnts is 
'Yfallacious, and dangerowly fatlaciou": ibid. at 43. His conclusion is partiduly on point hem: "Wt must not, 
thcrcforc, be îiightcncd by the assertion that a thing is naturai into the arimi.9ffion that it is 8006; good docs not, by 
&finition, mtan myîbing that is nanual; and it is thtrcfore always an open question whether anything that is naai+ai 
is good": ibid. at 44. 

76 Webster's Dictionary of tk English Language, supra note 55. entry unda ''objective" at 781. 



"facts." Yet serious dificulties seem to arise when notions of what is reasonable are infuseci 

with conceptions of what is ordinary, normal or natural. A closer examination of the idea of the 

normal undemiines at least one claim that the standard malces to objectivity: it dots not seem 

possible to argue that the treatment of various groups under the standard is justified because it is 

some uncontroversiai reflection of the world. Even a cmory examination of the idea of 

normality suggests that it is unlikely that the fact-value distinction it invokes can do this work. 

The second and deeper problem is that the idea of the normal iavoked to justify and give content 

to the operation of the objective standard is not just value-laden in some undifferentiated and 

untroubling way. Instead. behind the veneer of common sense one can trace complicated 

hierarchies based on inegalitarian social understandings. In fact, notions of what is normal. 

natural, or ordinary have k t n  and continue to be one of the primary mechanisms through which 

inequality operates. 

As Moore notes, ternis lilce "normal" and "natural" are troubling because they 

s~ .~~~pt ious ly  import attributions of valuesn In fact, even in what would seem to be the least 

problematic nalm of science, concepts of what is normal are far h m  uncontroversiai. In his 

classic work in the history of science, Georges Canguihem analyzes how concepts of the nomal 

and the pathological are not detennined by science or statistics but instead depend fundarnentally 

on contestable attributions of value." Thus he notes the difnculties inherent in using the 

'average state of the characteristic studied' as a substitute for objectivity in biometrical profiles 

of the nonnal or average man, pointing out that detexminations of what counts as the 'average 

state' are inevitably arbitrar~?~ So given not ody the inadequacy of the biometrical data, but the 

more fundamental uncertainty about what principles are to be used in distinguishing between 

normal and abnomal, "the scientific definition of normality, at the moment, seems beyond 

reach.'" Similarly, he points out how much choice is exercised in d e t e m g  even which 

physiological behaviours are normaï, notiag the tendency to choose the n o m  "whose antiquity 

T ~ u s ~  as d i d  cariicr, Moore stmses the diffidtics with arguing that a thing is good because it is natucal or 
bad because it is unnstu+ai: srrprcr note 75 at 45. 

78 The N o m l  Md the Pathologicd tram. Catolyn R Fawoeü with Robert S. Cohen (Zone Books, 1989). 

79 Ibid at 155. 



makes it seem naaual.'"' Thus, LüEe Moore he concludes that our determinations of what is 

nomial or average, our image of the world, "is always a display of values as well.'" And 

ultimately conceptions of n o d t y  and abnorrnality depend on each other. So "the normal man 

hows that he is so only in a world where every man is not normal...'d3 Similar themes are found 

in Foucault's discussion of the 'homializing" gaze of modem scientific m o n .  He notes that 

such m o n  "di&rentiates individuah from one another" in the following way: 

It measures in quantitative terms and hierarchizes in terms of value the abilities, 
the level, the "nature" of individuals. It introduces, through this 4'value-giWlg" 
measure, the c o n s a t  of conforrnity that must be achieved. h t l y ,  it traces the 
limit that will define difference in relation to al1 other differences, the extemal 
frontier of the abnormal." 

But if giving 'objective' non-value laden content to the concept of what is normal is so difficult, 

even in the seemingly less complex case of human physiology, how can this concept be used to 

attribute responsibility under the objective standard? 

And the problem is not simply that the concept of what is nonmal and therefore 

nasonable is not objective because it is inevitably value-laden. Indeed, were this the case, it may 

be possible to respond with a reworking of the meaning of objectivity in light of the now-general 

recognition of the difficulty drawing any uncontroversial fact-value distinction. The problem, 

however is deeper. Even if in its naive formulation the objective standard claims to some 

uncomplicatcd reflection of ordinary behaviour, the difficulty drawing a fact-value distinction 

may not be so troubîing in and of itself were its impact mdomly distributed, so to speak. 

However, what we have seen so f a -  suggests that the impact of the values imported through the 

idea of the normal is anything but random. Indeed, Foucault draws attention to the way that 

concepts WEe the normal are not simply valwladen in some relatively uncontaroversial way. 

Instead, such concepts function as a mechanism through which power is exercised and that 

exercise is obscureû: 

*' Ibid. st 175. 

82 1bid. a< 179. 

83 Zbid at 286. 

84 M. Foucault, DUciplinc Md Auuh trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Ran&rn House, 1977) at 183. 



Like surveillance and with it, normaîization bccomes one of the gnat instruments 
of power at the end of the classical age. For the marks that once indicated status, 
pnvilege and affiliation were incnasingly replaced - or at least supplemented - 
by a whole range of degcees of normality indicating membership of a 
homogeneous social body but also playing a part in classification, hierarchization 
and the distribution of rank?' 

Thus, the problem goes beyond the fact, pointed out by Moore, that notions of what is normal are 

inevitably value-laden. More disûubing is the nature of the values quietly imported into the 

objective standard through the mechanism of the normal. In fact, history - and particularly legal 

history - gives us good nason for wariness about reliance on ideas about what is normal and 

natural. Indeed such concepts have ban  the mainstay of justifications for the unequal treatment 

of both the mentaily disabled and women, among 0thers.8~ 

Thus for instance, the history of the aatment, in law and otherwise, of the mentally 

disabled provides a shameful illustration of the misuse of conceptions of what is normal and 

naturai. In the Supreme Court of the United States, Justice Marshall summarized it in this way 

m e ]  mentaily retard4 have been subject to a 'lengthy and tragic history' of 
segregation and discrimination that can only be calîed grotesque. [By] the latter 

85 Ibid. at 184. Sec also M. Foucault, Pwt/Knowledge: Selected interviews & Other Writings 1972-1977 tram. 
Colin Gordon, Leo Marshaii, John Mepham & Kate Soper, ed. Colin Gordon (New York Pantheon, 1980) at 107-8, 
131. 'RIUS, despite the similarities noted in the tcxt, this is the major point of divergence betwccn Mmrc and later 
philosphen like Foucault. Inde&, M m ' s  claim about the invocation of terms Uce normal and natural is primanly 
that they arc simply sloppy arguments in the search for the good: supra note 75. He does not argue that therc is 
anything more deeply troubling about how such ugumtnts operate - whose interestsi they pnvilege and whose they 
ignore. 

86 Thus in hcr diseussion of the evolutioa of the modem concept of citipnship, Ursula Vogel notes that the 
exclusion of womcn was backed by a powcrful tradition "which strtsscd the mental and moral &fects inhercnt in 
womn's naturc": 'ls Citizenship Gendcr-specific?" in 2 7 ~  Frontiers of Citizenship, eds. U.Vogel and M. Moran, 
199 1, at 63 @ereinahcr "Is Citizenship Gender-sptcinc?"l, Vos1 mtcs that w i h h  the contex. of the modem state in 
the last two centunes, there are certain remring categaries of exciusim hcapacity b exercise rights and pcrfonn 
obligations (chil- k a n e  pcrsons, criminals); ascri'bcd social statu (slaves, se&); d a l  and ethnic identity (Jew, 
blacks); religion @issenters, Catholics, Hugenats, etc.); status of alrcas (forcigners, immigrants, rdiigccs, gwst 
workeis); lack of propcrty: ibià at 62  In fact, sbt notes, 'Within the parameters of the cmmon law, for example, 
rnarried womn wcrc - mtil the end of the ninctccnth century - placcd in the SUE catcgory of legai inoompetcnœ as 
childmi, niinors and idiots. Because thcy wiere p m u m d  to iack h e  capacities of w, the laquage of the law 
mighr..rek to chm as 'aikm in the mue': ibid at 62-63. Simüarly, IN Won Young notea chu h i  
traditidIlILUy assertcd îhc right of di rationai autommus agents to quai ciknsûip: Jush'ce Md the Politics of 
Difèrmce (Rhœton, N. J,: Rinœton University Press, 1990). But the C O ~ ~ S C Q ~  of assumptions about 'n.hm', 
ratiodty and depcadc~pct nmut that "poor people, womn, the mad anâ the feebIcmhde4 and childrcn wcrt explicitly 
excludcd fiom cithmbip and many of thcsc wue housed in Mtutiolls LnOdCled on tht modem pfison: poorhouscs, 
inSam ~SY~IIIIS, schools": ibid at 54 rcféning to Carol Patcman, TIrc SexicrJ Contract (Stanfod Staafard University 
RCSS 1988), Chapftr 3. 



part of the [nineteenth] century and duting the first decades of the new one, 
[social] views of the retarded underwent a redical transformation. Fuelled by the 
rising tide of Social Darwinism, the 'science' of eugenics, and the extreme 
xenophobia of those years. leading medical authorities and others began to portray 
the 'feeblemindeà' as a 'menace to society and civilization [responsible] in a large 
degree for rnany, if not all o u .  social problems'. A regime of statemandated 
segregation and degradation soon emergeâ that in its virulence and bigotry 
rivalled, and indeed, paralieled the worst excesses of Jim crow?' 

Justice Marshall goes on to note how the mentally disabled have also suffered recent and in some 

cases continuing exclusion h m  the fundamental rights of citizenship including voting and 

education. He concludes by pointing out that the "lengthy and continuing isolation of the 

retarded has perpetuated the ignorance, irrational fears, and stereotyping that have long plagued 

them?' Sirnilarly, in Re ~ v e ~ '  Mr. Justice LaForest, speaking for the Supreme Court Of Canada, 

rejected an application for the involuntary non-therapeutic steriiization of a mentaiîy disabled 

woman. In the course of his judgment, he pointed out that this kind of decision must be 

approached with the "utmost caution" in part bezause it involved values "in an area wnere out 

social history clouds our vision and encourages many to perceive the mentally handicapped as 

somewhat less than h ~ r n a a . " ~  Thus the view that the mentally disabled are abnormal, indeed in 

some sense sub-human, has fuelled theu discriminatory treatment and exclusion fkom s o ~ i e t ~ . ~ '  

" City of Clebume v. Clebume Living C'enter, 473 U.S. 432 at 41-62 (1985) (disscnting in part). Clebume 
concerned an tqual protection challenge to a zoning orciinancc that prevented construction of a group home for the 
mentally retardcd in a rcsidcntial ncighbourhood Justice White, writing for the majority, rcjectcd the argument that 
the mntaiiy retardcd was a qui-suspect cldcat ion.  Thus the classification did not engage heightcd m t i n y  
undcr the qua1 protection clause. Noattheltss, the majority found that the zaning ordinance was unconstitutional 
because it could not evcn d v t  low-level (rational basis) rcview. Justice Marshall, dong with Justices Brennan 
and Blackmun, c o n c d  in the msult. Howcvcr, they found that in light of tbc history of discrimination that the 
retardcd had suffercd, the Equal Protection Clause rtquirtd heighteatd scnatiny for such a classification. In Canada, 
s.15 of the Charter, enunmates ïncntai disability" dong witb race, p & r ,  religion and othtr traditional catcgones 
of discrimination. 

'* Cleb-, ibid. 1 464. 

89 (1986),31 D.L.R. (4îh) l (S.C.C.). 

Pid. at 29. 

9L Sec, for instance, Mvir v. Aiberta (1996), 132 D.L.R. (4th) 695, and in patticular A p p d k  "A," the Report of the 
Expert Witncss Gerald Robtrtson, on the Sexual Stcrilization Act, S A  1928, c.37 (the "Act"): îbid. at 744-762. 
Robertson notes that dttailed shidies of the administration of the Act show that "it had a disproportionatt impact on 
fernales, the uucmployed, people of minority ethnic backgrounds, and those in lowcr SOCibe~~ncnnic groupsn: ibid. 
at 745 @LR) citing Ti Christian, The Mental& 111 and Human Rights in Aberta: A Shrdy of the Aiberta Saxwrl 
Stedization Act, Edmanto~~ Facuity of Law, University of Albcrta 1974, and Law Reform Commission of Cansda, 



In light of this history, the treatment of the mentaiiy disabled under the objective 

standard, and the way that treatment is justifie& is particularly troubling. The standard seems to 

perpetuate the ideology of exclusion its untroubled assertion that, unlike other memkrs of 

society, the mentally disabled participate in social Me at their peril. Further, the fact that thcir 

liberty concems are not accorded the same degree of protection as those of other members of 

society dovetails with the historical treatment of the rnentally disabled, md in particular with 

their incarceration and exclusion from the ordinary rights of c i t i zen~hi~ .~~  The ''weKareW 

arguments made in the context of the mentally disabled are also ominously echoed by history. 

Thus, involchg out conam with the weIfart of childm to just* their relaxed standardg3 also 

implies whose welfare have never cared about - and history confimis this ugly truth. The 

unusual ease with which the liberty intmsts of the mentally disabled are subordinated to social 

welfan concems also has historical resonance. In Buck v. Bell, Justice Holmts justifid the 

compulsory sterilization of "mentai defectives" on the following grounds: 

We have seen more than once that the public welfare may cail upon the best 
citizens for their lives. It would be strmge if it could not call upon those who 
already Sap the strength of the State for these lesser sacrifices, often not felt to be 
such by those concerneci, in order to prevent our being swmped with 
incompetenceP4 

Even a strong aversion to ad hominem arguments is not enough to dispel the sense of some 

comection between Justice Holmes' position in Buck v. Bell and his untroubled conclusion in 

The Cornmon Low that those who are 'merely stupid' must simply make certain sacrifices in the 

interests of the general welfare. Indeed, the point is in an important sense not ad hominein: the 

-- -- - - 

Steriiiution: Implications for Mentuib Retardcd anà MmtaUy ILL Persons, Working Papcr No.24, Ottawa: Minister 
of Supply and Services Canada, 1979. 

'* As discuased, supra note 86, ôoth Vogel and Young point out that the mentaüy disabled h m  f o d  onc of the 
most commonly recuming catcgories of exclusion. Thus, not only have thcy becn denicd the rîght to extrcisc 
f u n h n t a l  civil and politicai rights, but widespread practices of incarceration have evtn rncant thc denial of the 
right to live among other manbers of socicty. 

93 SO, for instance, the ~estotemmt (~ecomi~ inâiutcs that the special stlndud for chiltiren MSCS in part 
"out of the public interest in th& wdfm and protectionn: mpra note 3 at 15 (S. 283A. Comment B). Wddcrman 
also aüributcs tort law's gencrous trcablncnt of childrm to the "social urge to protect chiihn": Louis H. Wilderman, 
"Prcsumptions Existing in Favour of the Infant in Re: Thc Question of an Infant's ability to be Guilty of Contributory 
Negligcnce," 10 fnAiana LJ. 427 a! 427 (1935). Similarly, Haqm justifîts relaxcd trcatmcnt for chiid &fendants on 
gromd that "it seems thoroughly s o d  and consistent with the geiltral scnse of fainicss and with the social interest 
in protecting childrcn from the burdcas incident to aciuithoodw: supra nok 6 at 161. 



hostility to the mentally disabled, betrayed here by Justice Holmes is most certainly not confined 

to him?' Because of the prevalence of incarceration the me~tally disabled were often quite 

literally outsiders. But even when they were not, the language reveds that the mentaily disabled 

individual inhabits a world far beyond the community of care and concem that encompasses the 

playing child. And this is undoubteûîy important to the ease with which the mentally disabled 

are subjected to unfavourable treatment under the objective standard. Indeed, the uncntical way 

in which the reasonableness standard is infuscd with notions of what is normal &es it a l l  too 

easy for these kinds of discriminatory stemtypes to 'seep' into the standard of c m  and thus to 

affect the treatment of the mentally disabled under that standard. 

Thus, even beyond the pejorative labels routinely useù to designate the mentally disabled, 

the language reveals a deep sense in which the mentally disabled are isolated. There are limits, it 

is said, on what the reasonable man may suffer. So, although he may be susceptible to heart 

attacks, emergencies and other exigencies, the reasonable man can nonetheless not be a moron or 

an idiot. And this is ûue by definition. The reasonable man is defined by his ordinariness or 

commonness. The person who is mentally disabled is defineci by his idiosyncrasies, his 

peculiarities - he is so far outside the public world that there is not even a conception of 

ordinariness that can apply to him. Instead, he is a moron or an idiot. But the words idiot, 

idiosyncrasy, and peculiarity all derive fkom the Greek "idios" meaning "own" or "private" - 
thus the labels themselves mark the mentally disabled person's interests as essentiaily private 

rather than common or shared.% So he can never be a citizen in the truc sense of the word, for a 

citizen is defineci by his public role, while the idiot is by definition pnvate. The essence of the 

reasonable man is possession of those ordinary shareà qualities that are accessible to comrnon 

sense. Left alone in the prison of his particularity, the idiot cannot inhabit the shared world of 

95 In fact, Justice Holms was not writing an opinion for himsclf aione in Buck v. Bell but rather for Corn Only Mr. 
Justice B u t h  âisscntcd and he did so without a written opinion. For a history of such vicws and thci. prevalence 
among the medicl community, political leadcrs (including feminists Iikc N c k  McCiung and Emily Murphy), the 
media, and the public, sec Robertson, supra note 91 and the sources discusscd therein and the sources citcd in the 
dissenthg opinion of Justice Marshall in Clebwne* supra note 87. 

96 The tcrm idiot CO- drom the Grcck "idiotesn mcaning "private pnoa. 'iapian', ignorant prsoll1* from wbma 
csme its mm modern mwniag Lperson so dcficicnt in miid as to k pcrmanently incapable of r a i i d  conduct; utkr 
fooi": Webster's Dictionury of the E n g k h  h g u a g e ,  supra note 55 at 563. SimilarIy, has the 
implication of privacy ratha than commonncss or piblicity, "belortghg exclwiveIy to the individual": ibid at 843. 



ordinariness. And this is reflected in the treatment he nceives under the objective standard - 
treatment that seems intimatdy cornecteci to a history of isolation and exclusion. 

The role of reliance on the normal also raises serious concerns about the gender 

implications of the objective standard. As we saw in the cases involving the playing girl, appeals 

to a conception of what is notmai or nanual results in the objective standard effectively 

extending to the boy more generous treatment - more liberty with himself and with others - than 

that extended to the girl. This should hardly be sqrising. If anything, the history of the 

treatment of women betrays an even more sustained illustration of the dangers of appeals to 

ordinariness, to the natural and normal.97 Psychology, philosophy, and law alike are replete with 

appeals to nanual and normal fezninirle qualities as justifications for limiting female participation 

in the public world. As Dr. Benjamin Spock put it, 

Women are usuaily more patient at working at unexciting, repetitive 
tasks ... Women on the average have more passivity in the inborn core of their 
personali ty... 1 believe that women are designed in their deepest instincts to get 
more pleasure out of life - not only sexually but socially, occupationaily, 
matemally - when they are not aggressive. To put it anothcr way I think that 
when women are encourageû to be cornpetitive too many of them become 
disagreeable?* 

In fact, the ovemding conception of what is naaual for women is perhaps most eloquently stated 

by Jean-Jacques Rousseau: 

A perfect man and a perfect women should no more nsemble each other in mind 
than in countenance...It is part of one to be active and strong, and of the other to 
be passive and weak...In boys the object of physical training is the development of 
stnngth, in girls the development of graces...Boys like movement and noise; their 
toys are dnims, tops and g o m .  Girls would rather have things that look well 
and serve for adornment...Girls are more generally docile than boys and in any 

" But mis may only k kcPuse the history of womn's exclwion is far mm chronicled than thnt of the mntally 
disab1ed. Perhaps this is in part because, as Young notes, oftcn the exclusion of the ~ n t a l l y  disabled was 
accomplishcâ, not through the direct denial of the fhmcbc and civil nghts, but raîhcr through more extensive 
exclusion, principally institutionalizatio~~: Young, supra note 86 at 54. In addittion, because they have traditionally 
b e n  characterized as non-agents. the exclusion of the mntally disabled h m  the rights of citizniship may not be 
v i e d  as similady problematic: Note, "Mental Disaôility and the Right to Vote," 88 Yale L. J. 1644 (1W9). So 
aithough woaim have kgun to writc the history of their silencc, for the mmtaiiy disabled, OIE might say, the silence 
rrrnainn quite litcrally deafenîng. 

98 Decent Md Indecent, (New Y& McCP11 P u b W g ,  1969) fhcreinafter Decent and Indecent]. 



case have more need to be brought under authority ... This hardship, if it be a 
hardship, is inseparable from their sex9? 

This appeal to a passive feminine nature has played an important role in justifying the &sa1 to 

admit women to "masculine" professions and to the public world more generally. As Car1 Jung 

No one c m  evade the fact, that in taking up a masculine calling, studying and 
working in a man's way, woman is doing somethhg not whoily in agreement 
with, if not directly injurious to, her feminine nature...Female psychology is 
founded on the principle of Ems, the binder and deliverer, while age-old wisdom 
ascribed Logos to man as his ruling principle.'OO 

Indeed, this conception of what is natural or normal for women has often played an overtly 

important role in legal deterrninations. To cite but one of myriad examples, in BradweU v. 

 tat te,'" the Supreme Court of the United States sustained a law denying women the right to 

practice law. An appeal to nature is crucial to the oftciteû concurrence of Justice Joseph P. 

Bradley in that decision: 

Man is, or should be, woman's protector and defender. The naturai and proper 
timidity and delicacy which belongs to the female sex evidently unfits it for many 
of the occupations of civil He. The constitution of the farnily organization, which 
is foundeû in the divine ordiname, as well as in the nature of things, indicates the 
domestic sphere as that which properly belongs to the domain and functions of 
womanhood. The harmony, not to Say identity, of interests and views, which 
belong, or should belong, to the farnily institution is repugnant to the idea of a 
woman adopting a distinct and independent career from that of her h ~ s b a n d . ' ~  

And such appeals to nature have not only been useû to exclude women nom important 

professional aspects of the public world - they have also played a central role in denying women 

" Eniife. or on Education (1762) (New York Basic Books, 1979). Note the similarity of Rousseau's suggestion 
that king brought under authority is imt in fact a hardship for womn to the reasoning of Justice H o k s  in Buck v. 
Bell. Tbere, after arguing that the kompetents shouid mnirc sacrinces for the greatcr good, Holms notes that these 
sacrinces arc " o k n  not felt to bc mch by thosc conœrPtdn: supra note 94 at 207. This in a case wherc Camt Buck 
challcngtd hcr involuntary sterilization aii the way to the Suprtnie Court of the United States. 

'O Contribc(tionx ro Anrrtyticd Psychubgy, (London: K. Pd, Trcnch, Trubncr & Co. Lui. 1928). 

'O1 16 Wd. (83 U.S .) 130 (1873) mcrcinaftcr BrdwcIrJ. 

lm Ibùi. For an analysis of the impact of the Iaw anci such discriminimry conccptiom on the professional üves of 
womn mure guieraïïy, sec Constance Backhouse, Pem'cOCIiS and Prejùàice, (Toronto: The Osgoode Society, 1991, 
espcciaily Chapter 9 "Pratcctive Labour Le&1ationW and Chaptcr 10 "Lawycring: Clara Brett Martin, Canada's First 
Woman Lawycr." 



other civil and political rights including the right to be educated, and the right to vote and 

participate in public 1ife.lo3 Thus, for instance, two years after Bradwell the Supreme Court of 

the United States denied women the right to vote on the ground that it was not a right and that 

they already possessed al l  necessary civil rights.'O4 Nature, it was argued had made women so 

weak that they required protection and thus could not be granted suffrage.105 

When viewed against this backdrop, the larger significance of the cases involving 

children becomes apparent. As with the mentally disabled, we see a disturbing reflection of 

history in the way that courts use conceptions of what is normal and natural to give content to the 

meaning of reasonable behaviour. If one were tempted to conclude that the pattern of treatment 

is accidental, the nature of that treatment and the language of the courts seem more difficult to 

dismiss. In fact, the virtual exclusion of girls from access to the argument that they acted out of 

natural imprudence echoes the pervasive understanding of the female nature as inherently timid 

and passive'M. Thus, in the cases involving the playing girl we see courts invoking an aIl too 

familiar understanding of girlhood as characterized by appropriately cautious and passive 

behaviour. Indeed, if we look past the quaint language of the quote from the court in 

~ u s s e n ~ e r , ' ~  we see how much the court there actually seems to capture about the expectations 

lo3 Judith Shklar points out that, whatever the appeal of the participatory Aristotelian conception of citizenship, this 
is not the sort of citizenship that the disenfranchised have demanded. Instead, she describes the right to vote and the 
opportunity to cam as the "two great emblems of public standing," the a n h d  attributes of citizenship, around which 
the struggle for inclusion has ccnetd: "Amexican Citizenship: The Question for Inclusion" in The Tanner Lectures 
on HUM Values XI= f 990 (Utah: University of Utah Press, ) at 388. 

lo4 Minor v. Happetset?, 88 U.S. (21 Wall.) 162 (1875). 

lo' Shldu, supra note 103 at 403. See also Vogel, supra note 86 at 6264; Backhouse. mpta note 102 at 293; his 
Marion Young, "Pality and Group Difference: A Critique of the Ideal of Universal Citizenship" in Cass R. Sunstein 
(ed.) Ferninisnt and Political Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990) 1 17 at 1 19- 122. 

lo' It is important to notc hrc, however, that these images of delicacy so often called forth to justify f e d  
exclusion from the public world clearly invoked only a certain group of women, privileged on grounds of class and 
race at least. Elizabtth Spelman offers a mote contemporary example of the same phcnomcnon in her comment that 
when Betty Frieda. suggested that womn's problems would bt largely solved if they got "out of tbc housew she 
could not have been tbking of the millions of woum that have always w o r M  outside the house, often as donvstic 
labour for the very women about whom Friedan was writing: Inessential Woman: Problems of Exclusion in Fcntinist 
Though! (Bostom Beacon RSS, 1988) at 8, discussing Betty Friedan's Tiic Feminine Mystique (New York: Norton, 
1963). Thus the ideal of femininity that we see in both the commc~ltary and the cases is an ideal premised not only 
on gender identity but also on class and racial privilege at a minimum- For a fascinating history of how some of these 
issues play out in the cornplcxities of the womcn's movement and fcmale waged workers m the nineteenth century, 
see Backhouse, supra notc 102, Chapter 9 "Rotective Labour Legislation." 

lo7 ~CIssen~er V. Michigan Crmrol RailrOQC1,48 Mi&. 205 (1882). 



of female behaviour and how those expectations still find expression in the objective standard. 

So women, unaccustomed to the ways of the wotld and more inched to panic in the face of 

danger, may be given greater latitude in some respects. However, as we set in the cases 

involving the playing girl, asking what "is commonly looked for fiom one of her sex" will just as 

often lead to a higher standard of care - requiring more vigilance in the care of others and more 

caution with regard to her own safety.'08 

The light of history is aiso revealing in other ways. The absence of any romentic 

language and understanding of girlhood may seem surprising but here again looking to the larger 

context is helpful. As Philippe M e s  points out in his social history of chiîdhood, the idea of 

childhood, although phrased in general terms, was characterized by its treatment not of both 

genders but rather of boys. Thus the developing concept of childhood as a distinct perioà with its 

own special characteristics which must be encourageci and protected was in fact a concept of 

boyhood.'" Thus, he comments, T h e  idea of childhood profited the boys first of all, while the 

girls persistecl in the traditional way of life which confused them with ad~lts."~ 'O And indeed, 

this accords with what we see under the objective standarâ. Thus, the latitude under the 

objective standard that is notionally given to aii  childmi in fact disproportionately knefits boys. 

So courts are prepared to forgive a i l  sorts of boyish imprudence based on that cornmonsense 

appeal to the inevitability of nature - "Boys will be boys." Unlike the mentally disabled or the 

los Ibid. at 208. 

'O9 In Cennuies of ChiUbod, Philippe Arks chronicles the rigaificlnce of cducation in the cvolution of the modem 
conception of chilcihood: supra note 74 at 137-336. In the course of that discussion he indicates that the tcrms 
"schoolboy," "scholar" and "studcnt" wcrc uscd interchangeably: ibid. at 329. He alsa notes that schooling was "tht 
rnonopoly of one sex. Womcn wert excluded": ibid. at 331. Indeed, eiscwherc Aies statts that aithough he 
discusses childhood in gcncrai tcrms, in fact it had at a minimum vcry distinct genàcr and class l k s .  For instance, 
he points out that the change in clothing, likc many of the innovations in the trcatmcnt of childrcn, "affécts boys 
mort than girls." For a vcry considerable perioâ of tirne, girls werc not differcntiattd h m  adults, as certain boys 
W C h .  

Aria a h  points out the rclationship bctween the developmcnt of ch i ldhd and the rise of the modern bourgeois 
or middle c h .  After noting that the "old ways of lifé pcrsisted almost until the prescrit &y in the lowcr classes," he 
points out the impact of the demand for chiid labour during the nineteenth century. He continues, Thiîd labour 
retaincd this charactcristic of d e v a l  Society: the precocity of cntry into achait lifé. The whole complexion of life 
was changeci by the ciifferences in the educatid treatrnent of the middle class and lowcr class adn:  ibid. at 336. 



playing girl, the boy inhabits the public world with impunity, sure that it will look with leniency 

on his childish excesses. 

With his characteristic acuity, William Wordsworth wrote that the child was the father of 

the man. But if the relaxed objective standard is justified for children because we care about 

their weKare and want them to leam,"l what does the standard teil childrui about how they 

should behave? It depicts a world sharply riven by gender boundaries and other  division^."^ 
And it is not simply that the gender h e  in the playground, so to speak, exists; it exists, at least in 

part, because it is enforced, including by judges. But this illustrates how complicated the 

assertion of 'naturalness' is. The cases imply that since reckiessness is part of a boy's nature 

because boys simpiy will behave recklessly, the standard by which such behaviour is judged must 

be calibratecl accordingly. However, looking at how judges react in the cases that hvolve girls 

playing recklessly casts a different light on the notion that the standard is simply reflecting 

' Then arc, it h worth noting, serious difficulties witb this raiionale kyond those discussed in the ccxt While it 
may initially secm that providing childrcn with a period of immunity from tort liability allows them to develop and 
mature without the thrcat of legal action, in fact it is not clear how persuasive this justification is. If childrcn will 
behave in much the same way rcgardless of whether or not thcir actions are subjtct to tort liability, then the forward- 
looking argumtnt that the relaxcd standard allows childrcn m m  to &veIop seems untenable. For much the same 
re8sbns that Coleman outlir#s in his discussion of why dctcnrtncc argumnts arc unpersuasive in the case of the 
mcntally disabled, liability is uniikely to &ter children who would have a dcfcnce in tort "Mental Abnormality, 
Personal Responsibility, and Tort Liability" in Menial Illncss: tmu ond Public Policy. Eds. B. A. Brody & H. T. 
Engebardt, Jr. (Boston: D. Rei&l, 1980) at 107; Caroline Forell, " R c d g  the Negiîgena Standard of Cart for 
Minors" 15 New Mexico L.Rcv. 485 at 499. 

The argument in favour of the protection of childrcn seems similarly incapable of justifying the relaxeci 
standard of care for children. This is because many cases arising out of so-dcd 'carcfree' activities involve 
situations wbcre ont child injucs another chiid, sa that the protection ar-nt sccms to rcsult in at bcst an 
indctcmiiaatc response or at worst the imposition of liability on the child defendant rcgardltss of whether or not he 
was khaving 'normaliy': see, for instance, McHuié v. Wauon, supra note 1; Purtk v. Shclron (1972 Ark.), 474 
S.W.2d 123, huntiag, Humel v. Crosictier, 256 A.2d 143 (S.C.N.H. 1969) 'playing'. Inte~cstingiy, howevtr, the 
romantic constmction of ' c a reh '  child's play is so powcrful that the dangerou - indecd o k n  brutal - form that 
child's play may takc is routincly obscur& 0. Bahr, Tort Law and thc Games Ki& Play," (1978) 23 S. Dakota 
L.Rev.275. Thus, Bahr advocaîcs handling childrcn's gams on an "exuôerance modeln that excuses much 
carclessncss on the g r o d  that then "thc kids of the world would be fice to bc kW: ibid. at 300. The frecdom herc 
is clearly the fietdom of the child &fendant. Mort gencratly, it is diffïcult to see why argunwnts in favour of child 
plaintiffs would not be applid to relax the standard of care for mcntaliy disabled plaintiffis. 

'12 Tbis is not to say that this world is a fiction of the futik judiciai imaginatioa: Barrie Thom, G e h t  Phy  (New 
B d c k ,  NJ.: Rutgers University Press, 1994). Gendet P h y  is based on extensive obsmrations of the chiîdrcn 
(primarily fourth and Hth grade shidents) at play in working class communitics. AB an cthnographer, Thom bcgins 
with the WU-known phenomcnon of gcnder scgregation on the playground. She examiots how "thc play of gcndei' 
organizes childrcn and th& activities. But in explicating this, she discusses how the meaning of gctrder is cornplex, 
influcnccd by age, cthnicity, m, sexuaiity, and social class and the content of play. T h m ' s  work details how the 
complcx configurations of "separate culturesn of boys and girls art crtated and swtaincû through the activities of 
play* 



'naturai' ciifferences. The cases mggest that girls too have reckless impulses. And so we see the 

nomative assertion of how girls should behave lurking khind the apparently descriptive appeal 

to what is natural. And this is by no means confined to the opinions of judges. Indeed, it refiects 

a much more pervasive understanding, nicely articulated by Rousseau: "girls are more generally 

docile than boys and in any cuse have m e  need to be brought under a~thority."'~' In fact, 

teaching the playing girl to control h a  reclùess impulses seems in some significant way to be 

preparing ber for womanhood. So girls are forced to be passive or docile. perhaps because of a 

vague sense that when females are encouraged to be competitive, they become "di~a~reeab1e.""~ 

Thus, Rousseau concludes that even if being 'brought under authority' is a hardship, it is 

inseparable kom king female - part of what it is to be female is to have these inappropriate 

impulses brought under control. 

But if the message to girls is that their aggressiveness and attraction to danger, their des in  

to do unseemiy masculine things, must k brought under control, the message to boys is precisely 

the opposite. The unambiguous message given to boys is that their recklessness, the2 daring, 

their attraction to danger and even to the forbidden are ail qualities that are prized in boys and 

thus are to be encouraged even when they result in harm to others. Boys, as we have seen, are 

often lauded for such displays of masculinity despite the h m  they may occasion. Indeed, the 

role of play in preparing children for their adult roles is apparent not only in children's toys and 

games and ~iterature,"~ but also in the justifications given for chiidren's play. Indeed, one of the 

major justifications that developed for the garnes of schoolboys was that "they prepared a man 

for ~ a r . " ' ~ ~  And in the cases involving boys one has the dim sense that encouragement of a 

l4 Decent and Inàcccnt, supra note 98. 

l l5 Sec, for instance, O& Play, supra note 52 at 2,4445; Centuries of Childhood, supra note 74 at 89-90. 

l6 Cmnuies of Childlrood, supro note 74 at 89. Intcrcstingly, the i&a of the soldier runs likc an h s t  invisible 
thrtad through the image of ôoyhaod, the ideal of citizenship and the problem of equality. As Aries notes, and as wc 
have sctn in the cases involving boys, the developmcnt of a certain masculine aggrcssivcncss prcmwd on the image 
of the soldier has extrted a powcrfiil influence on boys' play ibid. at 89. And the 'warlike* activities identined by 
Aries continue to be an important componcnt of boy's play. Thus, the garacs of boys arc oAcn ovcrtly hicrarchical 
and competitive, and typicaily rcvolve around strcngth and force: G e d r  P&y, supra note 112 at 91-95 (citations 
omimd), Further, boys also tcnd ta tum 0 t h  play activities into contests, invasions and the liire: ibid. The image 
of the idcal citizen too has often takcn the form of the "citizen-as-soldier": Shklar supra note 103 at 39û. This niode1 
of patnotic virtue, "posscsscd of all the military qaialities of readMEss to fight" is most ammonly identifid with 



ceaain 'warlike' nature continues to exert an ifluence on the understanding of boys' play. 

Indeed, it seems plausible that the traits that the objective standard values and protects in boys 

continue to minor what the adult world counts as masculine success. It is therefore perhaps 

unsurprishg that judges wony that imposing liability on the reckless behaviour of playing boys 

will penalize both that which is best in boys and the b a t  of boys."' Risk-taking, it seerns, is a 

valuable masculine trait but not similarly desirable in women. Paradoxically, though, socially we 

reward at least certain forms of risk-taking both with high praise and with considerable economic 

benefits. 

Thus we see how ideas of what is naturai and nomial, so cenaal to the conception of 

reasonableness under the objective standard, actualiy raise profound concems about the 

justifiability and significance of such treatment. In fact, the very ideas of what is ordinary, 

noxmal or naturai that play such a central role under the objective standard have a long history of 

king invoked to the disadvantage both of the mentaiiy disabled and of women. And examinhg 

the operation of such ideas more closely only confirms these suspicions. This is because the very 

same kinds of invidious or disabling stmotypes about the mentally disabled or women that have 

more general cumncy also infiltrate determinations of what is reasonable through untroubled 

appeals to some conception of what is normal, oirdinary or natural. In this way then, the 

entanglement of the conception of what is reasonable with some conception of what is normal 

raises serious, and much more general, equality concems. 

Machiavelli but, as Shklar notes, it bas long been important in modern Western dernacracies: ibid. Indeed, this 
image has been important beyond the confiriics of cibmhip &tory. Thus, the fact of military service has 0 t h  been 
used to bolster claims to fidi rights of citizensbip. Shklar nom, "In evmy war young Amcricans came to harbour 
somt of these scnthmîs and asked whether men good enough to serve th& country in war wete not fit to be full 
citizens": ibid. And the 'right' to engage in military service has thcrcforc sor&mcs d a somtwhat 
paradoXical signincancc. Thus, feminist orgaddons (NOW in the United States, ANMLAE in Nicaragua, and 
ohers) have fought for womcn's qua1 inclusion with nwn in the military, "arguing that cmce women shm with mtn 
the uitimak citizen's duty - to die for one's country, thcy would bc able to gain also quai citizenship rights to that 
of men [sic]": N.Yuvd-Davis, '"ïbe Citizenship Debatc: Womcn, Ethnic Proctsses and the State," Feminist Review 
No. 39, Wintcr 1991 at 64. in Rostkn v. Goldbcrg, the niajority of the Court found that ttie male-only draft 
survivcd the qua1 protection challenge, but did so on the basis tbat wornen were not eligi'ble for combat positions, a 
faturc bat had not becn challcnged in the case and that was not q u e s t i d  by the majority of the Court at lcast: 453 
U.S.57 (1981). 



IV. THE RHETORIC OF COMMON SENSE 

But the ccntrality of this idea of the normal cannot be fully understood without reference 

to another important feature of the objective standard. Reading through the acadernic and 

judicial discussions of the objective standard, one cannot help but be stmck by their distinctive 

rhttoric. Indeed, perhaps what is most striking is the almost unacademic tone of much of the 

'reasoning' about the objective standard. And this distinctive tone derives in large part from the 

reliance on common sense that characterizes invocations of the normal. In fact, for ail the claims 

that common sense malces to a kind of egalitarian ordinariness, it invokes a world view that 

echoes and indeed supports the deeply inegalitarian understanding of membership that is 

ultimately reflected in the objective standard through the mechanism of the 'normal'. 

Cultural anthropologist Clifford Geertz alerts us to the fact that, despite its own claims to 

the contrary, common sense is itself a cultural system, a loosely comected body of belief and 

judgment chatacterizcd above all by a special frame of mind, a distinctive tone, "just what 

anybody properly put together cannot help but thinkWH8 According to Geertz, the attitude of 

common sense derives fiom its insistence that "its tenets are immediate deliverances of 

experience, not delibexated nflections upon it."lL9 So the very language of common sense 

implies the self-evidence of its claims: its authority is based on its unspoken assertion that it is a 

"men matter-of-fact apprehension of reality."'" As Geertz notes, its characteristic "maddening 

air of simple ~isdom"'~'  is attributable to certain qualities typical of the common sense hune of 

mind. The ïiaturalness" which Geertz describes as the most fundamental quality of common 

sense &es the form of an "air of 'of-c~urseness,"~ which is cast over certain selected things, 

things which are depicteci as intrinsic aspects of nality. The second quality of common sense 

wisdom that seems particularly apposite here is what Geertz ternis "thinness." This implies that 

the 

. 

' '* C. Gccrtz, Local Knowkdgc (New Yoik: Basic Books, 1983) at 10-1 1. 

l l9 Ibid. a< 75. 

1bid. at 75-76. 

12' lbid. m 85. 



world is what the wide-awake, uncomplicated person takes it to be. Sobnety, not 
subtlety, nalism. not imagination, are the keys to wisdom; the really important 
facts of life lie scattered openiy dong its surface, not cunningly secreted in its 
depths. '" 

Accordhg to common sense wisdom, tnith is obvious and plain. And the "accessibleness" of 

common sense implies that the prccepts of common sense wisdom are o p  and will lx readily 

apparent to all whose faculties are reasonably in ta~t . '~  

Although the hallmarks of common sense notions are most apparent at the rhetorical 

level, the literature on the objective standard dso contains some explicit references to common 

sense. Indeed, the virtues of common sense are used to jus* the treamient of the nlentally 

disabled despite the apparent confiict with fundamentai principles of the law of negligence. So, 

for exarnple, The American Lmv of Tons quotes M a i r e  v. Almy to the effect that the rules 

governing insanity and various de- of mental incapacity rest on public policy and more 

"upon what might be calleâ a popular view of the requirements of essential justice than upon any 

attempt to apply logicaily the underlying principles of civil liability to the special instance of the 

mentally deranged."lu Pollock expresses a similar preference for the precepts of common sense, 

however flawed, as well as an anti-intellectualism characteristic of cornmon sense when he 

argues "It is by no means suggested that theories of psychology, nomal or abnormal, should be 

made propositions of law. The enors of cornmon sense are more tolerable, on the whole, than 

those of speculation; at all events they are more eady comcted."'" Similarly, Alexander and 

122 Ibid. at 89. Note h m  the coagruity of 'connaon sense' ancl î k  8SSUmptions undcr1ying îhc bc of judiciai 
notice dixussed above in Chaptct Two. 

123 Ibid. at 91. hîriguingîy hem. GMcz acknowledgu that whilc common sense U M y  anti-expert it is not 
necessariIy egalitarian. Indeed, common seme stems to gcant the power to authoritatively interprtt 'rtality' to the 
common man. So, although he does not highlight this fcature of common sense, Gttrtz notes that "chiidrcn, 
fkquently cnough womcn, and, dcpcnding upon the society, various sorts of un&rclasscs arc regardcd as less wise, 
in an 'thcy are emotionsl creaturcs' sort of way, than othcrs": ibid So, thcm is an important ambiguity in Geem's 
conclusion that "Being cornmon, common sense is open to ali, the geeerd propcrty of at Icast, as wc would put it, aiî 
solid citizem": ibid. 

'" ~ c G ~ i t e  V. A& 297 Mass. 323.8 NE2d 760 (1937). discwsed in S. Spisr ,  C E  F., anâ kW. Gans, 
Thc Antmcon b u  of Torts, v.1 (Rochester, N.Y.: The Lawyer's Co-Operative Publishing Co., 1983) at 823 (ss. 
5: 17, n79). 

Iz5 F.W. Pollock, Polbck on Tom, 15' cd. (Londotx Stevens and Sans. 1951) at 48. Pollock's attitude hem seems 
a straighdorward example of what Geertz rcfcrs to as the "anti-expert, if not anti-intektual" tom of cornmon scast: 
Geertz, supra note l l 8  at 91. 



Szasz object to the depiction of insanity as an illness, partially on the grounds that it would 

displace "the public judgment of social conduct baseù on comrnon sense" with a 'pnvate 

judgment of it based on quasi-medical criteria."" There is thus an explicit desin to retain 

judgments based on common sense even when they seem to contradict other legal principles or 

the expert evidence of other disciplines.'n Thus the literature h m  is characterized by a refusal 

either to inquire into the facts more fully or to make the principles of iiability logical and 

systematic, perhaps because the 'appeaiing' result could not withstand this kind of scnitiny. 

More commonly, however, the appeal to common sense takes place at the level of 

rhetoric and is implicit rather than explicit. The conditions that give rise to nomial and natural 

shortcomings, particularly childhood, are characteristically depicted as uncomplicatcd 'facts of 

life'.'" nius Shulman opens his classic article on by noting that the objective standard must be 

moderated for children because "7'0 do otherwise, would be to shut its eyes, ostrich-like, to the 

facts of life."129 This attitude, according to Shulman, is simply a form of " d s m .  ,9130 rhe 

American Law of Tons justifies the relaxation of the objective standard in the case of physical 

disabilities by pointing out that "law must meet the realities of life."13' A smse of the strictures 

that 'rtality' imposes on law is also apparent in Brazier's statement that "Childm must, it 
rr 132 seems, be treated as a category apart. The underlying nason is presumably that a "child's 

'" Alexander & Szasz, supra note 36 at 27. 

"Cornmon-sense wisdom is shamdessly and unapologetically ad hoc." And it is this v q  ~ t h o d i c a i n e s s "  of 
common sense that recommcnds it as "capable of grasping the vast rnultifariousllcss of life in the world": Gtertz, 
supra note 1 18 at 90-91. 

12' Indecd, Holms's charactcrization of childhood aad of physical disibilities such as blindaws as "distinct 
dcfccts" that "dl can r c c o ~  and as "clcar and manifest" incapacities can be undcrstood as implying what kinds 
of incapacitits arc rtcognizable as common scnse facts: Holmcs, supra note 29 at 109-10. Similarly, Street on Tom 
States that the objective standard will takc account of the persanal equation wheh it is b'obvious" that the individual 
is incapable of meeting the standard. Tht example given of such an "obvious" inability is the case of childrcn: 
Street, supra note 20 at 491. 

'*' ~ a r r y  shulman. T h e  standard of Care ~cquired of Chiidrcn" (1928) 37 yak W. 618 at 618. 

130 ~indcn m n g  otbat cites this passage with approvt Linncn, supra note 16 at 125. 

13' nir Amcrican Lnu of Torts, supm note 123 at 818. 



nomial behaviour ciiffers h m  an ad~lt's."'~~ Rosser also suggests that law is simply responding 

to reality when he comments that for children "it has been necessary, as a practical matter" to 

depart fiom the objective standard, because they 4 ' ~ 0 t  in fact" meet the standar~l."~ In an 

implicit recognition of the signilïcance of 'facts', Bamtt argues for generosity towards the 

elderly partly on the ground that, like the young, they are 3 "demographic fact."13' But this 

common sense emphasis on the 'fact' of incapacities like childhood and physical disabilities 

implies its opposite: the rhetoric of common sense that invokes the 'facts of Me' as a justification 

for relaxing the standard of care subtly suggests the incndibility of certain other kinds of claims 

- indeed, it implies their 'fictional' status. In this way, the language of common sense 

rhetorically reinforces the same idea of the nomial so irnplicated in determinations of 

reasonableness. 

A similar intimation that the workings of the objective standard are dictated by reality, 

straight and simple, is apparent in the frequent insistence that law wili not require the ridiculous. 

This echo of Shulman's insistence that law will not be b h d  to the facts of lle1j6 reinforces the 

statu of certain incapacities as 'facts'. So, for example, commentators frrquently make the point 

that "A deaf person is not required to h m ,  a lame person need not be nimble, nor is a blind 

person obliged to ~ee."'~' Persons with physical disabilities, it is often said, need not behave as 

though they had no disability.13' Thus Rosser States that "the person cannot be qui red  to do 

the impossible by conformiflg to physical standards which he cannot r n e e ~ " ' ~ ~  The danger of 

ignoring these facts of life is nicely summarized in Daly v. Liverpool Corporation: 

133 Remedics in Tort. supra note 32 at 161-52.2. 

134 Rosser, supm note 3 at 179. Harper nlpo argues that accordhg the um gemous mament of chiid defendants 
as to child plaintiffs is, despite limitai authority, *'thoroughiy sound" as weU as consistent with the " g e d  stnst of 
fairncss": Harper. supra note 6 at 161. 

13' Bnmtt, supra note 37 u 880-82. 

136 ShulmPQ supra note 129 a< 618. 

13' Linden, supra note 16 at 123 (f- omiaed); Fieming. supra no& 2 at 112; Holms, supra note 29 at 109; 
James, supra note 1 1 at 18. 



1 cannot believe that the law is quite so absurd as to Say that, if a pedestrian 
happens to be old and slow and a little stupid, and does not possess the skU of the 
hypotheticai reasonable pedestrian, he or she can only walk about his or her native 
country at his or her own risk. One must take people as one nnds them.'" 

Honoré also intimates that law wili not requin the ridiculous when he argues that someone who 

is tw short to see over a wall "is not to be treated as if he could see over the wall ~naided."'~' 

Similarly, Klar states that "Negligence law does not expect young children to possess the 

cornmon sense, intelligence and knowledge of the nasonable adult."'" This common sense 

understanding is also ninforced in other more subtle ways. Thus, commentators often use 

conjunctions which imply that certain kinds of incapacities are simply straightforward facts 

which no sensible person could possibly question.143 Similarly, incapacities such as childhood 

are often described as obviously requiring some calibration of the standard of care.lu In this 

sense, the relaxation of the objective standard for certain 'normal' shortcornings is presented as 

an uncontentious coroiiary of the nature of things. 

But the language of cornmon sense plays a very different role here as well. If the 

relaxation of the objective standard for 'normal' shortcomings is defended in its uncompromising 

tones, the impatience with the ridiculous that characterizes common sense is also used to justify 

refushg to relax the standard when the shortcomings are not seen as n o d .  Whiie the language 

surroundhg childhood and physical disabilities suggests that law won? be so foolish as to ignore 

'" [1939] 2 AU EA. 142 at 143 (K.B.). This quote is cited in Parsons, supra note 45 at 178.055. in his discussion 
of the limits of the rcliance d e  in judging situations of contriiutory negiigence. 

l4' T. Honoré, "Respo~~sibility and Luck" (1988) 104 L.Q. Rcv. 530 at 548. 

14' KIar, supra note 39 Y 214. Sec also E.B. Kinlaad, Commcntaries on the Lmu of Tom (Sm Francisco: Bancroft- 
Whitney Co., 1903) at 43. 

'" Ibus, Linden statcs that "[alfier a& a minor's no& condition is onc of rccognucd incompctency 'and, 
thercforc, indulgence must be shown'": Lhdcn, supra note 16 at 125, citing Chrbonneuu v. McRzuy, supra note 22 
at 467. He later states, "Cfecltiy, youth aeeds a b a r  against tort Iiability for its indisczctions": LSndcn, ibid, at 126. 
Similarly, Seavey states that "of course" chilâxen should be trcaîcd diüércntly than adults in tht law of negligcncc: 
Seavey, supra note 15 at 12, nl2. And Rossa defends a fcIaxed standard of are for childm partly by nohg that 
chiltiren "obviowly cannot, an aîI instances, bc hcld ta the samt standard as aduitsn: Rosser, supra note 2 at 179. 

144 ~ o l m u ' s  desaiption of certain defcea as disrmt iad mmifat is but one example. Parsons a h  argues that the 
limits on practicable judiciai iaquint nmn that courts wili ntfust to consider factors othcr thaa ptrhaps insanity, 
unlcss thm is a "rcaây mkontr" or an "obvious circumstanct" iikc agt to simpiify thtir task: Parsons, supra note 
45 at 181. Seavey tao d e S c n i  physical de- as asobvious": Seavcy, supra note 15 at 23-24. 



the facts, the rhetoric in these cases relies on a very different invocation of the obvious. So in 

discussions of the mentaliy disabled, commentators rely on the language of common sense to 

imply the silhess of suggesting that a mental disability could be used to preclude liability in 

negligence. Rosser's insistence that a person's mental disability "obviously cannot be allowed to 

protect him fiom liability"'" is but one illustration. In support of this position, Rosser cites "the 

very obvious difficulties of proof as to what went on in the person's head."'" Similarly, when 

speaking of the mentally disabled, Klar states that "it is obvious that legal fault and moral fault 

cannot be expected to be synonymous conceptd4' Honoré also relies on similar rhetonc when 

he states that "The most obvious factors which are not circumstances are things which are inside 

the agent or p m  of his make-up, like being stupid or in a baà temper."'" 

The distinctive tones of common sense rhetoric cm also be detecteù in the cursory 

dismissive language that characterizes discussions of abnormal shor tcom~i~s . '~~  And the 

impatience of the prose reinforces the 'obviousness' of the conclusion by implying that it is 

hardly worth spelling out. So, for example, Linden begins his discussion of the objective 

standard by simply stating "A stupid individual must answer for his foolish ways to his victim, 

even though he may be forgiven by his ~ a k e r . " ' ~ ~  Similarly, a f k  Seavey discusses the 

14' Rossert supra notc 2 at 176-77 (fawotcs omittcd, emphasis addcd). 

'" Rosser, &id. at 177 [emphasis added]. 

14' MN, supra note 39 at 212. 

148 Honoré, supra note 140 at 548. Howcver, as noted above, dcspitc the fo* chat Honoré descllis this c lah  as 
obvious, his analysis does not in fact support it. Intcrcstingly, Honoré gocs on to use a furthet appeal to common 
sense when he says îhat the person concerd mut eithcr ovcrcome these difncultics or face the ensuing 
conscqucnces. But this argument docs not have the samc force for both of Honoré's Uustrations* At l e m  whcre an 
individual's la& of control is not of clinical dimnsions, the law c m  Iegithücly requirt somcoc to overcom a bad 
tempcr. But the 'shape up or ship out' argumcnt does not secm to have the force with individuals who lack 
intelligence. Can we a W y  dcmand that so~llt~nc 'ovcrcome' k i r  la& of h l i î gcna?  And if we cannot, does it 
makc sense to hold them liable for the conscqucl~cts of the lack of intcîlîgcna as if the problem emanattd h m  a 
want of wiii power? Oivcn this difficulty. it docs not sccm Surprishg that in tht discussion following tbis statcmnt 
Honoré focuses, not on the 'stupid. individual, but rathcr on the person who has a "baâ temper" or is irritable: ibid. 
rit 549. This despite the fact thai Honoré's major objective is to d e f d  the imposition of the objective standard on 
the 'stupid' person. 

149 This is the cquivalenî, one suspects, of Dr. Johnson's injunction, "And that's an end on the marin": O&m, 
supra note 118 at 80. 



possibility of treating the elderly in the same way as children on the ground that both represent 

stages in the life of "nonnal" persons, he continues, "Nor is it &air that the consequences of his 

folly should be visited on the f~ol."'~' Or, as Kinkead matter-of-factly puts it, 'The lunatic must 

bear the loss occasioned by his torts, as he bears his other mis fortune^."'^^ But the impatience 

with claims of the mentally disabled is perhaps most evident in Rosser's statement that someone 

obviously cannot be exonerated from liability merely because "the individual is a congenital fool, 

cursed with in-buih bad judgment, or that in the particular instance the person 'did not stop to 

W,' or that the person is merely a stupid ox, or of an excitable temperament which caused him 
T ri153 to lose his head and get 'rattied . 

The implication of this impatient tone is that the demands society d e s  of the mentally 

disabled are anythmg but unremonable. So, for instance, Holmes invokes a kind of cornmon 

sense utilitarianism when he insists that "a certain average of conduct, a sacrifice of individual 

peculiarities going beyond a certain point, is necessary to the general we~fare."~ Like Holmes, 

the literature oftcn minimizes what is at issue for the mentally disabled by implying that the law 

only requires minimally decent behavio~r.'~~ Often this takes the form of an apparently simple 

insistence that "Everyone is requinxi by tort law to possess a certain modicum of intelligence."'56 

ls1 suvey, supra note I s at 12. 

lS2 KinLead, supra note 142 at 63. Sec aiso. Restatement, supra note 3, S. 283B. Comment C (no allowance is 
made for mental deficiency; *'the actor is held to the standad of conduct of a rcasonable man who is not mentally 
deficicnt, evcn though it is in fact beyond his capacity to cooform to it"); I.Iarper, supra note 6 at 160, Pollock, supra 
note 2 at 457 (law "pcrcmptorily assumes that he has as much capucity to judge and foresec consequences as a man 
of ordinary prudence would have in the same situation"). 

lS3 Rosser, supra note 2 a< 176-77. 

lS4 HO-, supra note 29 at 108. 

'" Holmcs xefm to "individual pcuüaritics going beyond a certain point" and later to *'minute differcnces of 
character". Hotmcs, ibid. Similarly, Prosscr characterizes anything less than total insanity as a "mental deficiency of 
a minor nature": Rosser, mpra note 2 at 177 [emphasis addeci]. Similarly, Linden states that the law will rcfust to 
makc ~JIY ailowance '%or those who are merely deficient inkllectually and thmfore nuinnt livc up to the objective 
standard": Linden, supra note 16 at 131 [emphasis addcd]. Similar rhetoric is also found in Remedies in Tort, mpra 
note 32 at 16.1-52 ("Mere inteüectucll dejicirncy does not always excuse the &fendant's bchaviour." citing 
Vaughan v. Menlove, mpra note 59). The mmmmaû . .  . 'on of the clmims of the mcntaily disabled is also accomplished 
partly through the choice of examples. For instance, in thtir dcfenccs of the objective standard, Honoré focuses on 
the bad tcmpered individuai and Holmes on the individual who is born "hasty and awlnmrdn: Honoré, supra note 
141 at 54% Holmcs, ibiü. 

lS6 Liaden, &id. at 119; Rosser, W; Fleming, supra note 2 at 113; Sircet, supra note 20 at 203; Khr, supra note 
39 at 210 (although Klar nom that the actuai support that the case law offers for this position is in fact very 4); 



Or, as James puts it, in the absence of physical impairment, insanity or youth, an individual "will 

be held to sec the obvious and hear the clearly a~dible." '~ The reasonableness of this demand is 

often bolstereâ by drawing attention to the fact that the mentally disabled are simply being 

treated like everyone else. So, as Salmond and Heuston argue, "The foolish and foïgetful are 

judgeà by the same extanal standard as other de fendant^."'^^ And the related impatience with 

the notion of 'spccial' treatment for the mentally disabled is audible in Rosser's insistence that 

"if the person is to live in the comrnunity, he must lcam to conform to its standards or pay for 

what he breaks."'59 Rosser also relies on the suggestion that the demands of the law are hardly 

unmonable when he says that it is not bad policy to hold a "fool" liable for "his foliy" because 

the ham to others is as great or greater "than if the person exhibiteci a modicum of brains."lm 

And perhaps the most strilring example is found in Parsons' comment that even Seavey "stops 

short of suggesting that we should judge the moron by asking how the Clapham gentleman would 

behave if he were a rn~ron."'~~ Such is the distinctive impatience of common sense with any 

challenge to its precepts. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this way then, what Gcutz tems 'common sense' nasoning plays an important role in 

discussions of the objective standard. The qualities of common sense reasoning corne most to 

the fore in articulating the importance of assumptions about what is normal under the objective 

standard. In fact, the rhetonc surrounding the objective standard confîrms the systematic nature 

Remedies in Tort, supra notc 32 at 16.1-50; Pollock, supra note 2 at 454-55; Edgerton, supra note 7 at 868; 
Restatement, supra note 3 , ss.283, Comment B). 

15' I-S. supro note 1 1 at 6 7 .  

lS8 Sahoad, supra note 18 at229. Set Ilsa, Kinlrcpd supra note 142 at67. 

lS9 Rosser, supra note 2 at 177. See iIso Restatement, supra note 3 at 17, sa.283B, Comment Ce Friciman aiso 
argues that the individuai "must m c t  the dcmands of Society, not mreIy fulnl his own perswal capacities" 
(Frichan, Introduction to the knu of Torts, svpm notc 8 at 144) and Trindode says, "Amils shodd adjut their 
kbaviour to taLe account of th& wtalmsscs and foibles" (supra note 17 at 422). 

Rosser, ibid. 



of features that we first noticed in the case law involving c h i l h .  Those cases are noteworthy in 

part because they point to an entanglement between the normal and the rasonable. And indeed, 

closer analysis illuminates the role of assumptions about what is nomial and natural in 

determinations of reasonableness more generaliy. But as we have seen, such assumptions are in 

fact very difficult to give content to or to justify. And an even more troubling side of the 

interrelationship between the reasonable and the normal becomes apparent when we reconsider 

the treamient of those who are seen as having 'abnomial' shortcomings, like the mentally 

disabled. Here and in the case of gender, for example, reliance on assumptions about what is 

normal is more deeply tmubling - drawing into the assessrnent of responsibility social 

understandings that seem to challenge fundamental ideas of equal human worth. But the voice of 

the ordinary man whose world view is nflecteà in the idea of is impatient here - insisting the 

d e s  are simply obvious and that any other approach would contradict the 'facts of life'. 

Ultimately, even though we have become awan of his shortcomings, the common sense stance 

that the ordinary man adopts semis singularly well-adapted to securing his tenure. We would do 

well not to overlook this tenacity as we him to consider the broader implications of the 

entanglement between the reasonable and the normal. 



Chapter Five: 

Ordinary Prudence, E q d t y  and The Rule of Law 

One kind of unjust action is the failure of judges and others in authority to apply the 
appropriate rule or to intexpret it comctly. It is more illuminating in this connation 
not to rhink of p s  violations exemplified by bribesy and corruption. or the abuse 
of the legal system to punish political enemies, but rather of the subtle distortions of 
prejudice and bias as these effectively discriminate against certain groups in the 
judicial ' 

As we have seen, the objective standard seems deeply indebted to certain cornmon sense 

ideas about what is norrnai or ordinary. In fact, identifjhg this helps to c l a m  at l es t  some of the 

unease with the objective standard. Our case studies suggest that the objective standard operates 

very differently for diffaent p u p s  of litigants. Whiie this may not of itself be problematic, the 

nature of these differences does tum out to be troubling because the fom they take seems anything 

but accidental. Thus, it is significant that both the mentally disabled and women have suffend 

sufficiently discriminatory histories that they are now typically protectecl by constitutional and other 

guarantees of equality. hdeed, as we have seen, even a brief review of those histories reveals 

i m p o ~ t  continuities between discriminatory social understandings of what is normal or ordinary 

and the treatment of these litigants under the objeztive standard. 

But the very nature of these pb1ems suggests that they are simply illusaative of a much 

more general W c u l t y  with securing the kind of basic civil equality notionally protected by the rule 

of law. Thus it seems that because the notion of what is ruwnable draws on some concept of 

normal or ordhary khaviour, whercver social understandings of particular groups have ken 

tmubling, that trouble will inevitably 'seep' into determinations under the objective standard. And 

because such detexminations thus incorporate aml exacerbate existing systernatic inequalities, the 

problem seems to implicate hdainental rule of law concems - cmcerns that ultimately make us 

question the legitimacy of the objective standard. Indeed, taking this instinct back to the apparently 

advantaged boy Iitigant reveals how the privileged boy of the case law is actualïy premised on 

l John Rawh* A Ttteory of Jtcstice (Cambridge* h h x  Harvard University Prtss, 1971) at 235. 
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assumptions not simply about mental ability and gender but also about class and race, among other 

things. 

1. DIFFERENCE OR D1SCRlMINATION: ASSESSING EQUALITY UNDER LAW 

If we thllik of justice as aiways expressing a khd of equality, then formal justice 
requires that in their administration laws and institutions should apply equally (that 
is in the sarne way) to those belonging to the classes defined by them. As Sidgwick 
emphasized, this sort of equality is implied in the very notion of a law or institution, 
once it is thought of as a scherne of general rules? 

The objective standard defines the boundary between liberty and security: it tells us how 

much liberty individuah in society an entitled to, as weiï as delineating the comlative amount of 

Secunty. Indeed, one might say that the objective standard allocates liberty and security? And as 

we saw in Chapter One, the law of negligence de* the ôoundary between the appropriate liberty 

of the defendant and the security of the plaintiff by recourse to the fault principle. Thus, the 

defendant is at liberty to p m e  her own ends except to the extent that her activities are careless in 

that they impose a rrasonably foreseeable ri& of hann on another. Similarly, the plaintiff is not 

entitled to be fke firom al1 injury but only h m  injury causeù by the fault or carelesmess of another. 

And the distinctive understanding of fault that is at the heart of the negligence repime is capauad in 

Holmes' avoidabiiity test and in Honod's '«in general' pondit ion to liability h negligence. As 

we have seen, when pressed the law of negligence generally demmstrates its preference for the 

liberty intercsts of the defendant over the sccuity interests of the plaintiff by insisting on the 

salience of this conception of fault4 Indeed it is the attachment to this fault principle that is 

2 
ïbid. at 58 quoting Henry Sidgwick, The  mer^ of Ethics, 7th cd. (Lmïcnx MacMillan, 1907) at 267. 

Although the notion of aliociciag h i  and sccwity scnns O hlpfûl play of thinking ibout what thc objective docs 
and how e d y  its opcration thcnby raiscs cgaiitarian conoeras, 1 am puxposely hcsitanî ribout the impîications of using 
this language because of the potcntial efficiency connotations that it may carry with i t  1 da not waat io be taken to 
suggest tha! the allocation principk involvcs deftnmnations of efnciw- 



typically credited with the liberty-protecting aspect of the negligence regirne, in wntrast with, for 

example, a reghe of strict liability? 

But as we saw at the begmning of our analysis, the apparently essential fâult principle is 

nimmarily dispensed with for the mentally disabled! Unlike other litigants, they are held liable for 

their actions even when there is no plausible sense in which they can be said to be at fa& And 

because the fault principle is thus bypasscd, the standard is less protectivt of the liberty of the 

mentally disabled than it is of the liberty of other litigants. But the inegalitarian implications of the 

objective standard do not end here. In stark con- with the mentally disabled, in the case of the 

child defendant ( typidy the playing boy) the standard looks so attached to the interest in liberty 

and thenfore to the fauit principle that thar will be no liability unless the boy defendant had both 

the foresight and the prudence to avoid the ri& Thus, the playing boy benefits h m  the widest 

possible reading of avoidability with the consequence that he enjoys a far grcater sphen of liberty 

than the mentally disabled litigant. And in the case of the playing girl we see yet another variation 

in the treatment under the objective standard* The playing girl is t yp idy  not held liable if her 

risky behaviour was amibutable to a failtue of foresight, that is, if she was entrapped. In this sense 

the standard grants her more liberty than the mentally disabled. However, she is also afforded less 

liberty than that most favoureû of litigants - the playing boy. This is because courts do not apply 

the most expansive fault principle to the playing girl: they are not prepared to hold that even her 

failures of prudence (essentially temptation) negate liability. Thus there appeam to k a kind of 

hierarchy of îreatment under the objective standard. 

Now, one rnight question why - hierarchy or not - it is relevant at ai l  to engage in this kind 

of cornparisai of groups of cases under the objective standard. After aii, it could be suggesteù, the 

resolution of any dispute is always exclusively a matter of doing justice between the parties. But 

' Scc. fa instance. O.W. Holmts, ïRe Cornmon taw. Ed. MD. Howc. (Cambridge: Ehward University Press, 1%3); 
Richard Epstein, "A Tlmcy of Strict Liabiliîy" (1973) II J. Leg. Shrdies 151. 



regardless how cornmitteci one might k to this ideal of comctive justice as the best understanding 

of what is at stake in a pnvate Iaw case, inevitably questions of justice do implicate considerations 

beyond those at issue in the concrete dispute. This is b u s e  the very notion of the d e  of law 

presumes some kind of faimess or equality, not anly between the parties to the dispute, but also 

m s s  disputes. Rawls terms this principle as "justice as ngulenty" and ciescribes it as the "least 

controversial element in the common sense idea of justice."' hdeed, our lcgal system at least 

paaially reveais its cornmitment to these broader ideals in its doctrine - however flawed - of 

precedent and in constitutional protections for some kind of basic equality under law. 

If such a hierarchy may tharforc be relevant, the question is what it tells us. The objective 

standard clearly does îreat different groups of iitigants very differently. There is undoubtedly a 

certain irony here for somc of the most persuasive justifications of the objective standard rest on the 

presumed fact of qua1 treatment8 Ironies aside however, the fact of different treatment alone is 

not problematic. This is because no plausible theory posits that the requirements of equality are 

satisfied by mere identity of txeatment. Instead, the principle of equality at a minimum necessarily 

encompasses an account of justifiable differences, commonly formulated as requiring that likes be 

treated alike and unaiilces unalike? Thus eveo the most minimal principle of equality will not 

count simple diffcmces in treatment as violations. Instead, it will ask whether there is some 

account of relevant similarities and differences that justifies the treatment accorded different 

groups. Differences in treatment will, of course, not be justifïed shply by finding any difference 

between gmups: instead, the difference must k a normatively relevant mison for the distinction. 

-- -- 

' Supra note 1. s-77, a! 50C505. Aquinllc, Connvnuvy on ih NiConiachcm E t k a  Vol 1. T m .  CI. Lieingcr. 
(Chicago: H. Regncry Co., 1964). Althougb this proctQral imderstanding of equality bas bctn criticizad (not oniy by 
philosophers but alsa by courts iacluding the Suprt~ilt Court of Canada. Law Society of British Colwnbia v. Andrews 
[1989] 1 S.C.R. 143 etc.), it certainly docs provide at least a partial of whaî cquality requihs. Taking 
such a tticory as a point of departuxt shdd fortify bae equality anaiysis fot if the operation of the objcctivc standard 
violates evcn this most minimal f d  principk of equaiîty, then it wiïi uiadoubticdly also nise dificultics aven a more 
substantive or enrichcd theory- 

R.F.V. Heuston ad R A  Bucklcy, Sihond 0ndHeum.m on ik Lmv of Torts 206 cd. (Lodnx S-t ami Maxwell, 
1992) at 229 ("the foolish and forgcbiil arc juàged by the .crurrt extcraal standard as othcr dcfcndants"); E. B. Kinkeaâ, 
Collllll~lVOriCS on the Law of Torts (San F w  Bancroft-Whitacy Co., 1903) at 67; T. Hanort, "Responsl'bility and 
Lu&'' (1988) 104 L.Q. Rev. 530. More conceptuai accaunts that alsa rat on cquality bcluded those of E. Wcinriô, The 
ldcrr of Privute taw (Camtnidge: Harvard University ntss, 1995) and Arthur Ripsteiu, Equaüty, Responsibiüty and the 
Low (m. 1998) discussed above in Cbaptcr Ch. 



And beyond this anaiysis of the muuis-end relationship, most sophisticated articulations of 

the principle of equality aiso hold that it has some fora at the level of what count as legitimate 

purposes. This is because, as Rawls puts it quoting Sidgwick, a law may be equally executed and 

yet be unjust, as for instance, in the case of an evedy administered slave or caste society.l0 The 

scope and b i s  of the substantive constraint irnposed by equality is controversial but most theories 

iden* something iike a principle of equal human dignity, equal moral worth, or equal moral 

personality as its foundation. ' ' 

Thus, in their classic article 'iùssman and tenBmek suggest that this fornial principle of 

equality or 'regularity' nquires an analysis of whether individuals are "similarly situated with 

respect to the puxpose of the ~ a w ] . " ~ ~  So in order to determine what kinds of similarities and 

'O Ibid at 59, quoting Sidgwick, supra note 2 at 4%. Rawh s- that the capacity for mml pasonality is a SuffiCient 
condition for being tntitlcd to equal jutia: ibid. at 505. He aiso points out that sincc this principle of cquality rests on 
an understanding of equal moral prsonality it cannot lx uadersttxxi as a pmly procedural principle - that is, as nothing 
more than the precept of amhg similar casa shdat1y9 applied at the higùest h l :  ibid. at 507. He notes that the 
defect of such a conception is that it puts no restrictions on wtiat grounds can bc offercd to justify incqualitiies and thus 
the= is no guarantee of substantive qua1 treatmmt since mW1y tailored slave and caste systcms cuuld satisS) a 
procedural conccption of equality Mi. 

nie lcgislation unch mview in the Unitcd States Supreme Court &cision in Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 
(1967) provides an cxample. In diat case, the Lovings challengd a Virginia statute that niaAr! it a felony for "any white 
person [to] intermany with a colored pcrson, or any colorcd person [to] intermarry with a whitt prion". The statt 
courts upheld the constitutionality of the legdation on the ground that the statute scrved the Iegitimaîc state piposes of 
preserving the "racial intcgcity" of its citiztns and prcvcnting "corruption of blooâ", the creation of a "mongrel brad of 
citizens," and the ' ' o b l i ~ o n  of racial prie.'' Before the Supreme Court, Virghh arguai that the statute dici not 
violate the Fourteenth Amendmnt because it applied cqually to bot& races. (Inmestingly, on a certain rcading? it is not 
clcar that tk statute did in fact apply 'cquaily' sime it only prohr'bited intcrmarriages that affected the 'raciai purity' of 
the white race, but not intmnarriages, for instaace, bctwan Bîacks and ûrimtais). Mr. Chicf Justice Warren, writing 
for the Coiat, rcjccted the notion that mth "equal application" of a statute containinp nicial classifications was cnough 
to satisfy the Fourtccnth Amendnrnt. The Fourtecntfi Aiaendnient required rhat the lemJation serve somt  purpose 
indepcndent of racial disaiminaticm. in this scnst, as Rawls iadicatts, the principle of quality does not nimly insist on 
a certain rclationship betw#n nvans aud ends, it also constrains the W of ends or pirposts that may be pirsucd 

' l A Theory of Justice, ibu. at SOSJlZ; Kermeth KMS Bebnghg to Amerkan: EQauù Càtizenship and the ConstiWn 
(New Havm Yale University Press, 1989); R. v. Keegma, [l99O ] 3 S.CE 697 at 764; Iris Marion Young, Jurtice Md 
the Politics of Différence (Rhetoo: Rrinccton University Press, 1990) at 37. Waps germant to our discussion herc, 
RawIs aiso noces that ''the thccicnt condition for equal justice, tbe capacity for moral ptrsonality? às not at all stringtnt": 
ibid at 506. Thus tbcrc will not be a race or mgnized group of people who la& this capacity. Fiirther, wbcre 
"scaaered individuals" lack tbe mpacity fot justice it is bcauc of " u n .  and impoverished social circumstanœs, or 
fortuittous cmi@nchn, and thus is not a rccwm fin dclpnving thosc with lessrr capacides of the full protection of 
justice: ibid. at 506. 

l2 'Tb Equal Rofection of the iaws'', 37 W. L. L. 341 (1949). disaiaoing the mcming of thc a@ protection 
hanch of the F m t h  Amndnrcnt Although this mode1 of equatity has bcen pcrsuasivcly Cnticizcd (Maluding by 
the Supremt Court of Canada m Andrews, supra note 7, a d  &sequent cases), it docs clearly fatmulate the 'similarly 
situatrrl, test which remains @ortant m any thtory oftquality. Even though the Suprenre Corirt of Canada has rcjccted 
the "similarly situatdn test as an ade~uatc approach ta aquality d y s i s  under $15 of tk Ca~dion Cturrter of R i g b  



differences are nonnatively relevant to treatment under the nile, it is necessary to inquire into the 

purpose of the rule. However, this is not a simple matter. Any meaningfùl equality analpis 

requires as a first step a rigorous inquiry into the purpose of the rule. It is not sufficient to take the 

stated or comrnonly q t e d  purpose at face value and then to ask whether the distinctions 

accurately reflect that purpose. The result that one would get with such a formulation of the nile 

would be either empty or tautological. Tinstead, one must a&, in light of its actual operation, what 

the rule seeks to achieve. This involves a process of fomulating the purpose of the rule and 

examining that against its application, perhaps refomiulating the purpose and then taking that 

refomulated purpose back to the cases involving the rule, and so on. Analysis may reveal that the 

logic of the rule itseif requires some refomulation of its actual operation. Utimately, the aim is to 

provide the most coherent possible explanation of the ambition of the mle.13 Then, one must take 

and Freedosnr, (sec Andrews, ibid., and m i n ,  [1989] 1 S.C.R. 12%), it continues to a h  the œntrality of sonic sort 
of comparative d y s i s  to determinations of cquality Part 1 of the C o w i W n  Act, 1982, king Schedulc B to tùc 
Canada Act 1982 (UX.), 1982, c. 11 @mcinaffcr the Cher]. As McIntyrt, J. stated in Andrews, equality "is a 
comparative concept, the condition of which may d y  be attliintd or disccmd by comprison with the condition of 
others in the social and political stttiag in which the question arists": ibid. at 10. This basic aspect of equality analysis 
is affirmtd in @mes DL& at 55 1 @er Iacobucci J.) and mm mxntly in Egan v. Canadcl(1995), 124 DLK(4th) 609 
at 662-663 @Cr Cory J.). 

l 3  This piaess may Sound unconttovcrsiai but it is not. In fact, the categorics d distinctions drawn by the nilc okn 
undermine the availability of certain formulations of purpose btcaust, at a certain point, the fit bctwcen the purpose of 
the rule and the operation of chat ruk is so tenuous that it c a b  into question whcther onc can acaially say that the 
purpose is the purpose of THAT de .  In fhct, this is OIE way to understand the problcm with the equality analysis of 
Mr. Justice LaForest in tht recent S u p m m  Court of Canliria decision in Egan. The ltgislation undcr challenge 
providcd, under cuîain circumstances, a spousal alioumce to the spoust of someoac cntitltd to reccivc a pension undcr 
the Old Age SeMo Act (R.S.C.1985, c.09). The &finition of spousc inciuded comrmn law spouscs but cxcludcd 
samt x x  couples. The appeliants argutd that tht lcgislation violatcd s.15 btcause it discriminaotd on the basis of stxual 
orientation. Mr. Justiœ MOIW (writing for the minonty on s.15 ancl the majority on s.1 of the ChCuter) f d  that the 
distinction was not discnminatory becaust it was relevant to the legislative prrpose. That legislative prnposc, hc found, 
was to provide support to the social institution of marriagt which fulfils a c d  procFtative fùnction and is, in that 
sense, by nature heteroscxwi. Thére are a numbcr of difficuitks with this mscmhg, but the mwt salicnt one for our 
anal* is the idcntificaticm of the puposc of the Iegislation Whilt the pvpose he identifiai might be thought to 
provide a mason to distinguish sanie-scx h m  opposite-scx couples (ignoring for the mnmit th problem of lesbian 
mothers), the 'puposc' does not track tbe lcgislation which nowhere ~~l~ntions chitdrcn d docs not condition bcnents 
upon them. Indccd, wcrc this the purpasc of the lcgishticm it would bc radically ovhlusive (in that it provida 
bcnefits to many amples who d d  not have had chiidm) and uiuinineiusive (in that it does not provide bcntfiîs to 
fesbianaad evcn prhaps gayamph Who had chiidmi). 

Amther ibsüntion cari bc f d  in Icgishtion chakngd in the U n i d  States Supreme Court decision in 
Hitabayashi v. U.S., 320 US. 81 (1943). Aithough the Court uphcld tbc constimtidty of the d w  ordcr imposed 
ona l lpcrs4nso fJapancsc~ try lMngonthWes tCoas t , th i s c~onsc tmsbothunr imnch i s iv~and  
overinclusivc when measUrrd against the puqomd pupose of hspondmg ta tbc dangers of s a b o e  (discussed in 
Tussman d aenBmk, ibid. 

This proctss may secm rtnanisccnt of DW0rki.s prMcipk of charity in intcrprttatim Law's Empire 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Bclhiap Prrss, 1986). Howcvr, thcrr are possiik @lems with adopting D w o k i d s  fuU-bIown 
principle of chanty for detffmmations of the CQIlStitutidty. A charitablt intffpretation wiîï orâiwiiy enhance the 
probabïlity of a f k h g  of coostitutionai validity. The difncuity is that uxûcss die 'chanable intcrpretation' is binding on 



that ambition back to see the extent to which the nile achieves or falls short of its own best 

formulated ambition. And it is with this method in rnind that we should appmach the workings of 

the objective standard. 

II. EQUALITY, FAULT AND RESPONSIBILITY: LIABILITY UNDER THE 
OBJECTIVE STANDARD 

Nevertheless, the precept that like decisions be given in like cases significandy 
limits the discretion of judges and othm in authority. The prrcept forces them to 
justify the distinction that they make between pasons by reference to the relevant 
legai mies and principles. ni any particular case, if the d e s  are at d complicated 
and call for interpretation, it may be easy to justify an arbitrary decision. But as the 
number of cases incrrases, plausible justifications for b& judgments becorne 
more difficult to construct. The requircment of consistency holds of course for the 
interpretation of all rules and for justifications at aU levels. Eventually reasoned 
arguments for discriminatory judgments become harder to fornulate and the attempt 
to do so las per~uasive.'~ 

Let us then consider what such an andysis of purpose would yield in the case of the 

objective standard. It is necessary to go beyond the most articulated purpose of ensuring 

conformity with the behaviour of a reasonable person since the mie manif'estly does not always 

nquire this. Similady, reformulating the nile to list the exceptions (...or as a nasonable chilcl, for 

instance) yields nothing more than a tautology. However, the analysis begins to look more 

promising - and more illuminethg - when we inquire more fully hto the interrelationship between 

the staternents of the standard and how it hctions. 

The reasonable person standard is the device that the law of negligence has for defîning 

fault and thus assigning fespo~lsibility. In negligence fault is not subjective intmt but rather 

carelessiess or culpable inadvertence. What the reasonable person standard does is to pick out 

those situations in which inadvertence is culpable. As we have seen, the standard typ idy  treats 

future dccision-mahs apptying tbie law, the iaatrprctation on which the detcrmmation of cmstitutianal validity is 
prcmid may not dect the actuai opcration of the de. This may suggest that the priaciple of charity in intcrprctation 
is mort appropriaîc to ccmmon law ritasoning than to constituticmai adjudicatioa 



inadvertence as culpable where the individual had the general capacity to avoid the relevant h a m ~  

Thus, the ordinary pre-condition for liability seems best captured by principle of avoidability - that 

is that individuals can only justifiably be held nsponsible for harm which it was in their power to 

avoid. This understanding of the precondition for liability under the objective standard is not oniy 

found in Holmes' classic defence of the objective staudard but aise, as discusseù in Chapter One, in 

HonorC's "general capacity" test. And, as Honoré, Holmes and others indicate, in addition to 

capturing much of the actual operation of the law of negiigence, this pre-condition has the 

advantage of providing a m o d y  attractive basis for allocating iiability. It is for this reason that a 

related principle occupies a central place in Rawls' articulation of the rights of persons protected by 

the principle of the mle of law: 

Let us begin with the precept that ought implies can. This pncept identifies several 
obvious features of lcgai systems. F i  of ali, the actions which the d e s  of law 
require and forbid should be of a kind which men can reasonably be expected to do 
and to avoid. A system of d e s  addrrssed ta rational persons to organize their 
conduct conceais itself with what they can and carmot do. 1t must not impose a duty 
to do what cannot be done ...A would k an intolerable burden on liberty if the 
liability to alties was not normally limited to actions within our power to do or 
not to do. l P" 

The reasonable person and its related principle of avoidability thus captures an important rule of 

law value and quite literally embodies the distinctive fault component of the law of negligence. 

Equality would therefore seem to require the same treatment for all those individuals who 

are alike in that their inadvertence is aqually culpable, with culpability m d  by their general 

capacity to avoid the hum in question. But the p ~ c i p l e  of equaiity also requins that those 

individuals who do not possess the aforesaid generai capacity be judged so that their responsibility 

reflects their culpabiiity. Because the qualities of the masonable pason mirror the qualities of the 

ordinary citizen or litigant, the simple application of the nasonable person standard itself wiil 

generaüy functim to select out culpable inarivertence in the 'ordinary' population.16 But where this 

is not the case, the equal application of the n>le of liability in negligence requins âeviation h m  the 



rigid application of the nasonable pason standard. So in the case of children, the absence of the 

general capacity to avoid the harm is sufficicntly relevant to the underlying principle of 

responsibility that in order to 21l~ure equality in the application of that principte, there must k a 

difference in treatme~d' 'Ibus, as we see in those cases, the nasonable person standard is replaced 

with a standard premised on the capacity of the chiid. 

The equality ardysis has s e 4  ramifications for the objective standard. Fht,  as will be 

apparent h m  the foregoing discussion, whatcvu its superficial appeal, a rigid rule of identical 

treatment will not find justification in any plausible theory of equality. So, to the extent that the 

treatment of the mentally disabled in particular appeals to the apparent justice of an inflexible nile 

of identity of treatment, that justification is wanting. Indeed, as we have noted, the law itseIf 

impiicitiy recogoizes the hcquality and injustice that would be occasioncd by such a rigid mle and 

genediy calibrates it accordingly. In fact, virtuaiiy the only place where the rigid reasonable 

person mle is adhered to in the f a ~ e  of signifiant tension with the uncierlying principle of 

avoidability is in the case of the mentally disabled. So a rigid rule of identical treatment is both 

unjustifiable frmn the perspective of equality and (perhaps accordingly) not in fact the generally 

prevailing mle of the law of negligeme. Thus one implication of the equality analysis is that it 

must be shown, with regard to the principle of avoidability, that the mentaîiy disabled are relevantly 

similar to 'ordinary' adults and relevantly different fiom children to justify the application of the 

rigid ordinary adult nile to them. 

But undertaking this kind of anaLysis simply lays bare the equslity problems inherent in the 

treatrnent of the mentally disabled under the objective standard. As noted above, much is made, at 

l e s t  implicitly, of the apparent equality of a nilc of identity of treatment. Some attempts to jus te  

identity of treatment, such as Coleman's, do posit a normatively relevant similarity between the 

mentally disabled and the ordinary injurer - that is, fa& However, as a S s s e d  in Chapter One, 

these justincations uitirnately fail because they cannot corne up with a plausible sense in which the 

17 In Andrews, supra note 7 at 164. McIntyct J. spaking for tùc majority on s.15, notecl îhaî ik principle of wty 
was as capable of demandipg dBèmœs in trtatnrcnt as identity of th8t~31t. 



rnentaily disabled and nondisabled injurer are similarly at faultl* Similar problems plague the 

attempt to find a justification for the difference in treatment of litigants who scem similarly situateci 

h m  the perspective of the underlying principle of nsponsibility. If a mentally disabled adult and a 

child similarly lack the ability to foresee and therefore avoid the harm, how can an avoidability- 

based understanding of fault justify taking this into consideration for me  litigant but not for the 

other? The answer to this question seems to take the fom of the repeated insistence that childhood 

and the incapacities that aanid it are normai aud natural and, not inconsequentially, that mental 

disability and its attendant incapacities an somehow not. Howeva, the justifiatory force of 

appeals to the naturai and normai is more apparent than ml. While such appeah may tell us 

something about the operation of the objective standard, they do not justify the different matment 

of the mentally disabled and of children. 

There are also other ramifications of an equality anaiysis that have particular force in the 

cases involving childrcn. The nasonable child test presents itsclf as a rule applied identically to all 

cases involving children - a 'facially' neutral rule. However, as our analysis of the case law 

reveals, in fact the rule is applied very Merently to boys and to girls. Here the nquirements of 

equality also raise a question about the justifiability of that treatrnen~'~ But instead of such 

justifications, the judicial opinions give us something aîl too familiar - appeals to a conception of 

what is normal and naaital in the unchallengeable precepts of cornmon sense. In fact, this problem 

is so invisible that, beyond these generic appeais to the normal and naturai, it is aLmost impossible 

to locate more explicit attempts to justify the diff&rences in treatment. 

l8 IrdkQ tiiis faarrr of the objective scandird has bcm notcd by o k  connrwntators* Thus. both Epstein and Honoré 
acLnowledgc that the objective staadard is aot whoily faultbased m that it dacs impose a form of strict liability on the 
'shartcond, inclwhg prominmtly, the nwitally disabld Honoré, supra note 8 at 531; Epstein, supra note 5 at 153. 
Both Epstein and Honoré suggest, m différent ways, that this is to som d c p e  jlistintd btcausc the fault principle is not 
as salient to liability in ncglige~ce as commentators suggest. But, as noteci in cbptcr ûm, the w d a w ~  of this 
ar-t is apmnt m the case law, aad in particular in the fact bat we arc not preparcd to âispmc with the fault 
principle for litiganîs whosc wtlfare and h i  WC value - such as chil- 

19~~scailllysomc~morccompk~thrntbcscricaimtin~bxtsugscsgbccsuscrsogcirnl~~~ 
constitutionai guarantcts of equality, nor considerations of what constitues civil cquality for citizmiship pzaposcs, nor 
relevant discussio~ls in legai tbeary takc SCtiousIy e r i ~ l g h  the @km of sysaematic distortions or biases in how the law 
is applid For this rcason, tbe nile of law is vital here. hkd, as nomi, Rawls draws our aEtenticm to this probIcm 
when he notes how ik "subtle distortions of prcjudia a d  bisSn can e&ctively disctiminate against certain gro~tps and 
u d c m k  thenileof law: -ta note 1 a235  ff' 



However, the work of Carol Gilligan might seem to offer Mnne b i s  for differing 

treatments of boys and of girls.20 Gilligan daims that in the p-s of morai reasoning, girls use a 

voice of relation, of care and connection, thaî is different h m  the boys' emphasis on abs!ract niles 

and what Gilligan tams an ethic of justice. 'Ibus her work suggests signifiant gender differences 

in moral ruw>niag. An analysis of the negligence cases involving playing children does meal vey 

differcnt behaviour patterns for boys and girls and undoubtbdly would be f d e  ground for a 

'Gilliganesque' aualysis? For the amwer purposes of this discussion, however, it is sufficient to 

note that whatever the genesis of the behavioural differences between the genders, girls do cross the 

gender divide and engage in ri&-taking k h a ~ i o u r . ~  And whem girls do so, they are sanctioned in 

a way that boys simply an not. So unless we are fully persuaded of the defaisibility of the gender 

boundary that is drawn in the case law - which Giliigan, I thinl, would not be - this is cause for 

con-. This is because, beyond appeals to the natural and the normal, it is extnmely difncult to 

identify any justification for such gendered treatment of childrm. 

2o C. Gilligan, In O D@rent Voice: Psychologid Theory Md Women's Dtwebpment (Cambridge. Mm.: Harvard 
University Ress, 1982). 

21 It is wonh noting that in geatral, dcspiîe th -y mcrits of her arîiculation of a brosda conception of the domain of 
moral nasoning, Gilligan's observations about how t k c  -nt voicts am UStd by mcn and by womcn have not been 
supportcd by subsequcnt rescarch. Insttad, m h  has suggestbd that both men and womtn use both justice and carc- 
based rtasoning: C. Tavris, M i s m e w e  of Woman (New Yok Simon & Schuster, 1992) at 85 ci@ L D. Cohn, "Sex 
Diffaences in the Course of Pcmmality Developmcnt A Meta-AnalysXsn, (1991) Psychological Bulletin 1W, A. Colby 
and W. Damon, "Listening to a DifFércnt Voia: A Review of Glligan's In u Diferent Voicew, in TIrc Psyctrology of 
Women: Ongoing Debous, cd. M. R Walsh (New Havcn, Corn: Yak University Rtss. 1987); W. J. Friedman, G B. 
Robinson and B. L. Friedman, "Sex Diffcrcnccs in Moral Judgmntsw, (1987) Psychology of Wamcn Quarterly 11; P. 
D. Lifton, "Individuai Différences in Moral Developmnt: The Relation of Scx, Gcnder and Persoaality to Moraiity", in 
Gender ond Personuüty, ais. A f. Stewart and M. B. Lykes @Ltrham, N.C.: Dukc University Rcss, 1985); M. T. 
Mcdnick, "Ch On Politics of Psych010gid Constnicts: Stop tht Bandwagon, I Want to Get ûff", (1989) 44 Amcncan 
Psychologist 1118; S. J. Thama, "Estllaating Gendcr Din#cwxs in the Camprtbcnsicm and Frefkmcc of Moral 
Issuesn, (1986) 6 Dcvelopniental Rcv. 165. 



So it seems that if we subject the wodangs of the objective standard to the scrutiny of even 

the minimal principle of equality inherent in the d e  of law, it seems to vioiate that principk. It is 

possible to identify the basis of liabiüty under the objective standard - avoidability* Indeed, not 

only does the principle of avoidability account for much of the case law and the ruisoning, it also 

serves as a morally attractive understanding of nsponsibiiity in the negligence regime. But 

measured against this principle, certain aspects of the objective standard seem unjustifiable. The 

treatment of the mentally disabled in particuiar marks a major point of divergence h m  the 

principle of avoidabiiity. Similarly, the veq diffemt nadings of avoidabüity in the case of boys 

and girls also seems contrary to an egalitarian allocation of responsibility. And in both cases, as we 

have noted, the increasingiy difficult task of justification gives way to an unproblematized appeal to 

common sense understandings of what is nomial or ordinary* The reasoning looks, as Rawls 

predicted, unpersuasive when the various bodies of case law are brought together. Given this, how 

should we assess the signifimce of these 'mistalces'? 

Age, sex, color, tempement, inciifference, courage, intelligence, power of 
obsmation, judgment, quickness of reaction, seIf-contro1, imagination, memory, 
deliberation, prejudices, experience, health, eduwtion, ignorance, attractiveness, 
weafaiess, strength, poverty, and any of the other possible assortments of qualities 
and chamctaistics of the persans involved may each k a faftor in the jury's 
judgment on the negligence issue? 

In a day when such admissions were perhaps less tmubling, Leon Green achiowledged that 

the qualities and charactcrstics of the litigants in a negligence action were of undoubted 

importance. Despite this, these factors seldom corne to the surface. In fact, as Green noteci, they 

are so cornmon that ''they are virtuaiiy ignored", lying as they do ''bencath the folmal statements of 

p l m g ,  and above the rules of e~idence.''~ Grien conc1udes that since the law cannot deal with 

L. Gnxn,'Thc Ncgligmcc Issucn (1927-28) 37 Yak LJ. 1029 at 1044. 

l4 IW. at 1045. 



these factors in detail, it ignores them.25 However, in at least some cases. it may not be o p  to 

Justice to be 'blind' in this way. But since it is clear that not every illegitimate consideration, every 

mistake or unfaimas in the legal piocess, undermines the mle of law, we must find some way to 

identify the kinds of mistakes that have this deeper significance. Rawls' discussion of the d e  of 

law suggests there may be an important diff&rence ktweefl od hoc judicial mistakes and systematic 

oaes. Indeed, if the 'consideration' given to certain characteristics of the litigants is actually more 

systematic than Green's litany implies, then as Rawls suggests. the integrity of law itseIf may be 

implicated because the reguiarity and impartiality centrai to a systern of law will be eroded. And in 

fa t ,  some of the factors pointed to by Green may bt precisely the kinds of considerations that 

Rawls adverts to when he points out how the ''subtle distortions of prejudice and bias" can 

effectively discriminate against certain groups in the judicial proctss and thus undemine the mle of 

law. 26 

Indeed, as we noted, the 'mistakes' in the treatment of the mentally disabled and of girls 

under the objective standard are systcmatic in a particular way. These 'mistalces' find their genesis 

in widespread beliefs and attitudes that 'seep' into deteminations of what is monable because of 

its traditional association with cornmon sense vkws about what is normal or ordinary. And given 

the naaire of beiiefs about what is normal or natural both for the mentaliy disabled and for women, 

it does not seem excessive to use terms iike prejudice, bias and discrimination here. Indeed, as we 

have seen, and as one might expect, these attitudes are not confineci to the judicial process but 

hstead are manifesttd much more g e n d y  in deeply mtrenched social and civil incqualities as 

well as in historical limits on formal rights of citizenship. In this nspcct then, the paamis of 

treatment under the objective standard that we have identifiecl do seem to possess the very kind of 

deeper significance that jmpardizes the characteristic impartiality of Justice and thus the mle of 

law. 



But if women and the mentaiiy disabled art ia this way linked to simüat histories, they are 

not alone in this. Indeed, the very nature and fom of the equality problems that we have identifieci 

suggests that they are menly iilustrative of something broader. If, as Rawls intimates and our case 

studies confÏrm, these are essentially problems of discrimination, then it seems Wrely that other 

groups subjected by prejudice to similar historical, social and legd disadvantage wiU also suffer 

under the objective standard. And should we n d  an abbreviated history of where else and how 

else such disadvantage has occumd, equaiity provisions of constitutions and other similar 

documents and the jurisprudence the~eunder can help provide it. 

As one of the more recent enurnerations of the bases of discrimination, S. 15 of the Charter 

serves as a useful guide. It prohibits disaimimîtion, not d y  based on mental disabiiity and sex, 

but also based on race, national or ethnic ongin, colour, digion, age and physical disability." In 

fat, this enurneration. though not in itself exhau~tive,~~ nptoduces at least in its generd outlines 

the bases of discrimination found in other human rights protecting in~tniments?~ Theoretical wodr 

on the nature of equality and discrimination also commonly invokes bases of dimimination similar 

27 The g e d  equaüty guarantet, nlS(1) of the Churter, supra notc 12. nads as foliows: "Every individuai is equal 
bcfore and un&r the law and has the right to thc equal protection and cquai bacfit of the law without disc ' ' don 
and, in partidar, without diserimination bascd on ract, nationaî or cthnic ongin, colcnn, religion, scx, age or -ta1 or 
physical disability." For its part, the equaiity guarantcc in the Amrian Constitution is contained in the Fourtccnth 
Amcndmtnt U.S. Coust. amnd XW, par. The reicvant passage reads "No Statt shall maicc or enfoicc any law which 
shaii abridge the priviiegcs or imnnmities of citizens of thc United States; mr shall any Statc deprive any pcrson of Me, 
h i *  or propcrry, without dut pnxcss of law; nor &ny to a i  pcrson within iîs jurisdicticm the equal protection of rhe 
lawsn: ibid 

~ h u s ,  courts have held that tbc equaiity guamtce under 9.15 of the cher anras not dY the cmuiurarcd grounds 
of discrimination but also "anaiogous grounds": Andrews, mpta notc 7 (ci-p); Egun, supra notc 12 (sexual 
orientation); Miran v. TrudcI, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 418 (marital status). Inciœd, a principled approach to equality will 
always Ieave open the possi'bility that any enum#ation will fail to capture al1 of the possi'ble catrgorics of disaimination. 
Thus, in the United States, one nnds exfcnsive - aad in many ways similn+ - &bate about the scope of the mu& marc 
gencral wording of the Fourteenth Amcndmeat, a d  in particular about thc extent to which its pmtccîîon extends to 
bases of discrimination not conîempiaîeà by the such as gcndcr (sa BruàweU v. State, 16 Waü. (83 U.S.) 130 
(1873), and Minor v. Happerse#, 88 U.S. (21 Wall.) 162 (1875)); mental disability (set City of Clcbume v. Cleburnc 
Living Ceatcr, 473 U.S. 432 (1985)); alicnage (Sugannan v. Dougd, 413 U.S. 634 (1973)); and s t d  orientation 
(Bwers v, Harhvick, ). 

29 Intc~lulrional Cov- on Ecoluwnt'c, kid and Culnuai Righu, 993 U.N.T.S. 3, U.N.G.A. Ds. 16.1966 (Amux 
to G A  Rcs. 2200,21 GAOR, Supp. 16, UN. Doc. A16316, a! 490), Art 2(2); Internationai COVLIUU~~ on Civil und 
Poütical Rights, 999 U.N.T.S. 171, U.N.GA Dec. 16,1966 (GA. Res 2200.21 GAOR, Supp. 16, UN. Doc Al63 16, 
at 52) Att. 2(1). The fact of somt gcamù cangnicp#, howcver, s h d d  mt k takm to suggest that one ddes mt nccd to 
provide context for the analysis of discrimination. Thus, it may w d  bc the case bodl that somt gnwips are subjtcttd to 
mm vinilentdiscriminatoninccrtain~cti~~l~dianmothersaPddiat the actualform that tbediscrimmation~ 
mayvary. Sowhilcthcrem~ybt~niltcoIIILnoaBli~itWOUldbC~tobetooq~&togai#alizehert.  



to those found in s.15.3' Perhaps u~lsurprisingiy thm, the principle of constitutional equality of 

which s.15 is but one instance is so fundamental that it foxms the very basis of the modem principle 

of citizenship in liberal democracies?' It thereforit seems that the kind of enmeration fond in 

S. 15 cm serve as a series of warning s i p ,  t ehg  us where to be particularly carefbl by pointing to 

the places where history and ûaâition show we have consistently gone awry. And these wamhg 

signs suggest that we need to be conamed about the operation of the objective standard, not just 

with the mentally disabled and wornen, but also with other p u p s  that have traditionally been 

disadvantaged2 

In JwnM and the Politics of D@rence, Iris Marion Young dkusscs the amœpt of oppression and its relationship 
to injustice: supra note 1 1 at Chaptcr Two, 'The Five Faces of Opprtssion." Shc takcs as hcr point of departurc in this 
analysis the conditions of graups that self-ideatify as opprtssad including "anmg others wolmn, Blacks, Chicanos, 
Puerto Ricans axxi other Spanish-spcaking Amcricans, Amrican Indians, Jews, Icsbians, gay mn, Arabs, Asians, old 
people, workUxg c h  people, and the physically and mntally disabled": ibid. at 40. Sec also E. Spc- Inessentid 
Woman: ProbLems of Exclusion in Fmtinist TIrought (Boston: Beacon Press, 1988). 

Young aims to systematize and provide a normative accaunt of dre mcaning of oppression. S k  suggcsts tbat 
oppression in fu t  comprises several concepts and conditions, which she aaalyzcs in tcrms of five catcgories: 
exploitation, m a r m o n ,  powcr1cs~1lcss, cultural impcrialism, and violence. ûppmsion, she States, is a condition 
of groups: ibid For rtasons that 1 taLt to bc rclated primarily rtlated to certain aspects of Amcrican constitutional 
equality doctrine, Young distinguisha bctwan oppression and diSCLilninati011. ï%c mcaning of dlscnminab. 

. . .  'on, she 
suggtsts, should be ICStncted to "intentionai and explicitiy formulateci poücics of exclusion or prcf-": ibid. at 1%. 
Thus, shc uses the concept of oppression as the supcrior conceptual tool for understanding sûucûml "group~lated 
injustice": ibid at 195. Howver because C a m d h  equality jllriJpnidence has dcvelopcd - in part inttntiondy - 
difkrcntiy than AmMcan cquality . . .  , t h t s a n r t ~ d o n o t e x i s t  Thus,tfieuscofcanccptof 
-011 in Canadian equatity doctriat - vegut and multi-faceid and s4nutimcs comadictory though it 
uncioubtedly is - clearly en- the t m h m d i q  of oppression that Young acivoctltts. 

l T.H. Marshall, Cirioenshlp und SMd C h u  (Lmc@ Concorci, Mass.: Pluto Press, 1992). Throughout his seminal 
essay on the atüi'butcs of mo&m citizenship, TH. Marshall stmscs that "thcrc is a fand of basic human cquality 
associaicd with the concept of fiill membership in a cOmrmMity - or, as 1 s h d d  Say, of citkmbip*': &id. at 6. Thus, 
the idtal of c i M p  is cnoompasstd in the notion of legal rights to which di m [sic] arc cntitled: *id. Similarly, hc 
later states 'Citizcnship is a statu bestowcd cm those who are full mmbcrs of a community. AU who posscss the status 
arc cqud with respect to the rights d dutics with which that stahis is endowed? &id at 18. The cott of eady 
citizenship, according to Marshall, was civil rights or cquaiity un& law. This aspect of citkmhip is thus closely 
c o d  to the nile of law. Similarly Thomas Nage1 dcsct i i  quality before the iaw and equaiity of cithcnship as 
the val= that %old first plaa in a iii'bcral democtacy": Q d t y  mid PmtiaÜfy (Word University ntss, 1991) at 63. 
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concept of n disaâvantapad grwp is compkn AS n o ~ d  above, iris mon Y- aümps a systcmatic ami 
normative 8ccount of oppmsiion in Jrcrtr'ce Md the Poütics of Difie- supra note 11 at Qiaptcr Two. After 
discussing the concept of a social graup and identifying the five major conditions of opprcssion, she out diat thac 
am almost innnitcly varying farms and combinatîona of opphssio~~ For mstanct, a working class man may bc exploitai 
ccodca i ly  and powwless, but may not bc subjcct to cultural imacriali.pm or violace. Gay men, on the other hami, 
ma); txptricnœ culturai imp#ialism and violence but mt exploitation and powdemmx &id at 65. Many, but not all 
Black and Lattoos in th? United States, d e r  dl fivc forms of opprwsion. 



A. Re-EHaminiiig the PrlvUeged Chiid 

A useful way to appmach this con- is by recxamining the breadth of some of the 

generalizations about the treatmcnt of children. When we first looked at the category of chiidren, 

they appeared to be relatively advantaged in comparison with the mentaiiy disabled. However, 

examinhg the nature of rhat advantage more closely revealed a more wmplicated pictun. Chüdren 

were indeed advantaged as a group relative to the mentally d i ~ a b l e d ~ ~  but the bulk of the advantage 

actualiy went to a privileged group of children - boys. The question to ask now is whether it is 

indeed accurate to say that "boys" are relatively priviieged under the objective standard or whether 

the very concepts of what khaviour is normal or naaual and therefore reasonable may be premised 

on stemtypes and assumptions not only about gender and mental ability but also about other 

factors including, for instance, race, class and religion. 

Unfortunately, any attempt to undertake a systematic analysis of the impact of such factors 

is necessarily limiteci by the information available. It is rarely possible to ideam, for instance, the 

race, class or religion of the litigants merely by nading the cases. This information does not 

generaiiy appear even though, as Green noted, it may play an important role in decision-making. 

Thus, the obsenrations here wiU necessariîy be somewhat ad hoc in nature. However, that f a t  

aione is no reason to think that the kind of cancans apparent in the treatment of the mentally 

disabled and the fanale litigant are not more p a s i v e .  Indeed, both an exarnination of some of the 

illustrations available to us and a consideration of the nature of the larger problem suggests that 

such concrms are in fkct systematic and thus much more widespread. 

Let us begin this exploration by looking more closely at the nlatively advantaged category 

"boy." If stereotypes about gender so pavasively influence the interpretation of what kind of 

33 It is also po~aible to argue that girls arc wt acûaaiîy advantaged relative to ordiniry adutts imdcr the objective 
standard. Instead, tbcy may simply rcctive mm or less the sam tnatmnt as adults gct imdcr cllwgcncy exceptions 
and simiiat dactriacs, e x q t  that the 'shortcomBng' is in the case of girls because the ckficicncy m 
foftsight is sysocmatic not situational as it is with ordmary adula. InbcrtstingIy, Arics rrpeattdly notes h m  for a vcy 
long pcricxî aftcr the iuvcntjon of 'chüdhood', @ris wcrc in all important rtspccts treaoed as aûults, mt childm Thus, 
they wore aduit clothing, did wt play gams or participaîc in cduaüion, and cnhcred the mt wald of maniagc and 
childbeariag at a vay early age: "Moreocver, by the agc of tcn, ggls wae already little womn: a prccacity duc in part 
ta an upbringing which taught giris to bchave very eatly in lifc lilile grown-upsn: P. Arics, Cmmies of c'hWbud: A 
Social H h r y  of Fm'& Litfi, trans. R Baldick (Ncw Y& Vintage Books, 1962) at 332 



behaviour is nomial and hence reasonable for a boy, then it seems likely, as Gmm pointed out, that 

the influence of such factors is not confinecl to gender. In fact, as theones of discrimination tell us, 

we should be at lest as concexned about the effwt of assumptions about race and class, for 

instance.34 Once again, discrirniaatory stemtypes about various groups havc t y p i d y  taken the 

form of arguing that certain kinds of negative characteristics are part of the 'natue' of what it 

means to be Black, Jewish, Oriental, Hispanie, Irish, etc. Iris Manon Young describes this process: 

The nomializing gaze of science focuseû on the objectified bodies of women, 
Blacks, Jews, homosexuals, old peuple, the mad and feeble-rninded. h m  its 
observations emerged theones of sexual, racial, age, and mental or moral 
superiority? 

34 Although it dom mt affect the ruk of law analysis, it is worth mtiq that ihc signifi- of class is complx mlativc 
to race, at lcast in twms of constitutionai guarantets of equaüty. Whilt many dieorits da idcneifl poverty as a source of 
discntlmintion (e.g. Young, supra noie 11; Speimau, supra note 30), it is not c o d y  included in constitutional 
guanintces. Indecd, Canadian courts have gamaüy rcfused to intcrprtt 9.73 guaranta of h i  to include e c o d c  
liberty Referme te ss. 193 und 195.1(I)(c) of the Crimùtal Cu&, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1123 @cr LaForest J.) (Criminal 
Code prohii'bitions on kecping a cornman bawdy house did aot viola& the Charter's s.7 guarantec of l i i  which did 
not encornpass uxmomic h i e s  like the right to pursuc oac's chosen profession). Despite this, in Canada therc 
continues to bt a dcbate about whether the C h e r  might not nopttheless protect SOUE very basic economic rights, 
citbcr under 9.7 or under s.15: M. Jackman, The Protection of WeKm R i g b  undcr the (buter" (1988), 20 Ottawa 
L&v. 257; "Pfoor Rights: Using the charter to Support Social WeIfim Claims" (1993), 19 Queen's LJ. 65; R. Howse, 
"Anothcr Rights Revolution? The Charter and the Refom of Social Regdation in Canada", Eds. P.Grady, R Howsc, & 
JMaxwcll, Redcfuiing Sochi Security (Khgston: School of Policy Studies, Quccn's University, 1995). 

In the Unitcd Statcs, classifications bascd on wcaith havc bcen cousidercd mbie but thtir constitutional 
sigaiificame is no clearer. in the i d h g  case, the Court tuurow1y sustaincd Texas's manncr of fina- public 
&cation which disproportionatcly benefited d t h y  childrni: Scut Anzonio School Diszricr v. Rodnguez, 41 1 U.S.1 
(1973). In a five-four decision, the Court rejcctad the cqual protection challenge to the funding which admittdy meant 
îhat childm in poorcr districts wtrt recciving a 'poor# quaiity educaticm than childhn in districts having more 
aSScSSabIe wcaith": ibid at 23. Spcaking for thc majarity, M.. Justice Powell found that poor iuuî 'bnone of the 
traditional indicia of suspcctntss: the class is not saddlcd With such disabilities, or subjccfod to such a history of 
purposefui quai keatmm, or relcgatbd to such a position of politicai p o w c r ~ ~  as to command cxtraordinary 
protection h m  majoritarian politicai proasscs": ibid at 28. Cf. P i y b  v. Due, 457 U.S.202 (1982) (lcgislation denying 
frw public cducation b chiiârcn m k  dom on the basis of a fhdanmtai ngbt not to be absolutdy 
denied educaîion); but set Mdnez v. Byiuun, 461 U.S.321 (1983) (sustaining ddcncc  nquircmcnt for hiition-fne 
education to minors); Kridnilcrs v. Oicâinson Pubüc Sciiook, 4û7 US. 450 (1988) (pedtting a user fee fm eansporting 
studcnîs to and b m  public schoois). 

Several rcasons arc commonly givcn for this nhictanct to protect at lcast certain cconomic intehsts through 
cOLlStitutioPal guarantEes, inchiding tht difficuity of rcconciliag the view that poverty is discrnnination wiîh the d t  
prhciple and the fhct of tht market This problcm is not iimîted to amstitutid taw d human rights rcgimcs, but 
extcrsdsmortbroadlyto~Ic~~tofsacialaindparticularlyecononnicinhehsts. 



Young notes how women were sexuaüzcd and other gmups (Blacks, Jews, homosexuals, and 

sornetimes the working class) were classifieci as degenerate and often criminal? She points out 

that the "nonnaVabnonnal distinction is a pure good/bad exclusive opposition" and the ''normal and 

the abnormal are distinct natures, men and women, white and bl& ...'" This complexity of 

stereotypes contained in the idea of the normal makes it extremely unlikely that the assumptions 

about the boy's nature imported into the objective standard are confmed to assumptions about 

gender and mental ability. In fact, assumptions and stereotypes about race and clas are as 

pervasive and at least as discriminatory as those we have already examineci. Let us see whether 

they too might play into the workings of the objective standard. 

1. Hord Times for the Working Boy 

A suitable place to kgin is with what seems like a relatively unwntmversiai doctrine - the 

adult activities exception to the nlaxed standard of care for chilcim. Fieming describes the 

exception as foiiows: "a minor who engages in dangerous adult activities, such as driving a car or 

handing industrial equipwnt, must confonn to the standard of a reasonably prudent ad~lt. '~* 

Sixniiarly, Rosser states that the rule is that whenever a child engages in au activity which is 

noxmaliy one for adults only then "the child must be held to the adult standard, without any 

aiîowance for his agemgJ9 This may sound uncontroversial, and unnlated to the problem we are 

addressing, kit it is not It is worth questioning the coherence of this rule, given the logic 

underlying the treatment of children. And what exactly is an adult activity? 

There is some contmversy about both the b i s  and scope of the adult activities exception. 

Indeed, some commentators have suggested that most of the cases can be explaineci without 

" 6bîd. at 129. Y-g also mm how &csc assulIlptions wac uscd intcrchaageab1y. with dcgencmk rm*s (inciuding 
Black males and Jewish males) &pictcd as e8tCminatc: ibid 

38 J. O. Fieming, 2 7 ~  km, of Tom. 8' cd. (Aginarnt: 'Ih Law Book Campany, 1992) at 1 14. 

39 W. P. Kecton, gcn. ed Presser and K e n  an the Luw of Tom. 5' ai. (Sr Paul, Minu: West Publishing Ca, 
1984) at 181. 



ncourse to the exception perhaps because the children would have been liable even under a 

subjectivized standard." Further, it seems possible that -y of the cases can be explained on the 

bais that the nature of the activity subjacts ail of the participants to a stricter fom of liability with 

the consequence that the child is simply being treatod as any other participant. And since many of 

the core adult activities cases involve the operation of a licensed motor vehicle, this seerns 

plausible:' But evcn piven these uplanations, some important puzzles remain. The most 

troubling ones centre on the treatment of the child who wodrs. As we saw in the cases involving 

children, the archetypal childish activity is play?2 But if this is CO-t, then it seems that the most 

adult activity that a child can undertake is work. Indexd, the case law sometimes reveals its 

assumption that if a child is working, he is somchow not a child and thus not judged accordhg to a 

child's standard. Thus, for instance, Fleming mentions the operation of industrial equipment and 

Rosser's notes refer to the operation of farm equiprnent such as tractors. Yet if the attribution of 

liability in negligence is fault-based, and if in cases like MeHale v. Watson the relaxation of the 

standard is justifiai on the bais that it is neassary to bring the avoidability-based conception of 

fault into line with the limited capacities of childhood, it seems odd that the child at work would not 

benefit h m  this rule. 

Indeed, examinhg the cases involving the standard applied to children who work increases 

our unease about who benefits h m  the generosity extended to children. This is both because of 

the light it sheds on what members of the category acaialiy benefit h m  the generosity extended to 

the '%oy9' and because of what it suggests about the playing boy cases that we have alnady 

examined. What we see in many cases involving the child at work is that this child is ofkn 

forgiven neither for failures of prudence nor for failures of foresight. hdeed, courts seem very 

" David E. Seidclson, "Reasonable Expcctaticms and Subjective S t a d a d s  in Negli- Law The Minor, the 
Mentaîiy Imparial, and the Mcntally Iricompttcnt", 50 Geo. Wash. L. Rcv. 17 at 20 (1981). 

41 Sec dwcursion in Chapter Oac, above. Also, W. H. Rodgcrs, ''Negli- Rcamsidered: Th Rolc of R a t i d t y  in 
Tort Theory" 54 S.Cal. LRev. 1. 

" ~owcvcr, cbe üstof activitiesmatdoesanddoco mtfail witbmthcuccprionis intaest& faitrevcais d m t  
only about conœpfions of what khds of play arc a d i s h  (bicycling and sküng arc, for hstancc, while golf is not: 
Prosscr, supm note 39 at 181, but also about what Irinrin of activities need to bt cacouraged in chüdricn. Thus, 
significantly, ihe the of guns is not an adult acîivity: Pwrk v. Shekn,  474 S.W. 2d 123 (ML 1972); TiAomcrs v. Innuui 

(1978 Or.), 578 P a  399, A m t ,  1973.47 AL.R.3d 62û. HOWCVCT, tht usc of a tractor by a chiid is an aduit activity: 
Jackon v. McCuiston (1969 Ark), 448 S.W.2d 33; Godfdiùnv v. Coggbm (lm, Idaho), 560 P.2d 873. 



untroubled about the implications of the limitecl capacities of workmg chilchen, ofta reacting with 

impatience rather than sympathy to their c la i .  to be judged by a relaxed standard. At law, it seems, 

the working child is ahost indistinguishable finm the adult. Thus courts are quick to find either 

that such chilâren an wntributorily negligent or that no duty is owed to them, so banhg them h m  

recovering hg=." 

For instance, in Dominion ~ l a s s , ~  a majority of the S u p m e  Court refuseci to find the 

company liable for the death of a fourteai year old boy. This was despite the fact that the company 

was employing the boy in contravention of the child labour provisions of the Industrial 

Esfublishments Act and the foreman had imposed extra work on the boy, who was working the 

night s h ü ~  Because of the extreme heat in the factory, the boy had climbed over a bamcaded door 

43  an^ of thesc usu arc s i f u t a i  in the a l y  p&od of tùis ccatiiry whm ihc sranis of both of working chüdrcn and of 
industrial workcrs was in transition. Thus, the colltri'butory negligcnce cases involviug child workcrs arc thus situatcd at 
the intersection of two ~ c u l t  issues in the history of acgligetlce law. As both Dominion Ghs Company v. Despins 
(1922), 63 S.C.R. 544 b i n e  DOmUUOn Gbs], and Berdos v. Tremonî & S@oU Mill95 NB. 876 (191 1 Mass.), 
illustrate, legislafures in this pcr id  wac incrtasingiy introducing legislation prohiiting die use of cbild labour. Tbus, 
for instance, the United States Congnss finally mponded to a decade of lobbying by enacting the C M  tabot Act. 
Congress justificd the legîslatim on the basis of its powcr to ftgulaîc infcrstaîc commcrm and thus the Act prohibitcd 
the interstaie v o n  of g& produccd in f d e s  employing childmi under age fourteen, or cmploying 
fwrtcen to sixtccn-year-olds for more than eigbt hom a &y, or six days a week, or at nigk The lcgislation was 
challcnged by the fatber of two childnn, one d e r  fourteen and the other sixteen, employed in a cotton mill in North 
Carolina: Hammer v. Dagenhart, 247 US. 251 (1918). A narrow niajority of the Court found the Act an 
unconstitutional invasion by Congms into the p a m  of the States. Mr. Justice Holxries dissentmi, dong with Justices 
Brandeis, McKenna and Clarke. 

The acgligcnict litigation in îhis pcrioà also rcvtals the stnrg8it ovcr thc staats of warking c h  chiidm. 
Whüe legislaturcs attcmptcd to limit tbe use of child labour, employcrs continued to fiiad it lucfiative to employ children. 
Conscquently, many (iCCI&nts iwolving child workers canie before the courts. As indicated in the ttxt, judiciai attitudes 
towards the working child tendeci to rcflect the view that thcy were s h o w  not childrcn m thc fidl SUISC of the ttnn. 
Thus, courts in this period typidy ~i~fused to extend to tbe warLmg child tbe genenwity ami protections grantcd to the 
boy at play. And in fact as Aries notes, foi a considmbk pcriod of tim the wotLing class child, lifte the girl, was 
excludtd h m  the ranks of childhood. Thus, Aria p h  out that warking c h  children "kcpt up tt# old way of life 
which ma& no distiaction bc- childhn and adults, in dress or in work or in piay": supra note 33 at 61. SimrlRily, 
be~)testbatcducatimwasnotgeimslly~totbechildnnoftbe"lo~clesscs".Thus,'~dlabosrr~i~taiiuA 
tbis characteristic of niedieval Society: thc prccocity of cntry into adult W. The whole complexion of lifc was chaugcd 
by the cWemccs in emiratinnat trcatmnt of the middle-class and the lowcr-class childn: ibià at 336. And it is warth 
noting that although tbe tcnn 'phcoci~~~'' -y has tht positive connotation of rapid intellectual dcvelopmcnt 
["prtmaturtly &veloped inteIlechially": Concise Engfish Dictioncuy (London: CasseWOmga Books, 1982) at 8941 this 
positive co~~otat ion oôsculcs the fact that, as Aries pomts out, behg truited as a child was a knefit of the prrmCged 
So king precocious bcrt actuaüy mcans king denicd the bencfit of an cxtcnded childhd with ail tfiat that implits 
about ganus, leisure and educatioa Recociou~~css, for girls and workMg class childrca tben, aieans eariy entry inîo the 
gniclling adult world of labout (m ôoth senses of tht tcrm for workiog girls). And the difficult exit of working c h  
children from that world a d  into thc privileged ranks of c h i 7 d h d  (a stniggle by no means complet@ is @y 
chronicled in this litigatioa 



which had bem left open for ventilation. He feu to his death when he steppeci onto a smoke flue 

which gave way. Chief Justice An@, Wnting for the majority, fond that, whiie the employer did 

have an obligation to keep a watchfid eye on mischievous boys, a '%ctory is not a kindergarten!" 

In stark contrast with the cases involving the boy at play, he described the boy's attempt to get fie& 

air as entirely unfomeeable. In dissent, Justice Brodeur pointed out that the foreman had 

threatened the boy and was making him work considcmb1y harda than usual because of the 

absence of another worker. He also point& out that since the ody purpose of the door was 

ventilation, it should have had a grill over it. Nonethe1ess, the majority refuseû to award any 

damages for the boy's death. 

A similar approach to the boy at work is found in Ouellet v. ~loutier." There, a boy of 

about ten was helping out on a thnshing crew. At the end of the day, while trying to stop a piece of 

machinery, his ami was caught and badly broken. The Supreme Court unanimously restored the 

trial judge's fhdiag agahst the boy. Justice Rand's description of Marcel is typical of the various 

judgrnents: 

Boys at famis, as pm of their practical education as weiî as a satisfaction of their 
natural propensity to imitate theK elders, assist at small jobs ... He had the ordinary 
boy's discipline and dependability in these practical situations. But here was an 
impulsive act of wanto~ess indulged in a few moments before the last motion of 
the machinery would have ended. Normally in mch circumstances, particularly the 
presence of men, a boy of thrit age would not touch a revoiving shaft, but ogtainly 
he would be expected to drop the belt instantly upon a sharp mrnmand to do so; and 
the injury suffcfed by him is due to that momcntary wilfulness in disobadic~ce?~ 

Like Justice Rand, the othg members of the Supleme Court emphasize the fact that Marcel was a 

"fami boy.'& And the app-h here to what is nomial and natural is diametridy opposed to that 

found in the cases involving the boy at play, even though Marccl is the same age as many of those 

" Zb[d at 548. Sincc the master did not h v e  to guprd against dan- which c d d  not k anticipatcd a d  mdch did not 
r k  out of employment, tberc was no liaôility. 

" Intcrtstingly, howevct, as Justice Rand notes, Marcel did mt in fm liw on a him. althougù he did liw in a farming 
district Fiirther ,dtspi t t tbecoim~cat( ,of thecwrt~tthedisc ipl intaad~~offarmby, inf~agreat  
many childrni art scnousiy mjured while working on farms. 



children. Here we find the natual propensity is not to mischief or disobeùience but rather to 

imitation of one's elders, to work, and indeed, to discipline and obedience. And although Marcel 

was actuaiiy trying - perhaps in a misguided fashion - to stop the machinery, not to play with it, his 

act is repeatedly d d b e d  as an indulgence, an impulsive act of wantonness. So aîthough as we 

have sem much more wanton and imprudent acts - often by chilhn older than Marcel - are 
mtinely found foreseeable, here the cowt fin& the boy's act entinly doreseeable. 

Indeed, during this period the working chiid was mutineIy refused damages if their 

availability tumed on a relaxed standard of care for the chiid. This is despite the fact h t  these are 

cases in which the working child is a plaintif!, not a defendant and so any shortcomings on the part 

of the child go solely to conûibutory negligence. In fact, even in the most egregious cases, there are 

controversies between higher and lower courts, reflectiag the nluctance to extend the ordinary 

negligence treatment of children to the working child. An example is found in Berdos v. Tremonr 

& ~uffilk ~i l l? '  The plaintiff was a boy unda fourteen who had been in the country for less than 

seven weeks. He had never worked in a factory and could not read or speak English. While 

working, his hand was severely cut by some gears. He had been given neither instructions nor a 

waming and he had never worked in a factory. Like the boy in Dominion Ghss he was employed 

in contravention of a statute that prohibited child labour. At trial, the judge directed a verdict for 

the defendant on the ground that the child was contnbutorily negligent. On appeal, Rugg, J. 

overtunied this directed verdict and ~ k d  that the plaintiff was entitled to go to a jury on the 

question of his contributory negligence. In addition to discussing the significance of the statutory 

violation, Rugg J. also pointeù out that as a child the plaint8 may have been "so mtless, heedless 

and active as to k aaturally incapable of appreciating the dangers of the position which he was 

placed in by the de fend an^^^ Of course, Rugg I. points out, the defendant may argue that the boy 

failed to cxercise the care which a n o d  child of his age, intelligence and experieace ought to 

have exercised. 

49 supra iiac 43. 

IbtL ut 880. 



A sirnilar pattem is apparent in Moore v. The JJ).Moore CO.'' There, a boy of fifteen who 

was employed to clean up around the machines in the defendant's factory had his a m  taken off by 

the blades of a machine. The boy had k e n  attempting to bmsh some dust off the machine, but the 

blades were unguarded and revolved so quickly that it appcared that they were not in motion when 

the machine was operating. The jury found for the boy on the ground that the machine was not 

properly guarded and was not being attendeci by its operator. Thcy also found that, given his age, 

the boy had used rrasonable care. However, the trial judge then directed a verdict for the defendant 

on the g o n d  that there was no evidence of negligence and that the plaintiff was rrsponsible for his 

own injury. Street J. betrays a distinct impatience with the idea that the boy shodd recover. He 

says, "He had no business to touch the machine; he put his had on it desipedly and not by accident. 

He was ktween fourteen and fifteen and it was not pretended that he was lacking in intelligence.'J2 

On the question of what standard the boy's behaviour should be judged by, he notes that an adult 

would k iiable for doing the same thing.s3 He then insists that a "line must k drawn somewhere" 

and States that since the Factories Act pemits boys over fourteen to be employed and since that is 

the age at which the Criminul Code presumes the fuii capacity to commit crimes and give consent, 

a boy mer fourteen is certainiy beyond that lines4 However, the Court of Appeal reverseû the tnal 

judge and restond the jury's finding in favour of the plaintiff. h o u  CJ.0. found that the 

defendants were indeed negligent and were in contravention of their duty under the Factories Act to 

securely guard al i  dangerous machinery. He also stateà that the= wouid not have been a m o n  to 

withdraw the question of the plaintiff's own negligence h m  the jury, even if he w m  an adult, and 

given that he was only fifteen, thae was still las rcason to do so. 

" (1902). 4 O.L.R. 167 (C.A.) miniftcr Mmre]. 

52 Ibid at 169. 

53 1t is worîh wthg on the facis thaî this is by no maus c~ear. In fM it is implicit in ihc masonhg of tbc Court of 
Appd that an aduït may well not have kcn liable. Thcrc, Armour CJ.0. notes, "A pcrson may bc cxcrcising 
rtasonablc carit, and in a mmmnt of thougb-, forgedulness or instrrtion, nuy m e t  wiîh an injury causcd by the 
d e h i  ncgligcnct of amthet, and it catmot bc said that such momEntary thoughtlessness, fmgetfiilacss or Msttnition 
will, as a matter of law, deprive him of his rcmedy for his injury...": ibih at 174. 



Reading these judgments one k s t  has the sense that courts hem are inclined to judge the 

working child more harshly than they would even judge an adult. The imputation of those 

archetypdy boyish traits of impmdence and mischievousness that work to exonerate the playing 

boy might actualiy play a perverse role here. Courts seem incline& perhaps because of the sense 

that boys have these traits, to blame the child for the accident, even when it seems imlikely that an 

adult would be similady held liableOs5 The association of the boy with imprudence thus seems to 

work to the disaàvantage of the w o r b g  boy. But if the courts hem do seem - as they do - to rnake 

some association between a boy and a certain amount of naturai or nonnal imprudence, then why 

does this not exonerate the working boy as it does the boy at play? In fact, when working boys arr 

exonerated, that exoneration s e e m  largely to be based on an duit standard, not on a lower 

standard. The working boy it seems must struggie just to be judged as an adult 

In fact, the very same arguments that wen so persuasive to courts in the case of the playing 

boy are either summarily dismissed or actuaily put to contrary use in the case of the boy at work. It 

sometimes seems that the traits which were definitive of boyhood are absent hem* However, courts 

frequently do invoke the language of childhood playfulness to describe the working boys' actions. 

In fact, boyish behaviour seems so imvitably 1Uiked to recklessness that boys are blamed for 

recklessness, wantonness or mischievousness, even where it secms exmmely inapt to describe their 

actions in those t e r m ~ . ~ ~  Thus, the assumption is that like playing boys, wodMg boys inevitably 

have these impulses, but they should sknply control them and khave prudently. Yet the basis of 

the argument in favour of more gaigous bzatment of childrcn, in M m l e  and other cases, derives 

much of its force h m  the fact that it is apparently simply taking account of very nature of 

childhood - that boys WU, in essence, simply be boys. The cases involving the playing girl d e d  

55 The= is, of CO-, a larga puestion in the backgmnd hm about cbc crrrummt of the atgii- cLims of worhft 
inthispaioâmmgeaerally. S o t h e ~ b a y m y ~ l y b t t r t 8 t C d W i d l ~ ~ u n f a i r a t s s t h a t ~ t b e  
trrabncnt of thc working adult during this pcriod, when the law of ncgligcnct to some degne func t iod  to subsidize 
d u h a i  dtvtlopiacnt and thus drasticaUy uadercompcnsated inj\rred workws Woodwarâ, "Reality anâ Social Refoc111: 
Transition h m  Lahcz-Fairc to W e W  Staten 72 Yale L. J. 286 (1962); Bartrip and Bunnan, Woundcd Saldiers of 
I '  (1983); ïùcker, ''Law of Employer's Liability in Ontario 1861-1900" (1984)' 22 Osg. HLJ. 213. Evcn so, the 
tnatmnt of the wosking chiid provides an impartant cantrast to the trea~nwnt of the playing boy, in part becaust of the 
light it sheds on the maning of the 'netllfat' and llOrmal @tics of the child. 

5 6 ~ a r ~ . i s ~ t o g n â e a b i i r h a n o v e m e a t c d f r c t o r y ~ ~ ? : ~ ~ n ~ h u , s v p m m ( e 4 3 . ~  
brushing dust off a mnchmt an txampk of lm* mipnidaux?: Mire,  supra note 51. Is attempting to stop a piece of 
machincry at the end of a work day wantan a d  impiisive?: OucZk, supra note 46. 



this tniism into question. And the cases involving the child at work also raise suspicions about the 

operation of the idea that boys will simply be boys. 

The cases invoiving the working boy seem to rest on the iûea that while the w o r h g  boy 

has the same boyish impulses he is simply not permined to indulge them - as Justice Anglin stated, 

a "ffactry is not a kindergarten.'" Superficially, this may not seem untenable. After all, the 

consequaices of imprudence to the working child are o f h  devastating. However, when set against 

the playing boy cases, this rationale raises saious questions. While it may be similarly normal for 

the workhg boy to have such 'boyish' impulses, unlilce the playing child he is not pennitted to 

indulge them. But if the child at work can properly be required to wntr01 his innate tendency to 

mischievousness and imprudence, why is the child at play not also required to do so? This query 

seems yet more pointcd when one recalis that in the child defendant cases the playing boy was not 

required to restrain his natural imprudence even when it adversely afTected the bodily integrity of 

others. 

Thus, both judicial sympathy and the privileges of childhood start to look more confhed 

here. If the ''nature" based argument was hard pressed to justiS, the treatment of playing children, 

the treatment of the working child seems yet more capricious. Since the special tnatment of 

cMdren is clearly not extended to a i i  children who possess the distinctive and iimited capacities of 

chiidhood, then what determines who receives this benefit and who does not? It begins to look 

more Uce we are giving the benefits of liberty to a far more selective gmup of children - boys but 

not ail boys, and not, for insîance, to the boys who must l a b w  through their childhood. b this 

liberty behg extended to those boys who n a d  the liberty to prepare for their future as leaders and 

therefore must be fkee to act as nsk-talcers? Underlying the m e n t  under the objective standard 

we can see the working out of a complex idea, not simply of who wili take risks, but also who 

should take ri&? And nlated to this is a series of assumptiom both about what is nonnal and 

S 8 ~ - ~ s e e m p u , k v a l ~ b a c k i t a n l y f o r s o m c i n d i ~ m l a i l p .  Tbcrcsccmpmkanidea-pahapsrcldto 
the pc~asive though subtie ~claticmship to war and the military - that some maies shdd  take risks (the ïcadcrs) but 
somc most dcnnitely s h d d  not. Womcn, as nonllcadcrs, should by dcfiniticm not takc ri&. hkcd, this sccms iinkcd 
in somt compiex way 16 tbe idea of 'taking likrtics' ("be uruhily f8miliar with pcrson oc &a, deal k l y  with niks or 
facts": WebsWs Dictiol~cuy of the Engiisk Ianguage (Toronto: Wordsworrh Editions, 1989) at 655). This ~clabs atso 



natural for particular groups of individuals, as weil as about what is appropriate given their station 

in life. 

2. Race and the Reasonable Person 

One may be tempted to dismiss the treatment of working boys as an anachronim - a 

vestige of an era now long past. Whatever our misgivings, let us simply suppose that this is 

cor~ec t .~~  Nonetheless, we have seen the persistence of attitudes tmvards mental disability and 

gender, and how such attitudes seep into detenninations of what is reasonable. What we noted first 

in the case of boys and girk at play and then in the case of children at work is that assumptions 

about what khd of behaviour is nasonable - far h m  being some kind of uncontroversial refiection 

of reality - actuaily incorporate cornmon sense assumptions and stemtypes about the nomial and 

the appropnate behaviour for different groups. While this rnay not g e n d y  k troubîing, its does 

have deepg and more problematic sigdîcance where the underlying social understanding unf ' ly  

disadvantages particular groups - where history shows that we have consistently been unable to do 

justice. In such cases, as we have seen, the discrimiaatory and systematic nature of cornmon sense 

n o m  actuaily undermines values crucial to the nile of law. But if so then determinations of what 

is nasonable must also implicate other assumptions, including prominently those about nrz, which 

are after al l  among the rnost damaging that history has witnessed. 

Indeed, the discourse about race reveals remarkable similanties to what we have aiready 

seen in the context of gender and mental disability. Once again, pejorative ideas about what is 

normal work to disaâvantage those who are considered raMaUy inferim In facf the connections 

between the treatment of race and the treatrnent of gender and mental disability are interestinge 

This is because the 'natures' of women and of those who suffer racial disaimination are o h  

to mC stxuai col~otation aad who pts away with sexuaî 'likrrts' and who does MC K. Chnshaw. "Sîmgc Justice: 
The Selling of Clarrncc niamas" and "Rcsmda The Confirmation of Clarrna Thomasw (Feb. 1995) 15 n.2 Cal 
La- 63. 1s the idca that these h i e s  propcrly klong only to somc n m ,  and so so illegitmintc?ly takm by o<bcn? 
("But iiibarty's a W O' thin@ 'Ihat don't a p c  with n - -ersw: James Russil Lowcll, Tnc Biglnv Poprrs, Fust Series 
(Monthat' Worthington, 1866) a! 6). 

59 HOWWCT, mC pcisiama of the duit sctivities exception and iîs application to childrcn involvcd in work nigs the 
distinct possiiility that this is not m. 



either hfbtilized or expressed in tcmis of generaiized mental disabilities or inferior inteiligence. 

So women are d&bed as the slaves of men and as children or mental inf'eriors. So too are Blacks 

in particular described as mentally ide rio^,^ like women as a kind of perpetual children. 

Intere~tingiy~ at least aRa the rise of slavery, Blacks and the other most marginalued * * racial p u p s  

seem to be pejoratively describeci in tams of retardationpl while women's mental inf'ixiority is 

often describeû in more apparently fond tams, as childlike? And describing someone as 

insufficiently developed inte11ectually seems to seme as a justification for denying them fidl human 

status: 

That some people are somehow 'idenor' is accepted in d communities - they may 
be of low intelligence or ability. they may k deficient in social or moral Waies, 
they rnay simply bc chüdren. They may also evolce fear, pity, conternpt, 
musement.. . 63 

Indeed, it seems that when we want to deny somme full human status, what we do is to ascribe 

mental inferiority to them. 

This raises a question - a suspicion perhaps - about who is actually classified as menMy 

disabled. While it may k difficult to give a definitive answer to this question, the tmubling 

mus, ~ i c b a r d ~  ihe long-prrvailing views whid a i tau ta i  ôennai clacsif~ing me BLL as **sub-adu~t" B D ~  
"subhumrin": 

A 'sub-human' is somcthhg quite diffircnt[ h m  a sub-adult], not mhly 'mfiror' but quite 
scparattdhmthiscantiwumofhumanQuatity. Whiiesonre,nodoubt,viewledblacksinthisway, 
thcy wtrc e x a p t i d  The 1ongIStablisbcd image of tbc black as sub-aâuit, that is, chiid-like, was 
far mm widapmâ and pcrsisted, cven in somt scientific circles uneil @y: Ruce, Racism Md 
Psychobgy: Towcvdr a RepexiVe History, (Londo~ Routledge, 1997) at 7. 

Richards also discusses how many of the el- of this kind of 'raciaiized' psychology arc phscnt in the 
contcmporary work of J. P. Rushton, Ruce, Evolutwn Md BehoMow: A L i i  Hisrory Perspective (New Brunswick, NJ.: 
Transaction Publishus, 1994) at 286 ff. According ta Rushton's work, arc 10- clown the evolutianary d e ,  
as rcvealed partly by d e r  brains and larger genitalia: ibiâ 

61 Ibid 

" ~ a n , ~ e ~ m - 6 0 a t 7 .  i t c r r ~ i c h a r d s i r ~ ~ k p r r v i i l i n g B r i t i s h a t t i t u d t m h p r i d b e f o r r t h e  
institution of sîavery became widcsprcad, 



connetion between nicial disadvmtage and imputations of intellectual inferiority means that we 

cannot remain sanguine about the possibility that there is a racial component to the imputation of 

mental disability. Indeed, the psychological literature reveals die extent to which mental 

disability as a concept is 'racialid.' This is apparent in Stanley David Porteus's approval of the 

views of Brinton: 

'We are accustomed familiarly to speak of higher and lower races, and we are 
justified in this even fiam merely physical cmsiderations. These indeed bear 
intirnate relations to mental capacity and where the body presents many points of 
arrested or ntarded development we may be sure that the mind wiU a l ~ o . ' ~ ~  

A more colloquial version of the same view is foxwarded by Herbert Odum. In his discussion of the 

education of black chilàren, he catalogues vario'as racial characteristics including ''~tativeness" 

and "propensity for rote-leamhg." He particularly insists on the absence of the 'higher' human 

faculties in the black: 

The negm has few ideals and pahaps no lasting adherence to an aspiration toward 
real worth. He has littie conception of the meaning of virtue, truth, honour, 
manhood, inte grity... He does not know the value of bis word or the meaning of 
words in generaî.66 

64 in his expert report in Mwt v, Aberta (1996). 132 DL&(&) 695 at 745-762 (Appcndix A), Professor Gerald 
Robertson describes the history and philosophy of the Eugenics movcmnt that ultimatcly found its expression in S e d  
Steriliaztion Act, SA.  1928 c.37 and other initiatives in Alberta a d  b e y d  He notes that in both the Unitcà Staîcs and 
Canada, the cugcnics movemc~lt exploitcd people's racist belicfs: ibid at 751. Indœd, Rob~rt~~~l and others have 
suggested that eugenics was signinC811fly futlied by the desire to maintain the racial purity of the 'AngioSaxon* race in 
face of p w i n g  immigration h m  Souhem and Eastcm Europe and tht Orient: ibid at 752. Thus, for instanœ, in the 
last ycars of contraversial eugenics program in the Province of AIkrta, 25% of the wamcn s t d k d  wcrc native 
womcn, cvcn though tbty madc up only 3% of îhc population Similarly, Richards points out that the continuum of 
cither 10- human or sub-human whcre Blacks wtrc typicaiiy locatcd rcflccts this linL bctwecn racial disadvantage and 
imputations of ~ l l~ l ta i  s u b ~ c y :  Richards supra note 60 at 7. in&& k notes that while thcrt is a coMlCCti011 
bctwca Eugcnics and Racism, the main M d  of operation of Eugenics was 'race hygienc' issues such as "subnormalxty, 
c r h ,  madness and th Like." In fact, only in the USA aftcr the Great War aad m Nazi Germany did signifiant 
c o ~ o n s  develop k W  th two: ibid at 35. Thus the xmst intense eraminntion of psychological race di&rcn#s 
was undertakcn in the United Statcs in îhc pcriod bctuncn 1910 and 1940: &id. at 68. The focus was primarily although 
not cxclusivcly on the Amcrican black. For a ccmtcmporary iuustration of the s a m  dynamic, set Michacl L. Petlin, 
''F'reRtt md Mental Disability Law Thc Case of Compcttact" 47 U. Miami L Rcv. 625 at 642-43 (1993). Palin 
points out tbat 'tariables such as race, sac,  culturc, gender prefçrence, physical auractivcllcss and economic status 
signifïcantiy affect expert testhony." 

65 Ib id  at 97, citing Stanley David Porftus. Temperament und Roer (1926) supra note 62 at 137, quotiag DG. Brinton, 
Races a d  Peopks (Pbiladclphia: McKay* 190 1). 

66 I b i d  at 78, citing Howard W. omtm, SnccarP in History, EcoltOmics, unù Public knu; "SociPI and mmtal traits of the 
mgm. Restarch into the conditions of the ncgro race in Southcrn towns. A saidy in race traits, tcndencics and 
prospects" (Mmgraph, 19 10) at 39. 



Significantly, dthough these views may seem dits of history, they are not merely histoncal. 

Indeed, contemporary psychologists lüre Rushton and Hermstein continue to insist that blacks 

exhibit the v g y  same features identifid by earlier race psychologists - arrested intellectual 

dewelopment and a lack of emotional contro1 rnanifested in high crime rates?' Similar, though not 

identical, kinds of assumptions are also made about other p u p s  that are considered racially 

inferior!* And pertiaps more signifkantly, these views - deeply cmncous though they are - 

remain an important elcment of contemporary social assumptions about black 

The literatwe dso reveals another interesthg connection. Women, the working class and 

'degraded races' are ofken seen as sharing the quality of precocity - or early entry into adulthood. 

As disnissed earlier, Aries points out this quality of giris and of the workhg class?' A similar 

67 Ibid at 286, disniasmg Rushton anci oher contcmparary race psychologists. The idca tùat social cias differrnca 
rcflcct intelligence dinertllcc~, and rcflcct in particular bluck deficitncy is currcntly promulgatcd by Phillip Rushton, as 
WU as M. Hcmistcin, ï k  Bell Curve: Inteiügence and C h s  in Amencan Li*, (New York Free Rcss, 1994) and 
Qiulcs Murray: ibid. at 265,276 ff. Richards notes how vuliitrable this 'science' is to critiques based on the na- of 
its funding &id. at 280, quoting Tuckcr (1994) @roracial differcncts position owes in large part the artincial 
prolongation of its life to the catiaucd supply of fun& and amwagcmcnt h m  extrcmt rightwing racist organizations, 
including the Pioncer Fund, Mankind Quottcriy, New Anthropologie, and U.SNms Md World Report). 

Howcver, Richards also questions tht failurc of critics of these ntoeu@cists to aâdrcss the interna1 
weakntsses of theu arguments. In particular, he addrtssts the scemingly fata1 diffïdties with the central concept of 
hcriîability (the 'fi' score) used by the utoeugenicists. Hc notes that nom of the 'racial' groups figuring in the U.S. 
rcscarch on LQ. WCICI~C~S mect cvcn the most minhi populaiion genttics criterion for distinct racial identity: ibid at 
274. The concept of race used in this work, Richards coacludts, is iiüie mrc than a "fd-survivai", a fact which alone 
"coms close to king a chchhg  rcfiitation of the race-différences position": ibid Richards also discuscs the catcgory 
mistale involved in discwsing the intelligence of pups :  ibid. at 276. Hc also rcsponds to Hmnstcin's argunmit that 
social status rcf'lectad, rathcr than dccamii3ed, intciligtace: 

an a üuiy egalitarian maitocraiic socitty those who will succeed socialiy arc those h o  mst fiiUy 
diipiay the traits that society considers mcritonous. To the extcnt that such traits ait genetically 
detcrnilli6d within that society ont might, ovcr tirne, expect to sec a social stratification almg geactic 
LinCs cmerging. (Onc such nmitorious trait might of co~rsc be light - or indecd dark - skin colour). 
But in tcality it cannot bc convincingly argucd (a) that US socicty mmtely appadm the conditions 
acccssary for this ta operate or (b) why 'inttiiigcnce' (apdaiiy as nvasurcd by IQ tests) should be 
sin@ out as the mst relevant 'mEntorious' mit in questiom ibid at 277. 

68 1bid. at 108 (disnwsing rrsarch on Inuit), at 161-164 d i s u h g  tbc work of Lucien Levy-Bd and his conclusion 
that possession of a 'primitive mmtalitf' is characteristic of al l  non-literatc ' t r i i  pcop1es', for but a féw instancts. Sec 
also Margo L. Nigùtingalt, "Judicial Attitudes and Diffihllti81 Tritam~cnt: Native Wonvw in Sexual Assault Castsn 
(1991). 23 CJ.W.L. 71 discussing the st~r#,types conccrning Native wonrn anci Native nmi. 

69 Richard Delgado. "Rodrigo's Eightb Cbmicle: Black Qim, Whitc F m  - on îhc Sociaî Chmtm&on of a 
Thttat", 80 Va L. Rev. 503 (1994); Anthony V. Alfien, ' P c f a  Raciai Violcncc" (1995) 95 CoLLhv. 1301; 
Elijah Aduson, StrecnviSC: R e ,  C h ,  and Change in an Urbun Commrority (1990); Richard M a .  & Janet 
Billson, Cool Pose: T7uDilcmmar of B k k  Monhood in M c a  (1992). 



understanding is apparent in the 'psychologizing' about the American black. Thus, Howard ûdum 

after stating that black chiidren's min& "are so dense that they can scarcely leam anything" fin& 

that "early maturation and cessation of development" is also chanictcnstic of the Black 

population?' Once again, although we may be tempted to dismiss this as a reîic of histmy, 

contemporary debates about race-psychology still invoke these ideas? nius, echoing ûdum, 

Rushton's work associates "Negroids" with an 'r' bneding sîrategy which is characterized by 

among other things earty and rapid maturation and limitexi intellectual p~wer s?~  And significantly, 

rapid maturity is seen as intimately linked with low inteliigcnce, whüe greater intelligence is W e d  

with more extended pend of mahirity: 

The nobler and more perfiect a thiag is, the later and slower it is in arriving at 
maturity. A A manhes the maturity of bis reasoning powas and mental faculties 
hardly before the age of twenty-eight; a woman at eightan. And then, too, in the 
case of woman, it is only reason of a sort - very ni arâly in its dimensions. That is % why women remai. children their whole Me long ... 

Interestingly, this understanding seems stxangely nsoaaat of the treatment of children under the 

objective standarà. As discussed, the relaxed standard for chiidren is typically justifid on the basis 

that chiidren need a period of M o m  h m  legal strictures in order to develop their hill potential. 

And courts actually suggest that it is the 'best' boys that most need this period of irresp~nsibility?~ 

Indeed, the case law suggests that neither girls nor working children get the fidl measure of 

imsponsibility granteci to at least certain playing boys. And one cannot help but have a suspicion 

that the playing black boy may not k treated with the generosity that we so often see extended to 

72 Indccd, discussing the racc ad IQ dcbatc. Richards nofes. "What is man &prraPing is how littie the amtrovcrsy has 
d y  moveâ sime Q 1930'r..We scem doomcd to a rcmatch cvay dQai or so ycars...much of which comprises 
rcvised versions of the old farniliar argumtntsw: ibid at 285. 

" ~ u s h t o n a l s o ~ a n ~  ~ B Y ~ ~ r r r m y y w n g ; i n d g r e o m i u g * c t o f o ~ i b i d n t 2 % 6 , c i t i o g ~  
supra note 66. 



the playing boy in the child defendant cases?6 Indeed, the court in 

games of the race" and the games that boys play and wiii continue 

Briese describes 

io play "as long 

retains its activity and love of innocent spo~"" And in facf liberty in the fullest sense 

1% 

"the primai 

as the race 

seems to be 

the property ody of the 'nobler and more perfect t h g s ' ,  those highest functioning membtrs of the 

species who neeâ that liberty to develop their formidable capacities. For the rest, liberty is not so 

essential - nor even perhaps so desirable. 

'' It may k worth considehg what the court wouid have done if îhe boydefendant in Md& (supra note 6) had bec* 
black. It dacs not sccm fat-fctcheâ to su- that the court would have becn lcss k l y  to sec ~ v c ~ l c s s  as a 
desitable naairal quality. Would the court have so &y concluded that the infliction of carcless i n ,  on otbcrs was 
sunicientiy important to the boy's dcvelopmcnt th& it shouid bc cllcourageà rather than eTadicated? Given thc 
prcvailing stemtypes about tbe Aanncrau.mts9 of black II~CI~ notai above, it sccms much more liktly that the couxt 
would have secn that as anti-social bchaviouf that aeeds ta bc curbed, In the psychologid litcraturt, sce Gardon W. 
AUport and L m  Postxmn, The Psycitology of Rwnow, (New York: H. Holt, 1947), discussing an expcrimtnt showing a 
sketch of a black man and a white man standing t o g t k  and taiking in a subway train. Tht black man is drtsscd in 
business clothes d the whik man is wearing a t-shirt and jeans and carrying a straight razor. Afkr description through 
a chah of six or scvcn subjccts, more than half of reports had the black man holding the razor, ofbn to thrcaten the 
white man. This aspect of &c cxpcrimcnt is also discussed in Elizabeth F. bfhis, Eyewifness Tesrimony, (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1979) at 3839. 

The Balchis study that was so ceniml to McClesky v. Kemp, 48 1 U.S. 279 (1987) is perhaps one of the strongcst 
rtsponsts to the idea that it is implausiile that such factors influence the extrcise of judicial discrction in any significant 
way. Rofesso~ Balcius examincd over 2,000 murder cases that occwrcû in Georgia in the 1970s. He found that the 
&th penalty was asscsscd in 22% of the cases involving black dcfcadaxlta and white victims., 8% of the cases involvhg 
white dcféndants and white victims, 1% of the cases involving black defcndants and black victims and 3% of the cases 
involving white defcndaats and biack victims. Aftcr taking non-racial variables into awount, Baldus concluded that 
defendants char@ with kiïling whits wtrr 4.3 tims as likcly to rcœive the death penalty and that biack & M t s  
who kiUd white victims had the grcarest likiclihd of rrcciving the death penalty. McClcsky, a black man who was 
sentend to dcath for k i h g  a white, uscd die Baldus study ta challenge Georgia's capital scntcncing schemc. He 
argued that it was ndministcrtd in a racially d h m h b t q  rnamict and thus violateci the equal protection clame of the 
Fourieenth Amndmtnt. Tbe Suprrm Court rcjcctcd this ugunmit primarily because the study was insufficicnt to 
cstablish racially discriminatory intent in any parti& sentencing case. Mr. Justia Pomli noteci how central discretion 
was to the criminal proccss and stared, "we decliae to assume tbat what is uncxpIliiruA is invidious": ibià. at 1778. 
Further, he noteci the implications of McClslty's argument codd "buow into SCTious question the principles that 
underlie our entire criminal justice systemw: i&ià at 1779. Justices Bricmian, Marshall, Blacimnm and Stevens disscnted. 
Justice Brennan xmted that the study cstablishcd thot the jury mm lilrely than wt d d  have spered McClesky's life if 
his victim had becn black The dissent also notcd that the claim was relatcd to the legacy of Geotgia's rrrce-conscious 
""aaljustiasystcmwhichfolmanyyerirsoperatedUopcnlyandfarmally~lythetypeofdualsystmi~ 
evidence shows is stiU cffCctively in p h " :  W. at 1786. This, he suggestbd lent finhm Cftdl'bility to the . * .  
discnmmation claim kcausc it showcd that the "cunclusion mggested by tbose mrmbas is consonant with our 
undastanding of bistory and human cxpcriawxw: ibid Can#nis mlated to those m Md&!& about the impact of 
considerations about racc and othcr factors on the exercise of judicial disaction ah alsa di- in Nightingale, supra 
note 68. 

" Bricse v. Machzk. 130 N.W.893 at 894 (S.C. Wu., 1911) [cmphaSiS ddcd]. lbis dd, of CQU~S~, be a refercnce 
tothehurmnraa. H o ~ ~ ~ e r , ~ v ~ t b e ~ o f ~ ~ o f r u r - a n d p i i r t i n ù s r l y ~ t h e U m t c d S ~ ~ g m U r  
p r i o - i t ~ m o r r W r c l y m a t w b i * u s e d ~ y , ~ n c c " ~ c a r S r m y ~ ~ ~ ~ j l n r d u p ~ n i m r g c o f w h i b c r r s s :  
Race, R a c h ,  supra note 60. 



IV. CONCLUSION 

As we have seen, the objective standard purports to derives its objectivity h m  an appeaï to 

shared rather than individual quaiities, and to the extent that it thus relies on customary noms it is 

essentially a standard of ordinariness. And if the objective standard draws its conception of what is 

reasonable in large part h m  a conception of what is normal or ordinary, then we c m  expezt any 

problems with these conceptions to 'seep' into determinations under the objective standard. In fact, 

while in the law of neagence, reference to what is customary can be valuable in i d e n m g  

behaviow long regarded as rtasonable, there are also sigmficant dangers here. This is b u s e  

conceptions of what is no& or ordinary have also exhibitcd serious and systematic defects: they 

have consistently located somc people beyond the innennost eaclave of concem. So, in the case of 

women, of those disadvantaged on racial, religious or ethnic grounds, or those with mental and 

physical disabilities, the conceptions of what is normal or natural have been and continue to be used 

to jus@ discriminatory tmtment. Indeed, liberai democracies implicitly recognize the threat these 

kinds of invidious assumptions pose to the rule of law by entrenching various kinds of equality 

guarantees. And these guarantees can serve as wamings - indications of t h  places where we have 

made and are most iikely to continue to rnake these kinds of systematic mistakes that ultimately 

jeopardize the rule of law. 

In fact under the objective standard it is possible to identify a hierarchy of treatment And 

our concem is awakened by this both because of whose interests are implicated and because of how 

they an implicated. This is because the treatrnent of différent groups under the objective standard 

seems to echo differences in treatment of those p u p s  more g e n d y .  Thus we see the effcct of 

the very kind of damaging social conceptions that equality guafatlttcs aim to wunteract. It is 

therefore unqrising that the hihierarchy under the standard bears important similarities to now 

outmoded formal distinctions in membership. The niles may change, it seems, but at least in its 

subtler forms the instinct to inequality persists. Ihus, those who have always beai the very 

&finition of the fidl citizen - the pnvilegcd male - -ive the most gcnerous treatment in the fomi 

of the greatest sphere of likrty. In contrast, the groups who have historidy been excluded h m  

citizeMhip nghts altogctha reccived some sort of diminished protection for their interests. And the 

nature of that treatment bot.  reflects and reinforces embedded inequalitie~. 



Utimately this egalitarian challenge to the objective standard might seem somewhat ironic. 

The equality-based defences of the standard, although not without saious difficulties, are 

nonetheless somehow compelling. Paradoxicaliy though, the standard actualiy tums out to raise 

very d o u s  equality problems. The mentally disablecl an sufficiently puzzling that they generate 

their own variation on the standard, with the consequence t b t  their diBerential truitment is explicit. 

More typically, however, the unequal ûeatment takes the subtler - though related - shape of 

inegalitarian assumptions about the normal influencing determinations of reasonablcness. Indeed, 

the very fact that equaiity-based defences are d e d  forth to justify the standard suggests the 

complexity of the problem: whüe there is something compelling about the equality argument, the 

operation of the standard actualiy raises such profound equaüty concans that it brings into play the 

rule of law. In some sense it seems that, the idea, the glue that holds the picture together, is the 

notion that mistalces in judicial decision-making are ad hoc. But, everytbing looks Merent if at 

least in certain anas judges malce mistakes that are systematic in nature - drawing on and 

exacerbating existing inequalities. Then, as we have sem, the very legitimacy of the legal systmi 

demands that we address the problem. 

Thus, even though some reliane on a conception of what is normal cm be useful in 

determinations of reasonableness, our case studies illustrate that reliance on the normal can also be 

deeply problematic. It is possible to say something more generai about the nature of the problem 

and what other forms we rnight expect it to take for these sean to be the places where tradition has 

gone decply wrong, where it has mistreateà catain groups because of sttreotypes about theh 

capacities or attributes. And equality n o m  p h d e  at least a provisionai guide to those places 

where tradition has gone m g .  Thus, we can look to constitutionai jurisprudence, as well as to 

otha equality protecting ngimes to reveal when a given wdition is likeIy to make mistakes, to 

help us determine whose interests it may be k l y  to jeopardize." What examination of the 'hd 

cases' under the objective standard has given us is by no means an exhaustive list of the quality 

jurisdicticms, or cvcn across tinr. WhiL it may be the case chu certain Linds of cbinrmiaa . . 
gendcr* religion, class) seem vcry c o d y  implicated in dcnials of equality* even in tbtsc casa we cannot be 
Mnndent that the saliacc of îhacc charactcristics will always k the ssmt. IbW is M y  a mvel observation though. 
AUthatitmansiSthatthce@Manwilldtobtattcntivetotbe~~~~ttxtinwhichparticulardtcisi~~l~anb~g 
d d t ~ f b t S O c i a l ~ o f v a r i o u s m i ô u t c ~ .  



problems raised by such a standard. Instead, it provides us with is a sense of the kinds of problems 

that are rai& by such a standard, a way to conceptualize the nature of the problems and thus to 

identify other places where such problems rnight plausibly exist. It may ultimately also provide a 

way to address these problems rro îhat we can find a more egalitarian - and ultimately a more 

defensible - way of judging nsponsibility. But does such a g d  mean that we jettison objective 

standards on the ground that they are inherently inegalitarian and thcnfore hopeiessly flawed? 

Examinhg the ferninist debate wil l  assist our deliberations about this question. 



Chapter Six: 

The FemliiL9L Debate: Are Objective Standards Worth Saving? 

1 will be the master of what is mine own. 
She is my goods, my chattels; she is my house, 
My household stuff, m y  field, my barn, 
My hone, my ox, my ass, my anything;' 

Man is the hunter, woman is his game; 
The slctk and shiniiig matures of the chase, 
We love them for the beauty of their skins; 
Iaey love us for it, and we ri& them down2 

Whatever support he gamers, there is indeed reason for suspicion about the nasonable 

person. And it is not simply that there are somc 'ixregularities' in the standard. As we have seen, 

the nature of those 'imgularities' is mch that the standard achiaUy implicates constitutional and 

rule of law concems. Since such conams cannot simply be dismisscd or ignored, we must ask 

what can be done to resolve the problem. But there is no simple answer to this question. The 

obvious solutions proffered by the legal system prove to be uasatisfactory for a variety of reasons. 

And yet many of the innovations that attempt to respond to these difficulties are bedevilled by 

problems of their own. Nonetheless, there is reason for hop. And the feminist debate on legal 

standards offers a helpful point of departurc. As the most sustained discussion of the strengths and 

weaknesses of the various legal standards and the most developed anaiysis of altematives to the 

standards cuxrentiy found in the law, the feminist debate illuminates the perplexing question of how 

to judge human interaction and ultimately geshires towards a more adequate standard. 

At first blush the feminist debates about the objective standard may seern somewhat 

scattered or even incoherent. However, closer inspection reveals that they are saiutary indeed. 

-- .. .. - 

' William Shakespeare. Z k  Tuming of the Shrew. The Camplete Ptlican Shakespeare. Ed A l k i  Harbagc. (New 
York Viking Press, 1 %9) Petruchio: ïIïA225228.10 l- lm. 

Tennyson, A l f d  Lord. "Ibc Rmass" Tnc Princess ond 0 t h  Paa>rr. V i p t t e  cd. New Yalç F. A. Stokes, 1890. 



They explore more in a more specific way the broader coacems about the relationship between fault 

and responsibility that we have traceci thughout our analysis. But the feminist debate about 

reasonableness standards does more than simply conkn in stadctr form the dificulties that we 

have already noticed with such a standard. Though perhaps theoreticaiiy defensible, the standard 

acaialiy functions poorly because of the uneven relationship between culpability and fault. Fit, 

because of its identification with the ordinary man the standard is in some sense too 'objective' 

with regard to nonculpable shortcomings. And the difficulty we saw in the case of the mentally 

disabled ends up playing an important role in the debate about exoneration for unreasonable 

mistakes in sexual assault. hdeed, it is arguable that much of the concem about criminal liability 

for negligence arises precisely b u s e  in this respect we 'get negligence wrong' in the civil 

context, with the consequence that the standard seems to raise legitimate concems about fault and 

responsibility. So feminists thus find themselves in the position of defending what sometimes 

looks like a form of strict liability. And the femlliist nsponses help to iiiuminate both the strengths 

and the defensible Iimits of liability in negligence. 

But the feminist analyses of sexual assault and other issues in criminal law also tmck 

another problem familiar from the civil context. Also because of its indebtedness to the ordinary 

man, the standard is too lax - it 'misses' some fault because it treats as reasonable and therefore 

excusable certain ordinary shortcomings. This concern is central, not only to problems of sexual 

assault, but also to cases involving sekiefence and provocation. The feminist efforts to identify 

and address this shortcornhg also tum out to be crucial to illuminating the larger issues involvd 

in reasonableness standards aud ultimately to fashioning a more defensible relationship between 

fault and responsibility in both the criminal and in the civil contexts. 

There is no doubt that feminists have been awkwardly position4 on the question of the 

reasonable person. Feminist thought has traâitionally expressed wariness, not just about the 

reasonable man. but about fashioning any defensible form of the objective standard. Indeed, 

feminists have k e n  among the most prominent critics of the very idea of objectivity. And they 

have forceîùlly articulated these ccmcerns in the context of partidar kinds of problems - most 

prominentîy the law of provocation and seif-defence, and more recently sexual harassment. But 

the feminist position is far fkom uni-vocal on this question. Indeed, in the cases of sexual assault 



or rape (and even some tort injuries), feminists often defend the use of objective standards as 

opposed to the subjective standards characteristic of the criminal law. To M e r  complicate the 

pictue, having long chdlenged the objective standard as inherently male and biased and thus 

advocating abandonment of it, many feminists are expressing concem about the newly-minted 

"reasonable womân" standard in the law of sexual harassrnent and self-defence. Is there some 

wsy to make sense of this ambivalence? And what m e r  light cm such an endeavour shed on 

the objective standard? it is to these questions that we will now tuxn. 

1. THE FEMINIST CRITIC AND THE %EASONABLE MAN' 

The feminist literature seems an obvious point of departue in considering whether 

objective reasonableness standards are worth saving. ARer all, feminists have been arnong the 

most powerful critics of the reasonable man. Feminists were on the vanguard of iilustrathg how 

the idea of what is nasonable actually privileges the powerlùl and their way of viewing the 

world.' Thus feminists, and increasingly other critical legal theorists, have analyzed the actual 

operation of standards of reasonableness not only in tort taw, but also more prominently in the 

criminal context Reasonableness standards for provocation and self-defence have been a 

particular focus of feminist concmi. Indeed, ferninist findings in this ana parallel the difnculties 

highlighted in the previous chapters. Thus, feminists and other critical theorists have iiiustrated 

how standards of reasonableness end up benefiting the powerful and too often fail to deliver on 

their implicit promise of equality. The resultant suspicion of standards of reasonableness forms 

one pole of the feminist debate on the appropriate standards of nsponsibility. 

' To cite but a fea, examples, CaihrOat MscKinaoa. TeminiSm, Marxism, Mcthod end th State" Signs 7 110.3 
(Spring 1982) and Signs 8, n0.4 (Summcr 1983), "Differencc and Dominance" in Feminism Unmodified (Hward, 
1987); Carol Smart, Fenunism c d  the Power of Lrnv (Londorr Routlcdgt, 1989); Dale Spender, Womcn of l&us 
and What Men Have Donc to Thcm (zondorr Pandora, 1982) at 138-162; Geocvicve Lloyâ, The Man of Rearon: 
"Male" and "Fentrrlc" in Western Philosophy (Minneapolis: University of Miantsota Prcss, 1984); Sandra 
Harding, ' l s  Gcndcr a Variable in Conceptions of Rationality? A Sumy of Issues" in S. Hardiag and M.B. Hintikka, 
Discoveting Reality: Fcminist Perspectives on Epistemology, Metaphysics, Metnodology, tard Philosophy of Science 
(Dordrecht, HoIland, 1983) at 43; Lynda Lange, "Womau is Not a Rational Animain m Harding and HiniMa, iliid 
at 1; Jean Giimshaw, Piubsophy and Fan- TIUnAUlg, (Mimwapolis: Univcftity of Mmnesota Press, 1986) at 
cl1.2; Susan Molicr Okin, "Justice and Gcndcr" 16 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 442; Lucmda F i i y ,  "A Brcalr m the Silcncc: 
lzacluding Wom#n's Issuts m a Tom Course" (1989) 1 Yale J. L. & Feminism 41 (1989). 



The suspiciously masculine nature of the reasonable person has been a topic of discussion 

in the general literature on feminism and the law. Feminist critiques of the nasonable person 

standard often begin by pointing to its history? Until very nccntly the standard was avowedly 

male in the sense that it was pnmised on the behaviour of the reasonable man not the reasonable 

person.' Indeed, it is precisely this somewhat odd feature of the standard that is parodied by 

Herbert in the fictional Fmdell v. ~ot ts .6  And ferninists have fnquently commentai that the 

ment conversion of the reasonable man to the reasonable person is nothing more than cosmetic.' 

The critique, however, is not lirnited to a criticism of the laquage. Rather, as Robyn Martin 

States, the h m  is "phaiiocentrism", that is representation of the two sexes in a single mode1 

congruent only with the masculine. One critique points out that the objective standard inevitably 

requires judges have recourse to their own understandings of what is reasonable. And given that 

a Sec for instance, Leslie Benda; "A Lawyu's Rimcr on Feminist Theory and Tort" (1988) 38 J. Legal Educ. 3 at 
20-23; Robyn Martin, "A Feminist View of the Reasonable Man: An Alternative Approach ta Liability in Negligence 
for Persona1 Injury" (1994) 23 Anglo-Amer. L. Rev. 334 at 341-42; Spcnder, mpra note 3 at 138-62. A similar 
point is made in the contcxt of the U.S. law on sexual harasment. In US scxual harasment law, tbt central challenge 
is to define when harassmcnt becornes sdEcicntly pervasive to mate a hostile environment Sexual harassrnent 
violates the anti-disuimination law when it is "severt or pcrvasive [enough] to alter the conditions of the plaintiff's 
employmcnt and mate an abusive working environment" or when it "wcasonably interfères with [plaintifYs] work 
performance and crcat[es] a hostile, intimidating or offensive" envjromnt: Mentor Savings Bcurk v. Vinson, 477 
U.S. 57 at 67. In determining whcther harassmcnt reached this level, courts initiaily decided that the plaintiffs c lah  
should be judgcd by rtfennce to a "rcasonable person: Rab& v. Osceola Refining C., 805 F.2d 611 (6th Cir. 
1986), cert. &nied 481 U.S. 1014 (1987). Thus, in this context as wcU, feminists expresscd conccrn about rccourse 
to a rcasonable man standard givcn the clearly gendercd ongins of ttie standard: Kathryn Abrams, "Sexual 
Harassmcnt and the 'Reasonable Woman"' Wintcr 1995 Dissent 48 at 49; Naomi R. Cahn, "The Loosencss of Lcgd 
Language: The Reasanable Woman Standard in Thcory and Ractict" (1992) 77 Coniell L.Rev. 1398 at 140-405 
discwsing Swan Bordo, "Feminism, Postmodemism, and GendcrSkcpticism** in Femremrnism/Posnnodernism Linda i. 
Nicholson (cd.) (New York Routlcdgc, 1990) at 133 and Ronald KL. Collins, 'Zanguage, History and Legal 
Rocess: A Profile of the 'Rcasonable Person'" (1977) 8 Rut.Cam. LJ. 31 1;  Nancy S. Ehrcnreich, *'Pluralist Myths 
and Powerless Meti: The Idcology of Rcasonableness in Senual Hurssmnt L ~ W -  (1990) 99 Yale L J. 1177 espat 
1210 ff. 

As discwsod infio, controversy then developcd about whether the 'reasonable woman' would not afford a 
prcferable standard: EIlison v. Brady 924 F.2d 872 (9th Cir, 1991). fndeed, the Sixth Circuit xejtcted its own 
Rabi& rationde in favour of the tcasonable woman standard in Yates v. Avco Corp., 819 F.2d 630 (6th Cir. 1991). 
In Harris v. ForUi Systems, the Unitcd State Suprcnie Court a m  to consider whethcr hostile environment claims 
shodd be adjudicated according ta a gendertd or gender-natral standard. Howevcr, in its opinion, the court barcly 
addresses the controversy and simply notes, in Iess than a sentence, that the court shouid rcview the plainWs claim 
by rcfcrcnct to the perspective of the rcasonable petson: Harris v. ForAlif) Syszcms, 1 14 S. Ct. 367 at 37 1 (199 1 ) .  

Sec. for instancee. B&r, svpm note 4: Martin, mpra note 4; S. O. Fleming, Thr Low of Tons. 8' cd. (Agincourt 
The Law Book Company, 1992) at 106M: Pmser, H415db00k of Thc tmV of Tom 2d cd. (SL Paul: West 
Pubhihg Co., 1955) at 173-193; Coilins, ibid, Interestingly, although Rosser tcrms the test the rtasonable person 
in fact in the comrmntary he exclusively rises the male pronoun and many of the foobnotes actually =fer to 
reasonable man, aot msonable person. Old habits, it stems, die hard 

' Finlcy, s v p  note 3 at 59; Bendcr, supra note 4 at 23; Cahn, supra note 4 at 1404-05; Mar<in, note 4 at 341- 
42. 



the bench has been, and continues to be, overwhelming male, judicial interpretations wili be 

limited and skewed by the similarly limited life-experiences of dacision-malcerd In this way, 

the particularity of masculinity cornes to be represented as general, delegitimizing anything 

distinctively fernale? So including more women in the juaiciary would assist in making the 

standard more tmly - though certainly not completely - objective. However, many feminist 

critiques also seerningly10 identify phallocentrism with a set of complex epistemological claims 

about the inherendy male nature of the 'reason' embodied in the standard. Sometimes this 

ap- as an epistemological claim that nason itself is somehow inherently masculine" and 

sometimes instead as the political claim that the concept of m o n  is part of the ideological 

apparatus of patnarchy - the means by which men maintain their power over womed2 

' A version of thLp claim can k found in Martin, &id. at 347-48; Bender. ibid. at 22-23. Sec a h  Margo L. 
Nightingale, "Judicial Attitudes and Diffçrcntiai Trcatmtnt: Native Womcn in Semial Assault Cases" (1991) 23 
CJ.W.L.71 at 80. 

Martin, tbld at 341, quoling Eluakth Grosz, "Philosophy,'* in Gunew (cd.), FeminLn Knowkdge, Cnriqrce <ind 
Co~fsttlcct (London; New York: Routledge, 1990); ibid. at 342. Sec also Bender, ibid. at 22-23; MacKinnon 
'Pifference and D o w  mpra note 3; Toward a Ferninisr Theory of Srate (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1989) at 120-124, 162-163. This point is also made in the contcxt of sexual hamssmnt: Abrams, 
supra note 4 at 48-50; Cahn, supra note 4 at 145-1404, Ehrcnrcich, supra note 4 at 1210-1 214. 

'O 1 say ~ ~ ~ m i n g l y  here k a u s e  it is oftcn difficult a discem the exan scope of the critiques of the rrasonableness 
test. This is in part becausc, as is unsurprishg in nlatively carly works in thc field, thcy typically rccite a scries of 
critiques of varying degrces of gencrality. Indtcd, it is not unusual for the critiques to actually conflict 4 t h  each 
other. The most common example of this scems to occur over the question of judicial discretion. Th, critics often 
make the feminist point that discretion bas typically bccn uscd to beacfit the powerful, and thus to gcnerally benefit 
men over women: Martin, ibid. at 347 (The flaw in the rasonable man test is in inc prctence that a nnding of 
ncgligcna is a simple fhding of fact as to whethcr a person's bchaviour mcasurcs up to somc sttmingly objectively 
quantifiable norm"). However, critics oftcn simultancously pick up on the critical legal studics attacks on abstract 
rationality and thus actually suggest that more not l e s  judicial discretion would bc an improvemcnt (sec, for 
instance, Martin, i b i .  at 353, suggesting that a feminist jurisprudence would celebrate di&rcnccs in the 'pure 
sense", '%th no i&al to be measurcd against"). Of course, thcm may be ways to bring these critiques togethet, but 
critics rartly do this. This is no doubt in part dut to the fact that in an important stnse feminist legal theory is stiU in 
its infancy. 

'' Much of the littratwe that makcs the bmadest epistemological claims adopu an cxpîicitiy Gilligan-bascd vkw of 
what h d s  of reasons mtivatc mn and what Irind.p motivate womcn: sce for instance, Bender, mpra note 4 and 
Martin, supra note 4. This epistcmological position is ais0 apparent in the dcbatc over the appropriate standard for 
scxual h~fassmc~lt: Abrams, supra notc 4 at 4-49. However, as d i s d  above in Chaptcr 5, while Gilligan's work 
usefully names differcnt styles of moral m n i n g ,  sutrsequent shidies have not connrmcd the kind of gender link 
that Gagan points to. Mortovcr, fcminists have becn wary of the esscntiaïizing implications of Gilligan's analysis, 
although not nccessariIy of other aspects of her work, including the sigdicanct of i&ntifLing a 'diff~ercnt' and 
cqually valuable 'voicc' in moral rcasoning. Thus, it may secm problematic, for these fc~lsons among others, to 
adopt this kind of cssentialist undCrstanding of the differcnces in the male and femalc modes of rcasoning. 

" 'Ih most obvious example of this version of the critique of rcaso~leac*r is f o d  in thc work of Camnriiu 
MacKinnon. Sa, A FcmUiist Thcory of the Sm&, supra note 9, and Faninisn Umwdijkd, supra note 3. 



These general feminist concems about objective reasonableness standards have 

unsuxprisingly been directeci in particular to the reasonable person of tort law. Thus, one of the 

first major feminist critiques of tort law opens its discussion of the law of negligence with a 

section entitled "Negiigence Law: The 'Ruwnable Person' Standard as an Exampie of Male 

Naming and the Implicit Male N O I ~ . " ' ~  Professor Bender queries whether the change from 

reasonable man to reasonable person serves to exorcise the sexism inhmnt in the standard, or 

sirnply to embed it. She notes that when the standard was converted to "reasonable person" it 

continueci to denote a person who was reasonable according to the perspective of a male.14 And 

the implication stems to be that behaviour that may weli bc reasonable from some other 

perspective may fail to be identifieai as reasonable because of the narrowness of the perspective 

enshrined in the law. In addition, Bender also forwads the broader critique: the law and its 

distinctive rationality disadvantage women because they valorize as reasonable the rnas~uline.'~ 

Unfortunately, in the context of negligence law, most feminist aitiques of reasonableness are so 

general that they do little more than point out potentiaUy problematic areas. hdeed, even 

Professor Bender's concrete recommendations for change do not seem to diverge significantly 

from the existing common law.16 But if critiques of the ruwnabie person in the field of tort law 

are too general to be usehl in this analysis, the same is not tme of criminal law. In that context 

l3 Bender, supra note 4 at 20 (the carlier d o m  of che article introdua feminist mthodologies and anain relevant 
aspects of feminist thcory including discussions of the sex/gcn&r distinction and the patriarchd power of naming). 
This reflects the gcncral structure of Professor Bender's article. In many ways it is much mort a primer on fcminist 
theory than on how tort Iaw specifically raises issues of feminist concem. She d y  only discwscs two doctrinal 
areas - the standard of care and the problem of the duty to rcscue - but even hem the= is vcry litîle spccinc anaiysis 
of how the doctrinal structure actually enforccs paîriarchal conams. This article is noncîheless wcfui since it docs 
point genedy in the direction of somc pmblems. But it daes not take its anaiysis far enough into the doctrines of 
tort law to clanS. why feminists in particular should be concemed about them. Furîher, &velopnicnts in fcminist 
and othcr critical thtory rnay makc some of Professor Bender's claims seem unacceptably esscntialist about gender 
("'How would this drowning-siranger hypothetical look fmm a ncw legal perspective iaformtd by a feminist ethic 
bascd upon notions of caring, r~~ponsiiiiîty, intercomcctedness, and coopcration?": ibid. at 34). 

l4 Ch even **a fernale trahi to be *the SUIE as' a malen: &id. at 23. 

l5 The arnbiguity about the gencrality of hcr claims is not unique to Bender. Sec a h ,  Martin, supra note 4. 

l6 Thus, for instance, the duty to rescuc cases by and large llrudy consider the '-ss' of the individuals by 
asking whether the= exists a "special rclationship" of the kind that would give rise to a duty of care: Fleming, supra 
note 5 at 147-149 (noting that the= is strong support for a duty to rcscue "incidental to certain special relations'' likt 
employer-cmployee, occupier-visiter, etc.). It is not clcar that evcn hftssor Bcndtr would suggest such a duty in 
the absence of somt khd of s p e d  relationsbip since she adrnits that it will bc ncasmy to &termine both whete 
"our duty to aid would be too attenuatcd to eoforce* d %hrc  the limits on ou. pcrsod eactgics and =sources to 
aid shouid bc &finedW: ibid at 34, 11120. Thus, although shs may be suggCSting a slightly mort expansive 
interptation of whcrc a spccial r t l a t i d p  will exist, it does not seem that she is advocating signincant structurai 
change, even in a major arca of her concem. 



feminists have developed sophisticated critiques of how reasonableness is invokeà in 

provocation and selfdefence. 

LI. TROUBLE WITH 'Tm REASONABLE PERSON": PROVOCATION AND SELF- 
DEFENCE 

A good place to begin examining detailed feminist criticisms of the reasonableness 

standard is with Dolores Donovan and Stephanie Wildman's landmark article on self-defence 

and Their explicitly egalitarian aim is to fashion a standard that is more 

responsive to the realities of those not in the mainstream of middle class Amencan life.18 

According to Donovan and Wildman, the problem is not simply the gender of the mythical 

person but the standard of nasonableness itself.I9 In ordcr to elucidate the na- of the problem, 

Donovan and Wildman explore a series of hypotheticals. For instance, they discuss a self- 

defence hypothetical involving a Latina woman, Rosa Mendez, who is raped in her home and 

then threatened with death unless she is silent. Shortly afterwards she encounters her rapist on a 

public Street with a knife in his hand. She shoots and kills him. Here, the authors suggest a 

gender b i s  in the reasonable man test, because while a reasonable man, carryhg a loaded gun, 

may not fear serious h m  from a knife-wielding individual in a public place, a woman 

just b e n  raped may reasonably have such a f e d O  Similarly, while a reasonable man 

" *?s the Reasonable Mm Obsalecc? A Critical Perspective On Self-Dcfencc and Rovocation" (1981) 

who has 

may not 

14 Loyola 
L.A.L. Rev. 435, Both provocation and self&fence am factors which go to mens rea and thcrtfore rtduce or 
eiiminate responsibility for the killing of another. The "heat of passion rcsulting ffom adequate provocation" is a 
mitigating factor, reducing the criminal responsiiility of the accused h m  rmirder to rnanslaughtcr. In contrast, self- 
defence is a cornpletc &fencc which gcncrally rcsults in the acquittai of the accuscd on any charge of intentional 
homicide: Donovan and Wilchaa, ibid. at 440. As they point out, somc jurisdictions have "impcrféct sclfatfencc" 
which rcduces a charge h m  murder ta voluntary rnansfaughter: ibid. citing W.R. LaFave and kW. Scott, Handboot 
on CrUninal LAnv (St. Paul: West Publishing Co., 1972) at 583. 

l8 Ibid. at 439. 

'' They claim that "ali citizcns su&r by the us of an abstract rwonableness stmdud": Donovan and Wildmlln at 
437. Similarly, it is "the reasonablencss part of the standard that is faulty, not mtftIy the sex or class of the mythical 
person": ibid. 

" Interestingly, we have these debates h u t  police offian and Wther their use of lemal force is appropriate in 
such situations. This example scems to me more likt provocation than selfdcfence - although it combines elemcnts 
of the two. It seems, lürely, as Jacmy Hordcr suggests, that thc "law of provocation thus appears to strongly favour 
a particularly male conception of angcr, in terms both of what constitutcs gmss provocation and what constihites loss 
of self controIW: D. Klimchuk, Whitrage, Self-Contml, and Culpability", (1994) 44 U.TLJ. 441 at 460, discussing J. 



fear serious harm when someone advances towards him during a verbal altercation, a woman 

repeatedly abused by a violent husband may weli do so?' In contnist with self-defence the test 

for provocation is "strictly objective" in the sense that neither the mental nor the physicd 

peculiarities of the accu& wili be taken into account to determine whether the loss of self- 

control was reas~nable .~  Donovan and Wildmaa critique this by noting that Unwre the 

'reasonable man,' b ' ~  Asiaa-Amencan who had been intemed in a concentration camp is Likely 

to k roused to the heat of passion by racial s l ~ r s . " ~  They worry that if the jury is not allowed to 

Hordcr, Provocation rutd Responsibiliry (Oxford: Clarendon Rcss, 1992). As Klimchuk notes, this fact is one of 
Horder's major arguments in favour of abolishing the defenœ of p r o v d 0 ~ 1 :  ibid. 

'' But it secms Wrc the law does have the resourus to pay attention to 'circumstances', lürt relative la& of strcngth 
or power, past history of threats etc. So perhaps the important question is why courts have not k n  able to 'sec' that 
this kind of reamning was also relevant to womtn - in a way, why werc Lavaike [1990] 1 S.C.R. 852) and similar 
Amcrican casa lk Torres (488 N.Y.S. 2d 358, Sup.Ct. 1985) even landmarks? An argument can bc made that they 
should have becn completely ordinary. Similarly, feminists have begun to query why worncn who takc such action 
can only be understood as part of a pathological 'syndrome' (R. v. Lavaiiee; Tomes; K m o s  v. Hodges, 716 P.2d 
563, Kan. 1986; M. Mahoncy, "Legal Images of Battercd Womcn: Redefining the Issue of Separation" (1991) 90 
Mich.L.Rev. 1 .) Indecd, even in their very brief discwsion of selfdcfence, Donovan and Wildman statc that the law 
of self-dcfence came to rccognizc that certain cllcumstancts were relevant to the 'rcasonableness' of the action - 
including prior threats, Iack of courage on the part of the accuseci. But this suggcsts îhat the law acmally had the 
resources necessary to fashion more egalitarian interprctations of rcasonablencss and yet was somchow iinahle to 
recognize its application to womcn, for instance. 

Indccd, a tclling contrast is found in R. v. Cohuullader, [1%6] 1 C.C.C. 380,53 W.W.R. 293 (Sasic. Q.B.) 
@ercinafter Cahualladcr]], On apptal the court quashed the manslaughtcr conviction of a fourteen year old boy who 
killed his father. The boy's mother had died when he was young and he lived alone with his fathcr who, by a l l  
accounts, was a strange man who repeatedly indicatcd to the boy that he wantcd to kill him or do away with him. 
One aftcmoon, aftcr a number of such incidents, the boy was lying down as he was not feeling well. He heard his 
father move angrily about the home and state "I'm going to kiii that God Darnncd little bastarci". He then heard his 
father load a 30-30 and comt up the stairs towards his mm. Thidchg that his fathcr was about to finally carry out 
his threats, the boy grabbcd the semi-automatic rine that he kcpt in his m m  and began to shoot at his advancing 
father. He nrcd five shots at his father, The fifth and last shot was firtd inta his father's neck h m  a distance of 
about t h e  inches, 

In Juvenile Court the judgc gave the opinion that the boy had used far more force than was rcasonable, 
especiaily given the final shots wbich wre nred from a very close range. At thaî tirne, the Juvenik Court Judge 
held, the boy did not have any conCern that his fathtr was in any condition to bc able to cary out any k a t  to kill 
him, In ailowing the boy's appcaî, Sirois S. discussed the boy's growing fcar of his incrtasingly strange and 
threatening father. Afkr powcrfully evoking the boy's perspective, Sirois J. States, 

Tht boy was trappcd and hc rcactcd in the only way it scems to mc that an ordinary person would 
under the circumstances. Can one adequately v i s u a h  the fcar, tcrror and confusion which would 
grip any man, let alone a fourteen year old boy in a situation such as this. It is clcar he acted in 
seIf-defencc On his uncontradicted evidenœ he used only sufncicnt force as he ttasonably 
thought ncccssary under the circumstancc~ to put his assailant out of action You cannot put a 
highcr test on a 14-year-old boy than that known to our law: ibià. at 301. 

Donovan and Wilàxm, supra note 17 at -449. They note a number of 'peculiariticsV cases m footnotc 84 at 
449 involving king gay, racc, impotence, suustroke, etc., but cite an exception for a onc-legged man. 

* Zbid. at 449. On the raciai b k  of an objective test for provocation, sec Stanley Y-, "Provoking the Ordinary 
Ethnic Perso~~: A Juror's Prediammt" (1987) 11 Crim L. J. 96. Set dm Ian Leader-Elliotî, "Ses Race, and 
hvocati011: In Defence of Sringel" (19%) Crim. L. J.72, 



consider racial background and personal experience of racial discrimination, or a history of 

domestic abuse, such an accused would be more likely to be convicted of murder than of 

rnansla~~hter?~ 

On this basis, Donovan and Wildman advocate a move towards subjectivity, noting that 

"the result of taking into account the social reaiity of an accused is a more d s t i c  assessrnent of 

his or her culpability." Since they view moral culpabiiity as the key issue in criminal 

responsibility, "the community's value judgment of pasonal culpability must be based on the 

accused's individual state of mind as revealed by the relevant facts and circumstances of the 

particular case." In contrast, the objective reasonableness standard "by its nature, precludes 

consideration of the defendant's personal c~l~abi l i ty ."~ Donovan and Wildrnan admit that the 

results of the personal culpabiiity test will ofkm replicate those of the nasonable man test 

because "the actual Me experience of the individual accused may correspond to the jury's notion 

of the life experience of the reasonable man? However, this comspondence will not exist 

where the Me experience of the accused does not conform to the jury's view of that of the 

reasonable man. This will be the case for women, minorities and others 'bot in the mainstrearn 

of middle-class values." Thus faimess requhs that the "community's value judgment of 

personal culpability" be based on a subjective understandhg of an accused's state of mllid.2' As 

they put it: 

The standard's underlying prernise of equality of ail citizens obscures the social 
reality of differentiation and inequality. By contrast, a standard which would 
diow a jury to consider ali relevant factors in the accused's Lift and to apply its 
understanding of social reality to the facts of the case would be more fait and 
would more accurately reflect social reality." 

So they argue that eliminating the reasonable man test aiid considering instecad the social reaiity 

which surrounds the defendant's act wiU make the doctrines of self-defence and provocation 

'* Donovan and Widman, OU. 

2bid 

26~bùi. at46l. 

zbid. at 462. 

Zbid. at 4 6 - 4 7 .  



faim - indeed more egalitarian - and more consonant with the criminal law's emphasis on moral 

culpability . 

And much writing about the application of the nasonableness test to the self-defence 

claims of women who kill their batterers does support the concems articulateci by Donovan and 

Wildman. Thus, for instance, Phyllis Crocker notes the difficulties created by the application of 

the "reasonable man" test in battered women's sekiefence cases: 

If the defendant has tri& to resist in the past, the court accepts this as evidence 
that rebuts her status as a battered woman. On the other hand, if the defendant bas 
never attempted to fight back, the prosecution argues that the defendant did not 
act as a "reasonable man.''29 

In this way, as Martha Mahoney points out, the "male-defi.ned'' rules, including the rules of 

evidence, b4constrain the categones within which the legal image of battered women has 

e~olved."~* The response to the consequent impossibility of making apparent the reasonableness 

of the actions of battered women who lcill in self-defense was the introduction of expert 

testimony on the "Battered Woman But Mahoney points out that the usual bais 

for admitting such evidence is that "jurors could not understand the issue without it.'j2 And the 

effect is that judges and jurors hear this expert testimony: 

filtereù through the cultural stenotypes which are of necessiry enforced by the 
claim of exceptionality, of incomprehensibility, required by the requirement that 
the issue k beyond the layman's ked3 

And Mahoney and others note that even when ferninist litigators try to grapple with the 

dificultics of fitting the cornplex situations of battered women into the iii-suited confines of the 

" Phyllis Crocker, T h e  Mtaning of Equaiity for Worncn Who Kill in Self-Defencen (1985) 8 Harv. Womui's LJ. 
121 at 144. Sec also ibid at 152-153 on the impact of sex-neutrai standards and male dennitions of objectivity. 

Mahooty, supru note 21 at 36, d*cussing Lcnore Waikcr's d y s i s  of how ch niles of evidcncc prcvent mon 
authentic explanations of womn's txpericnce: L. Walkcr, "A Response to Elizabeth M. Schneider's 'Dcscriibing and 
Chmging'" (1986) 9 Wonitn's Rts. LAep 223, mponding to Elizabeth M. Schmidcr, "DeScnihg and Changing: 
Womcn's SeIf-Dcfenst Work and the Problem of Expert Testhmy on Battc~g," (1986) 9 Womn's Rts. L. Rep. 
195. 

" Sce the dirwsion in Schneider, iad at 198. 

" Mahoney, supra note 21 at 37 quohg S m  v. Smith, 277 SE. 2d 678 at 683 (Ocorgia 1981) and Kansas v. 
H d g e s ,  716 2d 563 (Kan. 1986) at 567 (A "battering rclationship is a abject b e y d  the undetstanding of an 
average juror"). For an important discussion of ttiis set also h & e ,  supra note 21. 

33 Mahoney. ibiü. at 37. 



reasonable person test, the "legal and cultural pressures" come together to reinforce an image of 

'iitterly dysfunctional women" who are characterized by "learned helplessness."34 In this sense 

even the moves towards equality in the doctrine of self-defence have been shaped by the sarne 

kind of dificulties with the reasonable person noted earlier and discussed by Donovan and 

Wildman among others. What then is the solution? 

III. TROUBLE WITH THE WNREASONABLE9 PERSON: THE PROBLEM OF 
SEXUAL ASSAULT 

Given the difficulties that we have seen with the objective standard, the solution may 

seem simple. Aftcr all, our legal system already bas in place a well-developed alternative - the 

subjective standard. And it may appear that this would afford a trouble-free solution. For 

instance, the problems identified with the Vaughan v. Menlove rule could be easily solved by 

simply subjectifjhg the standard and acceding to the defendant's claim. Indeed, moving to a 

subjective standard seems to respond to a range of problems fkom how to judge the responsibility 

of an abused woman who acts in sekiefence to how to judge a rnentally disabled litigant or a 

playing girl. These litigants would be found responsible or not depending on whether they 'did 

their best' to avoid the h m .  And this may rid the standard of some of the inequitable 

assessments of responsibility that now seem so troubling. But closer consideration, particularly 

in light of the equality concems, suggests that subjectifjing the standard would actually have 

very different - and - unacceptable - nsults. And for this nason, if feminists have km among 

the most vocal critics of an objective reasonableness standard, they have aiso numbered among 

the most prominent Cntics of subjectivizing standards of responsibility. 

The advantages of a subjective standard may seem clear. Not only does such a standard 

ensure that legai guilt is tightly tied to moral guilt but it aiso seems to eliminate the need to come 

up with an extemal standard to which the accused can properly k h~ld.~' III this sense it appears 

to 'solve' the problem of perspective raisad by an objective standard. And since the subjective 



standard adopts the perspective of the person whose behaviour is king judged, recourse to such 

a standard may seem likely to elimllrate some of the equality problems that plague objective 

determinations. And in fact, this is one way to understand the solution put forward by Donovan 

and ~ i l d m a n , " ~  who are concerned that the theoretidy egalitarian objective standard acaially 

obscures and thus perpetuates the social d t y  of inequality. The question is whether 

subjectifying the standard to take 'social reality' into account will promote the kind of equality 

that Donovan and Wildman seek. 

The answer is a resounding no. Subjectwg the standard in the way Donovan and 

Wildman envisage does enable the trier of fact to give greater weight to the social reality in 

which the accused operates. But the problem is the content of our 'social reaiity'. Donovan and 

Wildman draw on the work of the legal realists and on contemporary critical legal theorists to 

emphasize that legal abstractions not only hide social inquities but also work to perpetuate 

thern?' But if the social world which we inhabit is characterized by vast inequalities, commonly 

held prejudices and unequaî treatment of the marpinalizeà, then it seems to follow that these 

views wili be reflected in the 'subjective' understandings of litigants, which after ali are 

constituent of that social reality. This danger is obscureci by Donovan and Wildman's choice of 

hypotheticals which focus on marginalized individuais whose social reaLities are misunderstood 

precisely because of their marginalization?' But if inequality is as widespnad as Donovan and 

Wildman suggest - a fact 1 do not doubt- then subjectifying the standard will certainly not 

promote the equality they seek and wiU almost certainly impede it. 

16 It is arguable that most of Danovan and W~ldman's conmns couid bc mt through n u a n d  intcrprctations of the 
phtase "in the circumstanasw. No~littheless thcy do go further and statc bat they arc achially advocating 
abandonment of the objective standard in favour of a more subjective test of cn'iminal liability. However, as 
discussed inf i ,  it is possible to intcrprct the actuaî jury instructions that they suggca ("honcstiy and undcwtandably 
bclievcd shc was in imminent danger? *id. at 467) as king vcry close indted to an objective t tst  with the tcrm 
'îmdcrstandable" substituting for the rcasonablcncss rcquimncnt 

For instance, a Latina woman who kiils ber rapist rnn timc rAa the event, a Black man vicrimipd by racid 
harassmnt aftcr moving into an d-whitc ~tighbourhood shoots a person he klievts is an intrudcr, an Asian- 
Amcrican wha had k n  intensed kills a ummrltcr after rcpcatcd raciai slurs, an autowork kilis the supcNisor who 
gives him a layaff notia, a houscwife kills her violent and abusive husband: ibid at 437-438. 



A. Provocation 

In fact, a closer assessrnent even of Donovan and Wildman's own recommendations 

reveals the dangers that subjectivization may pose for equality-seekers. Thus, as Jeremy Horder 

notes in Provocation and Respomibility, studies reveal that issues of sexual fidelity forni close to 

a majority of cases involving male violence towards worned9 The implications of this for the 

law of provocation are signifiant. The use of the provocation defence is dominated by men who 

attempt to use violence to secure a woman's "unconditional, unjudgmental attentive 

a c ~ e ~ t a n c e . ' ~  Indeed, according to Horder the fact that such a response is al l  too often regardeci 

as nanual or understandable - perhaps even appropnate - is indicative of a profound gender bias 

in the Iaw of provocation. This bias is further evident in the fact that, as Horder notes, women 

who have ôeen subjectod to long-terni abuse by their partners are rarely successful in limiting 

their nsponsibility under the provocation defencee4' This is because women can rarely 

demonstrate that their fatal response was a result of "sudden and temporary loss of control" (the 

temporal test)." Interestingly, as Horder points out, the temporal test actudy became a matter of 

law in the first case in which a woman who killed her abusive partner attemptcd to make use of 

the provocation d e f e n ~ e . ~ ~  This was even though, as has been noteà, "Delay and lack of physical 

strength are interdependent the former is dictated by the latter*'44 Accordhg to Horder, this 

gender bias, built as it is on male-centered notions of the person and of anger, is intrinsic to the 

a Supra note 20 at 193-194. Similady, Susui Moller O b  notes that thirty percent of ai l  f d e  murdcr victims in 
the United Strttes in 1986 wtre killed by thtir husbands or boyfriends, while only six percent of male murdtr victims 
were killed by th& wives or girMends: Justice, Gender ond the Family (New York: Basic Books, 1989) at 128- 
129 (citations ornitteci). On the gcndcr bias in provocation sec also Stanley Yeo, "Resolving Gender Bias in Criminal 
Dcfences" (1993) 19 Mon. L. Rcv. 104 and Lcadcr-Ellioü, supra note 23 at 91-93. 

" Horàer, ibid. quoting L. RovRauch, *'Jealowy9 Attention and Loss*' in A. Rorty (d) Explainhg Emoti011s 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980) at 582383. 

Whik this fact may be undmrood as suppon for Donovan and Wildman's prcfemce for subjectivizing the 
stanâad, in fact it is unlilrcly that this would bc the case for the reasons discusaed in the tcxt. Furtbcr, as discussed, 
the= may be bettes ways to get the critical power of a reasonableacss standards wîthout the incgalitarian bias in 
favour of what is pcrceived as 'normal'. Howcver. as noted, Horder himsclf bclieves tbat btcaust of its indcbtcdncss 
to an undcrlying and inhercntly male conception of angcr, the defencc is fundamentally incapable of refonn and thus 
should be abolished. The tquaiity argunvnt Horder makcs is critiqued by Ktimchuk, mpra note 20 at 462-463. 

R. v. DU&, [1949] 1 All E.R. 932. 

Horder. supra note 20. at discunMg DuifL. ibid. 

Klinichuk, supra note 20 at 464. discuariag Susan Lamb Bandalli, "Womm, Spusal Homicide and th 
Doceint of Provocation in E n g U  Criminal Law" Mastcr of Laws Tbesis, Osgoode Hall Law Schml(1993) at 47- 
48. 



defence of provocation. Thus he suggests that, far nom king extended through a subjectivized 

standard, the defence should actuaîly be abolished. 

And indeed, it is hard to see how equality can be hirthered by expanding the defence so 

that people will come within it so long as thcy did their best to control their anger. What counts 

as 'their best' will be interpreted in light of their social reaîity. But the reaiity of our society is 

that women continue to be viewed to a significant extent as the sexual property of their male 

partners (or indeed ex-partners). So long as this is the case, ailowing an individual's social 

reality to mitigate his responsibiiity WU certainly have a negative impact on the most vital 

equality interests of women." Indeed, aithough as Horder points out and as wiU be discussed 

below, to a significant degree this aiready occurs under the ostensibly objective standard, it cm 

be expected to be even more pervasive under a subjcctivized standard for provocation. This 

would mean that a man who cm point to, for instance, a f w  background of very conservative 

gender roles, strong religious convictions about the roles of women, very traditional sexual 

mores, or who can demonstrate a paaicularly possessive or pugnacious personality, will have a 

standard tailored to his particular attributes. Thus, he will be much more likely to be able to limit 

his responsibility under a provocation defence. But if so then subjectivizing the standard wiil 

give even more play to attitudes that undemine the security interests of women? And given 

that Waiaily every culture and religion in the world today has significant discrllninatory 

implications for women (though not only for women), this expansion of the c l a h  of provocation 

Kiimchuk niœly points out how such provocation c l a b  actuaîly v i o l e  cbc fundamentai principle of equaiity on 
which the objective standard is bascd. Of the currcnt undttstanding of provocation and its gendcr bias, Klimchuk 
notes: 

... such provocation could only count as sufficicnt provocation against the backdrop of a 
rclationship whcrc ont person is trcatcd by the other as property rather than a person, or to use 
Kant's tcrms, ont prson is trcated as a mtans and not an end. ut] is in this more basic inequity 
that the problem lits: mpra note 20 at 463 (hd citations omiüeâ). 

" 1 n d c c d , 1 1 o b i n g c h i s d i f n d t y w i m t h e r m ~ b ~ s ~ i n h h 8 s d n a b l e ~ t c n . ~ i l a r y ~ m a i g g c w s i s a n  
altemative possiiiiity that juries "might bc hsmctd..to excluck as measomble any rcspotlst that would not bc 
considehd reasmable in both [sexes]: Whw Law for AU Rcasonable Ptrsons" (1988) 16 Int J. Sociology L. 419 at 430. 
C0rnMLlti.g on this possi'biiîty, TraArt-Eliiott mtcs that it would bt "hard on mn" sincc they wwld be rcqun#i to 
meet a higher standard of s c i f ~ l .  in fact, be g a s  to fàr as to suggcst that this kind of instnicticm could violate the 
principk of quality: supra note 23 at 92 n118. Howcver, for reasons discussed in Chaptcr Seven, the equality and@ 
here which dictaots an invariant nmmive standard wuuîd not support Lcak-mot's  s m m d m  umtracüctory BSSCrtiotl 
Again, dcspitc zhe farct of certain 0 t h  parts of his anaiysis, it is Zleader-Elliott's faihire ta distinguish the nomative 
andpnidential aspcctsoftbestandard, and the hlatcdconhisianofhabnnative e h m t  withotdmarybebaviourw 
customarynormsthatarguably~tothismw, 



wili oaly achieve equality among male mers  at the expense of abandonhg the more radical 

equality project: how can the criminal law protect the security of women with the same solicitude 

that it extends to many men? 

Similar difficulties with subjectivizing the standard are also apparent in the law of rape or 

sexuai assault, as it is hown in Canada. ûnce again, an examination of the effect of giving such 

weight to the beliefs and 'social reality' of the accused reveals how unlürely it is that equality 

will be furtherd by subjectivizing the standard in a context of such pervasive inequality - 
particularly gender inquality." Much of the debate conceming the appropriate standard in 

sexual assault cases revolves around the defence of mistake of fact. Since sexual assault is 

defined as sexual intercourse without consent, it is open to the accu& under the defence of 

mistake of fact, to argue that he mistakenly believed that the cornplainant consented. The crucial 

issue is whether it is enough that the defendant's mistake be honest (a subjective standard) or 

whether in order to exonerate him, that belief must also k reasonabie (an objective standard). 

Historically, an accused would not get the benefit of a mistake of fact defence unless he was able 

to prove that his mistake was not simpiy honest but also rea~onable.~~ However, in a senes of 

decisions both English and Canadian courts have found that, in the context of sexual assault, the 

47 i purposcly say 'inany" men herc becausc, as discusscd earlicr, thcm are also many men, typically disadvanta8ed 
on othcr equaiity grounds like tace, religion, disabiiity, etc., whose intcntsts arc not Ércatod with solicitude. For 
instance, in ''Racial Discrimination in the Dcath Sentence for Rapt" (in W. Bowm, Ed., Execurions in Amcricc1 
(Lexington, Mass: Heath, 1974)), Professor Woifgang concluded that race was the only factor that accounted for 
the disparitics in the imposition of the now-unconstitutional death penalty for rape [Cokr v. Georgiu, 433 U.S. 584 
(1977) 1. As Woifgang note4 the death penalty for rapt was traditionally rcscmed for black men who rapcd white 
women. Not only do scntencing pattern rcflect less solicitude for the 1iIberty intcrcsts of black malt criminah, but 
a h  virtuaIly no rtsponsc to the violation of the sccurity intercsts of black womcn through rapc. Even in the absence 
of the dcath penalty, cvidtna indicatcs that this gcncral pattern persists: J. Wnggins, "Rapt, Racism, and the Law" 
(1983) 6 Harv.Womtn's LJ, 103. As discusscd carlier, a similar pattcm alsa prevails with the imposition of the 
dcath penalty in capitai murder cases (McCksb v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279 (1987). It should also bc noted that tht 
other si& of this picturc is that any soi.icitu& that the law does extcnd to womn is also cxtcndtd on radicaîiy 
mequai grounâs, skwcd by considcratioas of race and class among othcr thEngs: Nightingale, supra note 8. 

Although as maxi carlier, the way ihu the iaw of np is e n f d  mreals mch, not oniy about genck sfcrcatypcs 
and h i d e s ,  but also about hierarchies of race and class, 

Se. the dissenthg judgmcnt of Lord Edmuid Davics in DPP. v. Morgan. [1976] A C  182.61 Cr. App. R 136, 
especiaily at 376 ff. whcrt he discussts the &fknct of mistakc and othcr similar defences. 



belief need not reasonable?O Instead, it is sufficient that it be honest. As Dickson J. stated in 

Pappzjohn, the reasonableness, or otherwise, of the accused's belief goes only to credibility. 

This opens the way for the accused to argue that he honestly, though unreasonably, believed that 

the cornplainant was consenthg to sexual intercourse. And far h m  welcoming this p a t e r  

subjectivity, feminists and others have voiced alann that it would result in decisions which 

restrict women's security, exacerbate their inequality, and validate the discriminatory beliefs of 

men? And feminists have also argued that there is an important kind of blameworüiiness that 

such a subjective standard fails to capture. A brief examination of the debate on the appropriate 

standard for sexual assault thus serves as a counterpoint to egalitarian concems about objective 

nasonableness standards and helps to illuminate why equality-seekers may be loathe to abandon 

such standards, whatever their weaknesses. 

2. A Subjective Standard Exacerbates Women's Inequality 

One of the major themes in the ferninist writing on sexual assault, and in particular on the 

subjectivization of the defence of mistaken belief in consent, is the fcar that such a move will 

undermine the secuity interests of women and thus exacerbate gender inequality. Since we live 

in a society where people consistently do believe certain untrue and damaging things about 

women and consent, a sexual assault standard prmiised exclusively on belief, a standard that has 

no capacity to reject a belief as unreasonable, will be entinly inadequate to the task of securing 

women's sexual - and other - autonomy. This is in part because beliefs about women and 

consent are not od hoc like other mistalces, but instead--1ike other discriminatory beliefs-are 

systematic. So giving beliefs determinative weight will result in disparate patterns of protection 

- the criminal law wül faü to M y  protect women against these severe autonomy violations. As 

Morgun, ibid.; D.P.P. v. MdloMid; DPP. v. M h r z y ,  DSP. v. Parkr, [1976] AC.182 (HL); Pappuphn v. 
R., [1980] 2 S.C.R. 120,52 C.C.C. (24 48 1 ; Sanrregret v. R., [1985] 1 S.C.R. 570. 

" T. Piclord, L'Culpable MislaLts ad R.p: Relating Mens Rwon ta the Crime" (1980) 30 U.T.L.J. 75; "Cuipable 
Mistakes and Rape: Harsh Words on Pappa&hn" (1980) 30 U.T.L.J. 415; Christint Boyle, Marie-Andret Berttand, 
C e h  Lacerte-Lamontagnt, Rebccca Shamai, A Feminàst Review of Crimhl  tmu (Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and 
Services, 1985) 59-62; Paaicia Hughes, "Frorn a Woman's Point of Vicw" (1993) 42 U.N.B.L.J. 341; Doiiy F. 
Alexander, "Comment: Twcnty Years of Morgan: A Criticism of the Subjtctivist View of Mens Rea and Rapc in 
Greaî Britainn (1995) 1 Pace ïnt'l L. Rev. 207 at 236; Qristinc Boyle, "rhe Judicial Construction of SexuaI Assauit 
~ c n c c s "  in Julian V. Roberts & Rcaatt M. Mohr, eds., Confionfibig Sexuel Assault: A Decade cf k g a l  ond Social 
Change (Toronto: Univdty of Toronto Rtss, 1994) 136 at 147. 



with provocation, it seems that mbjectivizing a standard of behaviour in a context of pemive 

inequality wil l  actually sewe to validate discriminatory beliefs. 

In elaborating this argument, commentators concemed with women's equality point to the 

fact that a subjective standard for mistaken klief in consent is problematic b u s e  it &es the 

belief of the accused the determinant for whether a crime was committed Thus, under the post- 

Morgan definition of the mistake of fact defense, so long as the defendant can establish that his 

mistaken belief was honestly held, he wiU be exonerated. So Alexander notes that the Morgan 

standard ailows courts to focus almost exclusively on accused rather than victim?* She also 

points out that the subjective standard brings everything down to a question of credibility. If the 

defendant's beliefs seem plausible, the jury will acquit him because the only issue is what is 

going on in his mind? Similady, Boyle points out that the subjactive version of the defense of 

mistalce of fact picks perspective of accused over that of victim and thus gives considerable 

latitude to mens' "self-interesteci'' misconceptions about the behaviour of women? Susan 

Estrich, writing in the American context, notes a relateci difficulty with perspective and in so 

doing identifies the underlying problem. She points out that because of the doctrinal emphasis 

on force and resistance, Amencan courts have focused only incidentally on the defendant and 

almost exclusively on the victim. But while it is the actions of the woman that are, in effect, 

king judged, "the judgrnent of her actions is entirely male.'*' T'us, one of the major concerns 

is that the standard - whether it focuses on the accused or the cornplainant - makes the beliefs of 

men determinative of whether or not a woman was raped. 

Despite this concem, it is not difncult to construct ratsons why the criminal law might 

legitimately focus on the perspective of the accused? ~onetheless, in the context of male 

5Z Alex811dcr. ibid. at 236. 

" Alexander, ibià at 246. 

" Boyle, UJ~diCiPl Constnictionn. supru note 5 1 at 147. 

'' Susan Estrich. *?Rapcn (1987) 95 Yak LJ. 1087 at 1101. Escrich gou on to note that if the fom werc what the 
defendant k w ,  thought, or h d e d  as to key elemnts of the offense, ihis pcrspcctive might be understandab1e; yet 
the isme has instead been the appropriatcmss of the woman's behaviour. according to male standards of appropriate 
fernale bchaviour. 

' Indecd, as notcd above. Susui Estrich herseIf maLcs rhis point. 



beliefs and sexual assault there are particular reasons to be womed about privileging 'beliefs' in 

this way. This is because the beliefs about women and consent in the context of sexual 

autonomy are not simply the aû hoc 'mistakes' of particular men. Indeeâ, the pervasiveness of 

myths about women and consent, especiaily in the context of sexual autonomy, has been a topic 

of major concem in feminist theory. It now seems almost too obvious to state that much of the 

oppression of women has taken a sexuai form. As we saw in the case of provocation, men use 

physical violence, including deadly force to maintain their proprietorship of women. And much 

male violence against women takes the specifically sexual fom of In her discussion of 

the crucial but obscurexi link between the social contract that defines male citizenship and the 

sexual contract that defines femde subordination, Carde Pateman writes: 

Sex is centrai to the original contract. The brothers make the agreement to secure 
their natural liberty, part of which consists in the capacity to enjoy civil freedom. 
Civil fnedom includes right of sexual acccss to women and, more broadly, the 
enjoyment of mastery as a sex... 58 

Catharine MacKinnon is famous for putting the point more bluntly: 

Women's sexuality is, socially, a thing to be stolen, sold, bought, bartered or 
exchanged by others. But women never own or possess it, and men never treat it, 
in law or in me, with the solicitude with which they treat property. To be property 
would be an i ~ n ~ r o v e r n e n ~ ~ ~  

MacKinnon notes that women are accordingly divided into spheres of consent according 

to their relationship to men: 

Which category of prcsumed consent a woman is in depends upon who she is 
relative to a man who wants ha, not what she says or does. These categories tell 
men whom they aui legaliy hck, who is open season and who is off limits, not 
how to listen to women. The paradigm categories are virginal âaughter and other 
young girls, with whom ai l  sex is proscribeci, and whorelike wives and prostitutes, 

Indced, it is arguably this aspect of rap that has gencratcd the discussion in the feminist îitcrature aôout whether 
rape shodd be seen as primarily scxual or as primarily violent Susan Browmiiier, Agdmt Our Will: Men, Wonren 
and Rupe (New York: Simon and Schustcr, 1975) at 15; Diana EH. Russell, The Politics of Rape: The Victim's 
Perspective (New Yorlc Stein and Day, 1977); r_at)inrint MacKinnon, Feminism UnmOdifid, supra note 3 at 85-92; 
Toward a Feminist TIseory of the State, supra note 9 at 172-183. The emphasis on the violent aspect of the cri= is 
apparent in the language of xxud  assauit in the 1983 changes and tht 1992 modincations to the sexual assauit 
provisions of Camàh CrUninal Code: R.S.C. 1985, c.C-46, and An Act to amend the CrUninal Code (sexual 
assOUIt), S.C. 1992 c. 38 (cammonly refcrreâ ta as Bill, C-49). 

Zk S u v o l  Conhact (Stanford, Caiiforniir. Staaford University Ruq 1988) at 225. 

" Tnwrd a Feminist m o r y  of the Sfate. supra note 9 at 172. 



with whom no sur is proscribed. Daughters may not consent; wives and 
prostitutes are assumed to and cannot but. Actual consent or nonconsent, far less 
actual desire, is comparatively irrele~ant.~ 

So to the extent adult women h o w  the accused, their consent will bc inferred. And this is not 

confined to the increasingly outmodeù marital rape exemption.61 Indeed, as MacKinnon notes, 

now that "acceptable heterosuuial sex is increasingly not limited to the legal familys' any 

indication of a relationship, "hm nodding acquaintance to living together, stiU contraindicate[s] 

rape.'** And ferninists insist that rape and the t b t  of rape is a crucial part of the enforcement 

mechanism of paeiarchy.63 Thus, a cmtral part of women's social subordination takes place 

through the fact that they are denied sexual autonomy, they are treatcd as the sexual pmperty of 

their fathers, husbands or boyfiiends and thus they do not possess the ability either to consent or 

to deny consent. Carol Pateman notes this: 

Consent as ideology cannot k disthguished h m  habitua1 acquiescence, assent, 
silent dissent, submission, or even enforced submission. Unless refusal of consent 
or withdrawal of consent are na1 possibilities, we can no longer speak of 
'consent' in any genuine sense.. . Women exemplify the individuah whom consent 
theorists declared are incapable of consenting, and yet their explicit nonconsent 
has k e n  treated as h levan t  or has ban ninterpreted as 

But if these beliefs about women and consent are systematic in this way, then adopthg a standard 

premised simply on a man's belief in a woman's consent is bound to be problematic. 

And indeed, the damaging legal effect of widespread discriminatory beliefs about women 

and consent has k e n  judicially noted in a similar context. Thus in her dissent in ~errbo~er,6~ 

Madam Justice L'Heu~cux-Dube discusses the prevalance of rapt myths and notes the cffcct they 

exert on prosecutions and convictions for rape. Speakuig of a 1988 survey of Ontario residents, 

she notes: 

Ibià. at 175. 

Se, for instance, R. V r  R. [1991] 4 Ail EB. 48 1, whi& rem the u t a i  rap exemption in England 

" Toward a Fermermnist ThCoty of the S m ,  supra note 9 u 176. 

" Ibid; Swan Biownmiïicr, ~ p m  note 57 at 5; Susan Wch. supra note 55. to cite but a few examples. 

" "Womn and Coascnt" Political libeory 8 (May 1980) 149 at 150. 

" R. v. Seuboyer (199 1). 66 C.C.C. (3d) 321. 



The results indicate that similar stereotypes are held by a surprising number of 
individuals, for example: that men who assault arc not like normal men, the "mad 
rapist" myth; that women often provoke or precipitate sexual assault; that women 
are assaulted by strangers; that women often agnc to have sex but later complain 
of rep, and the related myth that men are often convicted on the false testimony 
of the complainant; that women are as likely to commit sexual assault as men and 
that when women say no they do not necessarily mean no. This baggage belongs 
to us a P 6  

Afta extensively surveying the evidence on this issue both in Canada and in the United States, 

Madam Justice L'Hewux-Dube finds that these stereotypes are responsible for "lowering the 

number of reported cases, influencing police decisions to pursue the case, thereby decreasing the 

rates of amst, and finally, distorting the issues at trial and necessarily, the  result^!'^ Simi1arly, 

Christine Boyle notes the reflection in the case law of the view that women don't mean no when 

they say it, that passivity is tantamount to consent, and that a woman who is weeping or sick is 

consenting to sex." Boyle also points out that paradoxically female passivity may equally be 

seen as a challenge, an invitation to conquest through rough sex based on the belief that women 

may actually want and enjoy violent sex.69 Patricia Hughes makes a similar point when she notes 

that the subjective defence of mistaken belief in consent leaves determination of consent almost 

entirely in the hands of the aggressor who can then rely on any number of stereotypes and 

assumptions to explain his belief and anticipate that his explanation would conform to the 

judge's view of how women would behave?' But though the commentators on rape myths are 

66 Ibid. at 341 [emphasis in original]. 

'' hid. at 345. Justice L*Heuttux-Duk also traces the innuena of these conceptions at common law and the 
attempts to counteract the discriminatory effects of such presumptions through legislation, including prominently the 
'rapeshield' provisions that were s u c c c ~ y  challenged in Seaboyer (supra note 65). In that case, ss. 276-77 of the 
Criminal Codr , mpra notc 57, were challenged on the ground that they were inconsistent with the principles of 
fundamental jwtia enshrined in ss.7 and ll(d) of the CCUtClCiion Chcltter of Rights and Freedoms: Part I of the 
Comtihrtion Act, 1982, being Schedule 8 to the Corrrrda Act f 982 (US.), 1982, c. 11 @creinaftcr the Charter]. A 
majority of seven justias found that the provisions of the Criminul C '  did violate the guarantees in 9.7 of the 
Charter and could not be saved undcr s.1: Seaboyer, ibid. 

" Boyle, "Judicial Construction of Sexual Assault Offences" supra note 51 at 148, discussing A Abbey, "Sex 
Differenas in Attriiutions for Friendly Behaviom Do Males Mispcrceivc Females' Fri-?" 42 J. of 
Personality and Social Psychology 830-38; R. v. Plummcr adBrown (197!5), 31 C M . S .  220; R. v. Weaver (1990), 
80 CX. (3d) 3%; R. v. Letendre (1991), 5 C E  (4th) 159 (B.C.S.C.). 

" Ibfd at 148, discussing Lctmdre, ibid. This picks up on a tbem powufvlly disnured by Cathariac MaClKinnon 
that "pleasure under patlriarchy" turns at least in part on the inseparability of sex and male dominance and violence: 
Toward a Femhkt mory of the Srotc, supra note 9 at 171-194, esp. 174 ("Perhaps the wrong of rape has proved so 
difficult to dew because thc unquestionable starting point has been that rape is defined distinct h m  intercourse. 
while for women it is difficult to distinguish the two under conditions of malc dominance") and 179-80. 

'O "From A Woman's Point of View", supra notc 51 at 343-44. 



many, perhaps none is so telling as Richard Tufs invocation of these very stereotypes to defend a 

particulariy limited understanding of the Morgan principle: 

... even where a wornan revokes a prior consent, such is the male ego that, seizeà 
of an exaggerated assessrnent of his sexud prowess, a man might genuinely 
believe her still to be consenting; nsistance may be misinterpreted as enthusiastic 
cooperation; protestations of pain or disinclination, a spur to more sophisticated or 
more ardent lovemaking; a clear statcment to sto taken as referring to a 
particular intimacy rather than the entire performance. ff 

But if these stemtypes are widely-held as 'beliefs* about women and consent, as Tufs own 

comment iilustrates, then the implications for women of a subjective standard of belief are, as 

many feminists point out, very signifîcant, 

And in fact, commentators concemecl with gender equality note that subjectivizing the 

standard for rnistake of fact wiil actudy deny women's equal autonomy and security and thus 

exacerbate gender inequality. As many writers point out, the harm of rape is very significant, 

particularly when compared with the ease of avoiding that harm. Thus, as Toni Pickard puts it, 

"the cost of taking reasonable care is insigdicant compared with the harms which c m  be 

avoided through its e~ercise."'~ Similarly, Alexander also notes that since rape is a fundamental 

violation, "actions that result fkom inadvertence or unreasonably held beliefs in consent are too 

violative to be attnbuted to any standard below recklessness." At the end of her article 

" Richard &S. Tur, %p. Reasonablcncss and The"  (1981) Oxford J. Legal Saidies 432 at 441. Tw thus 
concludes that this mans that wherc consent is givcn and thcn revokcd, a charge or conviction of tapc is 
inappropriate. Similarly, he earlier states, "a man cannot rcaiisticaiiy bc expccttd, particularly in the later stages of 
intercourse, to stop at a momnt's notice if at all. Not ai l  mn, perhaps only a minority could excrcise such self- 
control and the criminai law should k designcd for rcal flcsh and b l d  people rather than the disembodied spirits 
contemplateci by the law of contract? ibid. at 440. Note the echo of a themc we analyzed in the child defendant 
cases. As discussed then. courts justify the boy's care1css~#ss of others by stressing how natutal and perhaps even 
desirable such împulsivcncss is for boys. Indccd, Hoyr v. Rosenberg stcms particularly appositc. Therc, Barnard 
P.J. points that a boy playing kick the can "at the moment of accomplishing his objcct, would not stop to look 
around" to sec if somtot might bc coming Chaptcr 2, n98 disaushg Huyt, 173 A.L.R883 (CaLApp. 1947). 
Indetd, Tur's rcmarks can k seen as the logicai culmination of normaiizing the failure of male self-control- 
normalization that fiach its apparcntly innocent gcncsis in the cases that insist on the centraliîy of 'hcedlessncss' to 
the developmnt of the playing boy. The hqpqc e k ~  m Tur's commnt aisci bctrays rclatod stereotypes about 
wonien d consent Thus. h &in@ha ktwccn ?k "resptctabk lady" who has b e n  q e d  and ibre "woman" who 
gives consent anci tben revoks i t  Similarly, hc states that a man who continues with sex whcn a wornan says she wants 
to stop is a cari but not a rapist, and that a woman who initiaiiy conscrits is estqpcd h m  Ucryhg rapc": &id 

" Supra note 51 at 77. Note the simildty to Lod Reid's formuiation of what constitutcs an unrcasonabk ri8k in 
Bolton v. Stone, [1951] AC. 850. 

* Aiexander, , ~ p m  note 51 at 236, citing RA. Duff, "Rccklemcss and RapC (1981) 3(2) Liverpool L. Rev. 49 at 
58, and J. Temkin, 'Toward A Modern Law of Rape" (1982) 45 Modern L. Rev.399. 



Alexander also notes the equality concems, stating that in protection against sex crimes we have 

failed to realize cquality under law? And in the slightly different Amencan context, Estrich 

makes the point that defining rape in terms of force and resistance denies female autonomy and 

exacerbates gender incquality by denying that women are capable of making decisions about sex, 

let alone articuiating them." 

However, perhaps the most forcehl statement of the gender discrimination that will occur 

if courts give detedat ive weight to the subjective beliefs that men have about women and 

consent is found in the dissent of Madam Justice L'Heureux-Dube in Seaboyer. Although she is 

addressing the problem of the admissibility of prior sexuai history, the concem about the 

negative impact of uncriticai acceptance of rape myths on the quality of women is the same. 

She points out that the 'rape-shield' provisions of the CriMM1 Code were designed to 

... to elhinate sexual discrimination in the trials of sexual offences through the 
elimination of imlevant and/or prejudicial stxual history evidence...Such 
evidence triggered the a plication of discriminatory beliefs and stereotypes about 
women and about tape? i' 

In fact, Madam Justice L'Heureux-Dube goes on to hold that the elimination of such 

discrimination is a sufficiently important objective to Save the irnpugned legislation under S. l of 

the Charter, should that be necessary. So an important line of argument against subjectivizing 

the standard in sexuai assault is that such a move will simply validate very widespd  and 

discriminatory beliefs and thus exacerbate women's kquality. 

2. A Subjective Standard Misses Som Blamewotthiness 

A standard njoinder admits these important feminist concems should most certainly be 

pursued, but challenges the use of the notably 'heavy hand' of the criminal law to effect hem? 

'" Sa. for hstancc, R Martin, "Bill C-49: A Victory for Intcrest Group Poiitics" (1993) 42 UH.BL.J.357 at 366 
discussing the reactions and bricfi of various asochtions of cRminal lawyeff to BU C-49; Alan D. Go16 "Fiawcd, 
F W o s  but Feminist: Whcn Ont Out of Threc is Enough" (1993) 42 U.N.BLJ. 38 1. 



Thus, for instance, Marlys Edwardh of the Ontario Criminal Lawyers' Association responded to 

comwnts that a reasonableness standard would 'educate men about sexual assault' by rightly 

noting, T m  not sure we want to put people in jail to educate them."'* And although there is 

something correct in this, it is nonetheless misleading. It is misleading because it implies that a 

reasonableness standard for sexual assault, like that found in the new sexual assault provisions of 

the Criminal is actuaily a novel and ill-advised form of criminal liability, designed to 

teach not to punish. In fact, however, there is a s t m g  'traditional' criniinai law argument in 

favour of such an objective nasonableness standard for sexual assault, and that argument is 

based on blameworthiness. And this argument is important to the debate on objective standards 

more generally. 

Looking closely at that debate one can discem. in feminists and in other writers, wariness 

about objective standards of reasonab1eness. Ironically, an important reason for this wariness is 

attributable to the way that the negligence standard operates in its paradigm civil c ~ n t e x t * ~  It is 

arguable that there is such hesitation about negligence as a basis for cn'uninal liability in part 

because we 'get it wrong' in the civil context: so, negligence ofkn looks like a fonn of strict 

Liability which, contra Honoré, seems indefensible particularly in the criminal context. And in 

addition to clarifjrhg where we go wrong with negligence in the civil context, the feminist debate 

about objective standards in the criminal context also helps to point to what is 'right' about 

objective standards. In this sense, the analyses of the form of blameworthiness captured by an 

objective reasonableness standard illuminate some of the centrai concepaial features of such a 

standard and provide an important m o n  for saving them despite their wealmesses. 

One of the most important - though often apparentiy submerged - points in the feminist 

literature on sexual assault is the clairn that subjectivizing the standard would be objectionable 

" Rcfcrrcd to in Martin. ibid. at 366. 

" Cruniml Co&, supra note 57 (Bill C-49). 

' It somcthws sccms that feminists f-1 thcy have to &fend the nonnatively u~~captaôle  Coanag of the rrgiigence 
standard in ita civil context in order to prtscrvc the critical leveragc that standard yields in the criminal context. My 
argument here is preciscly the oppositt, though fuelled by the a a m  conccrns. 1 argue that by m g  ihe ncgîigcnce 
standard 'propcrly' in the civil contcxt, WC cau establish a more dcfc1lslib1e relationsbip between fauit and 
responsibility, a rclationship that wiïî ultimatcly serve as a strongcr justification for mgligence liability in the 
abnid contcxt 



not simply because it would undermine the criminal law's ability to protect women, but because 

it would miss some male culpability. In this sense, feminist theorists among others endeavour to 

articulate the sense in which an objective standard of naponableness actually penalues 

blameworthy behaviour. Thus, for instance, Christine Boyle notes that one of the difficulties 

with a subjective standard is that individuals who could exercise care about consent and do not 

may escape punishrnent81 Importantly, Boyle describes male misconceptions about women's 

consent as 'self-interested', thus pointing to the possibility that there is some blameworthy self- 

preference betrayed in unnasonable mistakes about consente2 Sirnilarly, Alexander says of the 

negiigent rapist that someone 

who is intent on intercourse without attending to the possibility that the woman 
does not consent, or who is pnpared to take another's word, or his own 
preconceptions, as adequate grounds for his belief in her consent, displays what 
must be counted, on any proper view of the significance of her consent, as a 
serious disregard for her consent and her sexual interests." 

She thus notes that an objective standard ensures equality in sexual relationships by refusing to 

allow inadvertence as to consent or an unreasonable belief in consent as a defence. ln this sense 

it actually effects a more just retxibuti~n.~ Celia Welis also responds to the chaiienge that 

objective standards are necessarily inconsistent with guilt by pointing to the blameworthiness of 

a defendant who makes an unreasonable mistake about consent. She asks, ''if the defendant is so 

out of touch with the reality of the situation, is theire not a suggestion that he should take more 

care to ensure that his sexual partner is  ill lin^?.'^' Wells also points to the nature of the 'moral 

equatim' in sexual assault cases when she notes that the "pursuit of sexual enjoyment can be 

abandoned without loss to anyrhing other than the satisfaction of hedonistic pleasure.'d6 And 

a Ibid Simüarly. A FemUrist RNinv of CrUni~l  Lmv. supra note 51 at 60, statcs that the centrai question in the 
mistakt of fact controversy is "whcthcr it shouid bc criminaiiy culpable for somcone to touch rurother s e d y  
without securing consent, or at least without taking reasonable seps to ensurt that consent is prcscnt". The Rcviav 
thcn discussts the cutpability of such bchaviour, rdying in its analysis on the work of Professor Hart, discusscd, 
infio. 

" Alexander, Npra note 5 1 at 236. ciîing M, supra no& 73 a! 606 1. 

'Swatting the Subjcctivist Bug" (1982) CRmJ,.Rev. 209 at 212. 



these are but a few illustrations of the references in the femiast litentue to the important 

blameworthiness that would be missed by a subjective standard. And while much of the 

literature refers to blameworthiness but does not elaborate it, there are some exceptions. 

Indezd, the centrality of 'missed' blameworthiness to feminist critiques of a subjective 

standard for sexual assault plays an interesting role in Susan Estrich's important article, "Rape." 

While Estrich does not make a particularly elaborate argument in favour of criminalking the 

negligent rapist, her critique of the Amencan failure to adequately address mens rea suggests the 

importance of blameworthiness to feminist anaiysts of rape and to law refom efforts. Because 

in the Amencan context the analysis of rape focuses exclusively on the victim's consent, in 

defining the crime of rape most Amencan courts actualiy neglect the mens rea enquiry." Given 

the difficulties with the interpretation of blameworthiness in the context of rape, one might think 

that eliminatiag such an enquiry would actually count as progress. However, Estrich points out 

that courts have defined rape so narrowly that it is "virtually impossible for any man to be 

convicted where he was tmly unaware or mistalcen as to non cons en^'^^ Indeed, Estrich notes: 

Rather than inquire whether the man believed (reasonably or unreasonably) that 
his victim was consenting, the courts have demanded that the victim demonstrate 
her non-consent by engaging in resistance that will leave no doubt as to 
nonconsent. The definition of nomconsent as resistance ... functions as a substitute 
for mens rea to ensure tbat the man has notice of the woman's non-con~ent.~~ 

According to Estrich, the most damaging aspect of the failure to focus on meas rea is that the 

resistance test will protect some mcn whose victims are anaid enough - or smart enough - not to 

take the risk of physical resistance. Thus, the resistance requirement may declare innocent some 

men who are actually blameworthy. In contrast she comments that while British courts, to their 

credit, have squarely c o h n t e d  the tme issue of blameworthiness, their approach is too 

restrictive. Nonetheless, focussing on the key question of blarncworthiness at least permits the 

relevant arguments about the guilt and state of mind of the accused to take place. And according 

- - - -. - 

" Estrich. svpm note 55 at 1097. discussiDg case law which holds that thcm is no mens rea for np. As Estrich 
points out, the mcns rtw pmblem is to somc &grec dcalt with in the &finition of rape which includes the elemcnt of 
king "compclled by forct or thrcat": ibid 

Ibid. at 1098. 

a9 Ibid. &t 1099. 



to Estrich, addressing the issue of blameworthiness is crucial because it could be "the fkst step in 

expanding liability beyond the most traditional rape.'" Indeed, Estrich supports such an 

extension, noting that a negligent rapist, while less blameworthy than one who acts with intent, is 

sufficiently blameworthy to be punished: 

More cornmon is the case of the man who could have done better but didn't; could 
have paid attention, but didn't; heard her say no, or saw her t#us, but decided to 
ignore them. Neither justice nor detemence argues against punishing this man?' 

Thus men who have the inherent capacity to act reasonably but fail to do so have made the 

blameworthy choie to violate the duty the law imposes on them to "open their eyes and use their 

heads before engaging in sexed Estrich thus illustrates the centrality of blameworthiness to the 

feminist analysis by pointing to the dangers of failing to attend sufficiently to it. While many 

feminists have lamenteci the exclusive focus on male blameworthiness as evidence of insufficient 

attention to the impact on the victim, Estrich's argument points in another direction. Only by 

highlighting the cenû-ality of blameworthiness and then challenging its limited definition can we 

move towards a more just and an egalitarian law of sexual assault. 

In fact, Toni Pickard's work on reckiessness and rape nicely filfilis this latter objective 

suggested by ~strich? Pickard argues that making an unmisonable mistake over such an 

important and simple question is sufficientiy blameworthy to provide an affirmative reason for 

criminal s anc t i~n .~  According to Pickard's analysis, failure to enquire into consent coastitutes 

such a lack of minimal concem for the bodily integrity of others that it justifies the imposition of 

Ibid. at 1097. 

" Ibid. at 1 lOeli05. 

9J Howevcr. it is worth noting that Pickani's work prrd.rw Estrich's 1986 article by smnl pars: T. Pickard, supra 
note 51. and 30 U.T.L.J. 415. In a scnst this provicies an argument for more dctailed comparative work. Estrich 
does bricfly disCusr the Morgan contfovtrsy: ibid at 1102. Howver, h a  b i s  could have k n  considerably 
bolstercd and a d v d  by looking at the Canadian case law and litenturc, and particularly at work like Toni 
Pickard's. 

Ibid. at W. 



liability? She first of all notes that the nature of intercourse is such that the man must 

necessarily have his mind focused on the legaliy relevant transaction: 

He is about to engage intentionally in the specific act which can itself be harmful, 
and whether or not the act is harmful in any particular instance canuot be 
detennined without reference to the world outside hirn. That is sufficient reason 
to require him, as an initial matter, to Ulquire into consent before proceeding.96 

Based on this Pickard argues that no accused should k able to successfully defend himself 

against a rape charge by claiming that he didn't have a belief about consent because he simply 

didn't advert to it. The question, then, is what kind of mistaken belief about consent will 

exonerate an accused. Pickard points out that the cost of taking nasonable care is insignificant in 

cornparison with the harm which can be avoided through its exercise: 

... considering the disparate weight of the interests involve, a failwre to inquire 
carefully into consent constitutes, in my view, such a lack of minimal concem for 
the bodily integrity of others that it is good criminal policy to ground liability on 
itOn 

So, accordhg to Pickard, it is possible to delineate at least some of the circumstances in which 

the making of the mistake itself is culpable behaviour which amounts to recklessness and thus 

grounds ~iability?~ There is little reasoning, Pickard suggests, in support of the contrary position. 

Instead, 'Mance seems to be placeci on the general stance against liability for 'negligence,' on 

the logical inconsistency that the reasonableness requirement would present to the subjectivist 
,999  view of mens rea.... In contnist, her ultimate goal is to develop a more contextual analysis of 

Similarly, in her later commnt on Pappcr&hn, Pickard notes that ''making an unrtasonable mistake can somtimcs 
bc reckîess in the seme of unacccptably carekss with respect to th WU-king of others. ibfd. at 418, citing 30 
U.T.L.J. at 7583. 

% Ibid. at 76-77. 

" Ibid. at 418. As examples of th circumstanœs îhat will miLc unrt8sonable misulrcs bluirworthy, rh identifies 
the following: whethcr the actor's mind mua k foacscd on the 1egaUy relevant tramadion at thc spcific timc, 
wheher the rWL of hum is both lpeu and spccifîc, and whethcr the @uiry into îhc relevant fat% Y simple. As 
discussed below, this dovetails niccly witb the work of M, Fletcher and VaZLdCrVort sincc it sctms that the rtason 
that theu factors arc importmt to liability is kcsus thcy signal the prescnœ of the Liid of 'monl' mistakc that d a s  
justifL the imposition of cnminal liability. 



the requirements of particular offenses and thus to bring the legal concept of menr rea into better 

alignment with the fundamental notions of blarneworthiness which it was designed to e r n b ~ d ~ . ' ~  

Despite - or perhaps because of - this belief in the culpability of certain kinds of 

unnasonable mistakes, feminists also express a contrary concem about objective reasonableness 

standards. Indeed, notwithstanding assertions that feminists don? care about fairne~s,'~' in fact 

this debate reiterates familiar concems about strict liability. So, feminists themselves frequently 

express remations about basing criminal liability on a negligmce standard. Thus, 

commentators allow, even in the face of concems about sexual assault, that an individual who 

does not have the capacity to act reasonably should not be punished for his failure to live up to 

the objective standard. So Christine Boyle notes that a benefit of the Puppajoh rule is that 

"avoids the danger of punishing someone who is incapable of taking nasonable care to ascertain 

consent and who thus does not deserve to k punished."'Or Similariy, Celia Wells stresses the 

utiüty of focusing on avoidability of ham as a response to the argument that an objective test 

would demolish the underpinning of personal guilt on which the criminal law is founded.'03 

Estrich also voices her partial apement with the traditional argument against negligence 

liability - tbat punishing a man for his stupidity is unjust. Although she stresses that such cases 

wili be rare, Estrich does agee that if the man in question lacks the capacity to act reasonably 

then it may weli be unjust to punish him for itlM 

In fact perhaps the strongest statcment of concem about using an objective reasonableness 

standard for sexual assault is found in the work of Pickard. Interestingly, despite her strong 

defence of the culpability inherent in m o n a b l e  ~ s t a k e s  about consent, Pickard distances 

'O1 Sec for instance, Martin, ~ g n i  note 4, and Gold, supra note 77, as dirusscd uifa regardhg feminiSt input into 
the ncw sexual assault provisions of the Ctiminal Code. 

l m  On this point, as wiU k discusscâ, infia, Wells qwtu Fietcher's <est of whetha the actor could fairly have k e n  
ex@ to avoid the act of wrongdoing. Thus the question is whether he had a fair oppodty  to perceive the risk, 
to avoid the mistalrc, to resist the extcrnal pressure: Wells, supra note 85 at 213, quoting Fletcher, Rethinking 
Crhhul  Low (Boston: Little, Brown, 1978) at 5 10. For a similar pomt, sec Alexanrin, supra note 5 1 at 236. 

'04 Estcich, supra note 55 at 1103. Esaich points out that ihac is no evidcnce chu the accuscd in Morgan feu within 
th;is category, at least so long as 'toluntary dnmkamcss is not equattd with inhercnt lack of capacity": ibid. 



herself from those who would advocate basing criminal liability on negligence. hdeed, she 

explicitly states that she is 'hot trying to argue that negligence should be accepted as a basis for 

liability in rape."'" Insuad, she attempts to distinguish between recklessness and negligence and 

insists that only recklessness can afford a bais for liabiüty in rape.lM But what is striking hem is 

that even as smng a defender of the culpability inherent in i n o n a b l e  mistakes about consent 

as Pickard does not want to associate her position with liability for negligence because of the 

uneven relationship between fault and liability in negligence. So contrary to what is sometimes 

suggested, most feminist commentators do not support a soIution to the problem of sexual assault 

that rests on strict liability. 

And feminists are not alone in being wary about the relationship between fault and 

responsibility that is characteristic of the objective standard. In fact strict liability concems are 

echoeâ by commentators who critique basing criminal liability on a negligence or objective 

reasonableness standard. Unfominately, as Pickard notes, many of the criticisms of such liability 

are primarily rhetorical, amounting to little more than invocation of a generalized fcar of 

'objective standards' for criminal liability . ' O7 Thus, throughout the discussions of mistakm 

belief. commentators simply use the term "subjectivist" as though it clearly means the only 

defensible basis for criminal responsibility and "objectivist" as though it is an inherently 

objectionable basis for criminal liability.'08 Sometimes, however, it is possible to see something 

more specific behind these generaiizeâ amieties. 

'a Pickard, supra note 51 n 419. n19. 

'06 Thus she queries Dickson J.'s suggestion in Pappajohn that any reasonablentss rcquîrcmcnt would d e  
neglipncc the basis of rapc. Pickard points out thai such an equation disregards two things: 

a long history of distinction bctwan ntgligcnce and recklessness in the sense of gross deviation 
h m  a standard of care proved kyond a rcasonable doubt; and the possi'bility of individuaiking 
thc standard uscd and avoiding the~~by the application of an 'outer standard to the individual': 
ibid. 

Howtver. Pickard also wams that it wouîd te koiîy to aiiow what is propr concern for the occasional defmdatt 
who is not capable of mceting ordinary standards to skcw our entire view of culpability": ibid. 

l m  Pickard disnisses the rcliamx on gcrwralued sescan~nts about what kind of mental s a  is nquircd for airniaal 
liability and notes that this is "not a ta& of definition but ont of disccming just bases for tbt aüriiution of criminal 
liability": &id a! 97. She critic- Dickson L's decision in Pqppuphn fot similar rruons. noting that his analysis 
rests on ' k r e  &finitional p f m W  and that he docs "nothmg to auchor his preferencc in theory or authority": 
ibid. at 417. 

la Thus, for instance Richsrd Tur critichm cbe 'air of rcality' test from Puppa&hn on the gound that it inje- a 
&grce of objcctivity: supra note 71 at 435. He womes that tbe e&ct is to radicaily nstrict the scopc and ~tltvance 
of the Morgan principle: Md. .t 436. Tur cornplains of the grip of objective tests of liability on the judiciai mind 



Thus, for instance, Estrich quotes Glanville Williams defending Morgan in the following 

way: 

To convict the stupid man would to be convict him for what lawyers call 
inadvertent negligence - honest conduct which may be the best that this man can 
do but that does not corne up to the standard of the so-called reasonable man.log 

Indeed, Williams' sentiment is echoed by other critics of objective reasonableness standards for 

criminal liabüity. l 'O The concern that engages our sense that it would be morally inappropriate to 

punish this defendant tums on the fact that this defendant is 'stupid' in the sense that he cannot 

actuaily attain, however honest his atkmpts, the standard of the reasonable man. This therefore, 

is just another version of the Vaughan v. Menlove problem in the more dramatic context of 

criminal liability. But it is important to note what is d y  engaging our moral intuitions hem: it 

is not liability for avoidable carelessness but rather the possibility, hported fkom the operation 

of the negligence principle in the civil context, that there may be responsibility without fault. In 

fact Dickson I.'s analysis in Pappajohn confïrrns this suspicion. There, he supports a subjective 

standard for mistalre of fact by describing the dangers that would attend an objective standard: 

and statcs that it undcrmines the role of the jury. He also rcfcrs to a morally clear distinction betwcen, on the one 
hand, the man who knows that a woman is not conscnting or who does not know whethcr she is conscnting but is 
indifferent to her consent and, on the other, the man who honcstly bclieves a woman to be conscnting, albeit in 
circumstances in which the reasonable man would entertain no such bclief: ibid. at 43637. Tur thus expresses 
conccm that relying on 'objective' rtcklessness extcnds the ambit of crime to circumstances of decrcasing moral 
culpability "In the case of rape which attracts severt criminal sanction and social stigma, the law ought not to be 
astute to equatc wickedness and wishfûl, albcit mistakcn, thinking": &id. at 437. 

Writing of pst-Morgm cases, P.W. Ferguson also expresses this conceni: %ape and Rcasonable Belief - 
A Limitation on Morgan?" (1986) J.Crim L.157 at 160. Hc iasists that because thcrc is no burdcn on judgcs to put 
the Morgan principle to the jury, ' a e  subjective principle in the law of rapc" has becn "clearly subverttd": ibid. at 
160. Sec also Ferguson at (1985) 49 3. Crim. L 156 discussing similar case law developmcnts and the "harshly 
objcctivist vicw of mtns ma" and John M. Williams, ' 'Misth of Fact: The Lcgacy of Poppajohn v. The Queen" 
(1985) 63 Can. Bar. Rev. 597. A similar point is made by John H. Biebel, Note "1 Thought She Said Yes: Semial 
Assault in England and Amerka" (1995) 19 Suffalk Transnat'l L.Rcv.153 at 176. However, Biebel wodd solve the 
problem by rquiring actors to nqucst and w i v e  a verbal expression of ptrmission before cngaging in sexual 
activity. He States that tbis would virtually eliminarc the nccd for the mistaire dcfencc. Don Stuart also discusscs the 
objective standard for sexual assaulc 'The Pendulum Has Becn Pushed Too Far" 42 UN.B.LJ. 349 at 352-354. 
And while Stuart argues that objectively unrcasonable scxuai bchaviour ia d c i e n t i y  culpable for criminal 
rcsponaïbility, he nonctheless dcscn'bcs the objective standard as an "extemaln standard which thus extends thc rcach 
of the criminal law. He thercfore suggcsts a lcsscr off= of mgligent scxual assault because of the important 
distinction in culpability: ibid 353. Thcrc arc also wmmcntators who dismiss objective rrasonablelcncss standards as 
inhcftntly unfair, apparcntly because thcy arc supported by feminists: Gold, supra note 77 at 381; Martin, supra note 
77. 

'" Estrich, mpru notc 55 at 1103 quoting G. W i  in a letter to Z%e [tondon] TUKJ (May 8,1975) at 15, col.6. 

"O in fact, Dickson J. adverts to this âanger in happaphn whcn he writcs, "if the accuseci is punisbai nmcly because 
his mistakc is ont which the average man would not mak, prmishmnt will somtims be inflictod when the criminal 
mind does not exist": Pappophn , supra notc 50 at 495 (C.C.C.). 



... if the woman in her own mind withholds consent, but her conduct and other 
circurnstances lend credence to bclief on the art of the accused that she was 
consenting, it may be that is unjust to convict." P 

Dickson JO's point surely seems right. But the problem is that, as with Williams' point, it does 

not teil against liability for avoidable canlessness. This is because his example would almost 

certainly be an example of a remonable belief in consent, not an uweasonable belief.ll2 Here 

the worry is that this would be an example of liability without carelessness, not liability for 

carelessness. 

But this suggests that these examples actualiy argue against the point they are called in to 

support. In order to corne up with situations in which objective reasonableness standards seem 

problematic both Williams and Dickson J. have invoked situations where the defendant is not 

blameworthy. Dickson J.'s example should not be troubling: since the defendant acted 

reasonably, he would not be condemncd by an objective reasonableness standard. Williams' 

example is certainly more worrisome because here it is not clear that the lack of blamewoxthiness 

would mean that the defendant would not be liable in negligence, for as we have seen, at least in 

the civil context, the negligence standard does not hesitate to condemn the actions of the 'stupid'. 

But then this suggests that the best subjectivists can do is to exploit those situations in negligence 

where the relationship ktween fault and responsibility is uncertain. Interestingly, however, they 

have difficulty comhg up with morally engaging examples of unmasonable mistalces by actors 

who have the capacity to act reasonably, perhaps because of the very reason stressed by feminist 

commentators - such actors are in fact blameworthy in the sense needed for criminal liability.l13 

But if this suggests there is sometbg that we might get from an objective reasonableness 

standad, the question is whether the pnce of that promise is an inevitably problematic 

relationship ktween fault and respoasibility. 

"' Pickard makcs a simiïar point with regad to this hypothetical. Shc states. "he posïts a reasonable mistaie and 
argues that because a conviction in such circumstancts wodd be unjust, an honest mistakc (even though 
unrcswnable) must exoneratc": supra note 5 1 at 95. 

'l3 Indceâ, c o ~ m ~ ~ t a t o r s  have suggested that this Y slso rcflcctcd in the case iaw. Thus, Boyle notes a ruILctionai 
willingncss to punish for ncgiigcnt s e d  assadt, disguiscâ by the tenu wilful blindacssw: "Judiciai Constnictionw, 
supra note 51 at 148. discussing Sasregret and o t k  cases: supra note 50. In fa* Boyle suggcsts that, for tbis 
rcason, the mw scxuai assault provisions do not in fact mark a stark break with the values impliicit in pre-Bill C-49 
case law ibid at 149. 



N. CONCLUSION 

Thus, even a cursory examination of the law of provocation and of the defence of 

mistaken klief in sexual assault suggests that it is unlikely that equality will be enhanced merely 

by moving fkom an objective to a subjective standard. Instead, what we see is that such an 

attempt to comct systematic mistalces in assessments of liability among wrongdoers actually 

cornes at the signifïcant cost of furrhering gender inequality. Both in the context of provocation 

and in the context of sexual assault, subjectification of the standard enables male perpemtors to 

invoke discriminatory stereotypes about women, fidelity and sexual autonomy. Without the 

normative leverage that an objective standard at les t  theoretidy provides, judges are left with 

simple questions of credibility. And in this context, the prevalence of discriminatory beliefs 

about women will often lend a clefence sufficient credibility to exonerate the accused. In this 

sense, a subjectivized standard enables an accused to invoke discriminatory stereotypes about 

women and sex in his favour. The more widely held such beliefs, the more cndible they will be. 

So subjectmg the standard, far from promothg equality, wiU simply give mon 

unfettereâ play to the very beliefs that undennine equality in the first place. It is presumably for 

this reason that even though femiaists have rightly raised serious concems about objective 

standards, there was vimially universal condemnation of the move to subjectify the standard in 

~ a ~ ~ a j o h n . " ~  Thus, most people concemed with women's sexual quality recognized that an 

objective standard of some sort- however flaweû - was infinitely preferable to a subjective 

standard. But just what promise does an objective standard hold and why? Let us now tum to 

that question. 



Chapter Seven: 

Reconstnicthg the Objective Standard 

We must not make a scarecrow of the law, 
Setting it up to fear the birds of prey, 

And let it keep one shape, till custom make it 
Their perch, and not their tenor. ' 

So whatever the criticisms of objective ruisonablmess standards, the femiaist debate 

reveals more ambivalence about abandonhg such standards than it does about retaining them. 

This suggests that an objective reasonableness standard may hold some h o p  for equality seekers 

after all. But the nature of that promise must be carefuliy elucidated for, as we have seen, there 

are also grave quality problem with such standards. It therefore seems useful, at this juncture, 

to examine the conceptual accounts of what is entailecl in an objective reasonableness standard to 

determine what we might expect and not expect fkom such a standard. These accounts, phar i ly  

found in the field of cnminal negiigence, enable us to establish some of the conditions under 

which an objective standard cm be justifid. Nonethtless, even thus carefulîy constmcted the 

standard will still seem deficient unless more is done: the defences of criminal negligence only 

go a certain distance towards ensuring that the promise of equality is hilfilld. The rest of the 

journey is more uncertain terrain. But, as we shali see, feminist law refonn efforts - particularly 

but not exclusively in the a m  of sexual assault - help to chart at least part of the way. 

1. THE THEORETICAL ADVANTAGES OF THE OBJECTIVE STANDARD 

The objective standard ...may be said to exist in ordet to ensure tha t... there is no 
fluctuating standard of self-control against which accused are measund The 
goveming principles are those of equality and individual responsibility, so that di 
pgsons are held to the same standard notwithstanding their distinctive pemnality 
traits and varying capacities to achieve the standard.' 

l William ShalrcspM, Me-te for MCQSWC. The Coqlete Pelican Shalrcsptatc. Gen. Ed. A. Harbage. (New 
York: Viking, 1979) Aagelo: II.i.1-4,407. 

R.v. Hill (1986). 25 C.C.C.(3d) 322 at 345 @cr W h n  J.) 



In order to begin examining the naturc of the objective standard and its distinctive 

promise more carefully, it is necessary to look beyond the confines of private law. The most 

sustained discussions of objective reasonableness standards are not found in private law but 

instead are located within the field of criminal negligence. Nonetheless, these accounts hold 

more general interest. As we shalî see, they are helpful in responding to feminist concems in at 

least two ways. In addition to revealing at least in general tams the justifiable conditions of 

liability under an objective reasonableness standard, they also help to elucidate the sense in 

which negligent conduct can properly be understood as the kind of blameworthy conduct which 

cm justw the imposition of criminal liability. To some extent therefore, these accounts respond 

to concems that the negligence standard is inattentive to ~ul~abil i ty.~ And in elucidating the 

conditions of justifiable liability under an objective nasonableness standard they also serve to 

reveai - wittingly or no - at least some of the egalitarian features of such standards. 

Fit, however, it is necessary to consider a tkshold issue. It may be objecteci that 

discussions of criminal negligence cannot speak to the private law problem (nor vice versa for 

that matter) - whatever temünology might imply - precisely because of the centrality of 

subjective fault to criminal re~~onsibility.4 And indeeû, discussions of the appropriate conditions 

for criminal as opposed civil responsibility do tend to sharply distinguish between the criminal 

and the civil context on prccisely this basis. But even without setthg the difficult controversy of 

the nature of the fault element in criminal law, it is possible to say that the reputedly sharp 

distinction in the fault nquiments may be overdrawn. In fact, the argument here is that the 

enors of private law as the paradigrnatic instance of negligence liability actually feed back into 

the criminal law and are at least partialiy respoasible for the unease about negligence in the 

criminal law setting. Indeed, bringing the understandings of negligence in the criminai and the 

civil context may prove to k i l l h a t i n g  for both. The care paid to the normative àimension of 

reasonableness standards that grows out of criminal law's characteristic attentiveness to fault has 

This iaittc11tivcness, though, taka two v a y  different f-: fîrst, the standard misaes samc f d t  because the 
behaviour is considercd 'normal' or ordinary, and second, it misses somt innocence because of the saxm aüadumnt 
to what is considerd n o d .  

As dWawed klow, howcver, the nature of the fauit requllcmcnt in the aUninrl ïaw W a matter of considerable 
controversy. 



an important lesson for the civil law, where we perhaps j u s m  lack of similar care by over- 

emphasizing the ciifferences between the two regirnes of liability. But looking to the justifiable 

objectivity of the standard in civil law where it seems less troubling can also prove illuminating 

for the criminal law, which may be tempted to overlook some blameworchiness because of its 

unease with the way that negligence characteristicaily articulates the fault requirement Thus, 

bringing together these two instances of negligence liability does more than clarify the distinctive 

normative stmcture of a negligence standard: ultimately it may also grant us some insight into a 

particularly troubled corner of the relationship between pnvate law and criminal responsibility. 

A. Foresight and Prudence 

Before discussing how the theoretical accounts of objective nasonableness standards help 

both to explain the hope that feminists hold for such standards and to respond to fairness 

concems, it is necessary to draw out an important conceptual featurc of a i l  of these accounts. All 

of the defences of negligence as a gound of crimiad liability at least implicitly distinguish 

between two different components of the standard? And although they use different ternis, the 

distinction is essentially the one we encountered in the civil context - although in adminedly 

primitive fom - in the language of 'foresight' and 'prudence'. Thus the standard combines 

elements that go to the cognitive and perceptive abilities of the actor ('foresight') as well as 

elements that go to the prudential or normative make-up of the actor, including most prominently 

his concem for the interests of others. Because the negligence standard combines these 

components, and because of the problem of inadvertence, there are dflerent kinds of reasons 

why an agent might wrongiy assess the risk of harm to others6 And while some kinds of reasons 

Actuaily, this is r bit misleading kccmsc whu the commmtatars actually do is to distinguish ktwccn différent 
inquiries involved in a detcmiinntion of ncgiigcnce. Tbty do not cxplicitly iink th- inquiries to the signincance of 
the dincring compofltllts of the standard. Howcver, it seems that the recognition of somcthing iikt the Wmt 
normative signincance of an iadividuai's physicai and cognitive feaam~ as opposcd ta her matal nbre must lie 
bchind the discussion of those di&rent inquiries, 

AS ~ietcher points ou& me appucnt unity of the - n ~ b ~ c  passa test actual~y obsnms th fiut ih.t somctims 
the tcst judgcs the actor's cvaluation of thc auxptabiiity of a h m  ri& a d  0 t h  t i m s  it determines ihe culpability 
of failing to a risk: "The Theoy of Criminai Negligcnce: A Comparative Analysis" (1971) U. 
Ped.Rcv. 401 at 425. The sipificame of die diffcrtnt h'nd9 of mistaltcs discussed in rht tea sctms most 
pressing with failtue to recognizc a risk. This is prrwimably btcausc, apart h m  cases at the margin, an agent who 



betray culpable indifference to the interests of others, others Say nothing at aU about the moral 

quality of the agent's actions. As Coke pointed out, an act is not culpable at law unless the actor 

is culpable for acting as he did And as we shall sec, the distinction ôetween the cognitive and 

the normative elements of the standard is central to deteminhg when an objectively careless 

actor can properly k judged culpable. Indeed, it tums out to be vital both to explicating the 

erroneously calculates the acccptability of a ri& of which she is aware is probably matin8 a prudentid r a k  than a 
cognitive mistakc. Indeed, this may provide an account of why we arc so ready to condemn the &fendant in 
Vaughan v. Menlove even if his intelloctual abilitits arc as limitcd as he suggcsts: (1837), 3 Bing. N.C. 468, 132 
E.R. 490 (C.P.). Even that case may, howevcr, have Iooked differcnt if his deficiencies rtsultcd in failun to even 
how therc was a risk. This suggests that the worry about the nomative signincancc of Werent componcnts of the 
standard is actually most alive in the case of failure to rccognizc a ris& thw pcrhaps accounting for the link that most 
writers impiicitly make betwecn the problem of inadvcrtcncc and the 'mued' nature of the negligence standard 
(although they do not describe the standarâ in these tcrms). This may also be at least one rcason why intentional 
harm and advertent reclùessucss sccm less troubling on strict liability grounds. 

With regard to inadvertence, however, it is worth noting that it also appears in more than one role in the 
litcraturc. Sornetimes the tenn is wed to &scribe the actor who dots not rtcognize a risk, but it is also uscd more 
generatfy to nfer to the fact that in ncgligcncc the actor is 'inadvertent' as to the harm - that is that he fails to rcalize 
that his actions wiU harm another, whethcr because he f a .  to rccognizc any ri5 at 811 or because he r t c o p h c s  a 
risk but miSC81culatcs its acceptability or the appropriate prccautions. Once again, however, the most pressing 
concems scem to arisc with inadvertence in the n m w  stnsc of failin6 to rtcognize a ri&. Indeed, this is confirmcd 
by the fact that while advertent rcckiessncss is ncated as a relatively uncontcntious ground of criminal liability, evcn 
for 'orthoâox subjectivists', inadvertent rtckless is the subjcct of much controversy, as Duffs work, discwsed 
below, indicates: Intention, Agency and Crimirra1 Liability: Philusophy of Action ond the Ctiminal Law. Oxford: 
B a d  Blackwell, 1990 [hereinafter China1 Liobilio]; "Reckltssncss and Rapc." (1981) 3(2) Liverpool L. Rev. 49. 
As discussed above, the underlying reasan for this may not be so much the toutcd though obscure distinction 
bctwcen positive and negative States of minds. Instcad, much of the warincss bchind basing criminal liability on 
inadvertence may be due to the fact notcd above that unlilrt advertent ri&-taking, inadvertent risk-taking m y  spring 
h m  a n o d v e l y  indifferent cognitive misiaite or h m  a nomiatively culpable pnidtntial mistakc. In fact, Fietcher 
suggests that where the issue is the culpability of failing to recognizc the risk rather than the culpability of choice, 
"the only standard of evaluation secrns to be ou-  expectations of wtiat other mcmbtrs of the community would do 
under the same circumstanccs": ibià. at 425 (emphasis addcd). As discussed bclow it is prccisely this equation 
b e m n  rcasonableness and custom that feminists nnd so troubling in the contcxt of sexual assault in particular. 
Indced, these concems echo those discussed earlier in the civil context. 

This also suggests that the culpability of mistakes about consent should bc rclatively unproblematic. After 
aii, as P i c M  points out, sexual interaction clearly is a situation wiiich involves the ri& of non-cbnscnt: "Culpable 
Mistakcs and Rapc: Relating Mens Rason to the Crimt." (1980) 30 U.T.LJ, 75. Inde& an actor with capacity wha 
docs not rccognizc this is surcly making a prudentid mistake about the sexual autonomy of womcn rathcr than some 
kind of cognitive mistake. But then, as discussed above, an actor who lcnows that the= is a risk of nonconsent but 
s o ~ ~ l ~ h o w  miscalculates that risk is alinis,st artainly also making a miscalculation which rcsts on a prudentid mistalrc 
about the relative importances of one's own nec& and &sires and the intcrcsts of othcrs (thus accounting for the 
'self-intercsted* quaiity of such mistakcs mtcd by Boyle - in "The Judicial Construction of Sexual Assault Ofknces" 

A Decade of Jm&& S-. Eds. Julian V. Roberts and Rcnatc M. Mohr 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994) - and evea by Tur who benignly rcférs to them as 'wishful': "Rapt, 
Rcasonablcatss and Time" (1981) 1 Oxford J. Lcgal Stud. 432. This then suggests that this should be a rclatively 
straight-forwd instance of exactiy the kind of normative mistakc that we routimly condcmn and punish. Perhaps 
the actor did not h o w  that he should give cqual COLlSidctation to the stxuai autonomy of w o n  but this is exactly 
the kind of 'mistakc of law' or wmng that wc typicaiiy bave no difficulty condcnining even if the actor did not 
subjectively belicve the act which he kacw he was dohg was wrong. But as discussod Uifia it may be thaî WC 

misclassify the mord and legai nature of such miStakcS prccisely because the 'mistaLcs* art so widcly held that thcy 
do not secm culpablc. Thw this ultimatcly raises the problcm of the relationslip bctwecn law and custom. 



sense in which a certain kind of equality is one of the viraies of the objective standard (best 

understood) and to identifyiag the extent to which we therefore can and m o t  'objectify' the 

standard. 

In fact, an implicit awareness of the significance of this distinction underlies feminist 

concems that an objective standard may wrongly judge those who cannot comply perhaps 

because of cognitive or perceptive difficulties - a concem that parallels worries about the 

mentally disabled in the civil law of negligence. And an important nsponse to this concem can 

be found in the defences of criminal negligence. The leading account is that of Hart,' who 

responds by stressing the prezondition for responsibility and thus implicitly beginning the 

development of just the distinction noteci above: 

What is crucial is that those whom we punish should have had, when they acted, 
the noxmal capacities, physical and mental, for doing what the law requins and 
abstaining nom what it forbids, and a fair opportunity to exercise those 
~a~acities.8 

Since the mental element in negligence is "a failun to exercise the capacity to advert to, and to 

think about and control, conduct and its risks,'" the culpability consists in the avoidable 

7 H.L.A. Hart, Punishment ond Responsibility: Essays in the Philosophy of Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968). 
On this aspect of criminal negligenct, Hart's remriins the lrnding theoretical account (although as the case law on 
criminal negligence reveals, it has ndmittedty been more diflîcult in the application than in tbe conception: sec for 
instance, David M. Paciocco, "Subjective and Objective Standards of Fault for Offinces and Definces" (1995) 59 
Sask LRev. 271, esp. at 294 ff. disaushg the rcicvanct of various p d  characteristics of the a c a s d )  In this 
respect, the accounts of Flctchcr and Duff do not add to the basic account provided by Hart in P W h m e n t  cutd 
Responsiôiüry: Duff, supra note 6; Fletcher, supra note 6. Thw, for instance, although Fietcher uses the 
tcrminology of Germs~l anci Soviet legai thought to draw a distinction betwccn the 'Iegality of conduct and the 
culpability of the individual who engages in the conduct", ibid. at 427, in essence the distinction exactly paralltls 
that outliaui by Hart, as discussed infia. The samc kind of distinction is employed by Duff in the context of 
amlyshg the subjcctivelobjcctive mix in rccklessness: ibid. at 156. Intercstingly, a similar IMdCrstanding is also 
implicit in Holmcs' early and influentid work in the context of the comxfton law a r t ,  as discwsed above in 
Chaptcr One, he stresses the importance of avoidability as a prccondition to justifiable liability in ntgligcnce 
(although, as aIso discusscd, Holmes himPclf docs not follow thtough on the implications of this for the 'stupid' 
defendant): Ttie Common L w ,  Ed M. D. Home (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963) at 144,163. 

Ibid. nt 152. Tony Honoré's adoption, in "Rcsponsiity and Luck". of a 'cm gencral' test as a precoadition for 
liabiiity in ncgligencc is rcmhisccnt of Hart's position hete, although they reach ciiffernt conclusions about the 
justifiability of punishing the 'shortcorner': (1988) 104 L.Q. Rev. 530. Note aiso as discwsed above the similarity to 
îhe emphasis that Holmts placcd on avoidability as characteristic of the distinctive notion of b i t  inhemt in 
ntgligcnct: ibid. 

Hart, ibid. at 157. 



imposition of a careless risk of h m  on another. So when negligence is properly made 

criminally punishable the inquiry involves two questions: first, did the accused fail to take those 

precautions which any reasonable man with normal capacities would in the circumstances have 

taken; and second, could the accused, given his mental and physical capacities, have taken those 

precautions. 

While the first question establishes an invariant standard of care and is in that sense 

objective, the second goes to individual liability and cannot be objectifieâ without violating the 

precondition of avoidability. And although Hart could be more explicit on the latter point, both 

his choice of examples and his language suggest that liability will generally only be negatived by 

cognitive and not pmdential i n ~ a ~ a c i t i e s , ~ ~  that is ody where the deficiency goes to foresight of 

h m  but not to prudence. Thus he points to the important distinction between the cases where 

an individual 'just didn't think' and cases such as accident, coercion, and mistake where the 

normal capacities are absent. While there will t y p i d y  be no objection to punishment in the 

former case, punishment for inability to meet the standard will elicit the moral protest that the 

individual could not help his actions. This means that while negligence liability can be morally 

justified because it attaches to culpable behaviour, it will ody be so where the individual in 

question had the 'physical and mental' capacity to reach the standard. Thus. the defences of 

criminal negligence at least suggest that liability cannot properly attach to 'shortcorners' like the 

mentally disabled. Instead, with respect to qualities which go to cognitive and other nonnatively 

indifferent incapacities, the standard must be subjectivized. 

But not every attribute of the individual can individualize the conditions of liability or 

there would not be an invariant standard of c m .  In fa& wexe the standard individualized in this 

way, it would lose exactly its distinctive normative leverage. This is because it is the invariant 

element that sets the appropriate level of prudence or care and that ideally generates a standard of 

lo So he suggtsts that the conditions of liability sbould k 'iadivirniali.lrA' for an agent whosc "mmory or o k r  
facultics WC= dcfcctive" or who "muld mt diainguish a daagerow situation f b m  a harmlcss one". Similarly he 
refcrs to the relcvsncc of normil upscitics of "mew,ry and observation anci intciiigenctn a d  to the capacity for 
recognizing and assessing relevant rhk Qid Further, it is presumnbly because he believcs that we cannot 
legitimatcly hold an agent to an objective sPadard with rcgd to cognitive or physical capacitics. that he notes that 
ah do not gmeraïiy trcat the omissions of iafants or matally deficicnt pasons as cuipablc: ibid at 1U)-51. 



interpersonal equality of respect that some commentators have identified as providing the 

strongest normative justification for the standard." In fact it is precisely this aspect of the 

standard that givcs feminists and others some hope for i d 2  The solution to the dilemma of 

exactly where and how the standard should be objective is again fomd in the distinction between 

the cognitive and prudentid dimensions of an agent's actions.13 As noted, the implication of 

Hart's argument is that while punishment for negligence can be morally justifiable. it will only be 

so when the individual is in effect being punished for a moral or prudentid failwe such as lack of 

attentiveness to the interests of others. 

In fact, protecting the equal security and autonomy of aii through the fault principle 

actually precludes extending the subjectification of the standard to the agent's moral capacities, 

at least absent Uisaaity. It is presumably for this nason that Hart descriks the standard of care 

component of the negligence inquiry as "in~ariant."'~ Although Hart could be more explicit 

hue, this is apparent in his dismissal of the notion that we would aliow an agent to exonerate 

himself for murder by stating "1 just decided to kW; 1 couldn't help deciding."" Rather than 

l 1  As discusscd klow this understanding of the rtrcngth of the objective standard can k found in the work of 
Pickard and Duff (focusing on inadvertcnt recklessntss ), Klimchuk and others. Related ta this in the civil contcxt 
arc rationales given by Emie Weinrib and Arthur Ripstein, although as discusstd supra, their dcfenses of the 
standard on cquality p u n d s  suffcr fiom the fact that they do not limit the application of the standard to prudentid 
failings in the way that commcntators in the criminal field view as uncmtrovcrsially ntcessary to its defensibility. 

l2 Indecd this is one of the centrai stnngths that ferninisu point to in the context of s c d  assauit. S o m b  the 
point is put in tcrms of balancing the rights of the victim and the accuscd, but the central concari is how to enmre 
qua1 autonomy, including scxual autonomy, for aii members of our society D. F. Alexander, "Comumt Twtnty 
Years of Morgm: A Criticism of the Subjectivist View of Mens Rea and Rape in Great Britain" (1995) 1 Pace Int'l 
L. Rcv. 207; Boyle, supra note 6 at 150; DuB. supra note 6 at 60-6 1. 

I3 I am herc f-hg, as the commclltators do. only on the mal elemmt of acgligcnct which thw implicatcs the 
distinction between an agent's inteIICCtual and perceptive qualitics (which 1 am gcncrally tmning cognitive) and her 
moral or pâentiai qualities. 1 am not addrtssing the physicai elemmt which obviously is a part of any ncgligcncc 
inquiry sine the normative insignificance of physicai incapacifies sccms uncontentious. 

l4 Hart, supra note 7 at 154. Fletcher aiso disctisses the fixed nature of the lcgal standard by rcferencc to the Soviet 
and German distinction betwan the legality of an act and the culpability of an individual. But like Hart he rwalcts 
Lhe extcnt to which individual ciifferences wiii k relevant to a fïnâing of cuîpability, noting that Wie point of 
distinguishing between permissi'blt a d  impermisaile W is to formulate a nile applicable to aü mn in the sam 
situationw: Fletcher, supra note 6 at 434. Ho-, he tao ulh'matcly has recourse in the principle that liability wiii 
be justined sa long as the actor has a fair chruicr, to avoid i t  ibid. 



discussing the fact that we hold an individual responsible not simply for fail- to exercise but 

also for failures to possess the quality of prudence or attentiveness to the interests of others, Hart 

takes recourse in the principle of avoidability.16 Duff stems to get closer to the nal issue when 

he points out that claims baseà on failures to understand the values protected by the criminal law 

"exhibit just the kind of fault which the law rightly condemns and punishes."17 Perhaps for this 

nason, even strict subjectivists appeal to 'objective' standards of what is reasonable when it 

cornes to rnatters of value rather than matters of fad8 and thus generally support a bar on the 

mistake of law defence.Ig The negiigence standard is tberefore properly objective (or invariant, 

as Hart prefers), but only with regard to moral or prudential qualities.20 This means that any 

problems associated with 'strict liability' are attributable, not to an invariant standard of 

carelesmess per se, but rather to the imposition of liabiiity under the standard even where an 

individual is unable to reach the standard because of cognitive or other nonnatively neutrai 

qualitics? In this sense then, the distinction between the cognitive and the prudential attributes 

l6 nius, he simply suggests that we do no< n o d y  .Uow the murdcrcr's pka that h just deciclcd to kil1 because WC 

know that the agent "could have acttd differcntly": ibid. 

l7 Duff, supro note 6 ot 152. SomtbiDg similar sccms at work in Fletcher's observation that Ge- theorists rcject 
mistake of law as a defena w h  it is based on an "d conception of right and wrong". To do otherwist, 
Fletcher notes would "offend basic sensibilities of justice in cases of insensitive and arrogant perceptions of legal 
duties": Fietcher, supra note 6 at 422. Therc are also paraiiels to Ripstein's observation that the point of the 
reasanable persan standard is to weigh relevant intcrcsts in liberty and security within a nprcsentative pmn, He 
continues by affimhg the importance of an invariant standard of carc: "the fact th& partidar people rnight not carc 
about certain protcctcâ intcrests is not relevant, for the point of the reasonable person standard is to spccify the 
respects in which people can be rcquirtd to t a k  account of the intcrcsts of others: A. Ripstcin, Equaliry, 
Responsibility and the L4W (manuscript on filt with the authoc forthcoming, Cambridge University Ress) Chaptcr 
1 at 9. 

l8 Duff, ibid. at 152. Sec also Hart, supra notc 7. LiLc Hart, Fietcher notes that the existence of a fixed standad of 
conduct is not actually any lcss problematic for iiegligence than it is for intentional crimes, even t h u g '  the 
culpability to which such a standard attaches may be les: Fletcher, ibid. at 435. Sec also Vandervort discussing 
mistake of law ' M s t a k c s  of Law and S c d  Assault: Consent and Mens Rea" (1987-88) 2 Can. J. Womcn and Law 
233 at 247 ff. 

l9 Fietcher, ibid. at 420-423; Vandcrvort, ibid. at 247-256. Sce iIro Ripstein, Chapttr 1 at 18 whm h points out 
that the "criminal law's unwiliinpss to rccognize a dtftnsc of m i s a  of law refiects tht idea [that] the ümiîs of 
criminal responsibility are not given by the wrongdatr's own assessrnent of his responsiiility": supra note 11. 

Thus, the masonable -n is essentially normative - "the pufon who modaarcs his or her actions in Iight of the 
legitimatc ciaims of othcrs": Ripstcin, ibid Chaptcr 3 at 9. 

21 Hart, supra note 7 at 154. Note che simünity of the @<ion taken hem by Hart and the position taken by his 
colieague, AM. Honoré in '%sponsi'bility and Luck", supra note 8. Focusing on thc civil conttxt, Honoré &ts 
that mgligence does impose a fonn of strict liability on 'shortçolncfs' but insists that this docs not pose a problem 



of individual action tums out to be critical to establishing the appropnate conditions of 

responsibiüty in negligence. 

B. Blameworthy Csrelessness: Fault and the Reasonable Person 

In addition to thus nsponding to the 'strict Iiability' concems that feminists raise with 

respect to the objective standard, the defences of criminal negligence also meet the feminist 

concems in other ways. As discussed above, one of the central - though often obscured - 
elements of feminist critiques of subjective standards, particularly in the context of sexual 

assault, is that there is an important dimension of blameworthiness that they miss. And one of 

the virtues of the defences of criminal negligence is their articulation of the sense in which this 

kind of liability actuaily does attach to morally culpable behaviour. Indeed, this ftature of an 

objective reasonableness standard tums out to be vital to understanding the egalitarian promise of 

the standard. Once again, Hart's is the leading account, altbough it has less to offer us here. 

Hart aims to refute the claim, implicit in certain understandings of mens raz,= that 

punishing negligence amounts to an unacceptable imposition of strict liability. In response he 

insists that a conclusion of negligence, properly understood, does implicate the culpability of the 

agent.23 The essential e m ,  according to Hart, is the idea that the subjective element in 

sincc strict iiability itself can be &fend&. Thc difficuities with Honoré's approach are discwsed in dctaii in Chapter 
One, supra note 17. 

22 Thus. Hart diseusscs îhe vîcw that for aiminal rcsponsibility thm must be morai culpability - chat is a moraüy 
evil mind with regard to the act in question. He notes this rnight a c W y  be a carcless statcmtnt of quite another 
p ~ c i p l e  - "that Mens Rea is an intention to commit an act that is wrong in the sense of legally forbiddcn": ibid. at 
36, discussing Lord Denning and Jerome Hall on Principles of Criminal tcnu. Hall States that dthough motive may 
be irrelevant, the gencral principle of criminal iiability is the "intentional or rcckltss doing of a morally wrong act": 
PrUicipies of CtUnirurl UV, ibid at 149, cited in Hart, ibid. at 36. Hart statcs that the essence of this view is that it 
is just only ta 'punish thost who have intentionally committcd moral wrongs, proscn'bed by law". And it is this 
undCrstanding of criminal liability that he chaiiengcs on the ground that it is 1w)rai.i~ permissable to cnimiaally punish 
ncgligcnce, at lcast under certain conditions, discussed infia. 

M. Indecd. HM'S work rctains its vigour and W the foundation of most of the other influentid defcnccs of 
ncgligence as a g r a d  of cfiminal liability, including Fletcher's: supra note 6. Although Fletcher mentions Hart's 
account, it is arguable, as d i s c d  infia, that he d m  not fuüy acknowledgc his indcbttdncss to Hart, particularly 
on the issue of the mix of subjective and objtctive factots m ntgiigcnce. See also the discussion in Duff, Cruninul 
Làabiüty, supra note 6. 



negligence is inadvertence or 'a blank ~nind'?~ But Hart distinguishes between the state of mind 

of inadvertence and negligence: while an individual may be negligent in fading to advext to the 

situation, the negligence consists not in the blank state of mind but rather in "the failure to take 

precautions agaiast harm by exatnining the situation.'* Unfortunately, Hart's account does not 

go much beyond the important Limits associated with the precondition of avoidability discussed 

above. He does suggest that gross negligence is sufficiently blarneworthy that it can ground 

criminal liability, perhaps because the precautions are so simple that they can easily k taken by 

pesons who are ''poorly endowed with physical and mental ~a~acities.''~ Unfortunately, Hart 

does not elaborate enough to offer us more insight into the nature of the blameworthiness 

inherent in inadvertence, in part because so much of his defence of negligence tums on how the 

precondition of avoidability lirnits liability. It is therefore useful to runi to other accounts to see 

whether they build on this aspect of Har&'s analysis. 

One such account can be found in George Fletcher's work on criminal negligence. Like 

Hart, Fletchn aims to defend negligence as a ground of criminal responsibility against 

subjectivists. Fletcher also concurs with Hart that the thnshold requinment for liability in 

negligmce is that the 'hi~ltilng of the risk be voluntary.'" So "the inadvertent actor is not 

culpable if he could not have informeci himself of the risk he created? However, Fietcher 

points out that we also requin that the actor be under a duty either to avoid the h m  or to infonn 

himself of the nsks. The idea of "unreasonable mistakes" - based on "our expectations of what 

other members of the comrnunity would do under the same circumstances" - is the common 

24 Thus, Dr. TuniCr & m i s  iugligence as %e state of mind of a man who pursucs a course of conduct wirhout 
odvehng at al2 to the coll~equcllces~~: The Modem Apprwch to Criminul L4W (Londorx Macmillan, 1945) at 207. 
Turwr admits that while this s t a t t  of mind may be sufnciently blamcworthy to ground civil iiability it c a ~ a t  amount 
to Meas Rea: Pwrishment and Responsibiliîy, ibid. at 146, discussing Tumcr, ibid. at 209. 

25 Ibid. 

26 This may suggcst îhat gross -1essllcss is important bec- it a. thrcfore only k explained by a prudentid or 
moral faüing likc indiffercnce to thc interetas of o h .  Indctd, this is also implicit in the more &velopcd part of 
Hart's discussion, bis analysis of rbt relevana of nomal capacities: ibid at 149-152, as discussad supra 

28 Ibid. at 423 



law's response to the conundm of how to analyre which circumstances should alert the actor to 

the need for inquiry and thus give rise to a duty?' Despite the conceptuai clarity that Fletcher 

brings to the issue, his discussion also fails to really advance our understanding of the culpability 

of avoidable inadvertence. Instead îike Hart he primarily relies on an appeal to our intuition that 

avoiâable negligence is blameworthy: 

The conclusion seems unavoidable that inadvertence to risk as well as chmsing to 
take a risk might warrant the just censure of others. When the circumstances give 
the actor reason to thinlr that his conduct risks h m  to another, his failure to 
apprise himself of the risks latent in his conduct is ~ u l ~ a b l e ? ~  

In this sense, Fietcher, like Hart, does not reaiiy illuminate the central conclusion that failure to 

advert to a risk c m  be culpable. 

The work of R.A. Duff, who discusses the problem of inadvertence in the context of 

defending recklessness as a species of criminai liability, is more prornising?l According to Du& 

an understanding of responsible agency that emphasizes not the fact of choice but rather the 

attitude displaycd in a particular action can account for the culpability of at Ieast some 

inadvertence: 

if 1 unjustifiably do what 1 know will injure another, 1 do not manifest the hostile 
intent which 1 know a direct attack on her would exhibi~ but 1 manifest my utter 
indifference to her interests in king thus willing to injure her?2 

Cumnt English law offers several versions of recklessness and Duff aims to develop the 

"indiffercnce" version, where an agent is unaware of a risk because she is indi&rent to it. This, 

some subjectivists may cornplain, amounts to imposing liability in the absence of true culpability 

because it does not involve any 'positive state of rnind' but rather the absence of a mental state of 

advertence or  are?^ Duff responds with the concept of "avoidable deviation" which parallels 



Hart's analysis of avoidability discussed earlier.'4 But h i f f  notes that orthodox subjectivists 

could still insist on the centrality of choice for the more serious fonns of criminal liability, so that 

îiability for recklessness should be iimited to conscious risk-taking. 

Hem, however, Duff counters that under certain conditions reclclessness betrays a kind of 

"practicd indifference" which cm qually be manifested in choosing to take an unreasonable risk 

or in faihg to notice an obvious nsk or in acting on an unreasonable belief that there is no risk. 

He points out that "Mat 1 notice or attend to reflects what 1 care about; and my very failure to 

notice something can display my utter indifference to i ~ ' ' ~  Although the standard of behaviour 

here is objective (an 'unreasonable lack of conceni for the victim*), this version of rrcklessness is 

nonetheless subjective because the indifference concas the defendant's own attitude to the 

victim's interests? But how can we determine that an agent fails to notice a risk because she is 

34 Thus, h>n notes that we can hold an agmt to be aegligent oniy if she couid have attaincd that standard of carc 
"...if she failcd to take rcasonable carc, not because she lacicd the capacity to do so but becawe she failed to 
cxcrcise capacities for thought and attention which she couId (and should) have exercised: then to convict her of 
negügenct is to hold her proptrly l i a  for what she could and should have helpcd"( ibid at 156). 

35 Ibid. at 163. 

36 IbU. at 163. DUE does h i s t  howevw, that thcm is a différence bchvccn the kind of practical inclifferencc that 
constitutes rccklessness and the carclessntss that involves wgligence. It is partly a matter, DUE admits, of dtgrct 
since both involve thoughtlcssicss, But th= remah a "categoncal distinction": 

What nLRkE4 a reckless agent more culpable, more fuUy rcsponsible for the risk she cricates, is that 
she displays a gros inrliffemnce to that particular nsk or to îhe particultir intcmts which she 
threatens: negligence, howcver, invalves a less specinc kind of careless~ilcss or inattrntion which 
docs not relate the agent so closcly, as an agent, to the risk which she crcates: &id. at 165. 

However it secms that Dufi's characttrization of this diacrcnct as "one of degrcc" is more accmtte than his 
somcwhat contraclictory description of the distinction as "categoricaln. A close relatioasbip bctwccn the &fendant 
and the harm she cawes dots seem relevant to her degree of culpability but the umkrlying p b l m  of the culpability 
of inadvertencc is the samt in both cases, In fact, cven if Duff is correct that criminal liability should only lie where 
inadvertence is reckless (in that displays this ltind of particularized indifferenu) rather than simply negligent, his 
own discussion suggtsts that because of the natue of sexuai BSS8Ult Situations, the analysis nontthcless supports 
liability for unrcasonable mistakes about consent, whcther they arc terrd ntgiigtnt or rcckîess. This is becawt, as 
Duff notes, sexuai intercourse is essential& a c c ) a s c d  activity ktwecn partncn which m u t  bc struchircd by their 
mutuai consent: ibid at 169. Sa the woman's consent should k ''intrinsic to the man's intendeci action, rathcr than a 
mercly contingent circumstance": ibid Thus Duffnotts that the fault elemcnt in rape consists in "a serious disregard 
or c k q e c t  for [a woman's] s c d  intcitsts and intcgrity, He concludcs 

Such a disregard is shown not only by one who pcrsists with intercourse in the rcalization that the 
woman probably docs not consent, but a h  by one who pcmists in the rcalization that shc might 
not consent: his willingncss to takc mch a risk over sorricthing which shouId k integral to his 
intendcd action displays that utter practical iadiffercncc to (or contcmpt f a )  the womau's intcrcsts 
which characterizes a rapist: ibid. at 169. 

Indecd, Duff's anaiysis of how this kind of patticularity links the agent to his wrongfui risk and thus justifies criminal 
liability hdps to explain the normative signin- of a ftaburc highlightcd by Pickard 



indifferent to it? In assessing the "practical attitude which that action displayed," it will be 

relevant to ask whether anything other than such indiffference could account for the faüure to 

notice the risk." It wiU also be important to determine how obvious and serious the risk was, 

and to consider any evidence the defendant might tender to show that his failwe to notice was not 

the result of indifference. Applying this analysis, Duff argues that the only explanation for the 

'mistake' in a Morgan scenario is an attitude which itself shows such a disregard for the victirn's 

nghts and interests that it displays the same kind of culpable indifference as one who p i s t s  in 

intercourse realizing that the woman may not be c o n ~ e n t i n ~ . ~ ~  Thus, a defendant charged with 

rape should have to argue that in holding his belief he ''showed a proper respect for the woman's 

rightdJ9 So hacivertence can ground criminal liability when it display "senously culpable 

practical indifference to the interests" which the action in fact threatens." And accordhg to 

h f f ,  this understanding of the culpability of inadvertence actually provides a more adequate 

understanding of ncklessness as a species of criminal fault. 

Indeed, Duff s account is important to feminist hopes for an egalitarian standard for 

judging behaviour because it attaches significance to the reasons why an agent might fail to 

know something. So while failure to know can sometimes k innocent, there are aiso situations 

in which the only explanatims that an agent could corne up with to account for ignorance would 

themselves be inculpatory. This is because such explmations would be inconsistent with the 

equal moral worth of another group of individuals - women, in the case of sexual assault. Thus, 

... a man about to pcwtratc has his minci focustd necessarîiy on the Iegally relevant musaction. He 
is about to engage intentionaüy in the spccinc act which can itscif be harmful, and whethcr or not 
the act is hannful in any particuiar instance canmt be dctcfmilyd without rcferc~lce to the wor1d 
outside him. That is a sufficient mason to rcquire him, as an initial matter, to inquirc into consent 
befort proctcding: supra note 1 1 at 76. 

This suggests that to the extent that the= is an important rcason to insist that criminal iiability bc grounâd on the 
closcr comtion bcnvecn injurcr and injurcd that, on M s  tcrms, charactcrizcs reckIessncss, that rcason is 
probably found in tbe principle of pmportionality rather than in any sharp diffêrcnce bctwetn the nature of the fault 
rcquircmcnt in civil and in crimiaal law. 

37 Ibid. at 166. 



as Duff spelis it out, the claim would have to be that someone else consented on her behalf - 
tantamount to regarding women not as persons but rather as a fom of property. Or the daim 

could k that "he didn't stop to think" or that women like forced violent intercourse. But any of 

these claims necessdy denies women full sexual autonomy because it precludes them from the 

means to assert control over a vital aspect of their integrity. Klimchuk's comment on 

provocation seems apposite here. Speaking of the claim that men may be provoked into the use 

of deadly force by circumstances that would not amount to provocation for women, Klirnchuk 

notes: 

n e  point is that such provocation could ody count as sufficient provocation 
against the background of a relationship where one person is treated by the other 
as property rather a person, or to use Kant's terms, one person is treated as a 
means and not an end? 

And just as Klimchuk notes that this "basic inequity" is the source of the gender bias in 

provocation, so too does Duff identify the essential error in thinLing that inadvertence is not 

culpable in the full sense of the term. Duff illustrates how failure to recognize the risks to others 

may itself reflect a culpable attitude of inclifference - an attitude that ultimately rests on the 

denial of the equal moral personality of others. And Duff s analysis suggests, although he does 

not draw this out himself, that such errors are usmtially different fkom 'innocent' factual 

mistakes. 

Focusing on the kinds of reasons why mistakes are made also dovetails nicely with the 

feminist concems noted above. So, for instance, such an analysis helps to explain why some 

mistakes are more systematic than others and thus more troubling in their implications-including 

constitutional and rule of law implications. If mistakes are somethes amibutable not to od hoc 

error but rather to systematic and inegalitarian kliefs about certain gmups, then we cm expect 

exactly the kinds of 'patterns' of mistakes that feminists point to as troubling in the context of 

sexuai a s ~ a u l t . ~ ~  SUnilarly, although Duff does not explicitly make the point, his analysis does 

41 D. Klimchuk, "Outrage, SeIf-Control, and Culpability" (1994) 44 U.T.L.J. 441 at 463. 

42 ~ h i s  innlysis is ctttainly not CO- to ~ h c  situation of wonm. F O ~  iast.na, Our Society typicaiiy Co-cts 
BIadc nmi as dangcrous and violent: Richard Delgado, "Rochigo's Eighth Chtanicle: Black Crime, White Ftars-on 
the Social Consbution of T h d ,  80 VaL.Rcv.503 (1994); Anthony V. Alnm, "Essay Dcfcnding Racial 



suggest why equaiity-seekers would hold out some hope for an objective reasonableness 

standard. As Duff s analysis perhaps 'inadvertently' illustrates, the culpability i n h e ~ n t  in the 

indinerence that sometimes underlies recklcssness is uniquely weU-suited to capturing the 

blameworthy injuries so often suffered by thc victims of discrimination. Indeed, because it 

highlights the reasons for indifierence, Duff s analysis may be particularly helpful in condemning 

the kind of wrong that springs h m  widespread self-interested discriminatory beliefs that 

participants themselves o h  have difficulty identifying as culpable. The wrong, in Kantian 

ternis, could be describeci as the failure to treat others as ends in themselves, equal moral agents 

subject to the same considerations and iules as the agent herself. So in some cases carelessness 

actuaily s p ~ g s  from the assumption of unequal worth. In this sense then Duff s anaiysis helps 

to show how an objective reasonableness standard can enshrine the centrality of the principle of 

equality in out judgments about human interaction. 

The equality component of Duff s analysis of the moral mistakes that can be involved in 

inadvertence actually suggests another way to understand mistaken belief in consent. While such 

beliefs are classified as mistalces of fact, the fact that rnany of them involve moral rnistakes about 

the equal worth of other human kings suggests that they may more appropnately ôe classifieâ as 

mistakes of law." An analysis dong these lines is developed by Lucinda vandervort" hdeed, 

Violence" (1995) 95 ColL.Rev.1301. It is not difficult to imagine these discriminacoq stcfcotypcs making 
tbemsclvcs felt in individuai belicfk in situations like thosc involving self&fence and the officiai use of force. So, 
for instance, pnvatc citizens and police officers may bdieve thcmsclves to be ihrcatencd whcn dealing with black 
men in a way that they would not in similas interactions with othcr individuals. Indced, the Suprcm Court of Canada 
notes the possbility of such dynamics in R A S .  v. R.. [199q 3 S.C.R. 484 at 512 per L'Heureux-Dube and 
McLachlui JJ.: 

That Judgt Sparks ~ # ~ ) g n h d  that police officers s m -  ovcmact whta deaiing wit i~  non-white 
groups simp1y dcmnstrates that in making hcr dcfcrmintltion in this case, shc was alive to the wcll- 
b w n  racial dynamics that may exist in ~ o n s  bctwetn police offiam and visiile minontics 
(emphasis inoriginal). 

Sec a h  Cory S. at 538. In such situations. it may k bat the d y  rcason that an individual who uses force can give 
for the mistaken btlief invokcs discriminatory stchotypes. If so, then it sctms that the 'mistaJrt' should be counted 
as a 'moral' misuicc and thus condeII1Iltd Intcmstingly, wc do mt seem to hm dficulty with this proposition 
wherc the küef of the individual is msnt rathcr than widely shucd Indeed, as chuscd infia it is worth thinking 
about why the case stems mort troubling whcn the mistakc is widely shared No doubt part of the conœm is the fact 
that because the dccisionmnlrc+ (and others) wiîl &arc widcly-held discriminatory kliefs, she will fmd it difncult (as 
prcsurmbly acnvs in provocation and sexual assault aiais for instlmcc) to 'set' the morpl mistalrc. 'Ibe diffidty 
this poses not simply for standards of CICdliility but a h  for determinations of wbat is rcasonable wiU be discusscd 
infia 
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Intcrcstingly, Fletcher's &nce of acgligcncc as a g r o d  of criminal liability kgins by pointing out the odd 
diffcrtntt in trcatmnt accom*d mistaka of fact and mistptw of iaw. He notes thu even proxn,inat subjcctivists 



Vandemort suggests that the very fact that what are &y prudentid mistakes about the equal 

worth and autonomy of women have been consistently read as 'fachial' rnistakes about consent 

itself reveals the influence of bias and prejudice in the process of applying the law to the facts? 

And Vandervort highlights what Duff s account only suggests-the particular problem posed by 

widespread beliefs like those involving prejudice and discrimination, beliefs which are viewed as 

"cornpletely legitimate" because they confonn to "widely held community n o m ,  i.e. c ~ s t o m . ' ~  

In this respect, the problem of how to understand the 'mistakes' about consent in sexual assault is 

but one instance of the larger problem that &ses when the positive law differs in important 

respects from customary noms. Iaterestingly, Vandervort suggests that reliance on community 

standards may be counter-productive in these kinds of sit~ations.~' She also insists that in 

situations involving such conflict (surely to be expected in periods of social change), it is 

essential to hold to a strong version of the traditional doctrine that rnistake of law is no defence? 

This is because the distinction between mistakes of law and mistakes of fact in effect determines 

which cases are to be decided on the bais of community standards and which are to be decided 

as a matter of  la^?^ And this position is supported by a centrai principle of our legal system: 

ignorance of the law is not a defence even to "me" Thus, so long as the accused has 

"oppose punishing actors ignorant of facaial risks and favour holding evcryonc süictly accountable for knowing the 
law": supra note 6 at 420. 

supra note 18. 

" IM. at 240. ~lthough ~and~rvor t  d a s  not m a k ~  the point, it Sttms ttmt the very fa* that these mistalces are aot 
rccognized as moral mistakes itself suggests how widespread the under1ying stcrcotypes are and points out how 
difficult may be the task of c o d o n .  in extrcme situations, howevcr, even the most rigid commentators recopizc 
that somc misinterprctations of the 'facts' do implicate moral mistakcs. So, for instance, Richard Tur, commenthg 
on the 'air of rcality' test in Pappjbhn [1980] 2 SC&. 120, statcs that the plca will bc exclucicd from the jury wherc 
it is 'grounâed only in the accuscd's blind pxejudia': Tur, supra note 6 at 434. 

47 Ibid at 241. n9. discwsing Livingston Hall and Selig J. Seligman, "Mutala of Law and Mens Rco" (1940-41) 8 
U. Chicago L. Rev. 641 at 643. 

48 Thcm is, of course, a particulsr pmblcm hem &cc chae is no rcascm m expcct that judges wiU k inmninc from 
thc efftcts of customary kliefs or undcrstandîngs. This argues in favour of more explicit positive law, especially 
wherc law and custom are Wrcly to conit iato conflict hdecd, as d i s d  bclow, this is prcciscly the direction of 
the fcminist law reform efforts in the contcxt of se- assault. 

49 Ibid. at 265. 



the nquisite 'empirical' awareness, then any 'mistake' or misapprehension about legal status, 

kgal description, or legal consaquences is imlevant to culpability? 

In the case of sexual assault, Vandervort notes that the customary or social definitions are 

myth-based and focus on relationship or force, rather than on the legal issue of consent?2 Thus, 

for instance, "assault by an acquaintance in any situation" will not ken  seen as rapd3 of the 

fiterature, she concludes: 

These empirical studies reflect what appear to be widely-held social attitudes 
which imply that it is normal for a male to use violence in initiahg a sexual 
transaction and that some women, by definition, cannot be sexually assaulted, 
whüe some men, by definition, are not assailand4 

And the effect of these widespread customary beliefs in the context of sexual assault is that "the 

legal system will effectively fail to enforce its own l a w ~ . ~ ~  This is "rule by myth and custom 

not rule by law."6 Vandemort points out that mistalces of law are traâitionally classified into 

m h  in se, (traditional crimes involving serious h m  to the life or weU-king of others) and 

mah prohibita (creations of the positive ~ a w ) ? ~  However, this distinction is problematic where 

Ibid. at 256. 

52 1612. at 259 discussing the social science litcraauc on pfccptions of rape and rexual d t .  

53 Ibid at 259. 

54 Ibid. at 260, discussing Lorca Clark anâ Debra Lewis, Rqpl: Tlrc Prffc of Coercive Suurüry (Toronto: 
Womcn's Educational Press, 1977) at 91,94,95,100. She notes "when clear legal constraints are not imposai it is 
incvitable that issues of 'fact' will be determincd in accordance with the dominant social ideology of the 
jurisdiction". She further notes îhat even when this is countcred by the formulation of more precise legal standards 
on particuls and problematic issues, "enforcement of t h e  standards may lx seriously imptded by the attiaidcs of 
petsons who exercise dccision-making powcr in the criminal justice systcmn: ibid. Indccd, not only do norms, 
values, intcrcsîs and expericllce shape out perceptions of the facts, thcy even shape our pcrccptions, as V ~ r v o r t ' s  
analysis indicaies, of what ote facts. 

55 Ibid at 263. Note that this helps to explain how enforcement (or oonenfo~ccmc~~t) patterns can nisc nile of law 
or constitutional concem. In this regard, Mari Matsuda's observation thaî "the absence of law is itself another story 
with a message, ptrhaps unintendtci, about the relative value of diffkrent human îives" sccms apt: Mari J. Matsuda, 
"PubIic Rcsponses to Racist Spach: Considering the Victim's Story", (1989) 87 MichLRev. 2320 at 2322. 

Ibid. In Rrfinncc n &don 94(2) of Motor Vchicie Act, R.SB.C. 1979, c288 (19&5), 48 C R  (3d) 289 at 328 
(S.C.C.), Wilson J. rcvitws the origins, the use and the abuse of this distinction 



the legal definition of a serious crime is not identical to the common social definition of the 

crime?8 So for instance, although every one would agree that sexual assault is a crime, there 

would be sigaificant disagreement about what constitutes a sexuai assault. In fact, Vandemort 

notes that it is with this category of offences that judges have been most apt to characterize ai i  

mistakes, whether of law, fact or mUed law and fact as mistakes of fat,  presumably on the basis 

that there was no conscious wrong-doing and thus no mens ret~.'~ Vandemort responds that the 

failure to enforce the ordinary bar on the defence of mistake of law rests on an erroneous 

equation between moral and legal responsibility. However, a better response may be available- 

indeed, Vandervort's own analysis implies the blameworthiness of the behaviour involved. 

As discussed above, both the feminist analyses and the more extended discussion of Duff 

help to illustrate how such conduct can indeed be culpable, even if judges may find it difficult to 

identify as such because the beliefs are so widely-shared. Vandervort's analysis helps to alert us 

to how, in such a situation, the failure to recognize the prudentiakhence legal-nature of the 

mistake may systematicaily lead us to misclassify the mistake and thus to exonerate individuals 

whose actions are blameworthy in the sense illustrateci by Duff, even if that blameworthiness is 

widely shared. And interestingly, this points perhaps to a more gened di"cu1ty with our 

conception of fault-a dificulty implicated in determinations of reasonableness. Naturally, the 

concept of fault has been most developed in the criminal context and it tends to focus on fault as 

an a b e m t  quality of an individuai. We ordinarily Say that if an individual consciously does an 

act and that act is wrong, the fact that the actor does not subjectively believe the act to be wrong 

affords no defence. Indeed, the ordinary response is to condemn such an individuai as either 

insane or profoundly immoral.60 But since part of what these labels do, as Durkheim noted, is to 

mark off that individual as aberrant, the idea of generalized guilt rnay seem perplexing if not 

oxymoronic. C m  we Say that the dominant understanding of a whole society is 'insane' or 

' immorai' ? 

58 Ibid at 293. 

59 Ibid at 294. 

60 nid. at 293. 



Determinations of fault unâer reasonableness standards pose exactly this challenge to the 

individualized conception of guilt in situations involving discriminatory customary beliefs. A 

nascent alternative understanding can be found in Duff's work which articulates a conception of 

fault that does not depend on individual conscious recognition of mng-doing. And although 

Vandervon may not describe her own work in these terms, she furthers the project by revealing 

the particularly problematic contours of the issue when the individual is not conscious of wrong- 

doing precisely because his or her discnimiaatory beliefs are widely s h d l  So cumnt issues 

involving sexual assault clearly point up the problem that widely-shared blarneworthy beliefs and 

attitudes pose for a reasonableness standard. In this sense they help to conceptualize what we 

noted earlier about the way that the standard of reasonableness in fact fhctions. The concept of 

reasonableness gives us a moral standard to evaluate inadvertent wrongdoing. But as we have 

seen, too o k n  the idea of the reasonable is so bound up with the customary standard of what is 

normal or ordinary that while it may suffice where customary noms are unproblematic-or at 

least are not systematically problematic-it wi l l  fail to serve its purpose where such noms are 

troublesome, and particularly where they are dis~rirninator~.6~ 

61 In fact, the articulation of an alternative conception of fault is boih vital and actually underway in the 
contcmporary world, particularly as equality-seekers and constitutionai orders more g e d y  tcy to corne to terms 
witb the structural wrongdoing that springs h m  the belief that other human beings arc not in fact fully human in 
some vital sense of that term. Of course, South Afîîca and Nazi Germany rcprcsent dramatic versions of this, and 
South Afiica's difficuit attcmpts to comt to terms with socializcd and institutionalizcd guilt no doubt holds some 
important lessons hem, including lessons on the d e  of the judiciary. Howtvcr our own history and arguably our 
contcmporary practices themselves have much in common with this. hdted, a stark version of this problem shows 
up in constitutional quality problems in the United States, particular in cases of adverse impact where no infcrcnce 
of any particular intcnt to discfiminate can be found, An example is found in McCksky v. Kemp, 481 U.S, 279 
(1987)' which involveci the claim that the e ~ c r n ~ e  of discretion in sentcncing capital murder cases was raciaiiy 
discrimlnatory. There Justice Powell a& what he takcs to be a mainiy rhetorical question concerning whether 
widcsprtad patterns of disparate application of the law can evcr violate the constitutional guarantce of cquality. In 
fact, Justice Poweli aâmits that McClesky's claim "talten to its logical conclusion, thmws into serious question the 
principles that underlie our en& criminat justice systern9*: ibid. And indœd, if McClesky's claim is understood to 
challenge the idea that fault can only k the intentionally wrongfui act of an errant individual, as measuhd against 
the n o m  of that individuai's society, thcn he is probably correct. At heart McCiesky's claim is that individuals who 
act on widcly shared discriminatory stcrcotypes that they may-probabty by dennition wiii-view as completely 
legitimate can bc countcd as culpable in either constitutional or criminal assessments of wrongdoing. And they are 
culpable even though, although aware of their acts and bcliefs, tbey do not 'subjectively' believe those acts to be 
wrong. If we have no difnculty convicting the aberrant individuai on these groullcls so it stems nccessary to a& why 
wc should be so troublai about condemuhg the 'Conforming' individual. AAcr ail, as notcd above, a glance at 
history should makt us uncasy with bcirig too sanguine about the conclusion that widely-shared or customary 
bchaviour is esscntiaîiy innocent. 

62 The= is, as notcd, an d o g u e  in the appach îhat the law of acglipirc takcs to evidma of custom. Whik 
such evidence can, on d o n ,  provt important, judgcs consistedy insist that thcy =tain the powcr to condemn 
custom as ubztasdnable. As Fleming statcs, what ultimately mattcii~ is "what ou& ordinarily to be dont rathtr than 



According to these accounts then, the strength of an objective nasonableness standard 

cornes fkom the fact that it sets an egalitarian measun of evaluating the moral quality of an 

individual's interactions with others. Indeed, this approach to what individuals should do in their 

interactions with others is sharply at odds with the ordinary understanding, nicely encapsulated in 

Fletcher's insistence that the only appropriate measure for assessing the culpability of 

inadvertence is what other members of thc community woukl do in the circumstances. This is 

also the kemel of truth in the equality defences of the objective standard. Properly constructed an 

objective reasonableness standard can be vital because it sets an interpersonal standard of 

behaviour predicated on the recognition of the quai worth of ail individuals. Thus, when 

confined to qualities which go to the prudence of the agent's act, an objective reasonableness 

standard can be understood to establish the groundrules for acceptable interaction. Indeed, this 

aspect of the standard is presumably what accounts for the insistence on quality, not only in the 

accounts of Weinnb and ~ i ~ s t e i n ~  but ais0 in the judicial refennces. Thus, for instance, in the 

provocation context, Lord Diplock explicitly points out how an objective reasonableness 

standard sets an invariant moral standard premised on equality and reciprocity: 

The ['reasonable man'] means an ordinary person of either sex, not exceptionally 
excitable or pugnacious, but possessed of such powers of self-control as everyone 
is entitled to expect that his feliow citizens will exercise in socitty as it is 

what is ordinarily dooc": Thr Law of Tom 8* cd. (Agincourt 'Ibe Law Book Company. 1992). The danger of 
ruling othcnivist is nictly illustrated in the concern that werc it otherwise an cntuc industry would bc fiet to "set its 
own unconmlled standad" in whatcvcr se@intercsttd way it might choosc: ibid. But while the analysis might k 
the same, the dinicuity of how to ' o p e r a î i o ~ '  such an approach sccms acutc whcrc widespread dismiminatory 
klicfs arc iavolvcd, for thcrt is every reason to suppose that ihc judge's own beliefs arc subjcct to the 
influences as thosc of Society in general. 

63 Sot for instance, Ripstcin discusscs the Merencc betwtcn the idea of rzawnablencss and the agent's subjective 
point of view. This is capaind in the Rawlsian idea that m distinguish between "the rational person, who does what 
seems kst fiom h a  situation @en her ends, h m  the rtasonable paron, who takcs appropriate regard for th 
interests of othcrs: Ripstein, supra note 17. Chapter 1 at 8. Thus Ripstein notes that '"reasonable~luls is ticd to tbe 
idea of cguaiity. The root idca is chat rrsoonable tums of interaction provide a lila h i  for all compahie with 
protecting a fundamental intercst in security": ibid 

64 o2.P. v. C q ü n ,  [1978] 2 AU E R  168 at 173-174. Lad Diplock supports this intcrprctation by refcrring to 
the public policy of ducing fenl violence. Mimchuk simiiarly diPaUres thme considciations as "policy-Ievel 
constraints": supra note 41 at 457-459. Howcvcr, K1im:huk's definition of policy as involving a "question of the 
appropria& boundarics of a defence (or offence)": &id. at 457, sugeests that the best explanatim f a  Lord Diplock's 
anal* may acaully k f o d  in what Dwockin ulls a "ptincip1eW. implicating as it does the cqual mord worch of 
di individuais. 



Similarly, the quote fkom Madam Justice Wilson in Hill which opened this discussion 

emphasizes the extent to which the objective standard is indebted to an ideal of equality. And 

that ideal is nalized in the objective mord standard to which aii individuals are held. Indeed, 

Duff s work illustrates how violation of such a standard can reveal an attitude of indifference 

towards the interests of others and thus implicate the blameworthiness of the agent, absence of 

intent notwithstanding. And Vandervort's analysis builds on this by revealing the crucial role of 

such a standard in preventing the insidious effects of custom fkom effectively undermining the 

rule of law. 

However, Vandervort's analysis indicates why it may be so difficult for us to idenw 

certain kinds of mistakes as moral in nature and thus properly subject to an invariant standard. In 

fact, she nicely ties together a number of important themes. We noted how the standard in fact 

encompasses the very different elements audely describeà in ternis of foresight and of 

pmdence-elements whose normative significance is also very different. Indeed, that distinction 

tums out to be crucial to the precondition for liability-avoidability. As we have seen, while it is 

vital that the standard be subjectivized for those normatively imlevant cognitive qualities which 

generaliy go to foresight, it is similarly vital that the standard not be subjectivized for those 

normatively significant qualities which go to prudence. And Vandervort's account helps us 

identiw this principle at work not only in the assessments of when avoidability does and doesn't 

apply, but also in the background m o n  for a bar on the defence of mistake of law. Only by thus 

identifjmg the various attributes of action and how thcy should appropriately be judged can we 

ensure that the standard both avoids the imposition of liability without fault and lives up to its 

promise of setting an egalitarian measun of how we should t m t  each other. But Vandemort 

also alerts us to serious problems in implementing such a standard in cases where there is a 

fundamental conflict ôetween law and custom. In so doing, she brings us one step closer to 

reformulating the objective standard- Let us now turn to that tasic. 



II. MOVING TOWARDS A SOLUTION: REFORMULATING OF OBJECTIVE 
REASONABLENESS STANDARDS 

Our analysis so fat suggests why the feminist debate on objective standards may seem 

perplexing. On one hand, the use of nasonableness standards in cases like self-defence and 

provocation gives rise to serious equality concems. Indeed, the standards appear to be 

problematic in ways that refiect what we noted earlier in the civil context with regard to the 

treatment of different groups under the same ostensibly objective standard. And for this reason, 

some feminists have advocateû abandonment of such standards in favour of more subjectivized 

measures. However, while concems in self-defence and provocation may suggest this course of 

action, the field of sexual assault puts into sharp relief the dangers of such a solution. In fact, 

feminists identify serious problems with subjectivized standards in sexual assault, among them 

concems not only about the blamewonhiness missed by such standards, but also about how such 

standards sharply limit the =ope of our most basic legal protections. Once again, feminist 

concems here are echoed by our earlier analysis of the operation of the standard in the civil law 

context. And these concems suggest that notwithstanding its flaws, an objective reasonableness 

standard does hold some promise of equality. 

Indeed, looking to the defences of negligence as a ground of criminal liability helps to 

highiight some of the raison for optimism. Those defences also nicely respond to a number of 

the concems that feminists express about subjectivizing standards of behaviour. But if there is 

promise here, some unease about standards of ruisonableness remains. Even if we can take fkom 

the defences of criminal negligence the insistence that the standard only attach to normative 

failings but that it attaches rigidly to those faiüngs, the rernaining problems seem almost 

insumiountable. As we have seen, in operation and fnquently even in conceptuialuation, the 

objective standard too often denves its 'reasonableness' h m  an untroubled appeal to common 

sense understandings of what is normal or customary. So while there may k theoretical nasons 

for optimism about objective reasonableness standards, unless the= is some way to correct for 

this characteristic wealmess, it seems unliirely that that optimism will ever be nalized. The 

theoretical literature barely adchesses this issue and so offers littlc in the way of assistance. 



However, feminist law refom efforts particularly but not exclusively in the field of mual 

assault again prove more iliuminating. 

A. 'Can9t Live with It9 

As we have noted, feminists, particularly in the field of sexual assault, have expressed 

alann at the senous consequences that would attend any move away nom objective 

reasonableness standards. But even in the course of forcefully making such a point, they 

simultaneously insist neither will an objective reasonableness standard alone provide an adequate 

solution. Indeed, some feminists simply give up on rrasonableness standards because they view 

them as entirely constituted by power-laden notions of what is customary or socially dominantO6' 

But even the solutions advocated by feminists who notionally reject reasonableness standards 

seem heavily indebted to sorne kind of egalitarian measure of the kind discussed above? It is 

for this reason that the feminist debate sometimes has a kind of 'can't live with it, can't live 

without it' quality. 

65 Sec Vandcrvort, supro note 18; D. Donovan & S. Wildm~a, '7s the Reasonabk Man Obsolete? A CriticPl 
Perspective on Self-Dcfence and Provocation" (1981) 14 Loyola L.A.L. Rev. 435; L. Bender, "A Lawyer's Primer 
on Fcminist Theory and Tort" (1988) 38 J. of Lcgal Education 3. 

66~or instance, aithough Donavan and Wildman actuaiïy dcscnk themselver as advocating "a more subjective test 
of criminal liability", ibid. at 467, in fact their position could bc htcrprcted as simply restating the objective standard 
by substituting the tcnn "understandable" for the tcrm rcasonable. So, for instance, in the context of provodon, 
they suggest that the jwy should be told to consider wheîhcr the accuscd "%vas honestiy and undcntandably aroused 
to the heat of passion. In detcrmining whether she was undcrstandably arowed to the heat of passion, you mwt ask 
yoursclves whtther she could have becn fairly exptcted to avoid the act of homicide": ibid. This may suggcst that 
when it cornes to advocating a solution, even SCVCTC critics of objective reasonablencss standards are not prcparcd to 
givc up on nasonablencss, although they arc happy to provide ntw tcrminology. (ft is also arguable that 
undcrstandability is a lower thrcshold than rcasonablcntss. Unhappily, however, Donovan and Wildman da not say 
enough about thcir prtfcrrcd solution to clanfy many of the crucial issues.) It oftcn setms that while fcminists are 
happy to abandon the tcm 'rcasonable', close aaalysis of thcir proposais almost kvitably mveals an unwiiiingntss 
ta givc up entirely on the normative promise of such a standard, with the d t  that what we often 6nd is just 
'rcasonablcncss by another name'. Sa, for instance, as discussed klow, Ehrenrcich calls it "transfarmcd pluraüsm", 
and Wildmlui and Donovan spcak of an 'mâcrstaadability' test: N. S. Ehrenrcich, Wuraiist Myths and Powerless 
Men: Tht Idtology of Rcasonablcacss in Stxuaï Harassmcnt Law" (1990) 99 Yale LJ. 1177; Widman and 
Donovan, supra note 65. While 1 fa1  disinclincd to thiak that this alone accomplishes much in the way of rcform, I 
suppose we might say,poce Shakespeare, that the standard thus namcd docs not smcU as 'foul'. 



Thus, for instance, Susa. Estrich points out the extremely limited potential of a standard 

in which the "reasonable" attitude to which a male defendant is held "is defined according to a 

'no means yes' philosophy that celebrates male aggnssiveness and female passivity.'m This 

echoes Catharine MacKinnon's celebrated observation that rape is so ''normal'@ that it is 

generally unlikely to be considered unreasonable. Vandervort also notes the . difficulty 

adjudicating claims of sexual assault where "Sexual violence is merely typical of what is vieweù 

in the United States as 'normal interaction' between men and ~ornen."~ And A Feminist Review 

of the Crinrinul Lmu points out that the very problem is that 'reasonable' men in our society take 

minimal or no precautions to satisfy themselves as to the existence of consent. So the standard 

informeci by that reality is hardly a standard at a l l 0  In a similar vein, Honier's critique of the 

gender bias in the defence of provocation points out that mens' use of violence as a means to 

ensure women's sexuai fidelity is al l  too often seen as "Under~tandable,"~' thus suggesting that a 

reasonableness standard alone would not solve the problem. Similarly, as discussed above, 

concems about how the reasonable person standard nonnalized male sexual harassment lead 

many feminists and even some courts to abandon the standard in favour of a standard premised 

on the 'reasonable ~ o m a n ' ? ~  

67 S. Estrich. "Red Rape" (1987) 95 Yak L.J. 1087 at 1 103-1 104. 

S-1 Hatassllleni of WorEng Women (New Haves Yale University Rcss, 1979). ch.7. See a h  Teminism, 
Marxism, Method and the State: Toward Ftminist hrispru&naW in Katharine T. Bartiett cd. Ferninisr Legal 
Theory: Readings in tmu and Gender (Oxford: Westview Press, 1991), ch.9 at 18 1 ff., esp. at 187-193. 

69 ~bid. at 282, n118. 

'O Boyle. supra aMc 12 at 60. 

'l J. Horder, Provocation Md Rcspodility (Odotd: Clarendon Ress, 1992) at 193-194. Womm's use of 
violcna, as Hordcr notes, is not seen as similarly understandable. 

72 Se+ note 66 and discussion above, C)iantcr Six, note 4. The controversy has ken the subjcct of much 
ckbatc inside and ouiside feminist th- K. Abrams, "Sexuai Harassmcnt and the 'Rcasonable Woman'" (Wiitcr 
1995) Dissent 48; N. R Cahn, "The Laoscncss of Lcgal Language: The Reasanable Wbman StruiAnni in Th- and 
Practice" (1992) 77 Cordl L&V. 1398; Ehrcnrcich, supra note 66. 



And beyond these difficulties, Vandervort also identifies more far-ttaching weaknesses 

with the standard set by the reasonable person test.73 hdeed, one featwe she notices parallels 

something from our discussions of playing boys and the troubling impact of the nomial. 

Vandervort points to the fundamental naaire of the problem when she notes that "out culture not 

only tolerates but encourages 'reasonable' risk-taking, and even admires successful 

re~klessness."~~ And because of how we thus admire and even reward some risk-taking as 

constitutive of masculinity, recourse to the reasonable person test will be ineffective to deal with 

much sexual assault and related behaviour. In many such cases, as the earlier discussion of 

myths and stereotypes suggests, there is no divergence between the individual assailent's 

perceptions and those of society in general?s It is for this nason that Vandervort insists that to 

use an ordinary reasonableness standard to regulate activities involving normative issues about 

which there is no societal consensus (or perhaps worse, about which there is a discriminatory 

consensus) is to abandon not merely the rule that ignorance of the law is no excuse, but the very 

'hile of iaww i t ~ l f . 7 ~  

As we have repeatedly noted, ideas of what is normal or ordinary are typicaily used to 

give content to 'nasonableness'. Indeed, the cases involving children reveai that a certain lack of 

prudence, inattentiveness to the iaterests of others, and heedlessness of wamiags is not only 

normalized but is even valorized for some boys. And the outgrowth of this attitude is apparent in 

these difficulties with sexual assault and related issues. Because the reasonableness standard 

draws on the normal or ordinary, it thus has built into it those moral failings that are widely 

shand or seen as nonnal. And prominent among these failings m the failure of men to treat 

women as sexually autonomous and the more general nonnabation of the failure of male self- 

control in the face of temptation or 'seduction'. So even if feminists p h  their hopes on an 

73 Vandtrvort, supra note 18 at 280. Vanâc~~ort sctuaiîy identifies the icasonabk p ~ n  madsrd as the mwt 
signifiant U n p e h n t  to effective use of the criminal law. 



objective standard in cases like sexual assault and provocation, an ordinary reasonableness 

standard alone seems inadequate to these hopes. 

B. 'Can't Live Without It': Routes to Rehabiïitation 

Although the theoretical literatwe has little to offer in the way of solutions to this 

problern.n some solutions are suggested by feminist iiterature and law refom efforts. In fact, 

the case law and literature on the appropriate standard in American sexual harassment clairns 

provides a useful guide because there courts have actually pronound on the standard, resulting 

in more sustained consideration in the context of a concrete dispute?* As noted above, initially 

American courts decided that they should use the b'reas~nable person" to determine if the alleged 

harassment was sufficiently penrasive and severe to cnate a hostile en~ironment.~~ But because 

of their concems about the reasonable person, many ferninists suggested that the "nasonable 

woman" may be preferable in a number of ways. F i  the label itself challenged the existence of 

a universal perspective and signalleci that experiences of sexual harassrnent were strongly 

differentiated on the basis of gender?O The idea was that this would alert male judges that they 

could not simply rely on their common sense intuitions and would have to take harassment 

senously . 

To the suxprise of many, in Ellison v. Brudy the hh Circuit Court of Appeals held that 

allegations of hostile environment sexual harassment should be evaluated from the perspective of 

n To some degrce, 1 ulink. this rcflccts a failurc to takc the problcm seriously enough. It may be, as Green pointcd 
out so long ago, that the problem is very difficuît to rcmcày. Nonethcless, if the analysis hcrc has any validity it 
suggests that the problem is too fundamental to ignore, impiicating as it does both fundamental rule of law concem. 

'* While therc are lessons to be le-d from th arguments about the appropriacc staridasci for scxual harassmcnt, it 
is important to ketp in minci that the distinctive rolc of the test in the American law on semai harassmcnt may limit 
our ability ta gcncralue too widely h m  this debate. Partidarly important is the fact ttiat in Amen- sexual 
harassnvnt law, the staadard conccnis the rcactions of a notionai target of the allcgcd harassmtnt. Thus, S O ~ E  of the 
consideraiions about the n o d v e  and descriptive attriiutcs of choict, for instance, may not be straight-forwardly 
applicabk. No~thcless, as discwscd in tbe tcxt, many of the conceptual issues arc of signifiant rclcvance. 
79 Set Chapîer Six, above discussing Meritor Savàngs Bunk v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57. 

80 Ab-. mpm note 72 at 49-50; C a h ~  supra note 72 at 1404-1406; Ebrcmcich, supra note 66 at 12161218. 



the reasonable woman?' The plaintiff t h m  had received letters h m  a collcague she barely 

hew. desCnbiag his love for and continuous surveillance of her. The trial court had shgged 

off the letters as a "pathetic attempt at courtship" but the Court of Appeal disagreeù, stresshg the 

importance of judging k m  a woman's perspective since the "sur-bhd reasonable person 

standard ... tends to be male-biaseà and tends to systematidy ignore the experiences of 

~ornen.''~ The Court thus noted the need to elaborate the Merences in perspective between 

men and women. Unfortunately, however, beyond this gesture the court did iittle in the way of 

actually elaborating what these diffennces rnight be. And in the wake of the Anita Hill hearings, 

several courts adopted the reasonable woman standard. However the lack of clarity and 

confusion rernaine~i.8~ 

Beyond this however, ferninists themselves began to raise concerns about the reasonable 

woman standard, among them worries that the standard could reinforce stemtypes about women 

as more pure and moral than m e d 4  The reasonable woman standard might simply allow judges 

to mort to their intuitions about women's ciifference?' There was also a related conceni that the 

nasonable woman standard reinforced a vicw of women as victims." Io addition, feminists 

challenged the essentialism inherent in the reasonable woman standard. Unitary depictions of 

women, they suggesteù, replicated the false and exclusionary universalism that characterized the 

reasonable man?' Thus the misonable woman standard may itself simply enshrine the 

*' EllLson v. Braùy, 924 F2d. 872 (9th Cir. 1991) at 879. 

82 1ba. Sec also Ab-. supra note 72 at 50. 

83 Scc Ehrcnreich, supra note 66 nt 1217, <bat che rcasonabk wo- construct itseIf docs not constrain 
judgc's discretion in making the difncuit choiccs involvcd in adjudicating stxual harassrnent claims. Set also 
Abrams, ibid. at 50, and Cahn, supra note 72 at 1415-1420. 

8s Nok how ihis con- expresscd by Abram, Cahn and othcn. paraüeIs cxactly what WC noticed about the 
judgmnt of the apppriatcaess of fernale behaviour in the case of the playing girl. 

86 Jolynn Chilclers, "Is Inac ia Place for a Rasonable Woman in the Law? A Oiscussion of Reecat Developments in 
Hostile Environment Sexual Harassment" 42 Dukc LJ. 854 at 896, Clahn_ supra note 72 at 1417. 

Cahn, iofd at 14161417; Ab-, supru note 72 at 50-51; Ehrrnrrich, supm note 66 at 1218, nohg the 
standard's failurc ta attend to issues of race and class and arguing that this kind of inattentivcness - that 



perspective of relatively pnvileged women in a way that excluded disadvantaged women. 

Indeed, as Abrams notes, some feminists wondered whether it was tenable to suggest that women 

who were very differcntly situated could be understood to possess the hornogeneity implied by 

the nasonable woman  tand dard?^ Does simply living as a woman ensure a particular perspective 

on sexual harassment? 

This debate posits a number of possible solutions to the problem - solutions that are 

helpful in approaching the question about how to 'resuscitate' objective nasonableness standards 

more generally. As Abrams notes, these differences played out in the Harris Supreme Court 

litigation. Thus while the Employrnent Law Center and Equal Rigbts Advocates endorsed a 

"reasonable woman" standard, Catharine MacKinnon and the Women's Legal Defence Fund 

argued that "nasonableness" standards should be abandoned altogether since they simply 

reinforce stereotypes and distract the court nom the primary issue of judging the defendant's 

con duc^^^ A similar varicty of positions is also apparent in the feminist literature on sexual 

harassment. Ehrenreich expresses pessimism about the possibility of transforming the 

conception of reasonableness in a way that eliminates its harmful effects while retaining its 

benefits. She concludes: 

... the homogeneous image of society that results fkom the traditional equation of 
reasonableness with societal consensus is simply too harrnful, excluding all but 
the dominant dite, to justiS, re ten t i~n .~  

Instead, she suggests bbpluralism'B1 which requires an "indepth, emphatic exploration of social 

problems," which demands that WC 'hot ignore the group identification of each individual" and 

unequal social conditions that aect  an individual's situation arc both ptrpetuated and condoneci by such a standard" 
(refcrring to Donovan and Wilàmau, supra note 65). 

89 Ab-, ibid at 5 1. discussing the amicus bric& fîlcâ in Horrtr v. Forküfi S'stems, 1 14 S.CL 367 (1199). Note 
howtver. that the concem with who the nasonablcmss standard focuses on may be a mon spccinc concm about 
whosc behaviour is and should be judgcd rathcr Uun a mat g c d  wony about îhe standard itsclf. although this is 
clearly also important in the law of sexuai assauit. Thus this criticism is not acassady gencraiizable to othcr 
situations nor evcn to othcr jurisdictions. The point abait reinforcing stcrcotypa dom secm. hoamer. to be a 
con- b u t  the standard itself. 



which ultimately requins that sorne cornmitment to the redistribution of p ~ e r ? ~  Unfortunately, 

Ebrenreich's discussion of pluralism as a solution is but one short paragraph, making it vev 

difficult to evaluate. However, it is arguable that what she is aiming at, despite some of the 

rhetoric, really is a more normatively defensible version of a 'reasonableness' standard, attentive 

to the equality issues we have n o d 3  

While Ehrenreich explicitly advocates rejecting any kind of reasonableness standards, 

Cahn, although she expresses reservations about the 'reasonable wornan' standard, is nonetheless 

reluctant to abandon it. She notes that it is an attempt to fashion a standard that is responsive to 

different social realitie~?~ Thus, she suggests M e r  contextualizing or particularizing the 

reasonable woman standard?' Ultimately, this solution seems to requin M e r  differentiation 

of the standard based on the identity of the individual whose behaviour is king judged.% 

91 Ehrrnreich &fines pluralism as basically meaning "divenity" iirluding a commiûncnt to protccting minorities": 
ibid. at 1220. However, she limits the group's freedom to act self-intencstcdly to situations in which "such conduct 
does not unduly harm other groups (and implicitly, the societal interest in pluralism)": ibUi. at 1221. Thert arc 
arguably serious gencral dificultics with Ehrcnrcich's proposal, particularly in light of her egalitarian goal but only 
those most pertinent to the problem of reasonablcncss will be addrcssed. 

93 Although she describes her approach aa "pluraIistn and although she somtims stresses the importance of gmup 
identification, her cort conccm is with hierarchies of power and dominance. hdecd, she describes the goal of this 
'pluralism' as the elimination of inequality, *ch donc suggcsts that this vision is deeply incompatible with 
traditional pluralist views lik that of Michael Walzcr. As our carlier discussion suggcsts, equality is a dominant 
amlute of a properly constructed reasonablenas standard Indted, Ehrenreich's analysis is gencrally compatible 
with thai containcd hercin exccpt that she views social consensus as integral to the dennition of reasonablencss. In 
this, as discusscd above, Ehrcnrcich is not donc. 

94 Cab, supra note 72 at 1417-20. 

96 ~hcze a, of c-. veq difncuit issws in play h a ,  few of whih ue directiy .ddrrsstd by the literahllt. ~ h e  
litcrature docs raise the concern of the cxtcnt to which the standard shodd bc particularized Thus, Ehrenreich notes 
that "ont rnigùt argue that the rcsult of rhis critique is inhite regrcss": Ehrcnrcich, supra note 66 at 1218. Howcver, 
she simply rcsponds by cchoing Donovan and Wdârnan's point tbat "It 1s the rcasonablencss part of the standard that 
is faulty, not mercly the sex or class of the mythical person'': ibid., quoting Danovan and Wdduun, supra note 65 at 
437. By and large, however, the üterahrrt ducs not raise the relatcd-although a#irc fundamentai-problem of the 
rclationship between the attri'butts of individuals and tùe n o d v e  problern of how to judge behaviour and so risks 
losing the distinctive advantagc of objective over subjective standards. Thert is a submcrgtd tension bctwecn the 
normative and 'descriptive' componcnts of the standard This can bc explaincd, of course, by invobg the situatecl 
character of judgmcat and interprctation. In its most cxtrenie form, this thearctical f h ~ w o r k  denies any passiile 
distinction bctwttn the normative and the descriptive attriiutcs of individual choiccs becaust individual juâgmnt is 
cssentially constihittd by social situation. Thus, an individuai's choiccs a d y  arc the proâuct of a comp1cx set of 



However, this efftctve subjectivization of the standard seems problematic in other anas. 

Indeed, Cahn notes the potential dificulty with subjectivizing the standard applied to rapists and 

harassers." However, she remaias optimistic that a more contextualized standard could 

recognize and equitably weigh the various experitnces of reality?* Cahn states that such a 

standard "subjectively considers the pressure on an individual who is a member of a community 

with explicit standards for her beha~iour"~~ but she says virtually nothing about the normative 

content of this standard. But the difficulty here, as with a number of the other apparently 

'contexaialized' approaches to solving the problem of reasonableness, huns on the fact that she 

daes not make explicit enough the normative content of such a standard. The hope-unfounded 1 

think-is that 'contextualizing' decision-making wili aàciress the difficulties inherent in 

descriptors. This, of course, raises a far more complicated debate and implicaîcs the on-going discussion between 
feminists and pst-modcrnists about the compatibility of the twa approaches: L. J. Nicholson cd., 
IteminismlPostMuuieniism (New York: Routlcdge, lm). And indecd, herc too, feminists arc awkwardly 
positioaed. The critical project of pstmoderaism and in partida, its mmaskbg of the nrcbanisms of power 
bchind thc guise of neutrality have been vital to feminist criticism. However, many feminists simultaneously want to 
distance thernstlves kom its skepticai foundatiom which ultimatcly secm to undermine the ambitions of equality- 
setkcrs. 

Fortunately it is not nccessary to rcsolve thme issues hcrc. This is because virtuatly evcry feminist writing 
in this arca would nile out subjectivizing the standard for every individual attriiutc. luidad, whik the accounts may 
not be particularly weil-dtveloped or consistent, even the writcrs most skepticai of objective standards and even 
thosc who most strongly invoke the situateci nature of knowledge ultimately aim at somcthing marc. Feminists seem 
not so much to have abandoncd objective standards as to have bcen profomdly disappointcd by them. For instance, 
while Ehrcnrcich dcscri'bcs as illusory the goal of employing an 'objective' test that is unaffectcd by the judge's 
world-view and that is sufficiently gentrd to apply to dl people, she simultaaeously invokcs a closely rclatcd goal. 
Thus, she suggests that judges "engage in an analysis that is self-consciowly awarc both of thtir own perspectives 
and of the concrete circumstances and varying viewpoints involvcd in any disputtW. Importantiy, she continus, 
'tvhilt no judge will be able to completcly cscapc his or her own cultural blindcrs," the effort alone wili be a vast 
improvement over the starus quo: ibid. at 1218-19, n.152. While 1 do not disagrce with Ehrcnttich on cerîain 
aspects of hcr mtthoà, it is important to rccopnirr! that even she is implicitly invoking a theory of judgment that 
rcquircs a certain transccndence of the situatedacss of the self as at least an aspirational goal. This aspiration itscif 
must uitimately tum on the belief that normative judgment cannot properly be as completcly constitutcd by social 
situation as shc somctimes seems to mggest. Indeod, as discussed above, a cornmitment to this is vital to feminists 
and other equality-sctkers. For these and other rcasons, it is arguable that further 'ptrsonification' of the objective 
standard is acûmliy a move in the m n g  direction. In fact, the very 'pcmnification' of the standard is itsclf an 
important part of the problem. Thus, the use of a paradigrnatic 'person' as a way (pethaps understandable) of 
encapsulating what kind of behaviour can be counted as rcasonable may itscIf give rk to at lcast part of the reason 
for the endcmic confusion bctwcçn the normative and descriptive components of the standard. If is even p d y  
truc, thcn equality-seckm may bc ktter off chaltenging the personifkation ratber than aying it to mrlkc it 'our own'. 
The approach taken hem thus attcmpts to articulate the promise and limits of such a standard and to try to correct for 
the systematic emrs that art b l y  to occur. 



discriminatory uses of judicial discretion. However, as the problematic relationship betwcen law 

and custom suggests, the use of judicial discretion to bring in customary understandings which 

have the effect of subverthg the rule of law is actually at the COR of the difficulty with 

reasonableness standards. Indeed, we noted these difficulties in the context of the discussion of 

subjectivized standards. And so, given the importance we have identified for equality seekers in 

articulating and defending normative ideals, this kind of a 'contextualized' approach seems 

unlikely to accomplish its goal.100 Indeed, C a b  adrnits thaî "We may need 'broader noms', at 

least in some cases,"101 but she fails to elaborate on this important issue. 

The most promising approach given the concms and needs of equality seekers and the 

ambitions of the standard itself seem to found in the work of Catharine Abrarns. While Abrams 

does not necessarily object to a reasonable woman standard, she argues that important goals of 

feminists can actualiy be accomplished through a properly structureci reasonable person 

inquiry.lo2 In fact, she insists that neither modes of lmowing nor particular bodies are 

inextricably linked to biological set or social gender. Thus perceptions of sexual harassment do 

loo It is dso important to note that in fact judgcs aIrcady do of CO- 'umtextualize' and pay attention to parriculars 
in order to corne to a decision in any lesal dispute: M. Moran "Tallcing About Haie Spctch" 1994 Wisconsin LRtv. 
1425 at 1434, n29 discwsing Toni Massaro, "Empathy, Legd StoryteUing and the Rule of Law: New Words, Old 
Wounds?" 87 Michigan LAW. 2099 (1989). In this sense, the aiticisms behind the ' c d  to context' misdiagnose 
the problem as judging that is too 'absinut'. But the ml-and ofka justifid-cornplaint in many of these situations 
is not that the judges fail to pay attention to contcxt, but that they pay attcntion to the 'wrong' context or focus on the 
'wrong' parîiculars. So what is d y  nccdcà to address the problem is not a simple call to context but rather a 
normative theory about why judgcs should focus on some partidars rather than othcrs. To bc fair, a nascent version 
of such a thcory is often found in thcsc calh to contcxt in the form of injunctions to pay attention to marginalized 
perspectives. So, as Cahn argues, this process may make it possi i  to hcar in a ncw way Tacts that had previously 
becn 'discounted"': ibid. at 1438. The problem, howevcr, is that many facts art of ncccssity discountcd and thus a 
rcquircmcnt to pay attcntion to discountcd facts, though siniply stated and pcrhaps politidy uncontcntious, is 
unlïkely to achieve the ambitions of equality seekcrs. As argucd hem, what is thereforc d y  necdeci is the 
normative content that comts h m  somtthing like an ideal of reasonablcntss that is properly egalitarian and not a 
simple rcflection of custom or 'conrmon sense'. Homver ab& they may have becn, only these kin& of n o d v e  
idcals can provide the critical 6ramework that wiU help to tcli judges why somt facts and not othen am relevant, why 
somc stories should hctive more weight than others, and why ont person's behaviour may have k n  wmng, 
however correct he bclieved it to be. Of course, as discussed below much more  th^ the idcal will be required to 
ever achieve anything 1LJLC justice and the nile of law, but wiîhout the idcals thett is quite litcrally nothing to work 
toward. 

'O1 ïbid To k fPir to Cab, howcver, it should k notcd îhat the signifiaancc of s a ~ c  of these factors may k 
diffcz~lt in the sexual hmsmmt mtcxt However, she does not expiîcitly confine hm analysis to sexuai 
harassment and i n d d  digCUQSeS the difficultits with such standards in the context of domestic violence and rapc. 

lo2 Ab-, supra note 72 at 51 ff. 



not depend solely on biology, Me experience, or gender-specific modes of knowing, but rather on 

vanad sources of information regarding women's inequality. Such perceptions, therefore, are not 

a matter of "innate cornmon sense but informeâ sensibility" and so can be cultivated in a range of 

men and women. And in the task of developing an informeci sensibility, the reasonable person 

can play an ducative role if it is interpreted to mean 'hot the average person but the person 

enlightened conceming barriers to women's equality in the workplace. 0103 

If such eniightenment is an therefore an important part of the task, the question is what 

legai decision-makers and actors in the workplace should know about women, work, and sex that 

would enable them to assess claims of sexual harassrnent in a non-oppressive way. Abrams 

points to four kinds of evidencelo4 incluàing information about barriers to women's full 

participation in the workplace and about the role of sexuakeû tnatment in thwarting women in 

the workplace. In addition, evidence revealing how sutual harassment a é c t s  women's work 

and how women typicdy respond to sexual harassment would be helpfbl in counteracting 

judge's stereotypes. Used in this way, Abrams suggests that the reasonable person standard can 

provide the necessary 'corrective' while simultaneously avoiding some of the essentialist dangers 

of a more particularized standard. But because such a standard fails to jolt judges into 

questioning their own intuitive responses, feminist advocates have to provide that jolt by other 

means-by iiluminating the factors that question reliance on cornmon sense. 

C. SpedtVing the Normative Content of Reasonableness 

In fact, a close examination of Abrams' solution meals  its congmity with other feminist 

efforts to reform the reasonableness standard. Thus, it is possible to trace at lcast some of the 

outhes of a solution. Abrams' analysis suggests optimism about disentmghg the normative 

'O4 Tbis is hclpfui mthodo1ogicalIy but the= is a prior issue about how judgcs un k disab& of k i r  idca that 
recouse to thcir common senae wiU solve evcrything pihaps mW W always an impiicit part of this task - rcvcaüng 
how coimiion sms intuitions hcrc have lai us -y. Before judges wii i  listcn they have to klieve that thcy need 
t a  On mis point, Abrams suggcsts that a more gendcr-specfic standird may have kca usefiil in providing judgcs 
with the 'jolt' nccessary to fonx thcm to question their common snise intuitions: lbid at 5 1. 



ideal of reasor~ableness h m  its too-commm cornpanion - the notion of what is ordinary or 

customary. This entanglement is deeply problematic on equality grounds, and for this nason, 

many equality seekers Sam pessimistic about reasonableness standards. As discussed above, 

one solution effectively suggests adding more 'descriptive' qualities to the reasonable person so 

that the standard possesses many if not ali of the qualities of the individual whose khaviour is 

king judged. However, a closer look at feminist law refonn initiatives suggests that it may 

prove more useful to try to give more definition to the prudentid aspect of the standard by being 

more specific about the noxmative make-up of the masonable person. 

Thus, in the context of sexual harassment, Abnuns' analysis moves in a different and 

perhaps morc promising direction than that advocated by the proponents of morc contextualized 

solutions. Although she does not describe it in these tems in effect her solution suggests that 

one step in nconstructing the i d 4  of monableness may k found in malcing explicit the 

contentious normative content of the standard. So in the case of sexual harassment, she suggests 

that the reasonable person should be someone who is enlightened about the barriers to women in 

the workplace. Indeed, because so much of the concem about reasonableness cornes h m  the 

common sense views of what kind of behaviour is ordinary, this kind of stipulation may help 

both to focus the judge (and ultimately others as weil) on the relevant issues and to displace 

unarticulated common sense views of what 'nasonable' (md as ordinary) people might believe 

about women's role in the workplace, for instance. Interestingly, although again not d e d b e d  in 

these terms, similar solutions c m  be found in feniinist law reform efforts in the law of sexual 

assault. So for instance, A Femtnist Review of the Criminal Low suggests that given the 

difficulties with the idea of reasonableness, the Criminal Code should stipulate "a reasonable 

person who accepts the individual's right to sexual autonomy."'Os And Susan Estrich argues that 

reasonableness can be an important standard if the content of what is reasonable is defined not 

according to self-interested male conceptions of what is 'reasonable' but rather according to a 

mie that 'no means no', in essence respect for the sexuai autonomy of women.lo6 

los C. Boyie. e t  ai. eds. A FemUSiSt Revîew of Crihzhd Liw ( 0 t h ~  Minimy of Supply and Services. 1985) at 
62, 



h this respect then, one of the ways that reasonableness standards can be refomulated to 

better accomplish their tasks is to specm any contentious normative content. And, as out earlier 

discussion suggests, the content is likely to be contentious where the egalitarian ambitions of 

nasonableness properIy understood, differ h m  the tenets of custom or common sense. Now 

this, of course, is but a general guide. The solutions that stress 'contextualuing ' may go awry in 

some places but are right in this-specification of the nonnative content of the standard in general 

terms will not provide a complete solution. The standard g a s  systematically wrong where our 

tradition and customs themselves are discriminatory or consistently UIlfair. So, as discussed 

above, equality theory and analysis wiU help us to identiS, the 'points of liability' in the standard 

- the places where, as Vandemort notes, our discriminatory customs tell us one thing and a more 

thorough-going conception of reasonableness dictates another. So we could specifj that the 

reasonable person will be someone accepts the equal moral worth of others. And to the extent 

that customary beliefs conflict with this, they will be judged ~nreasonable.~~ In this way, 

constitutional and human rights noms may, as Calabresi suggests in a different context, exert an 

important influence on the development of the common law. 'O8 

Now while this lcind of general spincation may assist in alerting judges to just how they 

should be critical of behaviour that is nomal or ordinary, it seems more ïikely that specification 

will be especidy helpful where it can focus on the 'mistake' about reasonableness most likely to 

occur in judging particular behaviour. In fact, the new sexual assault provisions of the Crimiml 

Code can be seen as an example of this. First, the provisions draw attention to the oft-ignoreâ 

autonomy interests of the cornplainant by defuihg consent as "the voluntary agnement of the 

'" If it vcms unliirtly thaî judges couid do this, it ir relevant that thcy already do prfonn a similrr task whcn 
dealing with the prob1em of whai wcight to givt to custom in &terminations of the appropriate standard of care. As 
discusscd bclow, the laser chalienge will to be to figure out how to get judgcs to rccognize problcms associateci with 
custom whcn thcy too are imbucd with the samt  cwtomary bcikfs assertcd by the litigants. 

'O8 Guido Caiabresi, I&QLs, BelicrfS Md Attitu&s, and the Luw: Private Lmv Perspectives on O Public km Probh 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1985). Tht itading Amcrican case is New York Times v. Sulüvan, 376 U.S. 
254 (1963). And although the doctrinal question of tbe application of the Chtz.net to the conmnon law continues to 
be a cornph, in Canada the courts have rccopiad that cvea if the Charter docs not apply to the commcm law in 
any straight-fOTwlIrd way, "the judiciary ought ta apply and devclop the principles of the cornmon law in a manncr 
consistent with the fundamtntai values cnshriacd in the Constitution": R.WD.S.U, v. Dokhin Delivery, [1986] 2 
S.C.R. 573 at 603. Scc aiso DagMaiS v. CAC., [1994] 3 S.C.R. 835 and Hill v. Church of Scinttoiogy, [1995] 2 
S.C.R. 1130. 



complainant to engage in the sexual activity in question."10g Given the meaning of consent in 

other areas of the law, this definition may seem trite or even redundan~"~ However. as Susan 

Estrich points out, rape is the only consent-baseci crime that has "required the victim to nsist 

physically in order to establish nonconsent."'" In addition to its definition of consent, the Code 

also emphasizes the responsibility of the accused to act in accordance with the consensual nature 

of sexual activity and with the autonomy interests of the complainant, when it puts the onus on 

the accused to take "masonable steps, in the circumstances knomi to the accused at the tirne, to 

ascertain that the complainant was ~ o n s e n t i n ~ . " ~ ~ ~  Indeed, although these provisions do not 

reflect ail of the changes wged by feminists, they do seem to provide a concrete example of how 

one rnight go about specifj6ng the normative content of reasonable behaviour in a situation where 

we know that 'comrnon sense beliefs' are Lkely to lead to the kinds of mistalces that undermine 

the rule of law. 

Ln order to concretize and thmby strengthen the normative content of a reasonableness 

standard, it is also crucial to sharply distinguish between the properly subjectivized components 

of the standard and the objective nonnative content of the standard. Indeed, although they may 

seem to stand in some tension with each other, these elements should actually be understood as 

complementary. It will seem justifiable to judge individual behaviour according to a f i ed  

standard only if it is absolutely clear that that standard goes exclusively to nonnative qualities 

'O9 Crtnino! Co&, supra note 56. Section 273.1(1). 

''O The varyinp manings of consent arc discus& by Nathan Bntt in " S e w l  O&nces and Consent" (1998) 1 1 
Can. J.L Jds. 69. 

' * ' Estrich, supra note 54 at 1090. Estrich does klieve that "law cm IIUICC a diff&ncen but she argues that %e 
answcr is not to write the perfect statute" because ''the problem has ncver becn the words of the statutes sa much as 
our interpretation of them": ibid. at 1093. Indced interpretation bus ben  part of the problem and thus articles likc 
Estrich's and judicial education bascd on them are important tools. However, the argument here is that whcm 
legislatioa is applicable, it is possible (though not prfectly possible of course) to dnA the legislation ru> as to 
structure and guide interprctation, bath by sptcifying the fixai normative content of the nile, partiCulady where it is 
contentious, and by corrtcting for systcmatic mis tak  in the application of the nilt of the kind that Estrich dots so 
much to help idcntify. It may k the case, howcver, that Estnch is argUiDg f~ an interptctive approach in part 
bccausc of the Wciul impossiiility of accomplishiDg kgisiative rcform, psnictiiarly given tbat airniaPl iaw is stuc 
law in the United States. 1 do not disage  that judga couid accompliab what Em*h advocaîes unda existing 
statutes, but this dacs not mcan that more fmely-tuned legislation wouId not k m m  efficacious. 



and thus does not suffer fiom any problems associated with strict liability. This is because, as we 

noted earlier, much of the suspicion about the negligence standard is due to the fact that it seems 

'infected' by strict liability h m  its operation in the civil context. So-and this is not confined to 

criminal law-an objective reasonableness standard camiot be uscd to assess an individual's 

cognitive qualities. Indeed, taking seriously the distinction between cognitive and nonnative 

qualities should make apparent the oddity of such a stipulation since there is obviously no 

'reasonable' level of intelligence, for instance. ûnly the failure to distinguish between these very 

different components of the standard can account for the need to even speciS, such a 

requirement. Indeed, as discusseà above, clarifjing this more generally and thus placing 

responsibility in negligence on a h e t  normative foundation would go a considerable distance 

towards easing anxiety about standards of criminal negligence. 

In fact, sornething like this impulse can be seen at work in feminist refoms in the area of 

sexual assault. Thus, A Feminist Review of Criminal Law advocates that if the accused failed to 

take reasonable precautions he must establish that it was because he was mentaiiy incapable of 

taking such pncautions. However, by analogy with insanity, they also insist that this should be 

treated as a form of reformeà defence of mental incapacity in that the accused was incapable of 

knowing that the sexual contact in those circumstances was wrong. So the tiny group of people 

who may be incapable of taking such steps are treated in conformity with individualized notions 

of responsibility, with due concem for the dangers inhmnt in acquitting someone incapable of 

meeting the proposed standard. This confimis the importance of ensuring that reformulation of 

reasonableness standards be attentive to the distinction between the cognitive and prudential 

components of individual behaviour and must ensure that any liability is properly fault-based. 

D. Correcthg for 6Customuy9 Errors 

However, specifying the contentious normative content of the standard and clarifying the 

normative basis - and consequently limiteci scope - of its attribution of responsibility only goes a 

certain distance towards rrsponding to the diffidties that arise out of the entanglement between 

the raisonable and the customary. As we have seai, while in some situations the standard 



'catches' more behaviour than a fault standard justifies and thus seems like a form of strict 

Liability, it simultaneously misses some behaviour that a fault standard should catch with the 

nsult that it looks like rule of custom, not mle of law. Once again, highlighting the distinction 

between the cognitive and prudential components of the standard is vital hem, although it m e s  

the opposite function. As Vandemort suggests and our eariier analysis confimu, where custom 

or cornmon sense conflicts with what the law-properly understood-requires, the mle of law can 

only be upheld if legal principles can check or ovemde custom. 

In the context of feminist analysis this may sound revolutionary, but in fact this idea is 

central to the rule of law and already well recognized in its various guises by the common law. It 

should also be familiar h m  the law of negligence where judges mutinely emphasize that while 

custom may encapsulate ordinary understandings of reasonable behaviour, determinations of 

reasonableness must ultimately be on the basis of law, not custom.l13 Thus, judges nserve the 

right to pronounce on the reasonableness of custom and to find unrieasonable behaviour even in 

the face of adherence to custom. And this is related to the p ~ c i p l e ,  foundational to the criminal 

law, that there is no general defence of mistalce of Law. Vandewort discusses why this principle 

may be particularly important (although also particularly difficult to apply) where there is a 

conflict between what the law requires and what is customaty, as in the case of sexual assault. 

The principle that legal standards or standards of prudence should not be amenable to 

subjectivization on the bais  of widely shared myths or stereotypes about particular gmps also 

turns out to be central to the problem of objective standards of reasonableness for, as we have 

seen, such standards are particularly subject to king influenced by custom. The effect, as noted, 

is that where custom itself has been systematidy problematic-as it particularly is in the case of 

'13 Sec note 62 and accompanying tut. It may k worth asking, howwcr, wkther. givtn what WC have seen, the 
common law ought not b bc more suspicious of custom than it is. Theh may k spccific rcasona in artain areas to 
give significant weigbt to custom ( d c a i  malpractia may k an enample). But is it reaiiy consistent with the d e  
of law to have a tcst that allows common practicc to bt condcmmd only if it is %ght with obvious risks"?: 
Fleming, supra note 62 at 120. Why should the simple fact chat o h  - perhaps acting out of pure mcoordinated 
self-intmst - act the s a m t  way displace the ordinary aegligence tcst in favour what loob effcctivcly like a test of 
gros ncgligcace? As the Su- Court of Canada wted m Waldn'ck v. Malcolm, [1991] 2 S.C.R.456 at 473, 
whert an act is u~c8~0nabIe, "it mattcrs iitcle that w t ' s  atighbours also act umasonably". And as our carlier 
discussion suggcsts, any infércna that attitudes or behaviour that are commcm art somhow thenfore also justifiai 
is both untenabk and dangerou. 



discriminatory beliefs and practices-it actuaiiy undexmines the nile of law and potentially raises 

constitutional equality concerns. Indeed, when Rawls wams how the "subtle distortions of 

prejudice and bis" can effectively diScLiminate against certain p u p s  and thus undermine the 

nile of law, he seems to capture exactly what goes wrong when we rely on custom to give content 

to reasonableness standards. So in both the civil and the crtoiinal contexts it WU be crucial to 

ensure that legal standanis are not effectively subjectivized through the influence of what is 

considered normal or customary. Part of the solution, as discussed above, will be to be as 

concrete as possible about the normative content of the reasonableness standard in places where 

it is likely to diverge from the dictates of custom. But as the problem of sexual assault points up 

only too clearly, this alone wilI not suffice to displace particularly widespread customary beliefs. 

And since it is the very pervasiveness of such beliefs that raises rule of law concems, it is 

essential that more be done. 

But if this is the task, the question is how to accomplish it. As discussed above, 

subjectivization of a legal or prudential standard clearly appears unacceptable when the 

behaviour at issue is that of an errant Mvidual. In that case we either view her as exhibithg the 

kind of moral fault that justifies legal responsibility or so incapable of recognizing right and 

wrong that she is insane. We do not even feel tempted to alter the standard to reflect individual 

moral or prudential capacities in this kind of situation. But despite the niles concerning custom 

and the defence of mistake of law, the problem has a different cast when a moral or pmdential 

'incapacity' is widely shared. And so although the goal of ensuring d o m  legal standards and 

thus presexving securing rule of law values remains the same, the solution must take a di&rent 

form. This is because while judges can generally be counted on to recognize how the subjective 

views of deviant individuals an m o n a b l e  and thus violate the legal standard, we cannot have 

the same confidence where the danger of subjectivuuig the legal standard mises because of a 

conflict between a defensible pnidential understanding of what is nasonable and customary 

understandings baseci on discnminatory stereotypes. 

The paaicular nature of the concem hem is no doubt obvious. Absent a very diffant 

appointments process for judges (and perhaps even then), thae is every muon to assume that 

judges themselves will hold exactly the same troubling customary understandings and rely on 



them to give content to the notion of what is nasonable. In such situations, they wiil no doubt 

feel confident that they are actually imposing an objective standard. In fat, we saw this dynamic 

at work in the case of the mentally disabled, in the disparate tnatment of playing boys and 

playing girls, and in the wider concenis about the impact of customary conceptions about what is 

normal on determinations of reasonableness. And the danger is particularly alive in the case of 

sexual assault Does this mean that we simply give up on reasonableness standards? Given that 

we cannot do so without simultaneously abandonhg our cornmitment to the rule of law, we need 

to work harder at a solution. And law nform in the field of sexual assault helps again to provide 

some guidance. 

In addition to defîning consent as "voluntary agreement," the new sexual assault 

provisions of the Canadian Crimiml Code can also be seen as responsive to concems about 

ensuring the integnty of objective reasonableness standards in the face of powerfbl and 

confiicting customary beliefs. Unnasonable mistakes about consent in sexual assault have 

typically been treated as mistakes of fact even though, as discusseû eariier, their normative 

significance suggests that they should more appropriately be classified as mistakes of law. ' l4 So 

doing would ensure an invariant standard. Interestingly, Christine Boyle argues that comcting 

this error in 'classification' is part of the effwt of the new sexual assault provisions of the 

Criminui Co&. She notes that the definition of consent as the "voluntary agreement" of the 

cornplainant "ought to make it clearer that consent is a legal constnict and that some claims of 

mistaken belief in consent may indeed involve mistakes as to the legal meaning of consent rather 

than the facts. ,9115 

However, Boyle remains critical of the vagueness of the definition of consent, 

presumably because of the background effcct of custom. As we have seen, there are powerful 

customary n o m  about when sexual intercourse is acceptable that actuaUy undermine the legal 

xquirement of consent. Resumably for this reason, vandemort suggests that consent be legally 

l l4 S e  carlia discwsion, supra notes 109-1 12 and aocompanying te- rad the anaiysis of Van&rvort discuued 
supra btginning at note 44. 

' l5 Boyle. "Juâiciai Constniction", supm note 6 a 152, a18. 



defined as "Mutual exchange of explicit or unequivocal implied cons en^"''^ These definitions 

of the controversial term (at least in sexual assault) consent seem designed displace 

discriminatory customary noms with a legal standard based on the premise of qua i  moral 

worth. In fact, such detailed definitions of consent seem to 'operationalize' what we refemd to 

earlier as the contentious normative content of the standard by articulatirig exactly what a 

'nasonable person who accepts the individuai's right to sexual autonomy' would count as 

consent. The hop is that clarifying the legal mle where it is likely to be at odds with custom will 

lirnit the systematic errors arising out of reliance on customary noms. And given that the 

exercise of judicial discretion inherent in reasonableness tests has been so much of the difficulty, 

it is unsurprising that once again an important part of the task is ditected to ensuring that judges 

will not exercise their discretion by Nling in the details with customary understandings that 

undenmine the rule of law. ' l7 

But there remains a M e r  problem that arises fkom the tension between the legal 

reasonableness standard and customary standards. Even assuming legal standards with carefblly 

specified normative content, problems will rernain. But here again, reforms in the a m  of sexual 

assault help point in the right direction. As we noted, the relevant mistakes here are systematic in 

nature. And while this is what lends such significance to the problem, it also makes it easier to 

'17 This fact suggcsts an interesthg rclationship k-n the legislaturc and the judiciuy on the question of 
constitutional n o m  likc equality. Indccd, cven if judicial decisions cannot be straight-forwardly challengcd as 
unconstitutional (a controversial and difincult question itsclf), the fact that legislation cau bt carcfully draftcd to 
prcscrvc constitutional cquaiity intcrcsts and to countcract the possiiiîity that judicial decisions may unâcrmiat 
qudity guarantccs itscîf suggcsts a more complex rclationship betw#n constitution, judiciacy and lcgislaturt than 
that assumcd by standard constitutional thcorics: LE. Weinrib, "Lcarning to Live with the Ovemide" (1990) 35 
McGill LJ. 541, esp. at 563 ff.. Indccd, this rclationship can arguably also be seen in other contcxts, including the 
introduction of child support g u i d c b s  to limit the diSCrimiLLatOry gender impiications of the exercisc of judicial 
discretion in the family law contcxt Unifonn Fcdertd and Provinciai ChiId S e n  Guùieiines Act. 1997, in force 
in Ontario as O. Reg. 391197 under the Fanri& Lmu Acz and the Divorce Act. It may also be somwhat too limiting 
and pcrhaps cven too cynical to put the point exclusively in terms of constraining judicial discretion. Indecd, it is 
arguable that the= is also a more diffusc but cqually important W o n  serval by clarifying the nomative content of 
rcasonablentss standards in disputcd terrain: assuming the integrity (in the colioquial not the Dworkian scnse) of the 
judiciary, such stipuhtiom and tht wider dcbatcs from which thcy cmrge cari also serve a powerful educative 
function, pcrhaps alerting judges to the distortionai effccts of prcjudia which thcy thcmsclves wdi wish to eliminatr. 
To m at lcast, this a h  suggcsts that such m f m  may be better accomplished if they arc accompanied by broadcr 
educationai efforts that engage the jucüciary in the common project of mgethm ensurhg that our most basic values 
arc stcured for an citizcns. 



corne up with a solution because systematic emrs are relatively easy to locate.ll* The task of 

identifjing in particular judspmdential areas, the ways that discriminatory customary bcliefs may 

actualiy override legal noms will be an essential task for critical jurisprudence. Only in this 

way, will it be possible to develop explicit injunctions to the judge (and perhaps ultimately others 

as well) to wam of the pitfalls of relying on custom. And if this process sounds rather obscure, 

the new sexual assault provisions of the Canadian Criminul Code offer an excellent illustration 

of the relationship between critical jurisprudence and law refom They thus point to how we 

might be able to make use of the distinctive promise of objective reasonableness standards in 

precisely the areas where, paradoxically, they hold both the most promise and the most peril. 

Indeed, this kind of feminist work in the area of sexual assault has proven vital in 

Legislative reforms. ' l9 Particularly relevant here is s.273.1(2) which outlines the situations in 

l l8  It is in part for this muon îhat identifyiag cbe link between what goca wrong in detcnninations of reasonablencss 
and broader equality concerns is so crucial. This is in part because it helps to account for the significancc of 
mistalces which arc, contrary to received wisdom, not neccssarily ad hoc in nature. And the related importance of 
identifying the underpinnings of the problem is found htre - bccausc wc have a conceptual account of what goes 
wrong with determinations of reasonablencss and how it goes wrong, it will be casier both to locatc the problcms and 
to move towards solutions. 

' l9 Intcrcstingly, aithough the argument herc is chat fcminist efforts actuaüy r a k  - wittlligly or no - to secure basic 
rule of law values, feminist participation in the process of reforming sexual assault laws has been criticized as the 
biased donhation by an "interest group": R. Manin, 'Bill C-49: A Victory for Interest Group Politics" (1993) 42 
U.N.BLJ. 357; A. D. Gold,"Flawed, FalIacious but Feminist: Whcn Onc Out of Tbrtt is Enougb" (1993) 42 
U.N.B.L.J. 381. Although both of these articles art so completely "od womanim" that it is difficult to even 
charactcrize thcm as r t a s o d  arguments about the legislatian, both display discemable outrage at the displacement 
of custornary practiccs around sexual assault by îhcse khls  of legalized standards. Thw, for instance, Alan Gold 
cornplains that the rcasonable stcps qui remnt  is invidious in îhat it assumts that "only the malt in a scxual 
encounter bears responsiiility to ensure that the othcr party is conscnting, and only he should be held responsible for 
any rcsulting dispute as to consent": ibàd. at 382. But there is nothing asymmcûicai about plrrcing a ro~uircmtnt to 
secure consent on someonc who is engaging in an activity permissable only with consent. And the muonable stcps 
requirtmcnt actually protects the accuscd (the legislation does not =fer to gcnder, although Gold rcpcatcd substitutes 
the term 'malt' for accustd) fiom rcsponsibility for non-consent, so long as he has made a rcasonable effort to secure 
it. Gold simply scems too incensad about the displacement of 'custom' (hc rcfers to "no mtans no'' as "govrmmcnt 
propagandan, ibid.) to analyze the provisions in a r e a s d  way. 

Rob Martin d a s  not even discuss the content of the provisions so concemai is he with "fcfiminist ideology" 
and its impact on the legislation: ibid at 362. Thus, much of his argument ccmsists of innuendo about f a t  input, 
particularly the ideas of Catharint MacKinmn and hcr 'followers'. For instance, hc devotcs a long paragraph to 
discussing the contention that Sheila Mchtyre, a "Qutcn's University law prof-, fcminist and active mcmbcr of 
LEM" o f f d  to draft the Bill: ibid. at 364-65. Similady, he routincly rcfcrs to f a t  input as "intcrcst group 
politicsn M e  the ûntario Criminai Lawycrs' Association is dcscri'bod as forwarding "public criticism": &id, at 
366-67. Hc does littic to substantiatc bis views or his criticism of the lcgislation, exœpt pcrhaps to continually insist 
that criminal iaw should address "collcrcte social reality" (is that custom?) rathtr than rcspwding to "changing 
ideologicai fashions": ibid. at 372. 



which, as a matter of Law, no consent is ~btained.'~~ Interestingly. it is possible to see a number 

of these provisions as counteracting exactly the kinds of customary or stereotypical mistakes that 

judges are likely to make in detennining not only what will fall within voluntary agreement but 

also what khds of steps on the part of the accu& can be understood as 'reasonable' within the 

rneaning of s.273.1(1). 12' In this sense then, the provisions provide an example of how wc might 

try to secure the rule of law where dimiminatory customary beliefs threaten to undermine it. 

It is notcworthy how certain attempts to change the law to mnLc it more egalitarian, actually more truc to 
the rule of law, as secn as 'biascd' precisely because ncutrality and reasonablcncss are so often associated with 
adhcrcnce to the stanrr quo (sec, for instance, C. Sunstein, The Parrial Constitution (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1993). discwsing "status quo neutrality"). But by this measurc, the whole civil nghts movcmcnt in 
the United States would be, by definition, biascd for its entirc purpose was to challenge the statu$ quo. In the 
celebratcd Amricm case, Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (18%), the Suprtmc Court of the United States found 
that a Louisiana statute which rtquired railroad companies to provide "separate but quai  accommodations for the 
white and the colourcd m e s "  did not violate the Fourtctnth Amendment of the Constitution. Justice Brown, who 
deliverd the opinion of the Court, held bat the state need only establish that the legislation was reasonable and 
teasonableness is gaugcd by mnfodty witb "zstablishcd usages, customs anâ irasijtions." Unsurprisingly, under 
this standard the court found the mandatory scparation of the two races in public places rcwnable: ibid. The 
scparatc but quai docûinc was incrcmtntally challenged by the N.A.A.C.P. until its demise in Brown v. Bard of 
Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). 

''O Cairns-Way dcscriks the e f f '  of these provisions which enuxncrate the situations in which no consent is 
obtaincd as mriking "mistakes about consent in the circumstances descri'bed, mistakts of law which do not 
exancrate": Roscmary Cairns-Way, "Bill C-49 and the Politics of C o n s t i t u t i o ~ d  Fault*' (1993), 42 U.N.B.L.J. 
325 at 329. 

12' What is mciai hem is cbe relationship ktwecn 273.1(2) which stipulates the situations in which no consent is 
obtaincd, and s.273.2@) which spccifics that the &fencc of mistake is d y  available whcre the accwed took 
rcasonable steps to ascertain consent. In particular, dots the cnumtration in 273.1(2) fecd into 273.2(b) sa that 
wherc, for instance, the 'steps' taken by an accuscd involvcd dctcrmiining consent on the basis of what the 
complainant's partner said, thosc steps will not lx considercd rcasonable? If this is not the case, and if these 
restrictions on what can count as consent do not affect what can count as rcasonable steps, then the fcminist concenu 
that rcasanablencss will simply bc dcttrmincd with rcfercncc to cwtom would secm to remah in tact. This is 
because even if 273.1(2) spccines the situations in which no consent is obtaincd as a matter of law, it may still bc 
open to the accused to invoke similar situations to support a daim of masonable stcps. This suggests that ont 
significant improvcnmt in the legislation would have bccn to clarify that whcrc the accuseci's 'steps to ascertain 
consent' involve the situations outiiacd 273.1(2), they wiii not bc considercd reasonablc. Gayle MacDonald and 
Karen Gallaghcr advert to this pmblem in "The Myth of Conscnting Adults: The New S e d  Assault Provisions'* 
(1993), 42 U.N.B.LJ.373 at 379, when they ask, "Es thcrc a possiiility that the accusad can convince the court that 
reasonable stcps may also includc that which to somcone e k  is an abuse of power?" Commenthg on the issue of 
the constitutional adcquacy of the fault requircmcnt of these provisions which is aow bcfore the Su- Court of 
Canada in R. v. Dwach (1998) 122 C.C.C.(3d) 225 (ûnt.C.A.) lave to apptal to the Su- Court of Canada 
granteci June 4 1998 CJ, McLacbiin and I a c o b d  JJ.), Hamish Stewart suggests that the two provisions are 
at least linlccd in the folIowing way "if the complainant's words or conduct arc ambiguou, s.273.2@) imposes on 
the accused an obligation to se& clarificaîion of tht comptainruit's consent" (unpublished manuscript on file with the 
author, August 1998). 



A piirticularly pervasive such is found in the beiief that one a wornan has consented to 

sexual activity she cau never withdraw her consent. She becomes the sexual - and perhaps other 

- property of her partner. In Alim Grace, Grace Marks notes: 

... and 1 refiected that once I'd given in to him, he would consider me a whore as 
well, and would hold my Me very cheap indeed, and would most likely kill me 
with the axe and throw me into the cellar, as he had often said a whon was good 
for nothing but to wipe your dirty boots on, by gïving them a good kicking al l  over 
their filthy bodies. ' 22 

Indeed, it is this understanding of a wife as the absolute scxual property of her husband that 

undergirds the Morgon decision. And it not ciifficult to imagine courts interpreting the meaning 

of consent in iight of this beiief. Section 273.1(2)(a) seems designed to displace exactiy this 

customary nom. That provision specifies that no consent is obtained where "the agreement is 

expressed by the words or conduct of a person other than the complainant." Thus individuals 

who, lüce the defendants in Morgan, take the word of a husband for the consent of his wife are 

effectively m a h g  an inexcusable legal mistake about the meaning of consent, not an excusable 

factual mistake. And by making it expiicit that such a mistake is a legal one and hence subject to 

the invariant standard specified in the legislation, the provision effectively displaces or at least 

minimizes the ability of invidious customary noms about women as sexual property to 

undermine the legal requirement of consent. 

Another customary belief is the myth that women mean yes when they Say no, the nom 

of violent sexuai conquest that Boyle refers to and that Tur actuaiîy invokes when he suggests 

that a woman's "protestations of pain or disinclination" may be interpreted by the accused as " a 
9 9 1  23 spur to more sophisticateà or ardent love-making. This stereotype, also at play in Morgan, is 

addressed in s.273.1(2)(d). By stating that no consent is obtained when the complainant 

"expresses, by words or conduct, a lack of agreement to engage in the activity," this provision 

effectively accomplishes what Susan Estrich advocated when she said 

The law should cvaluate the conduct of "rasonable" men, not accordhg to a 
Phyboy-macho phiiosophy that says that ''no means yes," but by according 

122 Margaret Atwood, Alcrrr Gr- (Toronto: McClciland-Bantam, 1997) at 397. 

'" Tur, supro note 6 81441. 



respect to a woman's words. If in 1986 silence does not negate consent, at least 
crying and saying 'ho" ~ h o u l d . ' ~ ~  

Again, this provision seems designed to limit the influence of discriminatory customary noms 

and so to preserve the force of the legal rules. 

E. Evidentîary Constraints and Judidaï Discretion 

Our earlier analysis also revealed another belief fiindanientally inconsistent with 

individual sexual autonomy-that once consent is givcn to some sexual activity, it cannot be 

withdrawdu The 'dismete' version of this problem is addressed in s.273.l(Z)(e) which 

precludes consent where "the complainant, having consented to engage in sexual activity, 

expresses, by words or conduct, a lack of agreement to continue to engage in the activity." But if 

this addresses the problem with a discrete incident of sexual activity, we have also noted the 

senous problem of the widespread 'cornmon sense' inference that once a woman gives her 

consent to a man, she nmains his sexual property notwithstanding a later decision to withdraw 

consent.126 One effect of this understanding of women as it played out in Morgan is addressed 

by s.273.l(Z)(a) discussed above. A closely related scenario is found in ~awre~re t '~ '  where it is 

inconceivable that the trial judge would have allowed the defence of rnistake had the accused not 

ben a former spouse of the complainant. But because of the intractability of this stereotype and 

its ability to undermine women's autonomy, the new sexual assault legislation also addresses the 

evidentiary component of this problem in what are inaptly termeâ "rape-shield" provisions. 

'" ~ s û i c h ,  supra note 67 at 1093. 

l" In- thir is one possiible rcading of what happcncd in P o p p o ~ h .  svpm note 45. 

lZ6 As discunrcd above. ftminists have consistcntly identifiai this as the major problcm in prosecuting scxuai 
assauit. Tbus, MacKinnon States that "If the accuacd knows us, consent is i n f d ' '  and she nates that the exemption 
for marital rapc is cansistcnt with this infercnce: MacKimion, TeminiSm, hhrxhn, Method, and the Statcn, stcpra 
note 68 at 188-89. 

ln Sansregret v. R., [1985] 1 S.C.R. 570. 



Foilowing the finding in R. v. ~ e a b o ~ e r " ~  that the previous 'rape-shield' provisions of 

the Criminal Code were unconstitutional because they had the potential to violate the accuseci's 

Charter right to a full and fair trial, the Crimimal Code was also amended to include a new s.276. 

These provisions, which Est the purposes for which evidence of the complainant's sexual history 

cannot be adduced, attempt to balance the constitutional requirement of judicial discntion with 

the recognition that too often such disaetion has k e n  exercised in a way is W c a l  to 

constitutional equality and the rule of  la^.'^^ Thus, s.276(1) attempts to structure rather than to 

eliminate judicial discntion by mling out as valid nasons underlying disniminatory myths and 

stereotypes. Indeed, it is noteworthy that the most serious objections to this legislation have 

corne up in the very ana that feminists have identified as most problematic - prior sexual history 

with the a c c ~ s e d . ' ~ ~  Section 276(3) also requires that judges take into account "the need to 

remove from the fact-finding process any discriminatory belief or bias," as weli as "the risk that 

the evidence may unduly m u s e  sentiments of prejudice, sympathy, or hostility in the jury. ~ 1 3 1  

12' [1991] 2 S.C.R. 577. Scc also supro notes 109-1 12. 

129 How to aâdrcss the problem of how judiciai discretion is typicaîly eircrcised is obviously central to rcformulating 
and defendhg a test as gencral and vague as one bascd on 'rcasonablencss'. Explicit legislation addrtssing the most 
problematic uses of discrction has bccn the prcfcrrcd solution of many quality setkers, not only in sexual assault, 
but also in arcas likc family law. However, at lcast where the criminal law is implicateà, an impedimcnt is found in 
Seaboyet's holding that blankct prohibitions against particula. kinds of evidtncc may face comtitutional chaiienges 
if judicial discrction is elimhamk &id. Judges arc anxious to prcserve the discrction which &y see as integral to 
doing justice in the contcxt of a cancrete dispute, and yet as we saw in ncgligence cases and even more starkly with 
issues like seIf-defence, provocation and semai assault, the exercise of such discretion cm itself raise problems of 
constitutional nimmsiou, particularly with regard to equality. Howtver, s o n  fcminists have also suggcsted that - 
even wcre it possrile - it may not bc in womcn's intetests to entirtly t- the possibiîity of judicial discretion. 
Thus, as notcd above, it is esscntiai to nnd othcr ways to addrcss the excrcisc of the remahhg discretion-whether it 
is simply viewcd as uncliminrihle or actually desirable. Tht provisio~~~ discussed in the text attempt this task by 
stnicturing that discrction and spcçifling what are and what arc not relevant considerations. Judicial education mwt 
alsa be an important part of any such ta& Ulcimatcly howtvtr the issue sccms to implicatt tunRammtal questions 
about the judiciary, the appointmcnts process, and what qualities WC should sctk in judges. 

This was an innovation of the majority decision of Madam Justice McLachiin in &aboyer: W. Even the mm 
reflective critics of the new legislation suggest hat the innovation is problcmatic because the considerations art 
diffcrent whcn the prior sexuaî history conœms the accwd: RJ. Deslisle, "Potential C h e r  Qiallengcs to the New 
Rape Shield Law" (1992) 13 C.R. (4th) 390, D. Stuart, T h e  Pendulum Has Bcen Pushed Tao Far" (1993) 42 
U.N.B.L J. 349 at 350-35 1. But as outlincd in the tea  above, if feminist concmis am accurate, then it is history with 
the accwed about which we must be m s t  cowemd M. Shaner, "Scuboyer v. R.: A Case Comment" (1992) 5 
C.J.W.L. 202 at 210 dkcusshg the thcnautnœ of &aboyer and P a p p p h n ;  TB. Dawson, "Sexuaï Assault Law and 
Past Sexual Conduct of the P h m y  Witness: The Constniction of Relevanct" (1987-88) 2 CJ.W.L.31O; Sakthi 
Murthy, "Rcjecting Unrcasonablc Sexuaî Expcctations: Limits on Usmg a Rapc Victim's S e d  History to Show the 
Defendant's Mistaken Belief in Consent" (1991) 79 California t. Rev. 541. 

13' CriMnol C d ,  supra note 112, s.276(l)(d) and (e). 



These injunctions cm also be mderstood as furnishing judges with warning signs about the 

danger spots in their exercise of discretion. However, the robust nature of the problematic beliefs 

suggests to me at least that something more specinc about gender and the exact nature of the 

'beliefs or biases' would be likely to achieve more. 

Nonetheless, these provisions too suggest that part of the solution to reformulating 

reasonableness standards to ensure that they live up to their promise of equaüty may be found in 

explicit guidelines that contain and structure judicial discretion, in effect making certain kinds of 

considerations 'ultra vires' the judge by virtue of constitutional k ta t ions  and rule of law 

considerations. Indeed, this process has the virtue of forcing the judge to consider, articulate, and 

defend his or her own reactions in this regard. And this may itself sometirnes be illuminating for 

one of the difficulties that we noted earlier with the 'common sense' understanding of what was 

reasonable was precisely the lack of reflection and accountability that characterized such 

detenninations. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Thus whatever our initial impressions, the feminist debate on objective reasonableness 

standards proves illuminating. It not only helps to conceptualize some of the most perplexing 

problems with the operation of the standard, but also points in the direction of a solution. 

Feminist critiques of the nasonable person confirm the extent to which the standard has typically 

given judges access to a barely articulated composite of normative and descriptive factors shaped 

by common sense. It is said b a t  a strength of the standard is that it takes account of ordinary 

human failings and yet this very reliance on what is customary or ordinary is at the heart of the 

problem. Perhaps some 'ordinary' human faiüngs are unproblematic and unsystematic, but as we 

have sccn many are not 

b k i n g  at the d e  of custom in determinations of negligence iiiustrates that the law does 

recopize the danger of giving normative fora  to a pmctice or custom. But perhaps because our 

confidence in the ability of common sense to determine certain matters blinds us to the 



difficulties, we seem to neglect the signincance of this lesson just when it is most important. The 

feminist debates reveal how imperative it is to look for a solution-we simply cannot fiord to 

give up on law. So an important part of the reconstructive task is to identQ where cornmon 

sense has gone wrong, been unfair or exclusionary and therefore where and how we should be 

wary of the nasonable puson. And the feminist debate connmis what we noted eariier - that 

reasonableness standards fail where tradition has failed because of how they build on custom and 

cornmon sense intuitions. 

Indeed. it is arguably because of this that so many critics are prepared to give up on 

reasonableness standards. Yet the submerged tension between what is reasonable and what is 

customary cm prove hi thi l  hem, iiiustrating as it does that the ideal of reasonableness is not 

exhausted by notions of what is ordinary or customary understandings. Indeed, the defences of 

criminal negligence serve as at least a partial guide to this important terrain. Ultimately they 

reveal the centraiity of reasonableness to an ideal of equality and to the very mle of law. In fact, 

objective standards of reasonableness enshrine the principle of equal moral worth in those 

interactions where it may be most subtlely and yet most pervasively undermined. Indeed. it is 

this ability of reasonableness to provide a normative standard against which to gauge customary 

beiiefs and practices that holds out most hope for equality seekers and that provides its greatest 

contribution to securing the rule of law. 

But as the feminist analyses also reveal, if this is the strength of the objective standard, 

that strength is also peculiarly alnerable. &cause the distinctive promise of the standard is 

found in its ability to challenge and indeed condemn customary beliefs, to the extent that the 

meaning of ruisonableness is derived from conceptions of what is normal or ordinary that 

promise is lost. And indeeâ as we have seen, too often the meaning of reasonableness is so 

entangled with conceptions of what is normal or ordinary that we do allow custom to make the 

law 'nieir perch, and not their ~ r r o r . " ~ ~ ~  Again the feminist debate is salutary here: feminist 

law refom efforts help to illustrate how we can hold objective nasonableness standards to their 

promise and thus preserve the rule of law. It is crucial to the legitimacy of the standard, as we 

132 ~ e a n r t e  for M'casure, sypo note 1 at bac 4. 



have seen, to disthguish sherply between its normative and non-normative content. And with 

the normative dimension of the standard thus placed on f h e r  footing, it is possible to prevent 

the 'rule of custom' by spccifying the normative content of the standard and comaing for the 

kinds of systematic errors that critical jurisprudence helps us delineate. Ultimately, it will also be 

crucial to structure and guide the exercise of judicial discretion to avoid the characteristic errors 

of customary nom. There is, of course, much work to be done in thinking concntely about how 

such endeavours might best proceed. Nonetheless, we can l ave  this task with the knowledge 

that if there is work to be done it is woah doing, that our cornmitment to the equal moral worth 

of al l  individuais and to the rule of law can guide us in our efforts to more fuily Tealize those 

ideals. And that, we can finally say, is reason indeed. 



CONCLUSION 

Who is more faithful to reason's d l ,  who hears it with a keener -..the one who 
offm questions in xeturn and tries to thidc thtough the possibility of that summom, 
or the one who does not want to hear any question about the principle of muon?' 

So a f k  all it seems that thac is something iu the student's intuitive unease about Vaughan 

v.  enl love? The judgment seems, oddly, both right and wrong. The defeadant's claim that he 

"ought not to be responsible for the misfortune of not possessing the highest order of intelligence" 

seems compelling. But equaiiy persuasive is the court's response. Toicial C.J. objects that m&g 

liability for negligence "co-extensive with the judgment of eacb individual" would result in a rule 

as "variable as the faot of each individual". htcad, the rule ought to r e q h  such "caution as a 

man of ordinary prudence would observe"? And paradoxes of this holding reverberate through the 

central problem of detennining fault in the law of negligence. 

Negligence is, it professes, a fault-based system of liability and is defended on those tenns 

by powerful thinkers h m  Oliver Wendeli Holmes to contempomy theorists like Ronald Dworkin, 

Jules Coleman and Ernest Weimib. But for al l  this, the conception of fault on which negligence is 

premised is surprisingly obscure. There is something distinctive, it is ciaimed, about the meaning 

of fault in negligence, related perhaps to the fact that it is a form of civil, not criminal liability. The 

sense that equallty is also important to the justification of this form of fault is a recmhg theme in 

discussions of objective reasonablmess standards. But some of the most pressing questions remain 

unanswered - questions that find what is perhaps their first expression in Vaughan v. Menlove. 

Vaughan poseci the fundamental question of when it was justifiable to label someone at 

fault and thus desming of respomibility in negligence. However straight-fmard it may appear, 

Tindal CJ.'s insistence that the unintelligent will simply be held to the standard of care that an 

- 

' Jacques Derrida, 'The Rinciple of Rum', Dirrcntics, XDC, p.9. 

' (1837) 132 E.R. 490 (C.P.). 

%id at 493. 



"ordinary person" would observe is m g h t  with difficulties. Indeed, the entrenchment of this 

response in the law of negligeme forms one of the primary points of divergence between civil and 

criminal negligencc and has arguably fûelîed a number of controvmies including questions about 

the pmper relation between civil and criminal iaw. Even apart from this, Vaughan's formulation of 

the fault standard in tams of a "man of ordinary prudence" ha9 proven increasingly problematic. 

As early as the fvst decades of this omtury, critics expresseci scepticism about whether this ruling 

actually avoided the dificulty Tindal CJ. adverted to when he noted that the defendant's claim 

would malt in liability as variable as the foot of each individual. 

Cntics have not noted the tcho, in Vaughan's phrasing, of the traditional criticism of the 

'discretionary justice' characteristic of Equity - that under such a system liability was as variable as 

the length of the Chancellor's fmt. Nonetheless, the increasing challenges to the nasonable person 

test are based on just this suspicion: the discretion inherent in the test gives judges the power to 

make determinations based on whatever inclinations they may possess. And in recent years these 

concans have been given particular urgency by challenges to the reasonab1e person as inherently 

male and pnvileged and thus inegalitarian as a standard of khaviour. How, the concans go, does 

the reasonable person standard acaially operate? What is it that judges use to give content to the 

nom and should we be suspicions about the nasonable person? 

But the questions about the reasonable person standard do not end hm.  hdeed, feminist 

and critical theory themselves M e r  complicate the pichin, Mering as they do h m  their own 

ambivalence: while they suspect something is profoundly m g  with what judges often do with 

such standards, they simultaneously recognize in these standards a potentially powerful tool whm 

discrimination is in play. Indeecl, these critiques make inescapable important questions about what 

an objective reasonableness standard can do, what its pitfalls m, and what comectioz~~ can be 

positeâ between civil and criminal law. They also inevitably raise more fiindamental concephial 

questions about how the relationship ktwem iaw and custom is play4 out in determinations of 

nasonableness. And in some important way, these and other questions al l  find their source in those 

few deceptively simple phrws h m  Vaghan. So much so that the analysis here can largely be 

seen as an explication of the distinctive promise and the pails of the huit standard of negligcnce 

law as first articulated in Voicghan v. Menlove. 



Ignorance and Inàif8erence under the Objective Standard 

Perhaps the most compeiling aspect of the ruling in Vaughan is its insistence that the 

exercise of judgment fannot be subject to the vagaries of individual variation. If there is promise in 

Vaughan it is surely in the holding th& given their widely v-g character, individual moral 

judgments cannot furnish a suitable standard for asscssing the normative quality of interaction. 

Were it so, as cornmentators have suggested, individual entitlements to security and liberty wodd 

vary so pa t ly  and so arbitrarily that it would raise concems about whether the legal system was 

respecthg the principle of quai moral worth. The kind of unreasonabIe action, on this 

understanding, that grounds nsponsibiiity in negiigence is characterized by an attitude of 

indifference towards the interests of others. Vaughan thus suggests that equality requires holding 

individuals to an invariant normative standard and condenuhg as unreasonable those actions 

which betray indiffexence to the interests of others. So the holding can be seen to enshrine the 

principle of equal moral worth. In this consists the distinctive understanding of fault at the heart of 

the law of negligence. 

And this suggests that an objective reasombleness standard indeed holds some promise. At 

its best, such a standard can provide an egalitarian measure against which the normative quality of 

human interaction wili be judged And b u s e  it holds the power to condemn as wrong even 

widely shared beliefs such a standard seems particularly useful in those places where our culture 

and tradition have gone awry. Our SU181ysis to this d e p  helps to account for the 'rightness' of 

Tindal C.J's insistence that an individual should not be able to plead poor judgment and thus escape 

nsponsibility for injury* 

Despite this we carmot afford to k sanguine about Vaughan's defcnct of the objective 

standard. In facf Tindal's reference to setting the invariant standard of judgment by reference to 

the "man of o r d i m ~  prudence" hints at but dangerously misdescribes the distinctive promise of an 

objective reasonableness standard* ni fact, the wealcness that most un-es the objective 

standard's ability to secure what it promises is just this tendcncy to d a t e  the normative question 

of 'reasonableness' with descriptive claims about what is ordinary or normal. And this wnfiaticm is 

undoubtedly assisteû by the pasonification of the standard: TtaSOllSLb1eness is what an ordmary 



person would do. Perhaps unsurprisingly then, Vaugh ' s  personification of the standard has 

severai paradoxical effects associated with endowing the qualities of ordiriaiy persons, somehow 

conceived, with normative significance. Arguably this move made it too easy to condernn 

abnormai qualities as unreasonable and simultaneously made it too easy to condone normal or 

ordinary inciifference. And the complex array of equality problems that rrsult are sufficiently 

p a s i v e  to implicate the rule of law itself. 

But this suggests that the standard will only be defensible if detenninations of 

reasonableness ain be freeù - at least to a significant degree - h m  their relationship to the man of 

ordinary prudence. The problems hen are interrelatecl: the confusion of normal and nonnative 

irnplied in the trtating an ordinary person as a standard of moral judgmcnt is closely tied to the 

failure to distinguish normative and non-normative aspects of choice. This in tum results in 

misunderstandings about where the standard should and should not be invariant, where, in essence, 

the principle of avoidability should apply. And arguably, the 'sloppiness' that results h m  this 

confusion has in tum reinforced the tendency to privilege the normal as normative, as Tindal's own 

formulation of the test suggests. 

'The law of negligence does provide some hints of a more adequate understanding of fault. 

In the civil and criminai context one can trace - though sometimes with difficulty - an awareness, 

despite the essential unity implied in Vaughan's personificatim of the standard, that individual 

choice is actually composed of components whose normative significance is also very different. 

Thus it is possible to identify the cognitive dimension of choice, a dimension related to the 

perceptive and intellechial abiiities of the individual. The reasonable puson standard has no force 

hem for there can be no 'nasonable' level of inteliigence, for instance. And, as Holmes and 

Honoré imply (but then ignore), the test of avoidability (or 'can general') is therefore applicable 

hem. An invariant standard for such matters simply cannot be defaded Indeed, recourse to the 

principle of avoidability for such non-normative matters can k seen as a way of ensuring that the 

standard mets  the minimal rule of law requirement that Rawls refers to as the principle that 'ought' 

implies 'can'. Thus, as Hart notes in the wntext of criminal negligenct, the conditions of liabiîity 

must reflect the cognitive and otha non-normative capacities of the agent 



Closer examination of some of these strands of reasoning also helps buiîd on Vwghan's 

insight into the importance of an invariant normative standard. Although once again the 

pcrsonification of the standard may suggest otherwise, in order to impose such an invariant standard 

it is vital to distinguish the normative or prudentid component of choice. And despite Holmes and 

Honoré's signifiant faiiure to clarify this point, avoidability or 'can gcneral' inquiries have no role 

to play in the assessrnent of the normative quality of the agent's choice. Nonetheless, an important 

component of this understanding of fault can be found both in Holmes' avoidability test and in 

Honoré's discussion of a 'can general' precondition to liability in negligence. This is because only 

whm those conditions are met will the individuai have the capacity - physical and cognitive or 

intellecaial - to avoid the ri& in question. And only under such conditions can we say that her 

failure to do so betrays the kind of culpable indifference to the intercsts of othas that we rightly 

label fault in a negligeme regime. 

n i e  ruling in V a u g h ,  though, is once again strangely implicated here. Recisely b u s e  

his actions diverge h m  those of a 'man of ordinary pmdence', Vaughon holcis that the 'stupid' will 

be liable even where his disability precludes him h m  avoiding the h m .  Indeed, prevailing 

stereotypes about the profound abnonnality of the mentally disabled suggest they will never be 

granted enûy to the realm of the ordinary man. And the general stance of the law of negligence is 

also revealing here: it abandons the cornmitment to avoidability to which it seems so attacheci 

elsewhere and proclaims that this paradoXical holding achiaiiy embodies the unique nature and 

contribution of negligence. h this way, the law of negligence seems to cxidly stake its character on 

that very point at which it is weakest. This is also the feature of civil negligence that is most 

divergent h m  its criminal cornterpart. The iclespomc of most thtorists - civil and criminal - is to 
daim that this therefm iliustmtes the distinctive chanictu of civil liabiïity, but our analysis 

suggests that the truth is simpler, if more troubling. On tnis point the civil law of negligence may 

be not so much 'distinctive' as just m g .  

Yet the judgment in Vaughan is, paradoxidy, right One way to account for this 

coaectness is to highlight the diffclcnce betwctn what the defmdant clairned d u t  his inteiligence 

and what his khaviour mggested Thus, as discussed in Chapta Ont, dthough the defendant 

claimed that he 'did not passas the highest oder of inteîiigenct', his protection of his own assets 



through the p u r c h  of insurance and his nliance on this in assessing what he should do about the 

dangerous nck suggest the contrary. It is true that pointing to the speciousness of the defendant's 

claim of mental inability does more than simply highlight an obscured feature of the case: indeeâ, 

this h d  of cndibility concem is an important, though sometimes overplayed, ffeture of the 

treatment of the mentally disableû under the objective standard. Nonetheless our later analysis 

mggests a deeper - though not incompatible - way to understand Tindal CJ's niling. 

If an objective nasonableness standard, best understood, conderrms failures of prudence as 

unmisonable when they exhibit culpable indifference to the interests of others, then the defendant 

in Vaughan should be condemned men ifhis claim of mental disability is credible. This is ôecause 

the harm to the plaintiff was not occasioned by the defendant's lack of cognitive powas but rather 

by his lack of prudence. Whether or not he had the inteilectual and perceptive capacities to identify 

the nsk, the defendant was aware of the ri& since he was "repcatedly warned" of it. So regardless 

of his cognitive limitations, this information clearly put avoidance of the harm within his power. 

The damage therefore o c c d  not because he faücd to recognize the risk (potentialiy, although not 

necessarily a cognitive mistdce rather than a prudential one) but rather because he decided that he 

would "chance it". But this is a prudential choice about, for example, the sigdicance of the nsk 

and the seriousness of the threatened hann, and, of course, how rnuch the plaintiffs interests matter 

in the defendant's pursuit of his own interests. If the defendant in Vaughan made a fatal enw it 

was in this assessrnent and this is paradigmatidy a prudential rnistake. Even a miscalculation 

here ktrays the kind of cuipable indifference to the interests of others that the law of negligence 

rightly condemus. 

But the problems that arise because of Vaughan's personification of the standard of care in 

ternis of the behaviour of some 'ordinary' pcrson do not end h m .  In addition ta endowing 

'ordinary' qualities lïke a certain level of intefigeme with normative si@cance and thus 

condemning as unreasonable unavoidable âeviations like lads of intelligence, this pasonüication 

has other ramifications closely related to this 'endoment' effect. As noted above, the concept of 

how an ordEary person would behave obscures the vay differcat significance of the p ~ d e n t i d  and 

cognitive wmponents of choice. And just as this obfiiscaticm results in the erroneous 

condemnation of some bchaviour that does not ktray culpable imprudence9 so too does it justify as 



reasonable some khaviour that does betray culpable imprudence. Indeed, it is iargely this set of 

womes that has fuefled feminist and related wncems about the reaSOnab1e person. If the 

touchstone of what is reasonable is simply what is ordinary, then the law of negligence wii i  only be 

able to condemn unusual behaviour. And this is more than simply nonnatively unsatisfjhg* 

Indeed, it holds particular dangers for groups that have been disadvantaged. The suspicion is that 

where reasonable is reaà as Ordinary, the standard of care wiil shield the characteristic inMerence 

of the privileged as normal and condemn the indiffercnce of others as abnormal. 

And indeed, a close reading even of the absolutely 'garda variety' neagence cases 

involving playing children suggests that this suspicion is not unfounded. Thus even whar playing 

boys exhibit culpable inciifference to the intcrests of others, couxts scem predisposed to forgive 

them because they view such failures as normal - or even perhaps essential - for at least some 

boyhoods. So sethg the standard of care by looking to what is ordiaary actuaily serves to pmtect 

some behaviour that may exhibit the kind of lack of care that we should single out for 

condernnation. Indeai, were we more alive to the distinction between fmsight and prudence, and 

consequently more attentive to where avoidability should and should not play a role, we may 

acaially condemn the injurious actions in McHaie and in sume of the other child defendant cases as 

culpable. We may say, for example, that regardless of whether such actions are normal, they betray 

indifference to the interests of others. 

And although our focus on the normative significance of inclifference to others suggests that 

the considerations may be different with contributory negiigence, there nonetheless are also lessons 

here. Even given that the nature of the mistake in contributory negligence cases carries different 

normative significance, the divergence between the mistakes allowed boys and those aliowed girls 

is troubhg and is probably not confïned to detemiinations of contributory negligence. And to the 

extent that prudentid consideratiom, though perhaps of a différent sort, still cany weight we should 

k wary of dispensing with an invariant standard. If avoidability is rcad acpansively for the reckless 

boy, then customary n o m  about the proper behaviour of girls should not constrict h a  sphere of 

liberty. The contrast betwem the txeatment of boys and girls h m  has important lessons for 

decision-makm and counsel alike. 



Indeed, the lessons of the contributory negîigence cases seem to beg further inquiry. It is 

worth reflecting on Hillary Allen's mggestion that j u m  be instructed to exclude anything as 

unreasonab1e that would not be considered reasonable in both sexes. Commenting on this Ian 

Leader-Eiiiott notes that this would hard on men because "of course" they would have to meet a 

higher standard: Indeed, as we have seen, what is customary or ordinary has largely bccn defhed 

both by and for men. Judging a woxnan's behaviour thus poses the dilemma faced by the court in 

Harsenyer which, despite its stmng defence of an invariant standard, points out that if we judged 

ordinary care by what is cornrnoniy lodred for in a wornan, we would hold her to a higher standard 

of prudence dian a man? If custom is what men ordinariy do, and women are expected to k more 

carefbl and more prudent than men, it might not be surprising if courts somehow found themselves 

thinlcing that confonnity to custom, for instance, did not seem as satisfjing a &face for a wornan 

as for a man! AUen may be right here - if custom often excuses the 'ordimry' inmrence of 

pnvileged males, then the solution may bc to 'elevate' the standard by including both sexes in the 

picture. But the better way to acbieve an invariant standard may to liberate it fkom the insecure 

moorings of Vaughan's person of ordinary prudence. 

The feminist debate on objective standards, which brings to the fore the more obviously 

troublesrne case law on provocation, selfdefence, sexual assault and sexual harasment adds 

urgency to the task of conside~g just how this 'liberation' cm be accomplished. This is in part 

because this case law serves as a reminder of the more sinister implications of the equivalence 

ktween what is nasonable and what a pgson of ordinary prudence would do. It is the 

'ordinariness' of discriminatory kliefs about women, the mentally disabled, aml the marginalized 

that lends such significanct to judicid reliance on the normal. In fact, common sense intuitions 

about what is 'normal' or ordinary for disaâvantaged groups l i h  the mentally disabled, women and 

' Hassenyer v. Michigan Centrai Railru& 48 Mich, 205 at 208 (S.C. 1882). 

Sec fa insîanœ Wmc's Tm* v. Güüha~, [1949] S.C.R. 637. involving a woman taxi driver mmporbg chiîdrcn to 
school, wben the court f d  that adhcmcc to custom was hd&int to âispel a claim of~glîgcnce. On the standard 
applicd to 'women drivas', for instanœ,  the^ arc a number of other cases that may be worth considering iucluding 
NenlesMp v. Weston, [1971] 2 Q.B. 691 (C.A.) whcn a leanier driver was quimi, cvai vis-0-MP ha insa.uctOr. to 
com up to the standard of an ordmary, compctent driver. This holding is dcscn'kd in tcxts as "a ratber hmarkabk 
cxmc1usionn: WinfiId d JoCawicz on Tort (13th cd) London: Swœt a d  Maxwclï 1989. It has also betn perswsivcly 
niticiztd by o î k  courts &O& v. Cook (1986) 68 A.L.R.353. See alsa Wcidl v, Kartsa (1956) 6 D.L.R. (24 183, 



racial and religious groups and others have often served as justifications for the very kinds of 

unequal treatment that raise d e  of law concans: men are easily provoked and tempted, women arr 

naturally timid or deceptive or both, the mentally disabled and many 'othas' an sub-human, and so 

on. Closer inspection thus reveals that 'common sense' is neither so cornmon nor so 'sensible' as 

its name suggcsts. But thm using this cornmon sense notion of ordinariness to infuse the 

conception of what is reasomble will never secm the equality that the standard promises. if the 

best that a reascmableness standard can do is to condone that which is ordinary and condemn that 

which is not then it is not worthy of its name. 

Indeed, if reasonableness is a standard of attentiveness to the interests of others that is 

compatible with the equal moral woah of all pefsons, then the reasonable man has been far more 

elusive than the orcünary one. Although the wealcnesses of im objective nasonableness standard 

rnay seem almost archaically chamring in the context of playing children, those same weaknesses 

assume aîanning proportions when the childnn becorne adub and the dangaous play becornes 

murder or assault or hanissment. Here, as feminist and critical scholarship reveals, just where the 

egalitarian ide& of an objective reasonableness standard are most required, they are also most 

absent. In the criminal wntext, womes about civil law's 'ordinary prudence' standard fiel deeper 

and l a s  articulated anxieties about the proper relation between law and custom and about how to 

judge faults that are not individual but insteacl widely shared. 1s law nothing more than the 'perch 

of custom'? At its heart, the controversy about reasonableness that was kgun but not resolved in 

Valighan v. Menlove thus implicates this critical challenge to the rule of law. 

If mainstrram scholarship has done littie to identify let aione respond to this challenge, the 

same is not m e  of feminist work Although understandably ambivalent about objective standards, 

in fact feminist law nform efforts particularly in the field of sexual assault and sexual hanissment 

are iilustrative of how we might shift the balance in favour of iaw and away from custom and how 

we might thus establish a more defensible nlationship bctween fault and rcsponsibility. Putting 

liabiüty on a more defensible ground by clarifying the normative nature of the standard and limiting 

its operation to normative quaiities goes some distance towards this goal, as does spacifying the 

wntentious normative content of the standard and attexnpting to coacct - h u g h  legislation and 

judicial educaticm - for systtmatic emns in judgment. Here, ferniniPt iaw r e f m  holds out not only 



h o p  in the specific fields of its endeavour but also some broader possibilities for securing the d e  

of law. 

Nonetheles, even so constructed the task of 'righting the reasonable' admittedly remains 

complicated and somewhat elusive. It is neither possible - nor even perhaps desirable - to enrirely 

eliminate judicial discretion. This is, of course, generally true of Law but is perhaps particularly so 

of the muonable perscm standard, which is simultaneously nquires judges to exercise a sipnincant 

amount of judgment as weii as to recognize and challenge their own cultural biases and 

assumptions. And this problem is exacerbated by the fact that determinations of reasonableness 

have been viewed as maners of common sense. Common sense wisdom presents itseif as not 

wisdom at aU but simply 'fact' and may on this p m d  be particularly irnpe~ous to challenge. A 

number of the feminist law reform initiatives do dixect themselves towards these problems, but 

important questions that go beyond the scope of this analysis nonetheless persist. While this 

analysis may suggest that the most wide-ranging feminist critiques of objectivity will not advance 

the cause of women and other equality-seekers, there are nonetheless important contributions to be 

made here (as elsewhere) by the reconstructions - feminist and otherwise - of objectivity. 

Although the issues are not in any way unique to the legitimacy of an objective 

reasonableness standard, concerns about the representativeness of the judiciary, the structure of 

litigation, and the implicit model for decisionmaking al l  play out to some significant degree here as 

well. Thus, the implementation of more systemic feaaires to enhance the objectivity of judicial 

decision-making will simultanemusly strengthen the legitimacy of an objective monableness 

standard in a way that no discrete solution cm. So, as many feminists and other equality-seekers 

suggest, our system more g e n d y  may come closer to the ideal of impartiality if the community of 

judges wen itself more diverse. Sirnilady a model of decision-making more aware of its own 

limitations, more attentive to the wider audience and to the important challenge of shaping a mily 

common life presented by every decision would also go a considerable distance to addressing the 

unease that will most certainly and nghtîy rernain about the objective standard. The danger of the 

'Chancellor's foot' that Vaughan perhaps unwittingly xefand to in this way persists. 



Some Fïnai Thoughts on the Man of Ordînary Prudence 

So what exactly an we lefi with? B ~ g i n g  together the strands of o u  d y s i s  in this way 

leads almost inexorably to a somewhat clramatic conclusion. Over and over again we see the close 

liaL between the personificatim of the standard and the almost unavoidable 'endowmait' effect 

that obscures the essentially nomative nature of the inquiry. The h e n a b l e  person understood as 

a punly normative standard has no biopphy, no typical experience, no set amount of intelligence 

or strength or courage. Yet describing this standard in temu of what some idealized person would 

do creates almost imsistible openings to endow the irnaginary pason with just these kin& of 

qualities. This is also arguably what gives critics of the standard the understandable impetus to 

substitute their own qualities for the 'biographicai' qualities that seep so easily hto determinations 

of reasonableness, in part because conceptualizing a normative standard though pemnification 

invites just this emr. 

Nonetheless, if these biographical qualities an normatively indifferent, they are not 

imlevant to judgment and herein lies not only the justification for the &tics' concem but also 

perhaps part of a solution. The way of thinking about reasonab1eness handed dom to us h m  

Vaughan asks us to compare what the litigant did with what some hypothetical person would do. 

But perhaps bolstered by the confidence of common sense, that hypothetid pason has too often 

borne a suspicious sirnilarity to the decision-rnaker. It may not be surprishg that we make 

ouselves the measure of othm - we are who we know bat .  But asking a different question may 

dispose us to look at least at some things in a different way. If reasonableness is understood as an 

invariant standard that wndemns culpable (avoidable in the sense discussed) indiffcrence to the 

interests of others, then it may kcome cl- that we cannot make this determination without 

engaging in a close contextual analysis of the quality of individuai choice in the relevant situation. 

Biography, as f e s t  and other critics note, is therefore important - although no doubt the scope 

of its relevance will always be wntested - but it is not important in exactly the way that &tics 

suggest. 

Indeed, critics sometixnes charge that it is the nssoiiableness part of the objective standard 

that is misguided. But it may ultimately prove more ikitful to their ambitions and more tme to the 



d e  of law, to aboli& not the reason but instead the person createâ so long ago in Vaughan v. 

Menlove. As a common sense stand-in for a remarlcably complex idea, he may serve as a usehl 

kind of shorthand No doubt the cornmon law and its students (including me) would miss the 

slightly h p y  figure it usualiy imagines as the nasonable man. But the opportunities for 

efficiencies and for imagination that the man of ordinary prudence has held out for so long are 

largely illusory. Indeed, these 'strengths' may actually be his most serious shortcomings. Giving 

us, as he has for well over a cmtury, a rapid and sometimes pictunsque basis Md justification for 

such difficult judgments, we rnay conclude that the rasonable man has lived out the last of his 

days* 

In an increa~ingly diverse world, the inevitable nshaping of characteristics for such a mode1 

person cornes to seem a misguided and ultimately M e  ta& Better then to ask more directly the 

question of when our interactions with others betray the kind of culpable inMerence that we 

properly cal1 fault in a negligence regime. Be= to openiy invite the necessarily contextual 

analysis of the normative quality of choice and interaction that this requins. And although critics 

have sometimes suggested that we abolish the nason part of the standard, we rnay therefore think 

the better of it. Indeed, at the end of the day we may corne to believe that we can fort@ the nason 

by abolishing the 'man'. 
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